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The maximum operating level attained in any one day during the

month of January 1952" by each of the piles, and the correspond-

ing equivalent percentage of the power level index, are as
follows:

r-

B D DR F H

525 500 550 545 587
Percent 263 250 275 273 294

H pile established an individual new maximum operating level
during the month, january 5 marked the occurrence of a new

maximum of 2649 MWD for simultaneous five-pile total pro-

duction_ and a new maximum of 2670 MW for simultaneous five-

pile combined power level° Despite the occurrence of twenty

ruptured slugs during the month, total production for January

was 62)515 MWD (104.2 percent of forecast).

In the past whenever an abnormal condition in the Panellit

pressure monito_4ng system has resulted in an alarm, the pile
operator has been forced to correct the condition and reset the

Panellit trip within 20 seconds or manually shut the pile down
by means of the #2 safety circuit (which actuates the horizont-

al rods only). Effective January ].6 this operating procedure

was modified at all piles. The operator must now correct the

condition and reset the Panellit trip within iO seconds or

manually shut the pile down by means of the #I safety circuit

(which actuates all rods). The time delay period was reduced

because calculations indicate that at the present power levels

the aluminum slug jackets will begin to melt in less than 20

seconds after a complete loss of cooling water. (The 20 second
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of tho United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulncs_ of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Governmont or any agency thereof.
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time delay was originally based on a ,power level of 300 MW).
The l0 second time delay procedure will remain in effect until
an automatic 3-second tlme-delay relay, similar to the

installation presently being tested at B pile (P.T. 105-502-E),
can be incorporated in the #1 safety circuit at all piles.

In order to prevent uncontrolled boiling of water in pile
process tubes, limitations on tube power output and water
temperature rise have been established to insure sufficient

header pressure to sweep out any steam formed. In the past
these limitations varied only with header pressure and orifice
size and were based on a conservative amount of film buildup, a
2OoC inlet water temperature, and on the elevation of the top
row of process tubes. In order to obtain more efficient utili-

zation of the present header pressures, while still maintaining
operational safety, revised temperature rise (boiling disease)
limitations were made effective on January 30. The new tempera-
ture rise limits are based on actual film b_.ldup (as indicated
by Panellit pressure), actual inlet water temperature, and

actual vertical location of the process tube, in addition tothe header pressure and orifice size. In essence, this results
in a separate temperature rise limit for each individual pro-
cess tube. It is estimated that the revised limits will permit
a 3-4 percent increase in power level at DR and H piles,
currently operating on boiling disease ]imitations. This was
evidenced by substantial power level increases at both DR and H
piles at months end.

B Pile

Daring January B pile was shut down five times because of the
following ruptured slugs:

Tube No..___..___.. Shutdown Started to Power

2582 4:05 A.M., January 6 8:47 A.M., January 8
3688 5:32 P.M., January i0 5:58 P.M., January I0
2961 II:IO P.M., January 16 2:31 A.M., January 18
2669 6:49 AoM., January 25 7:12 A.M., January 25
0860 5:34 P.M., January 25 7:27 F.M.j January 26
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lt was possible to immediately discharge process tubes 3688 and
2669 with the charging machine and resume operations within the
scram recovery period. During the outage caused by the
ruptured slug in tube 2582, the metal discharge for the month
of January was accomplished. In addition, the #6 horizontal
control rod thimble, which had been discovered leaking last
month, was replaced and the #6 HCR was reinstalled. The rod
was returned to service during the subsequent poison push
outage.

On January 14 the 3-second time-delay relay setup in the
Panellit pressure mqnitorlng system was tied into the #2 safety
circuit (P.T. 105-502-E). During the remainder of the month no
unnecessary automatic,pile shutdowns were caused by this
installation.

When the metal column containing a ruptured slug in process
tube 2961 could not be discharged with the chsrging machine,
the slugs downstream of the ruptured slug were flushed out with

300 psi water pressure. Following this, excessive radioactivi-ty readings prohibited rear face entry and led to the discovery
that four slugs had been flushed onto the 20' catwalk.

Apparently, due to the forward location of the ruptured slug
(15th slug from the front), the last few downstream slugs
flushed out had sufficient momentum to reach the catwalk.

After considerable difficulty and time expended, two slugs were
remotely washed into the basin with a high pressure fire hose
and two slugs were remotely pushed into the basin with a long
pipe.

On January 14 the #4 horizontal control rod was taken out of
service so that its electrical drive system (originally
installed to experimentally check the operation of H pile rods)
could be replaced with a standard hydraulic drive mechanism.
The electrical drive equipment was removed, decontaminated, and
shipped to 189-D on January 23 for use on the horizontal

control rod mockup. Installation of the hydraulic _rlve system
was completed during the outage caused by the ruptured slug in
process tube 0860. However, the #4 HCR was not returned to
service when it was discovered that the rod could not be with-
drawn from the pile properly because of faulty electrical
wiring. This condition will be corrected d_a-i_gthe ne_t
shutdown.
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The following four ruptured slugs caused the shutdown of D pile
during January:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power

i -------
i 0864 7:00 P.M., January 13 7:27 P.M., January 13

2462 1.22 P.M.,1 • January 15 11:48 P.M. January 15
0787 8:55 A.M., January 27 12:36 P.M., January 28
2777 6:08 A.M., January 30 6:28 A.M., January 30

lt was possible to discharge three (0864, 2462, and 2777) of
the four ruptured slugs with the charging machine and
immediately resume operations within the scram recovery period.
In order to remove the ruptured slug in tube 0787, it was
necessary to remove the rear gunbarrel and push the process
tube out the rear face with 27 upstream slugs still in the
tube.

O During the shutdown initiated on January 24 to conduct the
January metal discharge (postponed from January 17) the D test
hole thimble and assembly were removed as a unit. The test
hole contained a faulty power-indicating ionization chamber
(used in conjunction with the control room g&lvanometer setup).
A new thimble and ionization chamber assembly were installed in
the test hole. Upon startup, however, it was discovered that
the ionization chamber should be inserted further into the unit
to increase its sensitivity. An alternative ionization chamber
located in the bottom of the pile is being utilized until the D
hole chamber can be made useable. During the discharge outage
an initial check of the #9 HCR, which has been binding of late,
indicated that a new graphite track was needed. This repair
work was postponed until the next available shutdown, and the
rod was temporarily returned to service°

On January 29 the B horizontal control rod (#3) became badly
lodged in the pileo Attempts to manually force the rod out of
the unit were abandoned in order to prevent damage to the rod

' and guide. Az_ effort to return the rod to service _£i1 be made
during the next shutdown.

During the latter part of the month, it was discovered that the
_' 60" reinforced concrete process water effluent line was leaking

O badly adjacent to the 107 retention basin entrance. Excavation
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in the vicinity of the leak exposed several serious circum-
ferential cracks in the concrete pipe. At months end exca-
vations were being made at two other locations in the llne to
determine whether the crackin_ is local in nature or exists the
entire length of the line, necessitating extensive corrective
measures.

DR Pile

On January 3 a.loose Junction was detected on the cold Junction
compensator in the Brown equipment which monitors the outlet
water temperature of individual process tubes, lt was dis-
covered that because of this condition the Brown monitor was
indicating erroneously high outlet water temperatures (approxi-
mately 4oc per tube) and effectlng a needless reduction in pile
power level (approximately 30 MW). Apparently this situation
had existed since November 6, when the Brown instrument was
last serviced, and was responsible for the reduced power levels
of DR pile during November and December. Upon correction of

the condition, it was possible to immediately increase the
power level of DR pile to 550 MW before encountering water leak
difficulties (3673).

During December DR pile was shut down for the following five
ruptured slugs:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power
f- , - L J

1471 I0:I0 P.M., January 3 10:40 P.M., Jarmary 3
3763 3:08 P.M., January 7 4:53 P.M., January 9
0978 8:52 P.M., January ii 1:15 P.M., January 12
1560 12:17 P.M., January 16 3:52 A.M., January 18
2076 3:02 P.M., January 28 3:35 P.M., January 28

lt was possible to discharge process tubes 1471 and 2076 with
the charging machine and resume operations within the scram
recovery period.

On January 7 a loss of reactivity was noted, followed by high
effluent water activity readings on 37 1/2 rear crossheader.
Upon shutdown a ruptured slug, which apparently had swollen
sufficiently to split the process tube and allow water to enter



the pile graphite, was located in process tube 3763. The metal

column was backseated both from the rear and the front, but it
proved impossible to flush out the downstream slugs with 395
psi water pressure, lt was decided to transfer the slugs
upstream of the ruptured slug to an adjacent process tube by
means of the twin transfer cask. However, the twin transfer

cask slipped off the highulift during unloading operations,
necessitating repairs and causing additional delay. When
finally put into service, considerable difficulty was
experienced with the cask and its use was ultimately abandoned
when the cask spline broke off in the process tube.

lt was then decided to push the process tube, with its entire
charge of 64 slugs, out the rear face. The rear gunbarrel was
removed to permit this, and the rear 8' section of process tube
was remotely cut off with a torch. As the remainder of the

tube was pushed out, it broke off in sections under the weight
of the metal column. After some difficulty a new rear gun-
barrel was installed, along with a new process tube, and the

O tube was recharged with metal.

After two unsuccessful startup attempts and the discharge of a
total of 12 temporary poison columns_ the pile was started to
power at 1:23 P.M. on January 9, only to be scrammed 2:37 P.M.
due to lack of scrammable control rod. Four additional tempo-
rary poison columns were charged and continued operations were
finally resumed at 4:53 P.M. on January 9. An equilibrium
power level of 150 was obtained, with 30 gallons of water being
collected at the CO2 driers on January IO (no water collected
in drip legs). From the startup performance it was estimated

that over IOO0 gallons of water were present in the pile
graphite in the vicinity of process tube 3763 (equivalent to
about250 inhours).

Following the outage required to remove the ruotured slug from
process tube 0978, two unsuccessful startup attempts and the
discharge of a total of nine poison columns were required
before continued operations were resumed at 1:15 PoM. on
January 12. During the subsequent few days the DR pile reached
a maximum power level of 300 _, with a maximum of 23 gallons
of water being extracted by the CO2 driers on January 15.

" During the shut_own caused by the ruptured slug in process tube

i 1560, the January metal discharge (postponed from January 15)was accomplished. A third improved charging machine (installed

6
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on January 15), which can be elevated pneumatically to charge a
second row of process tubes without raising the front face

elevator, was employed satisfactorily during the discharge. In
addition, a total of 14 process tubes in the upper near quad-
rant of the pile were checked for freedom of movement in the

graphite. Ali moved freely, fndlcating that external galvanic
corrosion of aluminum tubes in the presence of wet graphite had
not yet caused binding of the tubes in the cold zone.

At the conclusion of the outage, three attempted startups and
three poison pattern adjustments involving 6 temporary poison
columns were necessary before the pile was started to power at
12:10 A.M. on January 18, followed by a scram due to insuf-
ficient control of excess reactivity. After charging three
additional temporary poison columns, continued pile operation
was finally resumed At 3:52 A.Mo on Januar7 18. The power
level was gradually increased to a maximum of 400 MW, which was
maintained for the remainder of the month. However, the water
collection rate .at the CO2 driers averaged only approximately
20 gallons per aay, for a total of only 366 gallons extracted

since January 7.

In view of the extremely slow rate of water extraction, and in
order to prevent excessive external corrosion of the alu_um

process tubes resulting in additional water leaks in the upper
near quadrant of the pile, it may be necessary to shut DR pile
down for a few days in the near future. An attempt will then

be made to heat up and dry out the cold portion of gtaphite by
recirculating hot water through the process tubes. This can be
accomplished by utilizing the recirculation equipment at DR to
inject 8500 ibs./hr, of 225 psi steam into 2000 gpm of effluent
water before returning it to the front face of the pile. This
system will effectively double the residual heat (fission) iu
the pile.

During the outage caused by the ruptured slug in process tube
3763, investigation of the B hole leakage indicated that it was
resulting from a bent flange and improper gasket seating. This
situation was remedied and additional lead shielding was
installed until the new B hole assembly installation can be
completed at the next available shutdown.
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" ' H Pile

A new maximum power level of 590 MW and a new maximum
rate of 587 MWD were achieved on JanuarY 31. The

production in power level at the end of the month
appreciable increase
resulted from revised water temperature rise (boiling disease)
limits •

With the exception of the scheduled metal discharge on j_luary
2h, the H pile operated the entire mouth without incident at au
equilibrium power level of 570 MW. During the discharge outage
it was possible to remove two of the three cesium samples
ledged in the B test hole facility. As a result of this, thecontaminated making it difficult to operate

became highly Also during the outage two

levelp.13 equipment u_on startup- parsfflniboron, and cadmium
the shields (consisting of iron,

new on #23 rear crosshead_r. This was done tocomponents) were placed around the BF_ proportional counter
tubes installed
increase the reliability of the delayed neutron monitoring

equipment (p.T.-lOS-4h6) in indicating ruptured slugs by
reducing the neutron background.

F Pile J urinary

Six ruptured slugs caused the shutdown of F pile during

as folloWS: Started to Power

258_ 12:10 P.M., January Ii 12:h5 P.M., January LIJanuary 12 9:2% A.M., january 13
i166 6:O0 A oM.,
2562 12:22 P.M., January 17 l:h4 A.M., January 19
2082 7:44 PoMoi january 26 12:02 k.M., January 28
0770 8:2h A.M., January 30 3:53 A.M., JanuarY 31
0666

lt was possible to discharge only process tube 2585 with the
charging machine and resume operations within the scram

, recovery period.

During the outage caused by the ruptured slug in process tube
1166, gross spread of contamination occurred on the rear face
when the process tube started to steam after the slugS dowa-
stream of the ruptured slug were flushed out with 75 psi water

!
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pressure. Extensive decontamination of the rear face with

chromic acid, Duponal, and water was required before startup at
9:25 A.M. on January 13. Inmlfficient control rod for turn-
around caused the pile to be shut down from 12:47 P.M. to 4:53
P.M. for the addition of 6 poison columns.

The January metal discharge (scheduled for Jancar,/18) was

accomplished during the outage caused by the ruptured slug in
process tube 2562. The 4' section of #7 HCR thimble, which

broke off in the pile during removal operations last month, was
• extracted and the control rod channel was temporarily blocked

off with shielding. In addition, the graohite burnout samples
were removed from process tube 2777, and new graphite samples
were inserted in tube_2682 and 2777. In conjunction with the
exqo_osureof these new burnout samples under P.T.-lO5-h35, the
maximum pile graphite temperatttre_Lmit at F pile has beenincreased to h5OoC.

Several Van Stone flanges were checked for tightness and splits
during the 2082 outage. After the ruptured slug was _'emoved
from process tube 0770, a second ruptured slug was discovered

in tube 0666 while inspecting additional rear Van Stone flanges.
In addition, a new thimble was installed for the #7 HCR and the
rod was returned to service during the outage,

During January the amount of water collected in the CO2 driers
at F pile gradually decreased from approximately hO gals_day to
an average of 5-10 gals./day. No water was collected in the
drip legs. lt is believed that essentially all the water
originating from leaking process tubes in the lower far
quadrant has now been removed from the pile.

A temporary increase in Panellit pressure, indicating the

b_lildupof film in the fringe zones, was noted at F pile during
the first week in January. Thia was accompanied by a decrease
in process water flow and a gradual increase in Fe concentration.
It is not known whether this condition has been due to the
incorporation of activated silica in the process water,treatment
on December 28, or due to plugged screens caused by a purge of
the pile on the same date. During the latter part of the month
a slight increase in Panellit pressure was again noted forfringe zone tubes.
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Twenty instances of in-pile uranium slug failures occu_ed
during January, bringing the total number to date to 127. The
attached table presents all data available at months end
regarding these twenty rupture_ slugs. It was possible to suc-
cessfully discharge eight of these ruptured slugs with the
chari%ng machine and resume operations within the scram
recovery period. Four group 8 slugs were included in the slug
failures durin_ January, bringing the total number to date to
fourteen.

l

PRODUCTION TESTS
I 7 - _ : : L . -- -- Illll L____W

35 - Graphite_,Burnout ,T,ranspo

Graphite samples exposed to controlled atmospheres of N2, CO,
CO2 and (95% CO2 + 5% CO) were removed from process tube 2777
during the January 18 discharge at F pile. The samples were
originally scheduled to be maintained at a nominal temperature

of 41OOC. However, due to the extended water leak diffi-culties experienced at F pile during the exposure period, the
samples were actually subjected to extremely erratic tempera-
ture conditions. Consequently, it Is doubtful whether con-
sistent data will be obtained when the ssaples are analyzed
after a suitable decay period.

Process tube 2777 (controlled atmospher,_s)and tube channel
2682 (pile atmosphere) were also rechari_d with new graphite
samples during the January 18 outage. These samples are
scheduled to be maintained at the highest equilibrium tempera-
ture obtainable (probable about h25oc) wlthout exceeding a maxi-
mum pile graphite temperature of 450°C.

473 - Alum and Activated Silica Water Treatment
I I -- _ _' _ L ---- __ I, I-- -- IIII I I I __ [ II

The alum and activated silica water treatment, which was
initiated at F area on December 28, has increased the length of
filter runs from 12 hours to 32 hours. _le filters, which were
designed for a capacity of 2.6 gpm/sq, ft. (1156 sq. ft.) and
which reached a maximum of 2.8 gpm/sq, ft. with the former
ferric sulfate treatment, are currently operating at a maximum
of 4.45 gpm/sq, ft. with the alum and activated silica treat-
ment. Only eight of the twelve filters at F area are now
required to f_lter the process water for F pile. Further

' - lO
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reduction is limited only by the 5000 gpm hydraulic capacity of
the filter system and not by the capacity of the filters
proper, lt is anticipated that this marked increase in filter
capacity will not be materially reduced during the high tur-
bidity period of the Columbia River this spring.

502E --Automatic Time-Delay Relay for Panelllt System Alarm

The Microflex mechanical 3-second time-delay relay setup
installed in the Panellit pressure monitoring system at B pile
was tied into the #2 safety circuit on January 14. At months
end the 3-second time-delay relay installation was operating
satisfactorily and had caused no unnecessary automatic pile
shutdowns. When it became necessary to shut B pile down on

Jazluary 25 because of a ruptured slug (0860), the operation of
the time-delay _elay system was successfully checked. When the

gauge was tripped for one second, no scram resulted; but when
the gauge was tripped for three seconds, the pile was scrammed with
the #2 safety circuit.

lt is planned to tie the three-second time-delay relay into the

O #I safety circuit during the next available shutdown at B pile.
If this arrangement functions equally satisfactorily, a time-
delay relay installation similar to the one at B pile will be
incorporated in the #I ss£ety circuit of the other piles. Work
is also in progress on the development of a time-delay relay
which operates on the principle of magnetic flux decay. This
type relay possesses the advantage of no moving parts and would
be more fail-safe than the mechanical type.

PROCF_S DEVEIDPMENTS
.._4-_-4--__LLi_. I__J I • I

Critical Y Power Condition

On January 22 a meeting was held to discuss the possibility of
revising the operating procedure for critical Y power con-
ditions (loss of backup electrical facilities) in an attempt to
reduce pile outage time. The 35 critical Y power conditions
(exclusive of individual area conditions) which have occurred
on the Hanford and BPA systems since startup in 1944 are as
follows:

'DECLASSIFIED
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Hanford BPA
Sho "

(less than 25
rain.duration) Long Short

Operational errors _ I 3 0
Equipment failures 4 3 3 I
Lightning O 0 i 7
Transmission Line 2 6 I 0
Failures

System Overload O 0 i I

7 I0 9 9

This includes four critical Y power conditions which occurred
during 1951. Wooden"pole fires caused two Hanford critical Y
conditions; one operatior_l error and one low voltage condition
resulted in two BPA critical Y conditions.

Bonding of dead-end pole structures has eliminated all dead-end

wooden pole fires in the Hanford system. Consequently, it isfelt that the current program of binding all tangent wooden
pole structures (to be completed in February) should completely
eli_,inatethe major cause of Hanford critical Y conditions.

lt was agreed that in those instances of critical Y power
conditions not involving serious voltage and/or frequency
i_uctuations when the balance of the Hanford and BPA systems
are functioning satisfactorily, the exposure to complete loss
of power is not greater than under the present critical W con-
dition (planned removal of backup electrical power). Hence,
it was decided to recommend a revision to the present critical

Y operating procedure which will allow the piles to continue
operation on an alert basis during these special power
conditions.

Water Qualit_

Tests have been initiated in the I05-D flow laboratory to study
the effect of process water pH on film formation and slug
corrosion. Filtered process water minus sodium dichromate is
being employed to Obtain data at 65oC and 90oc with pHs of 6.2,
6.7, 7.2, and 7.7. These data will permit the selection of the

• optimum pH for filtered process water without sodium dichromate.

- i2
R
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O Files - 13 - February 4, 1952

External Process Tube Corrosion
i i ,1 n. n II I m I iN

Examination of the process tubes removed from the lower far
quadrant of F pile (location of recent water leak difficulties)
has led to the following observations:

(I) A film of external corrosion products (mainly iron
and aluminum oxides) was observed on that portion of
the process tubes located in the rear gunbarrel and
extending as far as 6 1/2' into the graphite.
Pitting attack was observed under the corrosion
products with a maximum pit depth of 29 mils.

. /(2) Beyond 14 15 from the rear face, the tubes were free
of external corrosive attack°

o

(3) Cracking and pitting attack was observed on all Van
Stone flangeso

Laboratory tests supporting the examination of process tubes

O from F pile revealed the following:
(1) 2S A1 corrodes sacrlfically to graphite at tempera-

tures from 20°C to 78°C. This anodlc tendency
increases with temperature.

(2) 2S A1 coupled to graphite in tap water at room
temperature suffers pitting attack.

(3) 2S A1 coupled to graphite in boiling tap water
corrodes at a greater rate (weight loss basis) than
at room temperature, but no pitting occurs.

Galvanic couples of 2S A1 and graphite are being tested at
several temperatures to determine at what temperature pitting
attack ceases and general corrosion commences®

3 Encl.
i. Comparative Pile Performance
2. Pile Outage
3. Tabulation of Ruptured Slugs

PAULOVlCHIww

,, Cy i - Addressee ,"i:':_,,:;

O 2 - K. F. Paulovich ,_:
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PILE OUTAGE - JANUARY 1952, II , 11 ii i 111 i ,

(Hours )

B D _ DR F H Total

Metal Discharge 21.4 hl.7 16.8 12.0 91.9

Ruptured Slug Removal 80.0 30.9 107.9 92.6 311.4

Reactor Maintenance 2.0 7.5 7.2 16.7

Production Tests (except P-13) _.5 1.5 6.0

Special Irradiations 8.0 __ .___- 2.0 3.__5 13.____5

Total Hours 111.4 72.6 107.9 123.4 24.2 439.5

@

i

@

I

l
!
|
ii
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PILE B D DR F H TOTAL

Initial Startup i_9-262ih 12-17-4h i0-3-50 2-25-h5 i 10-20'h9
Design Power Level t 250 250 ' 250 250 h00

Days Since Startup i268._ 2602 ..... hS_ 2___._ 8.3hMaximum Power Level i - _- ....... -.......

Attained to Date i 525 515 560 555 I 590 27h5(MW) t
........... - ........ ::- L - - LI _ _ _- - f i_ _ - ..... ii ii iii i - _ . _ _

Maximum Power Level I 1

During Month (MWD) ' 525 500 550 545 1 587

Average Operating

Level During Month hhO h62 361 451 559 ' h57

Outage Hours During ! iI

Month : 111.4 72.6 107.9 i 123.4 24.2 _ h39.5
"_ :_ _ _ :_ . :__- .... . ' , • ...... _ _ .... ,, L __ , , ,L - _' - I- J ' ......

Time Operated I,, 1
Efficiency (%)3 85.0 90.2 85.5 83.4 96.7 _ 88.2

I
_fWD Produced During { o

Month I I ,
Plutonium 11,598 12,926 9,565 ' 11,651 16,775 62,515
- _ _i _ __ .: :..,.ml . .= - ] .. .... i i i._ -.... T i l,llj , , , [i - l ...... _ iii i ,_ . 7.__L. ----

!

MWD Discharged i ,
During Month I ,

Plutonium iO,662 ' 15,196 ....13,519 ......12:O5h 10,!50 61,581

__ __- : _ ........ .............. =- _ _ -
t }

MWD In Unit

Plutonium I 7k,273 71,611 76,548 66,996 81,271 370,699
,..._ - :__ __ u< - ,j,ml,.l_- _ " " " , ",L I U l .......... _ -- , Jt_i _ : -- - _ -_--lmWml

/

lira-- -- C III LII I III I [I - _ _ II1! " "_ I ..... I ........ _ _"L--.- 7_ i ;_" ""_" L _ __ I |1 ........
!

Tons of Metal Dis- l
Charged During ' 18.70 I 24.43 23.96 21.20 16.68 104.97
Month ! '

m

. -_'_ .I _ _- _ _ _ ,. ,_ ._ =, , ,, , , ,, ._-_

Tons of Metal i
Charged During 18.4h ' 24.43 24.3_ 21.]2 16.69 105.22
Month i i

I
• f7 • 2_ ,iiL Jl L - I I ,II,t {I III _ _ --.- I ........... - L_ ---'--

lTons of Metal In

Unit ! 244.35 243.47 . 245.61 233.21 245.89 1212.53
Average x_ Discharge
Concentration i -' 570 622 564 569 609 587( WOtT) ; t •

I
, ,,- ....

............ rp
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FILE B D DR F H TOTAL

Scheduled Shutdo_ms ! O ' i I O i 0 i

Carbon Dioxide Concen- I

tration (%)a 98.0 1 95.0 ' 96.4 87.2 90.8

Highest Graphite ....... 1 ....... I.... T....
Temperature Recorded 378 382 324 411 368 1

During Month (°C), I

Outlet Water

Temperature (oc)_ 59.9 54.7 4.2.8 59o9 55.5

-'_,, '_L,........... ..J.... " ...... /L'. " _ .L. '"Li ,L '._ "'"- " r''_.f'-:-J. --:f-- - • --'_ _'i! -_'tt C.A,-."._-_". C

@ Inlet Water )_ 1 "Temperature (°C 7.o _.9 _.3 h.o _.2
.................. ] - I
Proces_ Water Flow

(gpm):2 36,_32 37,590 4o,2H6 36,72142,6_

Maximum Effluent
Water Activity
(m_ep/hr During iO.8 _.8 9.2 12.2 10.9

= Month I __
--. : _ _,_ ,,, _ ,, , ,, ,, _ -_ _ : " t ..... . , i ,, ,,,_

|
3'

" I) Average Operating Level - MWD X24
ml

Hours Operated
q
|
_, . _ ,,, j,, , -- .

ql
i

3) Time Operating Efficiency : Hours Operated
. Total Hours
=

4) Months End Data

; 2) Average of Last 5 D_ys of Equilibrium Operation

i@

!
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DECLASSIFIED
TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS

, _ ,,, , ,, , ,, ,

o

o _ m _ _ _ o Ass_e_
i_o

_. _ _ o _ Co _ Operating
Production

_ 2) Charged _ _ '_ _ _ _ _ Loss Ciz_umstancer--I 0 o o o _ o -----
., :_ _ 3) Ruptured _ _... _ o .....Z _, c., _ _ _ (_']WD)(Days)_ Shutdown and

108 1471-DR i) h-12-51 239 374 584 525 61 .I High exit water a

_I 5-9-51 Discharged with c._ I-3-52 macazine- Resumed

in scram recovery
, ,,, , ......

109 2582-B I) 2-23-51 278 348 5.9 589 525 1858 3.5 High effluent wat
2)  -3-51 - xet, colmm di
3) with 350 psi ware

and hydraulic Jac

ii ..... i , 1

ii0 3763-DR i) 4-23-51 243 362 6.1 537 550 _8 52 6537 11.9 Loss of reactivit
2) 5-9-51 exit water activi

3) I-7-52 stuck, resulting
tube - Entire met

discharged in sec
process tube- Re

" barre_ removed.
: ............... :_ - ,.........

Ill 3685-B I) 2-5-51 325 269 523 400 20-25 29 .I High exit water a
2) 2-19-51 Discharged with c
3) 1-10-52 machine - Resumed

in scrmn recovery

112 2585-F I) 3-5-51 275 304 5.9 _97 545 h2 66 26 ._ High exit water a
)  -n-51 Discharged with c

3) I-ii-52 machine - Resumed

in scram recovery

  i II I',III '"ill



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS

_o ,o Assigned _ •o

_ mo :_ Operating m o
Production _> _o

Loss _
O _ D _
_ _ _ Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slug _

61 I .I High exit water activity- Cap failure. MRG

i

• Discharged with charging 4-12-51
" machine - Resumed operations Truck 12

in scram recovery period, &

,,. _ • :: J- _ ,.,,....,,_ :_ _ _ _ ....... ± ::- ........

18581 3.5 High effluent water activity Cap failure. ZRG
I - Metal column discharged 2-23-51

with 350 psi water pressure Truck 1
and hydraulic Jack. &

- -:. j , -- - - i, . - _ ---- _ : _ z : ' • : " :_-....

48 52 6537 11.9 Loss of reactivity and high End cap separated from slug ZRG
exit water activity - Slug 4-23-51
stuck, resulting in split Truck 5
tube - Entire metal column

, discharged in sections of &
process tube - Rear gun-

barre_ removed.
,_ _ ....__ - _ _ ,, , _ - _ ,_ _ ....... - --

20-25 29 .I High exit water activity - Small crack in can at base _G
Discharged with charging of end cap. 2-5-51
machine - Resumed operations Truck 4
in scr_n recovery period. LI &

_ _ .... lm l I _ _ _ ...... _.-- _ _ I .-- _ I .. l I ------

ih2 66 26 ._4 High exit water activity - End c_p bulged - Split _:G
_; Discharged with charging around base of cap and down 3-8-51
i machine - Resumed operations side of can sidewall. Truck 6

i in scr m   rloa.i a



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIU}_SLUGS

Assigned

[)ate _ mo Operating iCanned _ _ Product:'.on . ,Loss Circumstance0

o _ 2) Charged o _ Shutdown and HCU£-_ ,

,, _ _ _,3 I Ib_t,J,b '_a "_ ,., ' '

113 0978-DR I) 6-23-51 179 349 6.6 426 ' 150 4_ 46 I00 .7 High exit waterAft section of p:
2) 7-16.._ deribbed to per_
_):L-::-52

)

114: I166-F I) 4-17-51 249 401 7.2 454 545 48 63 1470 2.7 Hiyl exit waterMetal column dis
2)5-8-51 _th 75psi_ta
3) 1-12-52 and charging mac

face contaminat_

i_e_ __ _ ,mmm_._m_,mi ,_m_m,_m_ mm_m_i_,_ _ _ _ _"_m"m_" _ "

115 0864-D 1211-9-51 270 318 478 500 54 °I High exit water4-18-51 Discharged wit|]m_chine - Resum(
3) 1-13-52 in scram recove_

. _.
........ , | _ ___

i6 2462-D i) 4-3-51 272 342 550 500 44 .1 Itigh exit water_ Discharged with
2) 4-18-51 machine - Resum
3) 1-15-52 in scram recove

.....
,,

I17 1560-DR i) 4-11-51 252 353 7 6 520 300 30 29 530 2.0 High exit water" _ownstream sect
) _-_-51
3) 1-16-52 process tube d_permit removal.

,,

o. _



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIU_ASLUGS _.Y
.......... , ,_, ,..... ,........ , .....................

cJ m

I_ mo _ _. Operating _ o' _ _ Production
I__ _ _ _ Loss Circtnnstancesof "o a)

_._ -_e_ (iJIWD)(Days) Shutdown and Removs_...... Observations of Slug ..,

44 46 I00 -7 High exit water activity - Split originating at bottom ZRG
Aft section of process tube of can and extending almost 6-2951
deribbed to permit removal, entire length of can. Truck 6

&

Group 8 Slug

.... ....... _ _ , , , , j, , • ........ , , _, L I, , II • -

48 63 1470 2.7 HiFi exit water activity - End _p off- Portion of ZRG

Metal colu_mldischarged exposed end of slug missing 4-17-51
With 75 psi _ter pressure Truck i
_d charg_mg machine - Rear
face contaminated. &

• i ii | : _ ii,i , _, . i= .,i i ml i _ ii,i m'm _ : II• I I ,m 'L_"

54 .i Hig_ exit water activity - Crack at base of end cap ZRH
Discharged with ch_ging extending 3/4 circumference I-9-_i
machine -Resumed operation_ of can. Truck 3
in scr_ _covery period. &

--_ . _ . . . . . _....... ,.,

44 .I lli_Juexit water activity - Split extending 1/2 way _G
Discharged with charging around cap base and 1/2 4-3-51
machine -Resumed operation: way dow_ side of can T_ck 2
in scram recovery period. &

, li , , lJ li .: _ _ _ • , , till l _ , m

30 29 530 2.0 High exit water activity - Uranium split failure. _G
Bownstream section of 4-II-51
process tube deribbed to Truck 9

I permit removal.



Q,. ,B

TABULATION oF RUPTURED URANIU)_SLUGS

(P---_

"_ _ _ _ _ _ o Assigned
r-4_ O .

i_ Canned o._ _ _ _ _ _ Production_ c _ m _, _ Loss Circumstance

g _ 2) Charged _ _ _ o o o o _ _ _ (i:,i_vD]_Davs)] Shutdo_nnand

118 2961-B I) 4-5-51 245 247 3.9 487 500 15 13 1190 2.4 L[ighexit water a
2) 5-16-51 Slug stuck, remov
3) 1-16-52 section of proces

4 slugs flushed o
) face catwalk.

,, .............. __ _, - _, , ,,,_ , i|

119 2562-F i) 2-27-51 2_i 359 7.0 508 500 22 20 2_7 _ .44 _igh exit water a
2) _-II-51 _ Downstream sectic
3) 1-17-52 _ I cess tube deribbe

permit removal_

120 2669-B ' I) 4-28-51 254 342 5.4 5_4 520 21 .04 IHi_heffluent w_
2) 5-16-51 - Discharged wit_
3) 1-25-52 machine- Resumec

within _cram rec(

21 0860-B i) 12-26-50 352 249 5.4 511 520 35 37 1329 2.7 High _xit w_ter
_-7-_I Aft section of 1

3) 1-25-52 deribbed to oe_

122 2082-F 1) 4-Ih-51 263 386 6.5 476 540 48 60 _i_h effluent wa'
2) 5-8-51 . - Aft section of
33 1-26-52 tube derlbbed to

re.oyal•



TABULATION oF RUPTURED URANIU_ SLUGS ,_0_

cJ

.o I Assigned _ O.

Jo IOperating _ o_
Production o

_ ] Loss Circumstances of "_
_ , Shu,t,do_n and Removal Observations of Slug _ m

_ _ 1190 2.4 ][ighexit water activity - Gap failure. ZRG
Slug stuck, removed in 4-5-51
soctlon of process tube - Truck 2
4 slugs flushed onto rear
face catwalk. &

20 207 ._h High exit water activity- Wedge-shaped split MRH
stream section of pro- extending completelY 2-27-51

cess tube deribbed to through slug. Truck i
removal. &

21 .04 lli_heffluent water activity Cap failure. N_O ,
Discharged with charging h-28-51

- F_sumed operations Truck 9
scram recovery peri &

Group 8 Slug

37 1329 2.7 High exit water activity- Two horizontal splits on MRG
Aft section of process tube opposite sides of can 12-26-50
deribbed to permit removal, extending almost full Truck i0

length of slug. &

60 effluent water activity End cao separated from l.IPd_
Aft section of process slug- Portion of exposed h-l_-51

deribbed to permit end of metal missing. Truck I0
&



m

liEl:llSlIFt ,.
TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIU_ SLUGS

-"_ '- ' _ '''" ' " 1' ,

o o <__ v, _ _ _ Assigned
'_._ o--- _ o Operating

d _ 2) Charged _ _ _ c ._ , • _ _ ' Production•_ _ _ Loss Ci_'c_mt_cei-_ _ _ _-_ O O O O _ OID

__ __ ...._ _ 3] Ruptured _. _ _ o z _. m _ .__ -__ Shutdown and R,

, , . , _ , .... ., .,123 0787-D I) 326 291 6.2 461 305 28 27 71 .3 High effluent wa%_
II, 2) 3-7-_I - Slug s_uck - Tut

- 3) 1-27-52 out rear with upsl
| I in tube .- Rear guz
| removed.
_m

--' " ] ........ _]i ,.
i

i: 6-6-51 Discharged with c_
I 3) 1-28-_2 machine - Resumed
, within scram reco_

i --- '...... '"" , ,H ,

I 125 2777-D I) 252 335 !524 400 High e_J.t water a,
'i 2) 5-23-51 Discharged with ct

3) 1-30-52 machine - _esumed
within scram reco_

,,,

' -_26 O770-F I) 8-23-51 134 354 6.9 218 330 43 51 High exit water ac
' 2) 9-18-51 Metal column discl

3) 1-30-52 with hydraulic Jac
difficulty.

'¢

127 0666,.F I) 1-23-51 343 496 330 Discovered durlnl
2) 2-21-51 for 0770 while ilil
3) 1-30-52 rear Van Stone f]

Discharged with c
. machine

It ' ,



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS

, , ,,, ,, .' -- ..

m
4.21

% c,J m

g _ _ _ o° Assigned _ _u
_ _o_-_ Operating a_ o

_ _ _ Production _ __ _ Loss Ciz_umstsrlcesof "o
_ _ _ (_W[I]](Davs)i Shutdown and Removal Observations.:of Slug _ t_........ _ __ J ,,=, :......... :_ -_----

28 27 71 .3 High affluent water activity Not yet examined. !,i- Slug stuck - Tube pushed
out rear with upstream slugm _i_,'_
in tube -Rear gunbarrel
favored.

, _ • .,......... ...........- _ ..... -......... ,......- ................

40 .I High exit water activity - Cap fa_lurm MRG
Discharged with charging 4-30-51
machine - Resumed operations: Truck 6
wltl_Inscram recovery period &

Oroup 8 slug

......... ,, L, _-_
• . ,, ...... , ,,j ,, i

High exit water activity - Not yet examined.
Discharged with charging
maclLine- Besumed operations
within scram recovery period

43 51 High exit water activity- Slug split diagonally 124.T
Metal column dischar_xl into two separate pieces. B-2
with hydraulic Jack without 8-23-51
difficulty. &

Oroup 8 Slug

......... ,

Discovered during outage Cap failure. ZRH
for 0770 while inspecting 1-23-51
rear Van Stone flanges - Truck IO

Discharged with charging
machinu &

z

.........
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SI_OL: CS?: _9_P

:_TLE OPERATION

General

The m_Lx_num operating level attained in any one day during the

month of Febr_a_r i952 by each of the piles, and the corres-

pondin6 equivalent percentage of the power level index, are as
follows:

B D DR F II

_,4,,¢D 5L_2 325 560 575
602

Percent 271 263 280 288 301

.&l.lfive piles established individual new maximum operating

levels d_iI'ingthe month. February 2k marked the occurrence of
a new maximum of 270_ I_.4Dfor simultaneou_ five-pile total pro_,

duction, and a new maximum "of 2785 _._ for simultaneous five-

pile combined power level. Despite the occurrence of 17

ruptured slugs during the month, total production for February

was 61,020 _T_CD(106.7 oercent of forecast). This represents a

new per diem maximum production of 2104 i._;vlD/day.

During the month an automatic ]-second time-delay relay similar

to the equipment successfully tested at B pile (P.T.-IO5-502-E)
was installed at ali oiles in the Panellit pressure monitoring

system and tied into the No. i safety circuit. At months end

only one automatic Panellit scram had occurred (at H pile on
February 20) and it would have been necessary under the former
20-second manual scram system.

B Pile

A new maximum power level of 5k5 I@,_was first attained on

February 2_ with a new maximum production rate of 5h2 14AD

achieved on February 29. -- ........ -_

_'_'¢7_.t_'_'-:',i_-,_ ' _, _.,",,,._ ; ;--_,_ .... .

m
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' Files - 2 - March 7, 1952

The significant increase in power level at B pile durSmg
February resulted from poison oattern adjustments during the
January 25 outage, revised delta temperature limits, and a 10°C
reduction in the graphite temperature indicated by thermocouple
13 G. In the past, this thermdcouple has consistently indi-
cated an excessively high graphite temperature when compared
with data from adjacent VSR thimble thermoco_iplesand calcu-

lated graphite conductances. Consequently, it was arbitrarily
decided to reduce by lO°C the graohite temperature reading of
thermocouple 13 G, which has been and still is limitin_ the
power level of B pile. It is anticipated that additional
poison pattern adjust:_entsduring the first shutdown in March
will result i.uthe pile operating orimarily on boiling limits
at an increased power level.

During the shutdown initiated on February 5 for the February
metal discharge, the autom_tic 3-second time-delay relay setup
in the Panellit pressure monitoring system was removed from the
#2 safety circuit and incorporated in the #1 safety circuit.
The #22 vertical safety rod thimble was removed and another

thermocouple-equipped thimble was installed in VSR cha_nelpile
#22. The faulty electrical wiring of the #k horizontal control
rod was remedied and the HCR was returned to service.

During the outage, oerformance tests were also conducted on one
of the 230' head, 10,O00 gpm process water pumps located in
183-B before representatives of du Pont, Gibbs and irill,and
Allis-Chalmers. In addition, a leaking thez_ocouple well in D
riser was repaired and a sturdier rear face catwalk shield was
installed. The pile was started to power at lO:18 P.M. on
February 6. After reaching a oower level of llO M_Jwhile
purging at 350 psi, the pile was scrammed at 10:33 P.M.
because of momentarily low process water pressure. After
unsuccessfully investigating the cause of the low water
pressure trip and checking several vertical safety rods which
stuck during the scram, operations were finally resumed at
ll:k7 P.M. on February 6.

B pile was shut down three times during February because of the
following ruptured slugs:



, °,
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O Files - 3 - March 7, 1952

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power

1090 3:05 A._T.,Febr_ary 3 3:32 _.M., February 3
4186 ll:h2 P.M., February 12 2"13.A.M., February lh
h283 3:O8 A.M., Feb#uary 16 3:31 A._I.,February 16

lt was possible to immediately discharge process tube's1090 and
h283 with the charging machine and restLmeoperations within the
scram recovery period. Durin_ the outage caused by the
_ptured slug in process tube h186, the front and rear Van
Stone flanges on approximately 25 process tubes were inspected
for oitting corrosion. Also, an attemot to install a new
process tube in channel 2961 (Januazy rupture) was unsuccessful
because of'binding in the front gunbarrel.

On February 28, 25'5cubic feet of helium were introduced into

the CO2 pile atmosphere system at B oile in order to experiment
"_ith the detection of pile gas leakage by means of He leak
detection equipment. The addition of He to the pile atmosohere
resulted in a slight loss of reactivity, a slight decrease in

O and decrease in the percentagegraphite temperature, a slight
of CO.

D Pile

A new maximum power level of 525 I_ was first reached on
February ll and a new maximum production rate of 525 _P,_Dwas
established on February 12.

|
The increase in power level at D pile was due to poison pattern

i adjustments, revised delta temperature limits, and a 10°Creduction in the graphite temperature indicated by thermocouple
14 G. In the oast, this thermocouple has consistently indi-
cated an excessively high graphite temperature when compared

m with data from adjacent VSR thimble thel_nocouplesand calcu-
| lated graohite conductances. Consequently, it was arbitrarily
| decided to reduce by iO°C the graphite temperature reading of

thermocouple lh G, which has been limiting the pile power
level.

During the scheduled metal discharge conducted on Feblmary 15,

i an unsuccessful attemot was made to remove the tip of the Bhorizontal control rod (which became lodged in the pile on

|
|
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January 29) from its thimble. The badly dmmaged control rod
was sawed off flush '_ith the face of the unit, and a blank

flange and temporary lead and masonite shieldin: were placed

over the thimble. It is plm_ned to remove the lodged rod tip

_nd thimble as a unit during the next available shutdown.
Several Van Stone flanges were insoected during the outage and

process tube h055 was discharged p_ematurely when a high rear

pigtail reading indicated a possible ruptured slug,

Only one ruptured slu_ caused the shutdown of D pile during

February, as follows:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power

1057 5:10 A_M., February 18 6:15 A.M., February 19

During the outage resulting from the maptured slug in tube

1057, process tube 1971 was discharged with the charging
machine when a high rear pigtail re_ding was noted, indicating

a suspected ruptured slug. However, at months end a ruotured

slug from tube 1971 had not yet been discovered in the basin.
_n automatic 3-second time-delay relay was installed in the

Panellit pressure monitoring system and tied into the #1 safety

circuit during the outage, but was not bypassed until February

22. In addition, a new process tube was installed in channel
0557 and several Van Stone flanges were inspected.

The D pile was shut down from 6:g9 A.M. to 7:05 A.M. on
February ].9 when a low pressure Panellit alarm would not reset

in lO seconds because of a faulty gauge (0557).

Additional excavations along the 60-inch reinforced concrete

process water effluent line indicated that the pipe was not

leaking between the pile and the vent, but was leaking along
the entire length of line between the vent and the retention

basin. Consequently, it will be necessary to replace this
section of the concrete effluent line (approximately last 500

feet) with a steel pipe as soon as possible.

During February high air activity readings were-experienced in

the storage basin area of D pile. Increased air flow through

the storage area resulted in only a slight decrease in the

activity. The condition is apparently being caused by backup
from the D-DR effluent tie-in, because whenever DR pile is not

operating, the activity disappears. The smue situation existed

temporarily in the spring of 1951.

-!
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DR Pile

A new maximum power level o£ 575 _._,Vwas achieved on Feb_-aary
2h, due primarily to the revised boiling disease limitations
made effective on January 30 and to the removal of essentially
all the water in the upper near quadrant of the pile graphite.

The follo,_Ing six ruptured slugs caused the shutdo,_nof DR pile
during Februar'F:

Tube >To. Shutdown Started to Power

177k 6:_O A.M., Feb_aary 2 %:h3 A.M., February 3
1875 7:58 A.M., February 7 7:gh A_M., February 8
1871 5:10 P.R., February lk _:3% ?.M., February lh
1058 5:O6 _.I,[.,February 15 7:12 A.M., February 17
206h 2:h9 A.M., Febr_zary21 2120 A.M., February 22
1860 7:h5 P.M., February 25 6:31 P.M., February 26

It was possible to discharge only process tube 1B71 with the

charging machine and resume operations within the scramrecovery period.

During the outage caused by the ruptured slug in process tube
177h, the orifices of 2h process tubes in the upper near
quadrant of the pile (cold wet zone resulting from the failure
of process tube 3763 in January) were reduced from .28%" to
.lhO", along with the associated Panellit gauge changes, in an
effort to heat up the surrounding graphite by reducing the
cooling water flow. In addition, several rear _d front face
Van Stone flanges were inspected. After one unsuccessful
startup attempt and the discharge of three tubes (two solid Al,
one P-10), the pile was started to power at %:h8 A.M. on
February 3. However, it was necessary to shut the pile down
from 7:58 A.M. to 9:_ A.M. to charge three temporary and one

permanent poison columns, and again from 12-3_ P.M. to 2=O3 .
P.M. on February h to discharge thl'eetemporary poison columns
before continued operations were resumed.

The DR pile was manually scrammed with the No. i safety circuit
at 12:37 P.M. on FebnJary _ when a Panellit pressure monitor
alarm caused by gauge oscillation could not be reset within l0
seconds. Operations were remnued in 6 minutes.

• e,5
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During the outage caused by the ruptured slug in tube 1875, the
metal discharge for the month of February was partially
accomplished. A he,#flange was welded on the B test hole
thimble, the thimble was pressure tested, coolln_ water piping
was connected, and the B hole _nstallation was completed. The
pile was started to power at 7:51%A.M. on February 8. .t{owever,
it was necessar_rto shut the pile doe from lO:rB A.M. to 11:45
A.M. to charge four temporal/ poison colu_nusand again from
_:I_5 P.M. to 6:18 P.M. on February 9 to discharge these four
poison columns before continued operations were resumed.

_.,_nenthe ruptured slug irlprocess tube 1058 could not be mo_zed
after the downstream slugs had been flushed out, the rear gun-
barrel was removed and the process tube was pushed out the rear
face with the remaining 22 slugs in the tube. The single
channel experimental setup for Project Bluenose (P.T.-IO%-5OT-A)
was installed in process tube 3577 to accu_'atelydetermine the
total integrated exposure of a process tube containing a normal
metal loading. The orifices in the special .lhO" zone (24
tubes in the upper near quadrant) were replaced with .285" or!-

fices, inasmuch as the outlet water temperature of these tubesbecame limitin_ on February ll and necessitated a reduction in
pile power level from 510 _.

The remainder of the February metal discharge "_asalsc
conducted during the 1058 outage. After approximately 2/3 of
the slugs in process tube 3379 had been nocmally discharged,
the metal column stuck in the tube with a slug situated on the
discharge tipoff. The slug on the tipoff was flushed into the
basin. Nevertheless, excessive radioactivity readings were
still experienced in the rear face area, due partially to six
other process tubes with rear caps removed preparatory to
discharge. It was decided to utilize the services of the tool
dolly for the first time. It was possible to remove the tipoff
from tube 3379, backseat the metal charge, and cut off the rear
pigtail "_iththe tool dolly before difficulty was encountered
with the discharge elevator. Because of a short in the control
circuit, the elevator began to creep slowly upward when the
emergency stop button was not continuously held down. This
upward movement broke a hydraulic hose coupling on the tool
dolly, rendering it temporarily useless. The remaining slugs
in tube 3379 were discharged with a long push pole, which con-
taminated the charge elevator uoon removal i_Itothe work area.
Process tube 3379 was then replaced wlth a new tube and charged
with re_a_larmetal. Pile startup _,asdelayed an additional
hour because of a temporar,/discrepancy of two slugs in the

cold metal inventory in the work area.

_:--.-----..-_,,,_==__,.a_ m_ __'.__._i_"
!
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After unsuccessfully attempting to discharge the ruptured slug

in process tube 206h with the chargin_ machine, it was noted
that the outlet '_atertemperature began to rise raoidly. The
cooling water flow through tube 205h '_asincreased sufficiently
above 60 inches to reduce the butler tube temperature. The
front and rear caps were then put on the tube 9g_in. Shortly
thereafter excessively hi:_i_activity ,,¢as noted In the rear face
area, with readings of 75R experienced at the labyrinth exits.
The downstream dummies had apparently been flushed out of the
tube by the increased water flow prior to replacing the tube
caps, thereby al'lo,_ringpart of the metal column to subsequently
wash down against the rear cap. A spline was inserted hlt-lO''
into,the process tube from the front face and the slugs were
pulled from the rear cao toward the front. The rear cap was
once again removed f#om the tube. After the free dowustream
sluts were flushed out and the rear _mbarrel was removed,
process tube 206LLwas pushed out the rear face with the remain-
ing upstream slugs in it. The tube channel was blanked off
with grooved steel dummies inserted in it and temporary shield-
ing installed. During the 206_ outage an automatic 3-second

time-delay relay was installed in the Panel!it pressure monitor-
ing system and tied into the No. 1 safety circuit.

: After the slugs downstream of the ruptured slug in tube IS60
were flushed out with [LOOpsi water pressure, the process tube
_raspushed out of the rear face of the pile with the upstream
slu_s still in the tube, without removO_g the rear _nbarrel.
Process tube 1860 was replaced with a new tube and char_ed
regular. During the outage an unsuccessful attempt was made to
repair some of the inoperative graphite thermocouples.
Thermocouples ll, 12, 13, 14, and 15 G were traced back to the
junction box. It was felt that these thermocouples, and
possibly all the graphite thermocouples, might be renaired if
the sealing wax were melted and the box detached from the unit.
This work will continue at the next available shutdown.

The water collection rate at the CO2 driers averaged approxi-
mately 20 gallons per day during February, bringing the total
amount of water extracted from the pile graphite since January

7 (failure of process tube 3763) to 8h5 gallons. By months end
the cold wet zone in the upper near quadrant of DR pile had
effectively disappeared.

=
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H Pile

A new i_ximum power level of 605 I@W was first attained on

February 25 with a new maximum production rate of 602 I,[_D
achieved on February 26. The appreciable increase in power
level resulted _rom the revised delta water temcerature limits

made effective January 30 and poison pattern adjustments

accomplished during the February 18 outage.

The [{ pile was _hut dowrl (manually '_ith No. i safety circuit)

from h:O7 i.M. to h:18 A.M. on February 12 :,;hena Panellit
oressure monitor _larm caused by a defective _auge (1180) could

not be reset in IO seconds, and again from 1:50 A.M. to 2:20

A.M. on February ],6 when a ?anellit alarm caused by a faulty

relay could not :be r4set in lO seconds. The automatic time-

delay relay (installed February 18) scrammed H oile at 6:5h

P.M. on February 20 when a Panellit alarm caused by a faulty

relay would not automatically reset in 3 seconds. Operations
wel'e resumed in 12 minutes.

Two ruptured slugs _aused the shutdown of H pile during
February, as follows:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power

2180 12:02 P.M., Februar7 2 12:07 P.M., February 3

3h65 3:50 P,M., February 15 5"23 P.M., February 15

It was possible to discharge the ruptured slug in process tube

3465 '_ith the charging machine and resume operations wit_k%n the

scram recove_r period.

A rapid loss of reactivity, indicating a probable process tube

leak, occurred at H pile at 9:00 k.M. on February 2. The power

level of the pile was maintained as high as possible while

taking a temperature traverse and collecting other data which
would assist in locating the leak. A rear face pie=tail survey

conducted after shutdo_n_ indicated a ruptured slug in process

tube 2180, which could not be discharged with the charging

machine. The rear gunbarrel was removed and the orocess tube

was pushed out with the entire metal cclumn in it. Examination

of the process tube indicated that it had failed at the point

of the slug rupture. After inserting a new rear gunbarrel, a

new process tube was installed and charged with regular metal.
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Approximately $O _allons of water' per day were extracted from
the lower far quadrant of H pile during the week following
startup. Durin_ this period the power level was gradually
increased until an equillbritunlevel of 590 _'_was reached on
Februaz7 8. The water collection rate at the CO_ driers then
decreased substantially until it oec_me ne_ilgible on February

15 after a total of %97 _allons had been extracted.

Durin_ the scheduled metal dischar_Teconducted on February 18,_q f H oile were
13h process tubes in the central .<_5" zone o
charged with 8" slugs. In addition, the usual 2h" of solid A1
dum_uiesJust downstream of the uranium slugs were replaced with
perforated dummies in all process tubes charged, in order to
increase the delta waSer temperature limits in these tubes by

3-I_percent. An automatic 3-second time-delay relay was
installed in the ?anellit pressure monitoring system and tied
into the No. 1 safety circuit. Several tubes in the vicinity
of orocess tube 2180 (._hichhad failed on Feb_:ary 2) were
checked for freedom of movement in the graphite. All moved
freely, indicating that _xternal galvanic corrosion of the
aluminum tubes in the or__ence of wet graphite had not resulted
in binding of the tubes.

Another unsuccessful attemot was made to discharge the cesium
and samarium smnples lodged in the B test hole facility. Also,
during the outage the front and rear Van Stone flanges of
approximately 25 process tubes were inspected. Efforts to test
the too].dolly failed when the tool dolly could not be moved
onto the discharge elevator because of difficulty with the

power supply to the driving motor. At months end work was in
progress to remedy this situation.

F Pile

k new maximum power level of _75 _[Wwas first achieved on
Februar"j 8, with a new maximum production r_te of 575 _D
established on February 9. The significant increase in power
level was due to operation with a h%O°C maximum graphite

temperature limit (P.T.-IOS-535) and revised delta water
temperature limits.

During the first week of February the water extracted from F
pile by the CO2 driers averaged approximately l0 gallons per
day. However, on February lO and ll the water collection rate

i ILD_,_&_m' ..... _ _ q -_
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increased to 23 and 58 gallons per day respectively, indicatinE
that one or more orocess tubes was leaking. Cousequently, the

pile was shut down at 12:30 P.M. on February ii to investigate
the source of water leakage. _ssentially all process tubes in
the lower half of the pile (rows I through 22) were individually
subjected to a hydrostatid pressure test (350 psi water !_ressure
for 1 nulnute). It was possible to pressure test hO-50 tubes/
hour by utilizing the new type process tube testers instead of
the old type pigtail testers (@-12 tubes/hour). The oressure
testing program indic lted that the following six process tubes
(fi_e located in the lower far quadrant) were leaking:

o 85 o690
.0386 o9_o
oh86 1251

In discharging the metal column in these leakers, considerable
difficulty was encountered with process tube 0990. Only the
downstream d_tmmieswould flush out with bOO psi water pressure.
The metal column was backseated and the aft section of the

process tube was deribbed. A maximum force of 5000 pounds was
exerted on both the front and rear with a hydraulic ,lackbefore
the metal charge broke loose. All six of the leaking process
tubes were blanked off as air tubes.

[hlring the above outage the February metal discharge was
accomplished. In addition, several Van Stone flanges were
inspected and a rear face contamination study was made.
Removal and examination of several rear face nozzles indicated
that the beta radiation was originating from material on the
surface of the nozzle studs and in the stud holes.

Following startup at 10:05 A.M. on February I_, the water
. extracted from F pile by the CO2 driers remained essentially

constant at approximately l0 gallons per day, as the power
" level was gradually increased to an eq_uilibriumlevel of 565 l_
: on February 21.

F pile was manually scrammed with the No. i safety circuit at

h:23 P.M. on February 15 when a Panellit pressure alarm could
, not be reset within I0 seconds. The alarm was caused by a
" short in row 35 which occurred while instrument persormel were

the Pannelit board. Recover-jwas effected in 9
working on

minutes o ...... , ....... , ,_-q,m_
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The following five ruptured slugs caused the shutdown of F pi]e
during February:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to PowerJJ , i

16'85 7:_5 P.I'I.,Feb_mary lT 8:31 P.M., February 15
0772 7:00 P.M., February 16 7:26 _.M., Februar-£16
3690 2:36 _.,M.,_ebruary.17 7:17 A..'_.., February 18
1886 5:17 °.If.,February 27 5:50 P.M., February 27
3873 2:h4 A.M., February 28 March

lt was possible to imT.lediatelydischarge process tube 1685,
0772, and 1886, with the charging machine and resume operations
,_ithinthe scram recoyery period.

High rear face radiation levels were encountered while deribbing
the aft section of process tube 3690 to permit removal of the
ruptured slug and metal column. In replacing the tube, it was
oossible to only partially push out the process tube. Hence,
the section of process tube extending out the rear face was

O off and the tube was blanked off. An automatic 3-secondripped
time-delay relay was installed in the Panellit pressure moni-
toring system and tied into the No. i safety circuit during the
outage. In addition, a ne_vprocess p,unp motor was installed in
the 190 building to replace one that had burned out (No. ii).
During startup the No. 12 VSR broke off approximately 7 feet
from the upper end of the safety rod. The parted section of
the VSR dropped back into the thimble, but did not puncture the
thimble. The section of safety rod was removed from the
thimble with little difficulty and the remainder of the VSR was
tied out of service. Startup of the pile was delayed approxi-
mately two hours to accomplish this.

F pile was shut down at 2:h4 A.M. on February 28 because of a
ruptured slug in process tube 3873. Irsflushing out the slugs
downstream of the ruptured sluE, one slug was inadvertently
flushed onto the 20-foot catwalk. After several unsuccessf_ul

attempts, the slug was remotely forced into the basin by means
of a long pole and high water pressure. The excessive rear
face contamination and air activity which resulted made it
difficulty to derib the aft section of the process tube and
remove the ruptured slug.

|
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As a precautionary measure to prevent additional process tube

leakage in F pile, it was also decided during the outage to

discharge the ,-,etalLn 39 process tubes located in the lower

far corner of the pile (rows l.through ,9, tubes 83 through 9h)

and blank off the tubes, with a resultant small loss in pile

reactivity. However, it was oosslble to normally disch_r_e

(chargin_ machine) only 23 of the 39 process tubes, :_ith the
metal column being stuck in the followin_ 16 tubes:

0136 o3S8 0590 o79h
o2B6 o3,_9 o658 oS9h
O257 0390 O691_ O991

O2q3 0392 0793 O9Oh

!*_.enindividually sublJected to a hydrostatic oressure test, 3

of these 16 stuck tubes also proved to be leak]_n_ (O991, O63._,

0388). By exertin_ a maximum force of 2500 oounds with a

hydraulic lack, it was possible to discharge the metal colkunn

in only 6 of these process tubes (O1_6, O287, 0390, 0,590, 068,$,

O79h).
:#hen the metal column in approximately 30 process tubes sur-

rounding the fringe of the original 39 tu[;es was backseated,

five additional _tuck charges were discovered (0687, O758, 1090,

1091, iO92). However, when the metal column in approximately
iOO process tubes in each of the 3 other cozmers of F pile was

backseated, no stuck charges were encountered. This indicated
that the condition was restricted to the lower far corner of

the pile. By exerting a maximtun force of 15,OOO oo_unds, it was

possible to discharge with extreme difficulty the metal column

in all stuck tubes except the following six:

0286 o991

0288 O99h

O89 h 1092

These six resisted _ll pushing and backseating efforts at

15,OOO pounds.

After discharging process tube 0688 (leaker), a solid aluminum

probe was run throu_h the tube and a restriction was noted

approximately 33 feet from the front. Borescopin_ of the tube

indicated that the ribs and the top of the tube were 'badly'dis-
torted at the restriction. Splining from the front indicated

........ tllq __'_ _ ,j . , _ _ '.,_
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that a similar restriction also existed approximately )O ffet
from the front of the other stuck tubes. ;m unsuccessfLul

atterqpt was also made to locate the leak in 0688 by pressure

testing the tube in sections.

The rear _n]barrel war removed Crom process tube O991 and a

thin wall _mbarrel fabricated _'rotnsheet _etal was inserted.
.Ifter the downstream dummies were extracted with considerable

difficulty, the metal column was loosened and disch_trged by

alternately pushing and backseatin_ the charge '_ith a m&ximum

force of hO,O00 pounds.

After the rear g_inbarrel of process tube 1092 was removed,

forces of 2h,O00 pounds caused the process tube to fail about

i00 inches from the rear Van Stone, pushing the tube h inches

out the rear face. A C-t.y_e gunbarrel was installed and the

metal column was discharged with forces up to 2500 pounds,

along with the rear 8-feet section of _rocess tube.

lt was possible to flush out only ,_do,_nstrea_ dummies from tube

O O99h. lt was discovered that the downstream dummy oattern of
these tubes included 3 lead dummies, which had become somewhat

distorted by the high backseating faces employed. A total of
h2 upstream slugs were then transferred from 099h to an

adjacent tube by means of the tw!m transfer cask before diffi-

culty was experienced with the cask. At forces of 32,000

_olmds, no movement of the meta] column 'las possible. However,

after replacing the rear _mbarrel with a larger one, the
remaining 22 slugs were discharged with forces of 30,000 oounds

along with the rear 8 feet section of process tube, which had
failed.

The rear _unbarrel of process tube O89h was removed and a sheet

metal g_mbarrel was installed. After splinin[_ and drilling out

the distorted downstream aluminum and lead dummies, forces of

22,000 pounds would not loosen the cha_ge. Unequal moveme_,ts

of the metal column and the process tube indicated that the

tube was probably parted at two locations. Twelve slugs were
splined out the rear, while pushing from the front. This was

abandoned when forces of 52,000 pounds were reached. Steel
d_mm_ies were inserted in the rear and the tube and charge were

forced h5 inches toward the front with a maximu.m force of 9,000

polmds. The protuding front section of process tube was cut

off and the steel dummies in the rear were removed, preparatory

to cutting off the last 9 feet of process tube and pushing

O again from the front. As of March 7 work was still tn progress
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on this tube, with the stuck charges in process tube 02B6 and

0288 still to be discharged.

A visual examination of 2h slugs discharged from some of the

stuck tubes showed deed ribs made on mogt of the slu_s, olus an

additional deep scratch _bout i/h inch wicle on the top of the
, .2, OOOl

slugs_g Interna-measurements made in _ocess tubes lOq . ,_nd 0o h _fter discharge indicated tha _ the horizontal diameter
of these tubes had increased more than .0_0" and the vertical

Jiameter had decreased more 'than .030" at the restriction point

(approximately 30 feet from the front Van Stone fl_nge).

RUPTI_ED SLUGS

' d instances of in-pile uranium slu[_ failuresSeventeen coni irme

occurred during February, bringin!_ the total number to date to

lhh. The attached table presents all data available at months

end regarding these 17 ruptured slugs. It was possible to suc-

cessfully discharge seven of these ruptured slu_s with the

charging machine and resume operations within the scram

recovery period. Nine group 8 slugs were included in the slug
failures during February, bringing the total number to date to

twenty-three.

During the morrth twenty Hanford irradiated slugs were shipped
to the Westinghouse laboratories in Pittsburgh for further

examination. The group included fotw normal, slugs, eight

ruptured slugs, and eight slugs no_ml].y discharged but
exhibitt-ug blistering, weld corrosion, or other abnormalities.

These slugs will be examined and photographed in air, both with

a_%d without the aluminum jackets. It is e_pected that the

orogTam will be completed by the end of March.

PROCESS DEVEIDP__NT._S

Because of the extremely favorable results (increased filter

caoacity, negligible filzl formation, reduced effluent water

activity, and reduced rear face cont_nation) obta:tned to date
with the experimental alton and activated water treatment in

progress at F pile, it has been recommended that the equipment
necessary to utilize the alum and activated si]_Lca treatment be

installed in the C pile filter olant. With this treatment it

is estimated that 1DO,D00 gpm of orccess water could be

supplied to the pile with the present filter plant (62,000 gpm

design capacity) •

' 'iii ................. _ " I"II'll"lr,Irl ,lilt ....... _]i, ,pli_ ,pl..... li ' ql ........... _| i I,' .... _ ......... _1' II ' _ Plr' ' '1_" '............ "'"l'_,llIp I' 'lI]l' 'al I_ 'II' ,_ ' rl'H '" Pl.......... II '"'111111_'II "PII_I_"lf III ,Irl .... lP"i, ,, I' i, ,
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The tests conducted in 189-D to check the corrosive effect of

orocess water hea_-j metal ions (copper, lead, silver, tin, and

chromium) on 2S and 72S aluminum were completed in Februazv.
Results indicate that the 2S aluminum (cans) experiences uni-

form corrosion attack while the 72S aluminum (process tubes)

experiences pitting corrosion attack.

_ extensive program has been initiated to evaluate the extent

to which process tube V_n Stone flanges are suffering pitting

type corrosion. Front and rear Van Stone flanges are routinely

; being inspected during ali pile outages, particularly at F and

H piles. It is planned to actually measure the maximum pit

depth on the Van Stone flanges of I00 process tubes at each of
these two piles. At months end the front anl rear Van Stone

: flanges on thirty-seven tubes at F pile and twenty-two tubes at

H pile had been examined. Preliminary results indicate that
the extent of the pitting corrosion is not as se:cious as was

ori ginally expected.

it has become standard practice at all piles, whenever a

ruotured slug cannot be discharged after the downstream slu_shave been flushed out and the tube deribbed_ to oush the
orocess tube out the rear face (if possible) with the remaining

upstream slugs in the tube, rather than use the twin transfer
cask to transfer the upstream slugs to an adjacent process

tube. It has been possible to utilize this method frequently

at DR and H piles, where the orocess tubes have not yet become

severely distorted due to graphite expansion.

Effective with the metal discharge at H nile on Febr_lary 18,

the 2h inches of solid aluminum dummies normally positioned

i just downstream of the metal column have been elJmtinated and

will be replaced with perforated aitm_inum dummies in all

process tubes charged in the future. This will permit an
. increase in delta water temperature limits, resulting in a 3-h

percent increase in power generation in all process tubes so

i charged.

| Subject to final approval, the nile operating procedure for
: critical Y power conditions has been revised in an effort to

reduce pile outage time. Whenever a critical Y power condition

i originates, all piles will start to shut down gradually. Theelectrical dispatcher ';ill have ten minutes to notify the oiles

| of the cause and seriousness of the critical Y power condition.

| In those instances not involving serious voltage and/or

le -
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frequency fluctuations when the balance of the Hanford and BPA
systems are functioning satisfactorily, the piles will return
to equilibrium power level and operate on an alert basis. This
corresponds essentially to an extended critical W power con-
dition (planned removal of bac_up facilities for a maximum of
two hours)o

Preliminar_/ exponential ,data(dry buckling) obtained with a
7 i/2-inch lattice spacing and measured _.¢ithBF_ cotunter_s
agree '_,_iththe curareinterpolated between the 7" 8", and

3/8" lattice spacing points. At months end, data were being
obtained with indium,foils in an effort to explain past dis-

crepancies between indium foil and BF3 counter measurements.

K-ray pictures taken _otn before and after h" anti8" slug
columns were backseated in the pressurized C and D machine
(IB9-D) indicated that the slugs were cocked both vertically
and horizontally in the process tube, causing them to bind and
resist backseating forces. In order to obtain more data on
this situation, a representative of Industrial X-Ray Engineers

is scheduled to make extensive radiographs of the C and D metalcolumn during the week of March 3.

PRODUCTION TESTS

313-2M - Eight Inch Uranium Slugs

During the metal discharge conducted at H pile on February 18,
13h process tubes in the central .285" zone were charged with
eight inch slugs. This represents the first substantial charge
of eight inch slugs into any of the piles. (Only two process
tubes at DR pile and three tubes at H pile had been charged
with eight inch slugs prior to this.) The uranium metal used
in the eight inch slug is 1.332" diameter x 8._O" long, canned
by the triple-dip process. The canned len_,h of the slug is
8.93" long with an outside diameter the same as the _-inch
slugs (i.h38"). The alwninum jacket has a nominal .17_" bottom,
a thicker cap (.350") and a thicker wall (.04_") than the fotu--

i inch cans. Thirty-two eight inch slugs were charged into e_ch

process tube, making the metal column 7 1/2" longer than the
e present metal stringer of 6h four-inch slugs.

io o_

!
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453 - Sodium Dichromate Elimination

' lt was decided to prematurely discharge the sodium dichromate

elimination process tubes at H pile (2376 and 2275) at a nomi-

nal concentration of 400 5_:,_D/T."It was felt that corrosion

data obtained from slugs exposed to a concentration of boo _!VO/T

would be .just as reliable as data obtained from slu_s exposed
to the originally planned concentration (600 _,?,_O/T).Also it

was felt t}.at the test data should be analyzed _s soon as
feasible in order to immediately eliminate the addition of

sodium dichromate to the process water, if the results so indi-

cate, or initiate additional tests. Hence, all four experi-

mental tubes will be discharged during the first March outage
at H pile. At that time the concentration of the metal in the

two filtered water tu6es will be about 410 i'_D/T, and that of

the metal in .the two control tubes will be about 525 _,F.,_D/T.

@
i

|

i

3 Encl.

io Comparative Pile Performance

2. Pile Outage

3. Tabulation of Ruptured Slugs

DECLASSIFIEDDistribution:

@ Cy I- Addressee W_TH UEL_T!(_2 - K. F. Paulovich
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B D DR F H Total ,,

::,,'eta&Discharge 20.5 29.6 20.0 15.0 16.0 1Ol.1

_+upturedSlug Removal 27o3 2_.I 132.1 59.5 24.6 256.6

Reactor Maintenance 3.0 ll.O lh.0

Process Tube Water Leaks 72.7 72.7

Panellit Failures O.1 O.1 O.1 0.9 1.2

Process Water Pressure 1.2 1.2
Fluctuation

Special Irradiations 3°__0 -_.-- _--.-. 5.0 8.0

TOTAL HOURS 55.0 5h.S 152.2 lh7.3 57.5 I_66.8

@

4

+

DECIFIEO
i ....

I
|
+
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COMPARATIVE PILE PERFO,_T_NC]

PILE B O DR F H TOTAL

9'26-h4 12-fT-h'_i 'iO-3-_Or 2-25-h5 i i0220-h9O Initial Startup i ' '

Design Power Level . 250', . 250 i.......250 1 250 1 bOO
Days Since Startup 2713 2631 ' 514 2561 863

Maximum Power Level 545 525 575 ! 575 605 2825

Attained to Date i(Mw)

........................................- i...........Maximum Power Level 575 502
During Month (MWD) 542 525 560 ! I

Average Operating
Level During Month bgo _78 330 , 512 5_8 4!73.6

i q

i

.....i_ ,,
Outage Hours During " , ! ,
Month 55.0 5_.8 152.2 I lh7'3 1 57.5 h66.8

............ 1 i ........

Time Operated 1 I I

Efficiency (%)3 92.1 92.1 1 78.1 : 7S.8........ 91.7 _56"6
,L, ,, i -- - " ' T

MWD Produced During } i I
O Month t i I i

Plutonium 13,098 12,768 / 8,610 ' 11,710 lh,83h 61,020
......... e ,, ,,, ,,,, . ,, i m ........ ,,.._._ _, ..: [_ - - _-__-_-n_

..... J , i n .... " ' - "- "' ":: -

• -1 ..... _,_ II 1._1 .1.1 .... ._ *. I[_1 I 11ii I ml,|
I

MWD Discharged i ,
During Month I i

Plutonium 11,208 ! 10,356 8,78h 6,597 13,720 50,665
I j ,,, , H , , i i u __---

L , _, , _1,..,_,._, ,

:, ........ .....
! _..........

MWDIn Unit

Plutonium i 76,163 7h,023 76,37_ 72,109 82,385 381,054
-- . t , , , i . "

= i _ 911 i ! i [ j jl

Tons of Metal Dis- I _.... : -_
Charged During ' 1
Month ! 18.82 _ 16.80 15.43 11.91 2 85.41

..... i ITons of Metal I
Charged During 18.69 , 16.68 15.55 10.54 22.53 83.99
Month I f

I a '_ .. _ I... ,,, .... , " - '
_ .

: Tons of Metal In I t

O i I 1,211.11Unit I ,

Average ge I ;
Con_en_z_atlon _ _ i 616.4 569_3 _,,0 611.1 593.2

I
I

IN __j
III .._

..... _l'r" "111_'r, ........ " ....... ,' ,t,, ,, ......... ,'p,' ',_,," 'n,I ....... ,_'" ' _ "1_' " _II_," ,'lfr" '_1_ ....I_',,,,,, ,[..... iil,,lr,, ,_1,,1_,ii_pjill ,' iil[,ir,lll,lll,_1_1,.... u _,I ,!1,,,qlH'l,urlp,_,,' _'1,11,IiIIIIqlql'"'"ql II q'IplI'p"r_l"_''qf
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ECLAFIED
- 2 ,=,

PILE B D DR F H TOTAL

Scheduled Shutdo_ns 1 1 0 0 1

Carbon Dioxi_s Concen- Itration (%)_ , 97.0 93.1 i 9_.9 93.6 _7.8L

Highest'"'"" GraphiLte " i....."" " " " " ..............I' - "
Temperature Recorded 380 " 3_0 320 _42 378
During Month (oc)

,,i ....... _ 1_ ,n, j ,, , ,, . ..............

Outlet Water

Temperature (oc)Q 62.4 57.1 55.6 70.8 57.9

Inlet Water 1
Temperature (°Cj2 J_.2 6.5 4.1 3.8 _.2

- -- , ,,.. . =L ,,, • . _ , ,,, __ •

Proces_ Water Flow [(gpm)'2 36,180 38,180 40,_780 37,513 hl,7OO
l

Max_num Effluent
Water Activity
(m_ep/ht During 10.8 1,0.2 9.8 II.i 9.6
Month

' ' ' - ' ....... ' ' _ ..... '.' .' "_'._ _ L

I) Average Operating Level : MWD X24 _____
Hours Operated

3) Time Operating Efficiency - Hours Operated
Total Hours

i 4) Months End Data

2) Average of Last 5 Days of Equilibrium Operation
|

!
II II ii ', qrl '"'III ' " ;I , , ,l,!i i i¢11,,ii.... i,:,, ,,ll I_,' ' '"'" "' ,ll, ,r ',,,_llll , llr 'PIll ' lil Ill ' llJ,r ' , ,11' Irlllr p, VlH' , ........ _ri,_r,,, rl,,,iii, ,, ,, H , , , _r,Hl, r_
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' TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS _
/

,J . a ,, , , . ...... _w._ _._._.., I

._ ,_ _ _ _-,
o_ • _ _ _ o_ _ _ ._o Assigned_ _ _ _o_ _ o

_ Canned _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _o _ Operating
_ _, Production

_ 2) Charged _ _ _ _ _ '_ -_ _ Loss Circumstance:
= _ 3] _u_tur_d _ _ _ o o o o _ o....... _ o .. _ _. _ ._ ...-__-, "'(,i,_,w_],i(t;a_,s__s,butao,_,nandR!
128 1774-DR I) 4-30-51 241 346 6.4 554 450 45 47 897 2.0 Righ exit water ac

2) 6-6-51 Aft section of ,pre
3) 2-2-52 deribbed ,topermit

_. - .. ._ , ,, , .- ................ , - = :. J _ - ,,,,

129 2180-H I) 7-6-51 178 362 6.3 441 590 47 48 1039 1.7 Rapid loss of rea_
2) 8-8-51 caused shutdown -
3) 2-2-52 slug located by r,

_survey - _ear gun_
removed - Pushed 1
out with metal co?
- l_ocess tube ru}
point of ruptured

,,, _ ,, ,_ , | ,, , | , , ,,,,, , __ .............

130 I090-B I) 2-26-51 258 _58 3.4 437 540 116 .21 High exit water :
2) 3-21-51 Discharged with .
3) 2-3-52 " machine - Resu_:e,

in scram recover_

, ,,, : ..... = _ ,.-, _ , ,. _ , ,,, _, _ ,, • .-

131 1875-DR i) 5-3-51 246 334 6.8 553 450 33 31 960 2.1 High effluent wa
2) 6-6-51 - Aft section of
3) 2-7-52 tube deribbed to

removal.

. , • _: -- _- - _ : ...... , _ ,,=. ,, : ,, , , .. ,,

- 132 4186-B I) h-5-51 272 264 353 520 961 1.85 High exit water
2) 5-16-51 Discharged with

_ 3) 2-12-52 Jack and chargin



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIU}_SUJGS
,, , ,, J H,, u , ................

•_ _ o Assigned o
_o_ Operating m oLD _,

_ _u _ ProductionLoss_ _ _ Circumstances of '.r..._ _,
"-_ _ _ (_ll_ (Days) , Shutdown and,Remov@ ,, Observations of Slug _ m.., , ,.,,,, ,, , ..... . , , , , -- _

45 47 897 2.0 High exit water activity- Uranium split failure MIlH
Aft section of process tube 4-30-51
deribbed to permit, dischar_, Truck 9

&

Qroup 8 slug
...... . . _

.............. :_ : ....
i.r --, i ..........

47 48 1039 1.7 Rapid loss of reactivity Can failure. _RG
caused shutdown - Ruptured 7-6-51
slug located by rear pigtail Truck 12
survey - Rear gunbarrel &
removed - Pushed process tu_, Group 8 slug
rout with metal column in tub,
- ]_ocess tube ruptured at
point of z%ipturedslug.

]/6 .21 High exit water activity - End cap failure I,_O
Discharged with c_mrging 2-26-51
machine - Resun:edoperation: Truck 12
in scram recovery period, &

............. , , ..... : ........ _- L .............

33 31 960 2.1 High effluent water activit:' Uranitu_split failure. I.AH
- Aft section of process 5-3-51
tube deribbed to permit Truck 4
removal. &

7_roup8 slug

t.__ -........ _ .,, . , , ,, - _.

961 1.85 High exit water activity - End cap failure ZRG
Discharged with hydraulic h-5-51

Jack and charging machine. Truck i

- .

,,..........................._,,,r_,r'_',',,,,",,',,,......_1,......," ,,,....,,_,,_l_",,''""'111.......,,,,lr,,",r,',_,_.....,,'_',,''........,r'il'l,,,!,"""'r,_'""" ,H'II,,,,_r,lll_,rr,,_',,',,,,',',,_,'#PIIIIIIIi"' '"l'!ll'_'"''rl'!"l!lilll",'1_',,'[,111Tr'_',,,%_'llrr,_,'_I'11II""I'1#'"""_1Ill'11'III!iltl



DECLASSIFJE
TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS

_o _ _ _ _ ' _ _ Assigned

Date _o _ _._. _ _ _o_ o:_ _ H °C_ _o_" Operating

211-_Canned "_ _o,_ _e:_0_4,=o_ 'i w .H ___ _ _ Productiong _ Charged _ _ ,4_ co o _o _o.o= uo_ , Loss Circumstances
,Z .... _ , 3) Ruptured _ _ o_ o z a_ _ _ " [-, -(h_VD]! (Days' Shutdown and Re, ...... , .... _ ............ , .... j

133 I871-DR I) 5-9-51 253 417 7.6 550 500 21 .O4 High exit water acl
2) 6-6-51 Discharged with cb,
3) 2-14-52 machine - Operatio,

in scram recovery ]

. )

I_L IO58-DR i) 4-5-51 123 290 5.5 185 5o0 21 16 1717 3.46 High em_Itwater a,
2) 10-15-51 Flushed out h3 sll
3) 2-15-52 stream of rupture

_nbarrel removed
process tube cent
remaining metal o
face.

.... ........._., • : , J.............
_L J , ........ , , ,,

135 3465-11 I) 6-6-51 ]91 390 514 585 70 .12 High exit water a
2) P_-,_-51 Discharned with c
3) 2-15-52 " machine - Resumed

witl_.nscram rece

period.
........... •, • _ : -:= _- _L,

136 16_5-F I) 7-17-51 169 362 309 450 93 .20 Hi_:hexit water
2) B-30-51 Dischar:'edwith ¢
3) 2-15-52 machine - Hesume_

withir, scram rec¢

period.

i,-, , ..... :....... . , , , ,, : .................. -- .....

137 4283-B 1)2)4-28-515.16-51276 190 3.8 357 1450 15 .02 Discharged:lighexit waterwitha_c_
" 3) 2-16-52 machine - Resumed

am ._..___: __within'scram reco¶
...... . , ,, ,.., . ,,, , ,.



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS

+a

,o Assigned ':-_ Q'o

o Operating _° o
" " Production o _,_,

= ; _' Loss Circumstances of "c_
o _ _

e-, {_ ' (_i}_3]! (Days" Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slug _. , _ . -_ _ -.. _ : _ = ..... _._.._. _- ..... ,, ., . , . _ ,,

21 .04 High exit water activity - End cap off. ZRG
Discharged with charging 5-9-51
machine - Operations resumed Truck 4
Ln scram recovery period, &

Group 8 nlug
I ................ _. _ ,....-: . , : --: _-

21 16 1717 3.46 High er_Itwater activity- Uraniumssplit failure. MRH
Flushed out h3 slugs down- 4-5-51
stream of rupture - Rear Tr_,Icki0
_nbarrel removed- Pushed
process tube containing &
remaining metal out rear
face.

70 .12 High exit water activity - End cap failure - Slug ZRH
Discharned with ch_r_._ing surface pimpled mud pitted. 6-6-51
machine - Resumed operation: Truck 9
within scram recovery &
period, iroup 8 slug

93 .20 Hi,:hexit water activity - i&agonal split running ITd{
DischarTed with charging entire length of slug, 7-17-51
machine - Resumed operation,'penetrating can on one Truck 1
withir,scram recovery side. &
period. , ',_roup8 slug

_.::-:- : : -..,-._.. J

15 .O2 High exit water activity - Can split partially around b_G
Discharged with charging base of cap and down side of 4_28-51
_,achine- Resumed operations slug. TAmck 5

........ " '_tl" " _'' ' ',, 't_l ,,IflT,,, ..... " ru_ _111''' ,_1 ,i,,,',l, "F_rI_' . ii ,,,, 'llWl' If'tltlll ' '11 't _ '11



...................i roll _ li :: _ : . i . • , .

14o io57- i) i-2- i 348 304 5.7 497 385 21 18 531 1.37 High exit water _
2) 3-7-51 Aft _ection of p:
3) 2-18-52 _eribbed to pemm

ii 2o_4-_ i)5-29-51 2hO 393 7.4 510 530 21 18 ioi9 2.o5 High exit water
2) 6-26-51 Slug stuck- Pro

3) 2-21-52 ppshed out with

slug and upstrea
tube.

....... [ [, I 7 -- li , li I , l ,,_ i, [ J I I li , ,

142 1860-D_ I) 4-2-51 2,92 .141 7.3 51o 500 29 24 984 1.97 l]ir,h effluent wa"
2) 5-9-51 - ',.,ownstream _lu,

3) 2-25-52 out at bOO psi -

sluc and upstrea

removed in proce



TABULATION UHANIU}ASHJGS

o Operating ,d Q,
Prcduction t__ _u,

'_m__ _ _ _+ Loss Circumstance_ of "_ _'_a,

_ I _+-, (}¢!WD_}(Dayo_ Shutdown and Removal Observatior_s (:,t' Slug _ _

72 I .13 {igh exit water activity - End cap off - Slug spli_ _RH
Discharged with charging I inch back from cap end - h-16-S1
_mchine - Resumed operations Slug surface pitted. _h'uck2
_n scram recovery period. &

29 28 I122 i1.98 ILighexit water activity - Two longitudinal splits_ _l
i Aft section of procem_ tube 180° apart, entire length 3-30-51

'o deribbed to permit re_oval, of can _ide_mll - Slug _k_uck 6
swollen. &

a

:s ....... _' • 7 +:_ lllllklll : = " L i _ _'_+I_II,11,1 ,LI ' - ' ,It -- - .......... - +' " L -- ......... -" " : +

21 18 531 1.37 HiF_h e_it water acti_-Ity- Uranium split fa:Llure. I,:RH
Aft section of process tube 1-29-51
derlbbed to permit removal. Truck 7

&

21 18 1019 2,05 lIi#h exit water activity - SplAt on one sido of slug. i,_:.G
Slug stuck- Process tube 5-29-51
pushed out with ruptured Truck 1
slug and upstream pieces in &
tube. 0roup 8 slug

+

29 2h 98h 1.97 1]ir'heffluent water activit_ Split failure, 7+rill
- Downstream slu(:'sflushed _.-2-51
out at _00 psi - ftuptured Truck 12
slug and upstream pleces
removed in process tube &
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']'ABULATION OIi' RUPTURFJ)UHANIUMSIJJGS I

Q) 0 tL)

,_ _ _4 -_ l_ ,,-_• _

!_ 4.._ _ 0Date
Production

2) Char  d Losso
m _ i_....... _. :_]. t{ur_t_.trud . c-_....... .._ ....._ _ o __.:,z n, a,__-/.L.___--___t_ _ .]" ., ___Shutdow.. .... and l

143 1886-F I) 4-14-51 295 4C114 549 ,[LLchexit water a
2) 5-8-51 Discharged with c
3) 2-27-52 machine - Recover

scram reco' y pe

.... I , ,,,: =- -' ,'1 "" ...............

lhl_ 38'73-F 1) 8-17-51 163 351 6.3 299 46 53 HLgh exit water
2) 9-18-51 Aft sectiol of pz

, 3) 2-28-52 deribbed t,)permi
- Extensiv rear
contamin_t on.

...................... ---- ,..... ............. - _ ,........



_b ._,
TABUIATION OF RUPTURFD UI{ANIUM SLUGS

:_ _ I '_-_

o t Assigned _ _'

=_ ' Operating _'
.... Production _--_ _'

,M o _ I Loss Circumstances of _ _'-,
Kn Z g| (D

(1)
o _ O _u I .--------_

n____'4_L__.-_. !-[_l'_D'_q[J_Jys... Siul't.do_n...,,.._ ., . and Rer,,oval Observatior_s of Slu___ _.1 _,

I High exit water activity- End cap detachedf Weds:e- _ODischarged with chargiJ_g shaped portion o metal and h-lh-51

' machine - Recovered within can separated from exposed Truck I0

scram recovery period, end of slug. &

'-'" _ ...._' -....... _ .. =-:J, t ,,, , ,
._:..._

46 53 High exit water activity- Slug split longitudinally 12OT
Aft section of process tube and around cap. 8-i-51

deribbed to pemmlt removal Truck 7
- Extensive rear face &

contamination. Group 8 slug

....... , ..... _. ', ,_.___._._--_ • ,.,,, , ,.,,--.- , .. _±, • _ _, . .. -_--_._..,_,_.



Oce Mernor, __ . NITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : Files_ Operations Division (THRU) R.L. DAT_: April 3, 1952
Plum, I. L. Lind and Donald O. Sturges

PROM : K.F. Paulovich

SUBJECT: I00 APEAS MONTHLY REPORT - _61RCH, 1952

PILE OFEK_TION

General

The maximum operating level attained in any one day during the

month of March 1952 by each of the piles, and the corresponding

equivalent percentage of the power level index, are as fo]lows:

B D DR F H

_D 560 530 562 535 594

Percent 280 265 281 268 297

. B B _nd D piles attained individual new maximum operating levels

du_ing March_ and B, DR, and H piles established individual
production records for the month. March 26 marked the

occurrence of a new msximuzn of 2736 _[WDfor simultaneous five-

pil_ total production. Despite an extended 15 day outage at F

pile and the occurrence of lO _iptured slugs during the month,

a new maxi_um total production of 66,884 _AD (109.3 percent of
forecast) was achieved in March. This also represents a new

per diem maximum production of 2,158 MWD/day.

A critical Y power condition resultinz from the loss of several

generators at Grand Co_lee Dam necessitated the shutdown of all

operating piles (B, D, DR, and H) beginning at 12:59 P.M. on

March lh. Stabilization of power conditions on the BPA system
permitted all piles to resume operations within the scram

recovery period, with an average outage time of 39 minutes.

B Pile
m

A new maxlmum power level of 560 MW was first attained on

March 9, with a new maximum daily production of 560 FFAD

achieved on March lO. The increase in power level resulted
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principally from poison pattern adjustments made during the
M_rch 1 outage. A new maximum monthly production of !5,289 _D
was established at B pile in March.

A critical Y Dower condition resulting,from the loss of several
generators at Grand Coulee Dam caused the shutdown of B pile
from 12:59 P.M. to 1:32 P.M. on March 14.

During the month of March, B pile was shut dozentwice because
of the following ruptured slugs:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power

3686 3:55 A.M., March I 6:02 A.M., March 2
369h 1:57 P.M., March 3 7:08 A.M., March 5

It was possible to immediately discharge process tube 3686 with
the charging machine, but the attempt to resume operations
within the scrmn recover-/period was uUSUCCessf_Ll. During the
subsequent outage the metal discharge for March was accomplished
and another attempt was made to replace process tube 2961
(January rupture). After removing the front and rear gun-
barrels and broaching the graphite channel, installation of a
new tube proved impossible when the tube stuck approximately

eight feet from the rear face. The was removed, bayonets
tube

and steel dummies were placed in the front and rear of the
channel, and neutron shielding was installed on the front
face. It was not possible to locate the ruptured slug removed
from process tube 3686 among all the slugs discharged into the
basin chutes.

Before it was possible to remove the ruptured slug in process
tube 3694 (extreme fringe of pile), it was necessary to flush
out 25 downstream slugs with 400 psi water pressure and derib
the aft section of the process tube. The tube was blanked off
as an air tube, with steel dummies and neutron shielding
installed in the front. A rear face pigtail survey failed to
indicate any additional ruptured slugs in row 36 of process
tubes.

On March 7 the A horizontal control rod became inoperable on
high speed because of difficulty in the differential gear box_
Correction of the difficulty was completed during pile oper-
ation and the A horizontal control rod was returned to normal

operation on March 12.
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On March IO, 126 cubic feet of He were introduced into the CO2
pile atmosphere system at B pile in order to experiment with
the detection of pile gas leakage by means of He leak detection
equipxnent. The addition of helium to the pile atmosphere
resulted in a slight loss of reactivity and a slight decrease
in graphite temperature.

Excessive effluent water activity was experienced at B pile
during the latter part of March because of high film buildup
during a 28-day period of continuous operation at a n_mlnal
power level of 545 _, and because of abnormal river water
turbidity restultingfrom the removal of the cofferdam used in
the construction of the 181-B river pump house addition.

D Pile

A new maximum power level of 530 MW was first reached on March
25 and a new maximum daily production of 530 MWD was established
on March 26. The increase in power level at D pile resulted
from poison pattern adjustments and the discharge of three

process tubes, which were limiting temperature-wise, theduring
March 19 outage.

A critical Y power condition resulting from the loss of several

generators at Grand Co_lee Dam caused the shutdown of D pile
from l:O1 P.M. to 1:42 P.M. on March 14.

Four ruptured slugs caused the shutdown of D pile d_ring March,
as follows:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power
, m,1

2765 9:07 P.M., March 5 9:35 P.M., March 5
0984 9:47 A.M., March 7 10:13 A.M., March 7
1256 11:13 A.M., March II 11:41 A.M., March ii
0456 8:35 A°M., March 27 1:30 ?.M., March 28

lt was possible to immediately discharge process tubes 2765,
0984, and 1256 with the charging machine and resume operations
with_ the scram recovery period.

On March 6 the COO consumption at D pile increased from approxi-
mately 6,000 to 9_O00 cubic feet per day. An extensive check
of the rear face, inner rod room, and top of the pile indicated
that the leakage was originating from the inner rod room. In
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addition, binding was periodically experienced with the No. 8
horizontal control rod between March 6 and March 12, at which
time it finally became stuck at a position approximately 175"
in the pile. It was possible to force the No. 8 HCR Outward

until only the rod tip remained lodged in the unit. Cooling
water was left on the control rod until shutdown removal
operations could be initiated.

During the scheduled metal discharge conducted on March 19, an
unsuccessful attempt was made to completely remove the No. 8
HCR from the pile wlth moderate forces (excessive forces were
not employed in order to avoid damaging the rod). Because of
high activity readings at the No. 8 HCR rod tip, it was decided to
reconnect the high ppeed drive gear and run the No. 8 HCR
partially into the unit, in order to attain a better time limit
for work on B horizontal control rod. The step plug of "B" HCR

was removed and the thimble, including the lodged rod tip, was
remotely pulled into a can and taken to the burial ground. The
thimble was broken into two sections while pulling it into the
can. A new thimble was installed and gas leakage discovered

O around the step plug and flange during pressure testing wascorrected. The B horizontal control rod was then reassembled
and returned to normal operation. The No. 8 HCR removal
operation was postponed until the next available shutdown°

During the discharge outage internal bore measurements were
taken along the length of graphite channels 0787, 3366, and
1964. These three channels, the tubes of which had previously
been removed because of ruptured slugs, were returned to air
channel statuso The bore measurements indicated that portions

. of graphite channels 0787, 3366, and 1964 was elleptical in
cross section, with the major axis in the horizontal plane.
Also, three du Pont uranium fission chambers were installed in
process tube 1972 to deter_tinethe effect of radiation on their

• capacity to monitor neutron flux distribution. (P.T. I05-528-SR).
Jm
_Ja

I During the outage caused by the ruptured slug in process tube
• 0465, the No. 8 horizontal control rod was withdrawn from the
._ unit after removing the gate assembly and the first section of
I

graphite track. A pressure test of the thimble indicated that
q it was leaking badly. A hydrostatic test of the control rod

indicated that the rod was also leaking at the tip section.
i The buildup of corrosion products had apparently distorted the
I rod tip section and caused it to bind in the unit. A blank

i _q,..
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flange, along with lead and paraffin shielding, was installed
over the thimble opening in the inner rod room. The No. 8
horizontal control rod was left with the tip section situated
in the sandwich wall to allow it to cool radioactively. It is
planned to renovate the rod tip section prior to the next shut-
down, at which time the thimble will be replaced and the No@ 8
HCR returned to service. Upon startup only slight neutron
scattering was observed in the outer rod room.

During the 0465 outage at D pile, a new water-cooled assembly
was installed in A test hole, pressure tested, shielded, and
made available for normal service. In addition, a vertical
traverse was conducted on process tubes h453, 4_94, and 4674
and several front and rear Van Stone flanges were inspected forcorro siorl.

DR Pile

With the exception of a critical,y power outage (March 14) and
a scheduled metal discharge (March 21), DR pile operated the
entire month without incident at an equilibrium power level of
550 i'iW,thereby establishing a new maximum monthly production
(15,669 MWD) for any one pile.

A critical y power condition resulting from the loss of several
, generators at Grand Coulee Dam caused the shutdown of DR pile

at 1:06 P.M. on March l_. Desoite a delay in startup until
1:59 P.M. because of difficulty in withdrawing No. 12 and _To.
33 vertical safety rods, a successful recovery was effected.

During the scheduled metal discharge conducted on March 21, 86
[] process tubes in the central .285" orifice zone of DR pile were

charged with eight-lnch slugs (the first substantial charge of
eight-lnch slugs into DR pile under PT 105-313-2M). Three

i improved charging machines, capable of servicing two processtubes in the same vertical row without elevator adjustment, were
employed during the metal discharge. However, considerable

•m difficttltywas experienced with the two end machines shorting
" out because of wet micro-swltches, lt is planned to remedy

this condition and again check the operational efficiency of

i three charging machines during the April discharge at DR pile.
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Process tubes 9561 (located in the wet zone of the upper near
quadrant) and 1265 (located below the wet zone) ,sereremoved
from the pile. Preliminary examination indicated that both
these tubes had undergone considerable external galvanic
corrosion in the presence of wet graphite similar to that
occurring on F pile process tubes. During the shutdown the
carriage axle of the tool dolly ,_asalso straightened,
returning the tool dolly to working condition. In an effort

to reduce the lag of the effluent water beta monitoring equip-
ment at DR pile, the sample water flow from the rear cross-

headers was increased from about 300 cc/min to approximately
lh00 cc/min. _This effectively reduced the cycle time of the
system from 40 to 8 r_inutes.

The water collection rate at the CO2 driers gradually decreased
from approximately l0 gallons per day at the beginning of the
month to a negligible amount by mid-March.

H Pile

new monthly production 15_359 MWD was established
A maximum of

at H pile during March.

A critical Y power condition resulting from the loss of several
generators at Grand Coulee Dam caused the shutdown of H pile
from 1:08 P.M. to 1:37 P.M. on March 14.

The following three ruptured slugs caused the shutdown of H
pile during March:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power=

0975_ 3:08 A.M., March 3 7:43 A.M., March 5

3565 8"09 P.M., March 27 3:52 A_M., March 29

In removing the ruptured slug from process tube 0975, 36 slugs
downstream slugs were flushed out with 400 psi water pressure,
the rear gunbarrel was removed, and the process tube containing
the remainder of the metal column was then pushed out wlth
moderate forces° A new gunbarrel and process tube were
installed and the tube was charged with eight-lnch slugs. A
rear face pigtail survey led to the discovery of a second
ruptured slug in process tube 3665, which was discharged
without difficulty with the charging machine.

=

=
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The four process tubes (2275, 2276, 2376, 2377) involved in the
sodium dichromate elimination tests (FT I05-553) were also dis-
charged during the shutdown. The process tubes _+ereremoved
from the pile, cut into sections, and taken to III-B for
corrosion examinations. After installing four new process
tubes in the unit, special water injection equipment (PT 105-509-A)
was incorporated in process tube 2376.

During the 0975 shutdown the metal discharge for March was
conducted. This included charging eight-lnch slugs into lJAO
process tubes (PT 105-313-2M), with only perforated A1
downstream dummies. The tool dolly was also run onto the dis-
charge elevator for functional testing, but the brake _uld not
release consistently, making it necessa_j to return it to the
tool dolly room and remove the motor brake for repairs°

A rapid loss of reactivity occurred at H pile at 7:30 P.M. on
March 27. Temperature data indicated that the top near
quadrant was the coldest section of the pile. A check of the
Panellit gauges in this quadrant showed that process tube 3565

was pounds normal. The temperatures of graohite15 below

thermocouples 36G and 37G (below tube 3565) dropped rapidly.
These data all pointed to the fact that substantial amounts of
water were leaking into the graphite from process tube 3565.
After the pile was shut down at 8:09 P.M., process tube 3565
was discharged without difficulty w_th the charging machine.
No indication of reactivity was obtained when all the control
and safety rods were withdrawn at 8:30 P.M. When hydrostatically
tested process tube 3565 would not hold pressure, indicating

[] that it was leaking as the result of the ruotured slug dis-
charged. Process tube 3565 was then pushed from the unit in

| 6-foot sections.

i During the shutdown 14 process tubes located below 2180
(February water leakage) were checked for freedom of movement

J in the graphite. _ll tubes except one (0777) were loose in the
graphite. An unsuccessful attempt was also mad_ to charge
quartz capsules containing graphite specimens and w_rious gases
into process tube 0776 to obtain additional data on gas-graphite
reactions (PT 105-50h-E). In addition, 48 process tubes located

o on the far side of the pile were discharged and charged with

i eight-inch slugs. D_ __
,,,;+,'_+,,!,+,,+,_,
U@+
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After an unsuccessful startup attempt and the discha_-geof three
temporary poison columns (1271, 1972, 2878), continued operations
were resumed at 3:52 A.M. on March 29. Following startup, the
water collection rate at the COo driers increased to a max i,_umof

134 gallons/day on March 30, anB then decreased appreciably.
By the end of the month, a total of 262 gallons had been
extracted from H pile.

A second effluent water crib was excavated at H area during
March and utilized to advantage during the 3565 outage.

F Pile........

On March 7 work was in progress on the removal of stuck charges
from process tubes 0286, 0894 and 0288 (See Februar-yMonthly
Repoft).

Considerable difficulty was encountered in removing the three
lead dummies from the rear of process tube 0286. Initial back-
seating attempts had expanded the lead dummies over the process

tube ribs and distorted the rear section of the tube. After
removal of the downstream duperies,alternate pushing and back-
Seating force_Jup to 40,000 pounds moved the metal column a
maximum of sixteen inches. The rear gunbarrel of process tube
0286 was removed and a sheet metal gunbarrel was installed.
With a maximum force of 15,000 pounds exerted on the front, it
was then possible to push out the metal column and a eleven-
foot rear section of the process tube.

The rear gunbarrel of process tube 0894 was removed and a
sheet metal gunbarrel was installed. After splining and
drilling out the distorted downstream aluminum and lead ,.
dummies, forces of 22,000 pounds would not loosen the charge.
Unequal movements of the metal column and the process tube
indicated that the tube was probably parted at two locations.
Twelve slugs were splined out the rear, while pushln_ from the
front. This was abandoned when forces of 52,000 pounds were
reached. Steel dummies were inserted in the rear and the tube
and charge were forced 45 inches toward the front with a maxi-

mum force of 9,000 pounds@
=

A front section of the parted process tube (approximately 17
feet) was pulled out the front face into a burial can. A 13
foot section of split (3/4 inch slot in top) sheet metal tube
was then installed in the front of channel 0894. After dis-

charging and derlbbing process tube 0893, 8 upstream slugswere transferred with considerable difficulty from 0894 to 0893

_ ._ .- . , ,
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by means of the twin transfer cask. The ninth slug, which had
been upset on one end, became lodged in the transfe_ cask= It
'_asnecessary to remove the cask to the storage basin and
remotely push the slug out.

lt proved impossible to spline any additional slugs into the
transfer cask, both with and without the split tube section in
the front of the channel. Alternate pushing and backseating
forces up to 40,000 pounds moved the metal charge a maximum of
74 inches. The steel dummies were then splined out the rear of
tube 0894. The rear section of process tube was drilled out
with a drill slightly larger than the tube diameter to a deoth
of approximately fifteen feet. After cleaning the AI chips and
graphite dust from the rear of the channel, alternate pushing
and backseating forces up to 20,000 pounds moved the charge a
maximum of 90 inches. The rear end of the c_mnnel was again
cleared with a large drill and 7 downstream slugs were splined
out the rear. lt was then _possible '_ithforces of 25,000
pounds exerted on the front to push out the remainder of the

metal charge along with two short rear sections of process tube.
The r_ar gnmbarrel was removed from process tube 0288 and an
oversize C-type gunbarrel was installed. A maximum force of
40,000 pounds exerted on the _ront of the metal column resulted
in no movement. After 7 slugs were solined out the rear,
alternate pushing and backseating forces up to 40,000 pounds
moved the charge a few inches. Seventeen of 20 steel dummies
were removed from the rear of the tube and the rear section of

process tube (approximately 8 feet) was cut off adjacent to the
last steel dummy and removed. An attempt was made to cut the
tube ribs around the remaining 3 steel d_ummteswith a hollow
saw. After cutting out the ribs under the last 2 dummies, the
hollow saw broke. Only part of the hollow saw could be removed
with a magnet, spline, and hook.

After discharging and deribbing process tube 0287, 49 upstream
slugs were transferred from 0288 to 0287 by means of the twin
transfer cask. T%lemetal column was moved for-_ard12 inches by

exerting forces of 39,000 pounds on,he rear, permitting two
• more slugs to be transferred "to0287. The last steel dummy was

then removed from the rear by drilling and tapping. The rear

i end of the tube channel was drilled out with a drill slightlylarger than the diameter of the process tube to a depth of
I approximately eleven feet, at which point the drill struck a

solid object. After flushing out the chips, graphite dust, and

pieces of process tube with water, a steel rod was inserted inthe rear of the channel and the charge was backseated two
inches with a 39,000 pound force. The split C type gunbarrel,

Ill "-'----
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which was beginning to draw together, was removed from the rear
of 0288 and replaced with the sheet metal gunbarrel from 089h.
It was then possible _ push out the process tube and the
remainder of the metal charg% with 'maximumforces of 18,0OO
pounds.

After the stuck metal charges in process tubes O991, 1092,
0994, 0286, O89h, and 0288 had been completely removed, a pro-

/_ gram of backseating was instituted. All metal colu_Is on the
bottom five horizontal rows of process tubes (rows O1 through

/ _ 05) and in the far five vertical rows of process tubes (tubes

! 92 through 96) were backseated. The metal columns in approxl-
mately 1OO process tubes adjacent to the area of stuck charges

in the lower far corner of F pile were also backseated. This
latter group completed the backseating of all process tubes
located below row 15 and to the far side of row 81. Several

J reluctant charges were discovered in this program (0281, 0986,1293, 1295, 1396) but all were discharged without difficulty.

In addition_ approximately 40 process tubes located below tube _were checked for freedom of movement in the graphite. The

majority of process Uzbes found loose in the graphite duringthe December 1951 testing program were still free.

In order to further investigate the cause of the extensive
sticking of metal columns in the lower far corner of F pile,
startup was postponed several days to obtain internal bore
measurements (process tubes and graphite channels), graphite
samples, sections of process tubes, and to sectionally pressure
test several leaking tubes. Measurements of the internal
diameter of 4 process tubes which had contained stuck charges
(O389, 0694, 0991, 1092) and 4 process tubes which had con-
tained normal charges (1591, 2058, 2358, 2991) were obtained
before the bore measurement equipment failed. A solid cyllndri-
cal probe of 1.490 inches diameter was passed through process
tube 0660 (lower near colmer), but a 1.5OO-inch diameter probe
co_Lldnot be inserted.

When process tubes 0389, 0694, O991 and 1092 (stuck charges)
could not be removed from the pile by normal methods using

. forces up to Ii,0OO pounds, a newly developed internal tube
splitter was utilized to advantage. The tubes were longi-
tudinally split from rear to front along a horizontal plane
by pulling the tube splitter through the process tubes with
moderate forces. The split tubes were then pulled out the
front face with relative ease into a burial can. An exami-

_ nation of a section of process tube 1092 revealed that

-| .
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corrosion products on the tube exterior were so ex_enslve that
chips an inch square in _rea coiL1dbe flaked off. Process tubes
2058 and 2358 (charges not stuck) were pushed from the pile by
conventional methods using forces up to 5000 pounds. The
internal diameter of these 6 graphite chazmels (0389, 069_,
0991, 1092, 2058, 2358) were measured along with grauhits
channels O28_, 1290, 2696, which had been similarly checked in
December 1951o Graphite mining samples were obtained from
channels 0389, 069_, 0991, 1092, 2058, 2358 and graphite core
samples were obtained from channel 1092. Also, several
sections of process tubes removed from the lower far cor_er of
the pile were retained for further examir_ation. Sectionallzed
pressure testing of process tubes 0388 and 0688 (leakers) indi-
cated that the tubes _ere apparently leaking at a point approxi-
mately nine feet from the rear Van Stone flange_

All of the 51 process tubes in the lower far quadrant which had
been discharged during the extended outage (brlngin_ the total
number of process tubes now out of service at F pile to 156)
were buttoned up as air tubes, with steel dl?_niesand neutron

(lead, paraffin) installed the front face.shielding cadmlum_ on

This resulted in a loss of approximately I_5ir21oursin
reactivity.

_efore startup, a new tip section was installed on #12 VSR and
the vertical safety rod was returned to service. Also, the
graphite burnout samples exposed to pile atmosphere in tube
channel 2682 (PT 105-_35) were removed, and the March metal
discharge was accomplishedo

At 9:30 P.M. on March 15, operations were resumed at F pile. A
radiation survey of the lower far corner of the pile front face
indicated that excessive readings were originating from process
tubes 1090 and h674o This situation was corrected during the
subsequent poison push when additional grooved steel du_ies

were inserted in the front of these tubes. Also, high CO2 con-
sumption following startup led to the discoveznEof several leaks
orlginat_Ig from the front face connections of tubes in the lower
far quadrant.

Following startup, the water collection rate at the CO2 driers
averaged 25 gallons/day as the power level of F pile was
increased to 515 MW on March 19o From then until the end of

_t _ , ..
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March the water extraction rate gradually decreased to about i0
gallons/day, as an equilibrium power level of 535 MW was main-
rained.

One ruptured slug caused the shutdown of F pile during March, as
follow_

Tube No o S_utdowu S__tartedto Power

1080 9'10 A.M., March 17 9:54 A.M., March 17

It was possible to immediately discharge process tube 1080 with
the charging machine and res_nueoperations within the scram
recovery periodo

Information obtained at F pile during the extended March shut-
down inclicates that the phenomenon of stuck charges is presently
restricted to the lower far corner of the pile (area of con-
tlnued water leakage during the past few months). It was not
possible to normally discharge the stuck charges, which had been

in the pile an average of'23 months, because of a restriction inthe process tube spproxlmately 9 feet from the rear Van Stone
flange. Bore measurements showed that the process tubes and
graphite channels were elliptical ir__cross section (horizontal

J •major axis) for about 4 feet upstream of the real gunbarrel.
Preliminary observations indicate that the reduction in cross
section of the process tubes and graphite channels resulted from
the buildup of corrosion products, principally alu_num oxide.
Analysis has indicated that the corrosion products contain as
much as 15 percent water, which contributes to the continuation
of the corrosion mechanism. Hence, it appears that water from
process tube leakage remains in the cold graphite zone Just
upstream of the rear gunbarrel. Fa_ternalgalvm_ic corrosion of
the A1 process tubes in the presence of wet graphite leads to
the buildup of aluminum oxide corrosion products. 'Fnisbuildup
is of sufficient magnitude arotmd the lower half of the process
tube to reduce the vertical diameter to the point where the
metal columns cannot be discharged. Work is in progress to
investigate the possibility of using 63S Al, anodized Al, or
protective coatings in conjunction with process tube replace-
ments at F pile.

•
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RLrPTUR*_DSLUGS
............ _. _ ; :_

Only ten instances of in-pile ursmium slug failures occum'ed
during March, bringing the total number to date to 15h. The
attached table presents all data av+_tlableat months end
regarding these ten ruptured slugs. It was possible to success-
fully discharge four of these ruptured slugs _ith the charging
machine and resume operations within the scram recove_l period.
Six Group 8 slugs were included in the slug failures during
March, br_ging the total number to date to 29.

An analysis of ruptured slug data, based on approximately 15OO
process tubes charged with Group 7 metal and approximately 700
process tubes charged with Group 8 metal in the .240" and .285"
orifice zones, has recently been completed. Prelimi_ary results
indicate that the rupture frequency of both Qroup 7 and Group 8
metal increases exponentially with concentration (MWD/T), the
Group 8 metal being superior to the Group 7 metal by a factor of
2.5. The rupture rate of Group 7 slugs also increases exponen-
tially with tube power, with the uranium split failures exhibiting

a much higher rate than the can and cap failures. The rupture
frequency of Group 8 slugs, however, decreases with tube power
for al] types of failures. Additional _roup 8 ruptured slug
data are needed to substantiate these preliminary conclusions.

Eight ruptured slugs of the 20 Hanford irradiated slugs shipped
to the Westinghouse laboratories in Pittsburgh during March have
been examined and photographed in air. To date WArD exaHLi-
nations have merely confirmed Hanford observations.

Work on a lead glass cave in the lll-B building was completed
during the n_nth. This will permit ruptured slugs to be
examined and photographed at close range in air. It Is planned
to take colored photographs of five ruptured slugs in each of
the seven basic classifications of failures (HW-23351). By
months end, four ruptured slugs had been photographed and
examined. It is anticipated that cutoff equipment will soon be
available for use in sectioning ruptured slugs into wafers for
detailed metallurgical examinations.

PRODUCTION TESTS
w_lll, l__ 11 J J _

435 - Grauhite Btu'nout and Transoort
,.,. .... _'JL. ..... 7 , l l ,11 ,, ., _ . _ + :+_

Graphite samples exposed to pile atmosphere at F pile were

removed from tube channel 2682. The samples had been maintainedat a nominal temperature of 430° C for an exposure period of

'.. , +++.,.... +,;.... S,;j
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approximately 6 weeks. Preliminary analysis of the samples
indicates that they experienced a burnout rate of only 2%/1000
days. From this information it appears that the exponential
graphite burnout phenomenon is.not as sensitive to temperature
as was originally thought. Hence, it may be possible to relax
the graphite temperature limit at all piles to as high as hlO°C,
if these data can be substantiated.

I_53- Sodium Dichronmte Elimination
,,.l,.,....=._ ,,,: -- ,,,, , ,

Durimg the March 3-4 outage at H pile, the two sodium dichromate
elimination process tubes (2275 and 2376) and the two control
tubes (2276 and 2377) were prematurely discharged at approximate
concentrations of hOG _D/T m_d 525 _D/T, respectively. All
four process tubes were removed from the pile, cut into sections,
and transported to lll-B for corrosion examinations. Prelimi-
nary data indicate that the elimination of sodium dichromate
resulted in a slightly higher rate of general corrosion on the
first fe_ upstres_n slugs and a considerably lower corrosion rate
on the remainder of the metal column. The slugs subjected to

dlchromate-free water exhibited a slightly lower rate of film
formation, but an appreciably higher weight of film formation,
indicating possibly a different type of film. A spectrochemical
analysis of the slug corrosion products is in progress.

504E - Study of Gas -,Graphite Reactiqns

In order to obtain additional inpile data on gas-graphite
reactions, alumlnum-Jacketed quartz capsules containing graphite
specimens and various gases (carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
helium, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, and water _mpor) are
scheduled to be exposed in a central zone process tube at H pile.

The quartz capsules (l" die. x 18" long.) are enclosed in an
inner A1 tube (1.45" die.) which rests on the process tube ribs.
This results in a dry but water-cooled installation, similar to
that already in operation in tube 1684-B. The initial experi-

ments to be conducted at water temperatures with CO, CD2 and
graphite samples, were scheduled to begin at H pile on March 28.

' However, difficulty was experienced in installing the test
channel equipment in process tube 0776 and effecting a water
tight sealo Hence, the installation will be accomp]ished during
the next available shutdown in April.

l, llli I _H _i li ..... _ , , , ,l_Ii_, I .... ll_lll ' ,, ,l _I .... _1 " ii 'i_II"= ""' " 'l'"I"r'"ill I' IIl'll_ irl!l_ '_ "Ii_' 'li'i ' I[_iUll'' ''
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, 506____A-_Pile Atmosphere Leak Detectlon

Besides being a radiation hazard, the cost of carbon dioxide gas
that is lost through pile atmosphere leakage is considerable.
Work is in progress at B pile to develop a method of locating
and eliminating pile atmosphere leaks by the addition of small
quantities of helium to the pile _tmosphere and the use of He
leak detection equipment, lt is pl_nned to add i oercent helium

(approximately 250 cubic feet) to the CO2 atmosphere at B pile
and maintain this percentage for several weeks. To date,
however, helimm has been introduced into the pile atmosphere
system only twice (255 cubic feet on February 28 and 126 cubic
feet on March iO), primarily in an effort to check the _onsoli-
dated He leak detector and external sampling system. Each
addition of He has resulted in a slight loss of reactivity and a
slight decrease in graphite temperature@

509A - G.E. Dew Point Recorder
i J

In an effort to determine whether sensitive moisutre anal_Ical

techniques can be utilized to locate the position of smallprocess tube leaks, water injection equipment was installed in
an empty process channel (2376) at H pile during the March 3-4
outage. Tests are in progress, utilizing both existing Poxboro
Dew Cell equipment and a G.E. automatic Dew Point recorder, to
determine the effect of pile gas flow rates and humidities on
tube leak detection. Water injection tests (5 gal/day rate for
2 hrso) with both high(OO F dew point) and low (-20° F dew
point) gas humidities at low gas flows (700 cfm) have shownthat
it is extremely difficult with both the Foxboro and G.E. instru-
ments to determine which rear face plenum chamber is the first
to experience a moisture increase, because of an appreciable
radial component of gas flow. With a high gas flow (2500 cfm)
and high humidity, it is possible to detect which one of the l0
rear face plenum chambers is initially affected. High gas flow
and low gas humidity tests are yet to be conducted, as well as a
duplicate set of tests with a water injection rate of 25 gal./
day. It is hoped that high gas flow and low gas humidity con-
ditions will allow the detection of moisture at individual rear
face sample points (10 per pIenum chamber).

I $9
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528R - Fission Chamber Life Test

During the March 19 discharge outage at D pile, three du Pont
uranium fission chambers were installed in a wet process tube
(1972) to determine the effect of radiation on their capacity
to monitor neutron flux distribution. Each of the fission
chambers is .5" dia. x 3.6" long and contains I0 _rams of
natural uranium. They are enclosed in a perforated AI cylinder
designed to allow cooling water to flow over the chambers. One
fission chamber was damaged during installation. The other two
chambers agreed exceptionally well and indicated without lag
minute power fluctuations of the pile for approximately one

i week. At that time one of the chambers began to gradually
diverge and finally failed on March 31 because of insulation
failure in the pile. Three additional du Pont uranium fission
chambers will be installed in a second wet process tube at D
pile during a future shutdown.

PROCESS DEVELOPMENTS

Proposed pile and water plant modifications at DR alldH (C-482)are in the process of being completely revised. The original
project called for the revision of 190 process pumps at DR and H
to provide a pump discharge pressure of 525 psi, and modifi-
cation of the front piping system to withstand _75 psi working
pressure. However, higher boiling disease limits can be
obtained either by enlarging the outlet fittings or increasing
the header pressure. A recent re-evaluation has indicated that
higher boiling limits can best be obtained by the former method,
with a smaller increase in operating exuense than that
associated with front face and pumping modifications. The
revised proposal consists of enlarging the tube outlet fittings
and pigtails at DR and H piles to a minimum I.D. of 5/8" and l",
respectively. This will pcrmit power level increases of 15 per-

° cent at DR and 30 percent at H through higher boiling disease
_ limits. However, only approximately half of this production
G increase can be realized initially because of current graphite

i temperature limitations a

i Extensive radiographs of metal columns in the pressured C and D
machine (189-D) were obtained dln-ingthe week of March 3 by

i representatives of Indust_-ialX-Ray Engineers. X-Ray _dctures
were also taken of metal columns charged in 108-D utilizing

i 6/0 '
=
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normal pile charging equipment and techniques. Data obtained
indicate that slugs charged under normal conditions do not
experience cocking in the process tube. Only slugs charged
under pressure in the pressured C and D machine were observed to
be cocked vertically and horizontally, both before and after
backseati_ng. These data nullify the possibility that some of
the current slug ruptures may be caused by local hot spots
resulting from the cocking of slugs in the process tubes°

The inspection of front and rear Van Stone flanges at F and H
piles (50 process tubes each) has indicated that less than half
of the Van Stone flanges have experienced any pitting corrosion.
A minimum wall thickness of 30 mils was measured on those few
Van Stone flanges experiencing severe pitting corrosion. It is
planned to routinely inspect the Van Stone flanges on an
additional 50 process tubes each at F and H piles, in order to
obtain sufficient data tc evaluate the extent of Van Stone

flange corrosion.

• A flapper nozzle assembly, designed _o permit the charge and

discharge of temporary poison columns during pile operation, hassuccessf_Lllybeen tested in 108-D under simulated operating
conditions. It is planned to test the flapper nozzle assembly
at B pile in the near future on a production test basis.

Preliminary results of an investigation of annular, internally-
cooled uranium slugs appear very encouraging, both from the
standpoint of reactivity and heat transfer considerations.
Power recovery possibilities with various configurations of
annular, internally-cooled slugs are currently under study by
heat transfer personnel.

3 Encl.
i. Comparative Reactor Performance
2. Pile Outage
3. Tabulation of Ruptured Slugs
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PILE OUT_GE - MARCH,_!952

B D DR F H Total

Metal Discharge 16.5 29.5 8.0 13.6 67,6

Ruptured Slug Removal h3.1 30.3 0.7 54.7 123.8

C"Stuck Char=e Removal 301.9 301.9

Production "_st (except P-13) 3.0 13.5 16.5

Reactor Maintenance 18.3 8.0 h6.0 2.5 75.3

Power Interruption 0.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 2.6

Special Irr_diations 3.5 2.0 5.5

Total Hours h.3.6 66.3 hl.9 361.6 8h.8 598.2

@
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TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS _ /
, ,,,,,,, , ,. . .

4.:,

o Assigned o
Operating m o

_ " Production o _
:_ _ Loss Circumstances of "_ _'
-_[_ _i_]i (DAYS] Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slug _.... __ , , __., , t . . ,..., , ,, , , , ..... ,, _ " " ' L',"'.. ,+" .

Hi:_hexit water activity -
976 1.80 Discharged wlth charging Unable to loca',_ ruptured

machine - At%eruptto rocove_ slug in basin chutes
within scram _ov_y pe_io_
failed. . _oup 8 slug

................. "...... ....................... Unabletor a,i -
P 24 1459 2.45 Hi!._ exit water activity- Gap failure, end cap data

Flushed out 36 slugs with because of
409 psi water pressure - ' condition of
Rear gunbarrel removed - ' caP.
Process tube pushed out wit_
remaining slul'sin it. Group 8 slug

...... _ .. , . . ,m , . _-,. , , _ ,, i t - ""

32 .05 Discovsrmd during 0975 out- Uranium split longitudi- 125T
a;'eby means of hi!+3arear nally, almost entire 8-31-51
ni;-tailreading- DischargecL length of slug Truck 3
with charging machine. &

Oroup B slug
, , _ ,, i n,

,- .' , ,.,t u, _ ._ -- ...................... _+ _

49 648 1.19 Hi_4_exit water activity - Slu _ _adly blistered - _O
25 downstream slugs flushed Weds-shaped portion of I-5-51
out with 400 psi water can and metal missing belo_ Truck 6

prcss_re - Aft section of' end cape
;_rocesstube _eribbed to &
'__.rmit relaoval.

......... . , ,,.. t,= --

_---' • - -" " "....... i .......... _ .... " _' .... I

I

_ Liighexit water activity - End cap fail,ure _t_G

' Discharged with charging 7-7-51
machine - Resumed operatio_ Truck I0
within scram recovery _rio_I. &

" Group 8 slu4') , iii ' .- -: .
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TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS

_ ......

Date ._ _ _,_ _ _ o_ o _" Operating
i_ Canned _ _ _ _ _ _o _ Production

_. ] Ruot%Ire_ c] _ _ .. .o. .......z. a,..... _-,..._ .-1 _ _ S,hutd,.°,wn-_d.R,

2) 4-18-51 Discharged with e
3) 3-7-52 ' machine- _sumed

,.. within e_am reco,
4% ' - ....

......... : .... .., - ....... ._. ,.,.,,• _,, _, ,,_ , ,

15]. 1256-D I) h-3-51 325 259 5.6 468 515 678 I._ Hi_ e_t water a,
2) h-18-51 Disc__d wi_

' wlthln scram reuo'

15: I08_F I) $-_-51 181 362, 298 . IIigh exit wagr a
2) 9-18-51 , Dis,_g_ _ c
3) 3-17-52 machine - Remmmd

within scram reco

..................

153 O465-D I) h-6-51 309 2B0 5°7 397 5_ 25 26 _igh e_it water
2) 5-23-51 Aft section of p:,

- 3) 3-27-52 _eribbed to permi'f

15_ 3565-H I) 8-3_-51 184 413 8.1 497 570 Rapid loss of pi:
2) 9-25-51 ty- Di_char,L_d
3) 3-27-52 inl;machine - _,

. lea_n_, at locat_
_p_red slug.
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TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS
I

4_
(D-_,

So _ _ o Assigned _a •' 0

" _ Operating _

_ _ Production o_ o Loss Ci_umst ances of "o

_: 9 _ -(_;_.WD):(Nav:s]_,.Shutdown and Removal ..... Obse{'vations of Slug m

542 1.05 High exit water activity- End cap failure MRG
Discharged with charging 4-3-51
machine - Resumed operation_ Truck 2
within scram _co_z'y period, & '

.. . ........... : ....... .......... _.... _ _.::....._I -__ q..... _...... i L ..... I! ±II II ........

678 1.31 Hir_hexit water activity- End cap faLlure MRO
Discharged with charging 4-3-51
machine - _esumed operations Truck
within scram recovery period, &

-- " .... • • ii :__ I I II m _ Vi :: : 7_'___ II I • .....

, rLigh a._Itwater activity- Deep rib marks on slug 176-H
_is.:harg_dwith charging surface - Slug split iongi- 8-21-_i
machine- Restm_ opern+,_lo_ tudinally on both sides- Truck 3
within scram r_covery period,,Oapend of slut;slightly &

bulged Oroup 8 slug

....... Illl I I I _'[I II III I
........ I ii .....

25 26 High e_t wnter activity- Cap failure. MI_H ,_
Aft section of process tube 4-6-51

Jeribbed to permit discharge, _Tuck 5
&

Rapid loss of pile reactlvl- C:_nsidewall failure 125-T
ty - Di_charL_d with cha_T_- B-30-51
inI:machine- Process tube Truck 3
leakins,at location of &

ruptured slug, _-_roup8 slug _

.... . ....
.. .. -___
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" OjCe UNITED STATES GO EN

TO : Files, Operations Division (THRU) g. L_/_'lUm, DATE_ May 5, 1952
and Donald G. Sturges

_Jlm/1

FROM : K.F. Paulovich _Q/

SUBJECT: 100 AREAS MONTHLY'REPORT - APRIL, 1952

SYmbOL: OP:KFP

PILE OPERATION

General

The maximum operating ievel attained la any one day during the
month of April 1952 by each of the piles, and the corresponding
equivalent percentage of the power level index, are as follows:

B D DR F H

5h8 5ho 562 534 575

Percent 27h 270 281 267 288

D pile attained an individual new maximum operating level during
April and established an individual production record for the
month. Despite the occurrence of sixteen ruptured slugs during
a 30-day month, a new maximum total production of 68,932 _D (I13.h%
of forecast) was achieved in April. This also represents a new
per diem maximum production of 2,298 MWD/day.

On April 18 the addition of 1.8-2.2 ppm of sodium dichromate to
inhibit A1 corrosion was eliminated from the process waber
treatment at all piles except F. The elimination of so_lilnn
dichromate at F pile was postponed until the April 25-27 outage
so that two process tubes (087h, 1162) containing weighed slugs
for the purpose of obtaining slug corrosion data with alum-
activated silica-sodium dichromate treated process water could
be discharged before modifying the water treatment. The
decision to eliminate sodium dichromate was based on in-pile
data obtained from two dichromate-free process tubes discharged

from H pile during Match (P.T.-lO5-h53). These data indicated
that the elimination of sodium dichromate reduced slug corrosion

by a factor of approximately two, with no significant difference
in film formation or type of corrosion experienced.

• D,,.0,o.FED
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During April the effluent water activity at all piles, and
particula1"lyF pilejconsistently exceeded the established maxi-
mum of lO mrep/hour, and necessitated considerable dilution with
filtered water at 1904 before discharging the 107 retention
basin water to the Columbia River. Analyses of the effluent
water indicated that the activity was due to short-lived
manganese isotopes. The increase in manganese is believed to be
due to an increase in manganese content in the influent Columbia
River water and/or an increase in m_u_ganesecontent discovered
in the last shipment of llme employed for process water pH
control. The effluent water activity is greater at F pile
because of the different process water treatment employed, i.e.,
_llnn-activated silica coagulation with lime added after, instead

of preceding, filtration. Unsuccessful attempts were Inadeat F
pile during the month to reduce the effluent Mn activity by
increasing the chlorine addition and by raising the pH of the
treatment.

B Pile

the shutdown initiated on April I for the April metalDuring
discharge, a rear face pigtail survey revealed that the readings
of process tubes 0885, 0886, 0966, and 0989 were hi_her than
surrounding tubes. The charges in these four tubes were back-
seated and the rear section of the tubes and nozzles were
swabbed out. However, no conclusive evidence was obtained and
the suspected process tubes were not discharged. During the
outage an unsuccessful attempt was made to pull the B test hole
facility from its thimble, making it necessary to remove the
assembly and thimble as a unit. A new thimble was installed
with a steel plug, blank flange, and shielding in place until
the test hole installation could be completed during a subse-

quent outage. Upon startup a radiation survey indicated that
the temporary neutron shielding around B test hole was inade-
quate, malclngthe entire far side of the pile and part of the
work area a danger zone.

During the month April, B pile was shut down six times because
of the following ruptured slugs:

B

g -- -- III lm , --
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Shutdown Started to PowerT_u__ubeNo. __.____,

2589 8:57 P.M., April h 9:21 P.M., April )4
6 _3 53 3:42 P.M., April 6 5:17 P.M , April 7

hoS6l
h056_ 12:03 P.M., April ].5 i_42 P.M., April 16

1371 6:25 A.M., April 23 9:3'2A.M., April 24
0386 12:55 P.M., April 29 1:32 P.M., April 29

It was possible to immediately discharge process tubes 2489 and
0386 (extreme fringe of pile) with the charging machine and
resume oper_tlons within the scram recovery period,

After flushing out 17 downstream slugs with 350 psi water

pressure and deribbing the aft section of the process tube, the
metal column in tube 3653 could not be loosened with pushing and
backseatlng forces of 8000 pounds. It was necessary to transfer
43 upstream slugs to process tubs 3652 with the twin transfer
cask, and then push out the process tube containing the rupture

and three remaining slugs. During this outage the temporaryshielding around the B test hole was rebuilt with additional

paraffin and masonite blocks, making it possible to release the
front face and work area from danger zone status after startup.

The possibility of a water leak became apparent at B pile on
April l0 when water began to accumulate in the exit drip leg.
In order to accelerate moisture extraction, the CO2 gas flow
through the pile was increased to lOhO cmf on April 14 by
increasing the steam head to the drier and blower turbines.
When B pile was shut down on April 15 because of high effluent
water activity, a rear face survey revealed high pigtail read-

ings on tubes 4086 and 4056. lt was possible to discharge
process tube 4086 _lthout difficulty with the charging machine.
After flushing out 21 downstream slugs with gO0 psi water

pressure and deribbing the aft section of process tube 4056, the
metal charge could not be pus_ed with forces of 7000 pounds.
Thlrty-nlne upstream slugs were transferred to tube h057 and the
process tube, containing the rupture and three additional slugs,
was pushed out in sections. The section of process tube 4056
contair_ing the ruptured slug appeared to have a small hole in
the tube. This observation was confirmed when the water leakage
disappeared following startup. A new process tube was installed
in channel _056, and two additional steel plugs were inserted in
the B test hole thimble to supplement the temporary shielding

during this outage.
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Before it was possible to remove the ruptured slug in process
tub_ 1371, it was necessary to flush out sixteen downstream
slugs and derib the aft section of the process tube. During
tI_isshutdown the installation of a new water-cooled facility
in B test hole was completed and made available for operation.
In addition, the metal discharge scheduled for May was
accomplished and new process tubes were installed in chatmels
1371, 3652, and 3653 (April ruptures).

D Pile

A new maximum power level of 540 _ was first reached on April
4, with a new maximum daily production of 540 MWD established on
April 5_ A new maximum monthly production of lh,566 _gD was
established at D pile in April.

_ree ruptured slugs caused the shutdown of D pile during April,
as follows:

Tube N__oo. Shutdo_____ Start._._ed to Power

3088 1:37 P.M., April 2 2:10 P.M., Aplttl2
0855 8:48 A.M., April 7 8:00 P.M., April 8
h060 1.1:40P.M., Ap_l 29 12:O5 A.M., April 30

lt was possible to immediately discharge process tubes 3088 and
hO60 with the charging machine and resume operations within the
scram recovery period. Fo].lowlngthe 3088 recovery, D pile was
scran_nedat 2:45 P.M. on April 2 because of failure of the #32
VSR clutch, The vertical safety rod was tied out of service and

operations were resumed again at 2:51 P.M.

An abnormally high Panellit pressure led to the discovery of the
ruptured slug in process tube 0855. After flushing out 29 down-
stream slugs and derd.bblngthe aft section of the process tube,
it was possible to push out the remainder of the metal column
with forces of hO00 pounds. During the shutdown, the #8 HCR
thimble was removed, a new thimble was installed, and the #8
horizontal control rod (the tip section of which had been

replaced on April 3-4) was reassembled _d installed in the
unit. The necessary cooling water and drive connections were
completed and the #8 HCR was returned to service. In addition,
the metal discharge for April was accomplished during the 0855
outage. Startup was delayed momentarily when #11 and #19 verti-
cal safety rods dropped back into the pile. The rods were tied
out of service and repaired during the subsequent poison push

outage.
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Considerable binding of the #9 hori,zontalcontrol rod was

experienced at D p'le during the early part of April. Conse-
quently, during the _eek of April 21 the #2 HOR was completely
withdra_ from the pile, the control rod was disconnected, and
the tip section was remotely pulled into a can and transported
to the bu__al _round. The #2 HCR was then reassembled with a
new tip section, pressure tested, _ul made ready for instal-
lation. During the first avail.ableshutdown in May, it is

planned to return the #2 HCR to ser-_iceafter installing a new
thimble•

DR Pile

During the scheduled metal discharge conducted on April IO, 250
process tubes were charged with eight-lnch slu_s _ider
PT-].OS-313-2M. Three improved charglng machlnes, with new
micro-swltches installed, were employed during the metal dis-
charge. However, one machine was damaged during charging and
temporarily put out of service. Hence, a valid check of the
operational efficiency of three charging machines was again not

obtained. During the shutdown the exr_rlmenta]-setup installed
in process channel 3577 (Project Bluenose, p.T.-IOS-507-A) was
discharged at,an approximate concentration of 135 MWD/T. A
second identical setup was installed in 3577 in an effort to

duplicate the data obtained with the first channel.

Only one ruptured slug caused the shutdown of DR pile during
April, as follows:

to Power
%hlbeNo, S_mtdown Started

2192 3:17 P.M., April 23 lO:hS P.M., April 2h

After flushing out h8 downstream slugs, it,was necessary to
remove the rear g_mbarrel before process tube 2192 could be

pushed out with the remaining slugs in it. A new rear gun-
barrel and new process tube were instal/.edin 2192, along with
ll80, and the tube was recharged with metal.

Lhlringthe 2192 outage, 36 process tubes located in and below
the wet zone of the upper near quadrant were checked for freedom
of movement in the graphite. All tubes were free except 2560,
which appeared to be stuck and could net be moved from either
the front or the rear.

• I)EC SiFaE)
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Startup was delayed approximately 12 hours when several cross-
header screens became plugged during the pre-startup purge,
making it necessary to inspect and clean all crossheader
screens, baring this period process tube 3588 was discharged
with the charging machine because of a high rear pigtail reading.
However, at months end a z_ptured slug had not been located from
this tube.

H Pile

The water collection rate at the CO2 dr_.ersdecreased from
seventeen gallons/day on April 1 to normal conditions on April

z 6, making a total of 320 gallons extracted from H pile following

;_ the water leak in 3565 during March.
:i

H pile was shut down twice during April because of the following
ruptured slugs:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power

3088 5:43 A.M., April 12 11:32 P.M. April 13J

3681 8:58 A.M., April 14 11:19 P.M., April l_

It was poss,ble to i_ediately discharge process tu_s 3681,
3161, and 3].62(ruptured suspects) with the charging machine on
April lh and rem_ne continued operations. A ruptured slug was
confirmed in process tube 3681, but not in tubes 2161 or 3162.

A dew point increase and excessive effluent water activity from
#29 rear crossheader resulted in the detection of a _ptured
slug and water leak in process tube 3088. After fourteen down-
stream slugs were flushed out with 400 psi water pressure, the
metal column could not be moved with forces of 2500 pounds. It
was necessary to remove the rear gunbarrel _fore the process
tube, contaln_Ig the ruptured slug and remaining slugs, could be
pushed out in sections. A new rear gunbarrel "_,dnew process
tube were installed and the tube was recharged with metal.

During the 3088 outage, the April metal discharge was conducted,
- with 190 process tubes being charged _ritheight-inch slugs. In

addition, process tube 0777, which appeared to be stuck in the
graphite during March, was checked again for freedom of movement
and found to be freeo
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Upon resuming operations, the water collection rate at the CO2
driers decreased from a maximtu_of sixteen gallons/day to a
normal rate on April 18. A total of 58 gallons were extracted
from H pile following the water leak in process tube 3088.

On April l0 and ll two uranyl nitrate injections were made into
process tube 2369 to obtain delayed neutron monitoring data
under P.T.-I05"446.

H pile was scrambledat 8:37 P.M. on April 27 because of a faulty
Panellit connection. Recover_-was effected in sixteen minuteso

F Pile

The following three ruptured slugs caused the shutdown ofF pile
during April:

Tube No. Shutdo_a_ Started to Power

4287 6:14 P.M., April 4 6:42 P.M., April 4

2_93 9:33 P.M., April 6 10:O9 P.M., April 6
2659 8:37 P.M., April 28 9:18 P.M., April 28

_ lt was possible to immediately discharge ali three process tubes

i (4287, 2493, and 2659) with the charging machine and resume oper-ations within the scram recovery period.

l

During the shutdown initiated on April 7 for the April metaldischarge, a ruptured slug was discovered in process tube 0562
by a routine rear pigtail survey and discharged without dlffi-

I culty. Graphite burnout samples exposed to controlled atmos-pheres of CO, 092, and (95% C02+5% CO) were removed from the
front of process tube 2777 durlng the shutdown, thereby conclud-

| ing PT-I05-_35,, A temporary graphite temperature limit of 410°C
was made effective at F pile until the graphite burnout test

| data can be summarized and evaluated. A total of 429 process

i tubes located in rows 12 through 19 were checked for freedom of

movement in the graphite. 145 process tubes were found to bestuck, 24 of which had previously been free. However, 25 process

i tubes which had previously been stuck were now loose. In
addition, the metal columns in 132 process tubes located in the
lower far corner (below row 15 and to the far side of column 81)
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were successfully backseated. The front and rear Van Stone
flanges of approximately 30 process tubes were inspected, and
process 5ube 0379 was discharged and isolated as an air tube
because of excessive Van Stone flange pitting.

F pile was scrammed at ll:lO A.M. on April 19 because of
abnormally high Panellit pressure on process tube 0378. The
tube was discharged without diffic_Lltyand recharged with solid
A1 dtumuies. It was discovered that the pressure increase was

caused by a rubber gaaket from a process tube i_ydrostaticleak
tester which was lodged in the end o9 one of the perforated A1
dummies. Apparently the gasket had been inadvertantly left in
the rear of the process tube during the leak testing program
conducted in February. If the pile had not been automatically
scrammed by the three-second time-delay relay setup recently
installed in the Panellit pressure monitoring system, the slug

jackets might have melted in process tube 0378 because of the
restriction in cooling water flow. Operations were resumed at
11:56 A.M.

In order to improve the water collection at the CO2 driers, the
Eas atmosphere flow at F pile was increased from 1800 cfm to
3000 cfm on April 3. This was accomplished by employing three
driers and two blowers in the gas system, and by increasing the

steam pressure to the drier and blower turbine drives (the 150
psi inlet rating of the turbines had not been fully utilized
previously) o The increase in gas flow temporarily increased the
water collection rate at the COo driers from about ten gallons/

day to a maximum of nineteen gallons/day, before gradually
decreasing to a normal three gallons/day rate on April 21. On

e April 22 the CO2 gas flow was returned to normal.

" However, the water extraction rate began to increase appreciably
during April 23-25, and F pile was shut down at 2:05 P.M. on
April 25 to investigate the possibility of additional process
tube leaks. All process tubes in the lower half of the pile

| (rows 1 through 23) were individually subjected to a 350 psi
m_
j hydrostatic pressure test. Two leaking process tubes (0h63,
g 0889) were discovered, discharged with maximum forces of 2000u

| pounds, and isolated from the cooling water system. In
i addition, the metal column in 123 process tubes located in the

lower far corner (below row 15 and to the far side of column 82)

i were successfully backseated. Seventy-six process
tubes which

i had been checked for freedom of movement in the graphite onApril 7 were rechecked and no significant change was observed.

• -
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During the outage the metal discharge scheduled for May was
accomplished, and three process tubes (3874, 3974, 1371) with
leaking nozzle gaskets were investigated and repaired. In
addition, two process tubes (0874, 1162) containing slugs ear-
marked for obtaining slug corrosion data with the alum-actlvated
sillca-sodium dichromate water treatment were discharged (P.T.-
105-503-E). Sodium dichromate was eliminated from the water
treatment at F pile, and 6 process tubes (087h, 1162, 2369, 2377,
2676, 3871) were charged with weighed slugs for obtaining slug
corrosion data with the alum-actlvated silica treatment without
dlchromate.

Following startup at 1:26 P.M. on Ao_l 27 the water collection

rate at the CO2 driers averaged thirteen gallons/day for the
remainder of the month.

An unsuccessful attempt was made at F pile to reduce the
abnormally high effluent water activity (due to increased manga-
nese content) by increasing the chlorine addition. Also, the pH
of the alum-silica-dichromate treated process water was increased

O from 7.3 to 7.7 on April 21 in au effort to eliminate the
manganese. However, this resulted in increased Fe concentration
and accelerated film buildup on the slugs. It was necessary to
reduce the pH from 7.7 to 7.5 and finally back to 7.3 again
before the film formation returned to normal.

RUPTURED SLUGS

Sixteen instances of in-pile uranium slug failures occurred
during April, bringing the total number to date to 170. The
attached table presents all data awailable at months end regard-
ing these sixteen ruptured slu_s. It was possible to success-
fully discharge eight of these ruptured slugs with the charging
machine and resume operations within the scram recovery period.
Eight Group 8 slugs were included in the slug failures during
April, bringing the total number to date to 37.

PROCESS DEVELOPMENTS

A series of four tests were recently completed at H pile in
a. which the 105 Bailey flowmeters were checked against the rate of

i drop of filtered water level in the 190 storage tanks. These
• _t,,
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drop tests indicated that, after investigation and accounting _

for all intermediate water leakage and useage, approximately 5

percent more cooling water is flowing through H pile than indi-

cated by the 105 flowmeters. It is being recommended that the

flow meters at H pile be corrected accordingly, which will

result in a paper increase in power level of approximately 25

MW. It is also being recommended that the 190 drop tests be

adopted as a standard means of checking pile cooling water flows.

It is planned to perform 190 drop tests at B, D, DR, and F piles
in the near future to check the possibility of similar errors.

A review of all graphite burnout data available to date, par-

ticularly that recently obtained from samples exposed at h30°C

in channel 2682-F, has. led to a recommendation that the maximum

graphite temperature be relaxed from 380°C to 410°C at all

piles. At this temperature it is estimated that the graphite

burnout rate would be only 1.8%/1OOO days. The recoN_nendation

has essentially been approved by management and should be made

effective early in May. F pile is currently operating with a

temporary graphite temperature limit of 410°C, following the

conclusion of P.T.-I05-435.

The existing corrosion limit on pile power levels is currently

undergoing revision. Instead of a _ximum outlet water temper-

ature of 80°C for all process tubes, the revised corrosion limit

will be based on a uniform allowable slug corrosion of 6 mils

(assuming a minimum cauwall thickness of I0 mils and a maximum

scratch depth of 4 mils). This will result in an outlet water

temperature limit of approximately 95oc in the central zone and

a limit in the neighborhood of 75°C in the fringe zone, due to

differences in exposure period. Correlation of slug corrosion
data obtained to date has indicated that the corrosion is a

function of slug surface temperature and slug power generation.

Consequently, the revised corrosion limits will also be based on

tube power generation. In addition, data recently obtained from

slugs subjected to dlchromate-free coold.ng water at H pile have

indicated that the el_alnation of sodium dichromate reduced slug

corrosion by a factor of approximately two. The new corrosion

limits will be increased 25 percent to take partial advantage of

the elimination of sodium dichromate at all piles during April.

Hence, the new corrosion limits established on dichromate-free
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c01?roslondata will be based on outlet water temperature and/or

tube power generation, whichever is limiting. These revised
limits, which are scheduled to go into effect at ali piles in
May, should not necessitate any.pile power cutbacks during the
summer months. The existing maximum outlet water temperature of
8OoC has already become limiting at all piles and would require
power reductions if continued in effect.

Tests in progress at H pile to deterndne the effect on film
formation of low iron concenbratlon in ferric sulfate treated

process water were concluded during April. For two purge
periods the iron concentration of the process water at H pile
was decreased from a normal content of .015 ppm to an average of
.005 ppm, by increasing the ferric sulfate coagulant from 3 ppm
to approximately 12-15 ppm. This resulted in a considerable
reduction in film formation, as measured by the decrease in pro-
cess water flow at constant power level. With normal Fe concen-
tration (.O15 ppm) a 133 gpm decrease per day was experienced.
With .005 ppm Fe concentration, the decrease/day was 50 gpm and
23 gpm for the two test periods respectively.

Slug corrosion data obtained to date with 650C and 95°C filtered
water in the 105-D flow laboratory _as indicated that consider-
able pitting corrosion is experienced at pHs of 6.2, 6.7, and
7.2. Corrosion data obtained with the recirculation setup in
the 105-F flow laboratory have indicated that corrosion rates
with total solids concentrations of 6 ppm and 12 ppm are con-

siderably less than corrosion bosses experienced in the piles
(filtered water has approximately 90 ppm total solids). The
corrosion rates with the 12 ppm water were lower than with the 6
ppm water, contrary to expectations.

All televisiou equi_nent required for the experimental rear
force monitoring system have arzi_ved. Construction of a mockup
structure simulating the rear face of a pile is in progress at
189-D to check the operation of the television camera and
viewers.



PRODUCTION TESTS
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535 - Graohite _irnout and Transoort
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Graphite burnout samples exposed to controlled atmospheres of

CO, 002, and (95% C02 * 5% CO) were removed from the front of

process tube 2777 during the April 7 discharge at F pile to con-
clude PT-105-135. The samples had been maintained at a nominal

temperature of h30°C for an exposure period of approximately 2

months. Upon removal it was discovered that the CO and (95% CO2
5% CO) samples had been allowed to run dr7 during the test,

thereby making data from these samples unreliable. The graphite

exposed to a CO2 atmosphere is presently undergoing analysis.

hh6 - Delayed Neutron_

On April lO and ll two uranyl nitrate injections were made into

process tube 2369 to obtain additional data with delay neutron

monitoring equipment. Uranyl nitrate was injected at a constant
rate until an initial indication was obtained with the beta monl-

toting equipment, at which time the delayed neutron monitoring
indication had increased 25 fold, demonstrating its sensitivity.
Data obtained with a second delayed neutron monitoring system

installed in the sample room revealed that the high neutron back-

ground pre_iously obtained with the chambers located on #23 rear

crossheader was due in part to photo neutrons originating from a

N16-D20 reaction. The tests also demonstrated that the uranyl
nitrate hangs up in the process tube and is subjected to more
than a two second exposure in the pile, as ori_tnally thought.
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50_5..E- Irradiation of .Gla.ssBalls (.Ball3X system)
,A,.t LaiLa A

During the April i0 discharge at DR pile, graphite
process channel 2577 was charged with a specially constructed
graohite "boat" containing six 3/8" dla., Al-coated glass balls
intended for use in the ball 3X safety system. It is planned to
subject the glass balls to neutron bombardment for one month to
deter_line the resultant gamzla-rayactivity and radiation damage.

3 Encls.
I. Comparative Reactor Performance
2. Pile Outage
3. Tabulation of Ruptured Slugs
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B D I_. F H Total

Metal Discharge 24.7 26.4 24.9 18.8 9h.8

Ruptured Slug Removal 79.4 30.0 21.7 2.3 25.4 158.8

Stuck Charge Removal 2.9 2.9

Production Tests 2.5 7.7 10.2

Reactor l_uintenance 8.9 11.2 72.1 92.2

Removal of Restriction
in Process Tube . 0.8 0.8

Panellit Failure O.3 O.3

Plugging of Crossheader
Scre_ _ 12.2 12.2mmm,a,almm _ _ _

O Total Hours 106.6 38.9 71.5 i10.7 44.5 372.2





._<6' 3653,B i) 1-5-51 439 149 2.6 365 465 47 54 1185 2.54 High exit water a
2) 1-23-51 Unable to move me,
.3)4-6-52 after flushing ou'

stream slugs - T_
43 upstream slug_
with twin transf_
Pushed out tube
rupture and 3 re_,

15 2493-F i) 4-14-51 41 .12 FLi.gh exit water:
2) 5-8-51 Discharged with •
3) h-6-52 machine - Resum_
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Asslgnod '
Operating _

_ o _' Loss Circumstances of '_
_-' ,_-' ,_(NAWD)!_./bays).... Shutdown and _Removal _ . Observation s of',,,Slug,, , _ ,,_ , ,,_:; ,._¢

40 .08 High exit water activity- End cap failure. _H
Discharged _Ith charging 8-2-51
machine - Resumed operation, Truck 2
within scram recovery perlo_ &

Group 8

" lllllr--'.__:_-_ " - 7__ '_ ............ :.........

52 .097 High exit water activity - End cap failure. MRG
Discharged with charging 4-16-51
machine - Res_1_edoperationl Truck 4
within scram recove_._perio,[ &

57 .12 High s_it water activity - End cap failure. MF_H
Disc_mrged with charging 7-17-51
machine - Resumed operation,; Truck 9
within scram recovery peri_ &

Oroup 8

47 54 1185 2.54 High exit water activity- End cap off- Longltudina_ _G
Unable to move meta],column split thru center of slug. 1-5-51
after flushing out 17 down- Truck 5
stream slu_s - Transferred
43 upstream slugs t_ 3652 &
with twin transfer cask -

Pushed out tube containing
rupture and 3 remaining slug:

41 .12 High exit water activity- End cap failure. MRH
Discharged with charging 4-1_-51
machine - Resumed operations Truck 9

I _thln scram recovery , & _ .

.._._ -
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161 4086-B i) 6-14-51 262 297 5.2 374 505 19 .037 High exit water a<
2) 7-28-51 Discharged _[th o_
3) h-15-52 machine- Unable t_

' because of rupture
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TABULATION OI,"RUPTURE/)UIIANIUMSLUGS

m _ ._ o i Assigned o
0 _ _ Opor£1ting _, a>t) _,i

Production _'
_]_ _' I Loss Ciroummtances of ,o ,H

o _ _I I Shutdown and R_moval Observations of Slug _

35 37 1349 2.52 Abnoxmmlly high Panellit End cap off _O
_sure- Aft section of 12-8-50

7ocess tube deribbed to Truck 2
removal. &

p t_

52 .097 Discovered during discharge End cap off. MRG
outage _y rear pigtail 8-8-50
Discharged without diffi- Truck 1

culty after backseating with
iOOO pounds, &

48 55 1191 2.07 High effluent water activity Uranium split failure. 167-T
and dew point increase- 14 8-25-51
slul,;sflushed out with 400 Truck i
_si pressure - Necessary to
:emove rear gunbarrel to &
out tube & remainin_ charge
Tube leak at _u_pture. ' Group 8

121_ .22 High exit water activity- Slug split diagonally Z2G
_d with charging two pieces 8-31-51

machine - Resumed operations Truck 9
within scram recovery period &

Group 8



DECLASSIFIED
TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANI_ SLUGS

,I

0. _ _ '_ _ > _o_ _° Assigned

o_ _ _ _ _ -d _ Production_ _ _-. o " ° "_ ° _ _ Circumstances!
_ 2) Charged _ _ z _ ._._ ,_ .o Loss

Z _ 3) Ruot_re_ _ _ _i o o o o z o......... u0 o Z o_ _ _ _ _ (_rD_l(DaYs] Shutdown and Re

165 4056-B i) h-28-51 335 3.6 186 358 505 43 44 946 1.89 llgh exit,water act_
2) 5-16-51 iinableto move meta_
3) 4-15-52 _fter flushing out

:treamslugs - Tran,,
.. _pstream slugs to 4'

" } _wintransfer cask.
_uttube containing
remaining sl_ugs.

166 1371-B I) 6-11-51 287 6.3 373 540 48 60 1046 1.94 _li_hexit water act
2) 7-11-51 _ft section of proc
3) h-23-_2 ,Leribbedto permit

., .......... , _ , . . . ,. L

167 2192-DR I) 191 307 545 998 1.83 High exit water ac
2) 10-15-51 Flushed out 48 do._,

3) 4-23-52 . slugs - Rear gunb_
removed- Tube and

_. slugs pushed out.; < :-. , ,,, , _ - . . __

i_ 2659-F i) 10-22-51 145 262 355 45 .13 High exit water ac
2) 12-5-51 Discharged _th ch_
3) 4-2q-_2 machine- Resumed

within scram reco_

_ 0356/B ii)I-5-_i 462 _5 36 .065 High exit'water ac
2) 1-23-51 Discharged with c_
3) 4-29-52 machine- Resumed

................... within scram,,rocov
170-...... 2'-12- High exit water ac

m_ 2) 3-7-5]. Discharged with cb
" 3) h-29-52 machine - Resumed

_ - -ct - - - v ,m ; -- _ - _ - .- _ .... _ - .... ,,_



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS
L , ., . , ,, ,, . , .......

o Assigned o

mo _ Operating _ o

o_ _ Productiono • Loss Circumstances of _
_ _ (IMWD)I_(Days] Shutdown and Removal Observations,, . of.,,..Slug,, .,, _ .,,m

44 946 1.89 [igh exit water activity- End cap off - Wedge-shapeS MRG
Jnable to move metal column portion of slug detached h-28-51
_ter flushing out 21 down- below cap base. Truck 5 •
_treamslugs- Transferred 39
1:pstreamslugs to 4057 with &
;win transfer cask - P_shed

,uttube containing rupture & Group 8
.......... _ remai.ning..slugs. ........... ......... _ .

60 1046 1.94 Iii_hexit water activity- Can sidewall failure - ZRG
_It section of process tube Wart-like swellin_ on side 6-11-51
[eribbedto permit removal° at failure. Truck II

&

Group 8

998 1.83 High exit water activity - End cap missing - Slug End cap
Flushed out 48 do._Istream disintegrated into about data not
slugs - Rear gunbarrel lO pieces_ legible.
!removed - Tube and remaining
slugs pushed OUt. ....... .....................

45 .13 High exit water activity - Slug split longitudinally 173-U
Discharged with charging 10-22-51
machine - Resumed operations Truck 6

b. within scram recoverG,period &
. : Group8 -

36 .065 Hi._ghexit '_iateractivity- -End cap failure. MRG
Discharged with charging I-5-51
machine - Resumed operations Truck 2
within scram recover_ period &

i13 .025 _High exit water activlty- .lugblistered considerably _LRG

IDischarged with charging .End cap off- Two longi- . 2 12-51_machine - Resumed operations tudinal cracks in can - Pin Truck 6

.......... n'ln'"'III ',111....
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'" OfficeMemo s G
TO : Files, Operations Division (TI_.U)R./L_um DATE: June 6, 19_2

and Donald d. Sturge,_
|.l_b/./

FROM

K. F. Paulovlch

SUBJECT: lqO '\::L_,S ""C.UTI:'LY =E_CRT - ',L:,Y 1952

?ILE ...°g::...:_":_;

Genera.!

The max.j_um eperat_m_ level attained in any one day" during the
emonth of May 19_2 by each of the n_=_=_....,,_nd .,h. correspcniing

equ_.val_nt oercentage of the co'.,'_rlevel __n_e',,,' '1 , _ _ f _''"""aS follows:

B D ER Y. F

. 5o . 55 57o 578 5.oo
°ercent 27_ 27_ 285 2_9 260

D pile _ttained an indi_idual new maximum operating level during

May and D, DI:and F eiles established individu_l production
records for the month.. Despite t e occurrence of 12 ruptured

slugs _nd wet gra::hite difficulties at H pile, a new maxinum

total oroduction of 72,601 ['I',VD(i15.h% of forecast) was achieved
in !,Pay. This also represents a new per diem maximum production

of 2,3h2 H_,_Dper day.

The m_ximmn graphite temperature limit w._.srel_xed from 380°C to

hlO°C at B, D, DR, and H piles on May 21. inasmuch as the maxi-

mum outlet water temperature of 80°C necessitated appreciable

power level cutbacks at B, D, and F piles during May, a temporar-7 _

outlet "_ater temperature limit of 350 was made effective at all .

: piles on May 09, until new corrosion limits b_sed on dichromate- _--
free orocess water can be established. The revised corrosion

= lit.nitsshould be _ut into effect durin_ June.

- 339 process tubes at DR and H piles ,,¢erecharged "_ith _-inch

• _ 2w "-May. This brin,Ts the total now inslugs (P T.-IOS-31)-_L) durin:_

DR and H piles to 1209 "orocess t11bes, or 39% of the I00,O00 _-

inch slu_s scheduled to be charged. 3-inch slugs are scheduled
, to 'be charged into the lower two-thirds of B, D, and F piles

i " beginnin_ in June. ' ....... ,.
! Ii

i@
• . '
SECRET
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B Pile

During the month of _,_av,B pile wss shut /o;,:ufour times because
of the following six ruptured slugs:

Tube i,[Oo Shutdown 2t_rted to ?oscer

3088-|_[ 1-23 P.M., May 3 1:51 "_:I.,M_Z 3308_-2 ' '

2k70 i:30 P.'.'i.,May _ 3:1_ P.;!.,,.y
2062

3278 1.,.:55P.,.",,I.,Maz 13 5:2_ _,.I,T., :.Iay
2461 11-58. A.M., M_.Z19 12"3_. o,.,',T., May 19

It was oossible to immediately discharge _rocess tubes 3088 and
2h61 :.riththe charging m_chi_ueand resume operations ._ithinthe
scram recovery period°

After flushing out 21 downstream slugs, the metal column in tube
2470 was discharged with a m_.ximumforce of 2000 pounds without

oil lubrication. A new process tube was installed and rechargedwith metal. An abno_nal increase in Panellit oressure led to the

discovery of a second ruirturedslug in process tube 2062 during
the same outage° After flushing out h8 down,stream slugs, the
metal column in tube 2062 could not be loosened '_ithforces up to

6000 pounds. It was necessary to transfer seven upstream slugs
to process tube 2061 with the twin transfer cask and remove the
rear gunbarrel before the tube containing the remaining slugs
could be pushed out. A new process tube and _unbarrel were
installed and the tube was recharged _;ithmetal. An examination
of orocess tube 2062 revealed a small hole in the tube in the
vicinity of the ruptured slug, accounting for a slight increase
in the moisture removal rate at B pile on May 3 and _.

On T[ay13 it was possible to immediately discharge susnect
orocess tube 3178 with the charging machine. However, electrical

a difficulties '_iththe discharge elevator delayed startup attempts

, until 5:57 P.M., at which time it was impossible to recover.
Examination of the metal column discharged from 3178 revealed no=_

-_ z-aptured slug. A rear pigtail survey indicated that orocess tube
_ 327B was also reading high. Consequently, the metal column in
- or_cess tube 3278 was discharged with the charging machine.
i _-rocesstubes 317S and 3278 ._ereboth recharged with regular
| metal. During the outage approximately 70 process tube orifices

| and the corresponding Panellit gau_es were ch_n_ed. In addition,
_ a ne:_process tube was installed Ln channel 2961 and recharged

| "_.th reveler metal.
i

I " - 85_ _'_2% -

...,., " 4.,;, i_ i 'l_ _-..,.

" .

,I_
'1................ 'I" ' ..... rr' , .... , ,,,ql, ........ ii, ' ,l,"l, , .... ,,,,,,,,, III ..... qlr,l.,llI ,,',r_, ..... ,," ,,, '" '" ......r!pll_l_,"_, .....,I,m....._, ,,. .,, ,, ,,1_i,._,,,.,r,.,l_'_,,',III' "t' ""'"_" "I'II'WI_'"I'""'""'"I_'"'II'""Ill_''',1,' ,,, ,,,,,,,,,,',, I_,'
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& temoor._" disc'_ '" .,.,_ancj _ metal invento_r on May lC was resolved

on _,[av16 "_hen two missing slugs were found on a maintenance high

lift.

pile '.T_.sscr._tmed at l:g9 ?.1_!.on "_v l_ when the _[o. h Beckman

wa_ inadvert_ntlF by-:pass_,_,d:;bile atteIsptinz to ,ci_llbr_.te*ac

"'o. I 3ec'a_an.. _ecov"-_r,.7as effected in three minu_es.

4 , L* , .D_[rin_ the shutdo'_n _nl._ted on _.[&y,°-7='_'the MaF metal /is-

charge _nd a R_!a shipment, a facility for char_ing _nd disch%rg-

ing a poison colmm_ lurinz pile operation was installed ,on tube
1277 and successfully tested (?T-105-1-;'_).

D Pile

_.new maximum Dower level of 555 [',5,',[was first re_ched on I_._r lh_

with a new maximum daily production of 555 i',i?_Destablished on

_<ay I_. The power level increase at D pile ,hlrini]May was
attributable $o improved graphite lattice conductance and the

retu'zn to service of the #2 horizontal control rod. i new maxi-

mum monthly production of 15,970 i',[',,_was established at D pile in

May.

Three _-_ptured slugs caused the shu't@o'_nof D ioile during [.lay_as
follows:

i Tu.__beNo. Shutdo_.m St___a!tedto Fo,4er_

)z265 10:O9 o._:.[.,May 1 I0"35 P.M., May 1
2981 7:Oh i ",_., May _29 7:36 h "' May 29

"' "" "_" ' "':_y .30)4185 i'!0. I_ " : l' " J _a[" " 30 ' I: _6 A.M., ..-

!t was possible to immediately discharge all three nrocess tubes

(h265, o_,_ !_185) :._,4t',:_the charging- m._chine _nd resume poet-,
&tions within _'he scram recove_ _ period.

The D pile :;as shut down on [!a,75 to con_Juct the metal discharge
for the month of May. During this outage an atte_apt to remove
'the No. 2 horizontal control rod thimb,le _-esulted in the thimble

breaking i_nto two sections and dama__ng the transport can, makim.g

it necessary to substitute another can before "the thimble removal

could be completed° The graphite channel was vacu_mned and the

step plug installed. Considerable difficulty was encountered

while inserting the thimble and the thLn.ble was da_ged in going
. -,u_s required abandoning the thimble andthrough the step plug _"'

installing a new thimble. A gas seal was made with considerable

I1'

.... _,.... _1,' ,,r,". '_........ ,_1............ ,, ,, H_,_',_'1,,,iI'_"1_II!l'_lll 'll"q,ll_""rt_ll'' _i_"ll'"Itr|liltl'_'_ ' ''_ .... ,,'",_,17,....... r,,,,,r.,,, II "Ill'"ll'Ii'Illl"lll'"llpN_'ii "_",,.illl"_llrl'.... 'II'll"'__1_11ql " 11'"1_'" iIql"1'lr
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• difficulty, a full len_tb traverse was made,, the g._unlte was

installed, the.thi.nb!e was Fressure teste% and the !lo. 2 hori-

i z_ntal control rod ;ras returned to ser-_ice before st_rl.u[:o

_.t_n _ the latter naz't ._f ";_v considerable '_i_,_icul_r ;._as

encountered with t,l'e "io. ._ .,.r__'_,_ont _1_..,_on/_._!_. rod bin_i,n_ in L;,,_,,,_

tile._ bn ::sZ _-"_ the i.nst_l!tt.lon )r a front .."acecross'_e_dcr
nressure monito_.n3 system :,ms ,.-_mp!eted_t D _i!e e:,:cs7 t, for
iniiv_.dual Panellit gauges. "/hile ':lwaiting_!elive_r of the

?angel.lit gau'._es,a :{else i;;{ugeis te,_.por_-rily_'se-hngutilized ts
.obtain indiTi:lu:_l crossh'-_der oressure Jatz.

Durinz the month the excavaticn of _n extension to the co.mmon D-

DR effluent water crib '_az started in order to increzse the flow
- E 4 ,_ '

of conta_inated effluent _aber through hhe exi.t_n_ cribo

DZ Pile

'Jith the exception of two .a.nelll,.scr_ms ,_nd the scheduled metal

lischarge, D_ oile. operated, the entire month wihhout incident _t

O an equilibrium Dower lev.el of _pproxim_tely 560 MW. A new maxi_,,tu_monthly production of !6,1_75 [.[,,IDwas established at DR pile in

May.

= DR pile was scrammed at _:00 P,H. on "..!ay7 due to a leaking
P._nellit gauge (1071). Operations were resumed in five minutes.

The DR pile was scra_uned again at I:5_ A.M_ on May 13 due to a
second lea_Cung Panel.lit g_uge (2961). Recovery was effected in

nine minutes°

- During the scheduled discharge initiated on May I_, the metal

_" col_nn in process tube 1371 was discharged because of a hi_fl rear

pigtail reading. However, examim.ation of the charge revealed no

I ruptured slug. During the outage_ the graphite boat containi_ng
six 3/8" diameter Al-coated balls intended for use in the ball 3:(

,m safer 7 syste_ were discharged from cham_el 2_77 after __n irradia-
tion period of one month.

- In addition, uranium imnregnated graphite samples were char_ed

i into channel 276h for North American" _viation trader ?T-lO_-Sk3-'-qZ.
Two orocess tubes containin_ a total of 31 8-inch slugs
(PT-IO_-313-2M_ :.;eredischarged for examination _eter _. exposure

" of approximately 330 _[WD/T. No unusual slug characteristics were
observed. The pile was' started to power at h:_3 P.M. on _!ay 16.

However, at iO:hO P.M. it was necessary to shut the pile do,,m

I
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because of insufficient control rod for turn-around. Six

additional tempor%D _ poison columns (07_I, 12_,_, 1°.6[:,3762, 39_3_ hOYl)

were charged and ccntinued operations were resumed _+.,12:O1 A.M.

on M_y 17. o

.i_e

_.new m_xim_nn monthly 9roduction of !5,765 [,[,_3was established qt
F oile in uo

Cnly one ruptured slug caused the shutdow.n of ? pile durin,% [,Isy,
as fol!ows:

Tube No. . Shutdown Started to ?o:ter
..... ,

O56h 9:lh A.;[., May 2h 9:h_ A.]_., May 2h

lt was possible to i_unediately discharge the ruvtured slug in

process tube 055h and res_ame operations within the scram recovery
period.

F pile was shut do'_n five times because of Panellit scrams during

k_9.y. The pile ,_as shut down at 11:37 P.M. on May h because of an
incorrect oressure trio setting on _u_ 1536 Recover-/ was

effected in 15 minutes. The pile was scrammed _t 7:20 P.M. on

May 5 and again on ].:22 &.M. on May 6 because of a pressure trip
on Panellit row 15. The exact difficulty was not determined and

operations were resumed in 15 and 9 minutes respectively. F pile

was scrammed again at 3:!I A.H. on May 6 because of a low

pressure trip on gau_e 1583. Examination revealed that the gauge
had a pin P.oint leak due to corrosion at the point whera the

pressure inlet was brazed to the Bourdon tube. The faulty gauge
" was reolaced and operations were resumed at 3:15 A.I_. F pile was

also scrammed at 2:31 P.M. on _T_y 20 when a single-strand circuit

m jumper failed while changing several Panellit gauges, thereby

shortin_ out the Panel!it board. O_erations _ere res"_med at 2:hLa P.Mo

The water collection rate at the CO 2 driers decreased from I0
gallons per day on May 1 to a normai rate of h gallons oer day on

_ May 8, making a total of ll2 gallons extracted from F pile
fcllowing the removal of leaking process tubes Oh63 and 0889 on

i .&pril 23-25.
An attemot was being made at months end to locate the excessive

leakage iapproximately 8000 su. ft./day) of CO 2 nile atmosphere

i @ which has existed at F pile since the major shutdo.nu in early
March by employ__ng the he].ium leak detection equipment used at E

,.. ..

u
J
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H Pile

The following two maotured slu_s occurred zt H pile during the

mouth of May:

Tube NO o D,_:mtime Started to :-qw,+r

, ', Gq

2759 II:30 P.M., i,!ay19 7:_7 _.M., Hay 2!

_urin_ the scheduled outage initi_ted on v[_v 12 to condu_t the
, _,_ . *j _metal d,iscn_._e for _'_ it w_s discovered while ch..%rg?.ngcro-

cess tube 15_9 that the near charging machine :gas /amaging the

slugs. The slues fro_ this tube were removed an,:lnew slugs ',;ere
charged ",_iththe other charging machine, inasmuch as it w._s not
knee,n% when this condition began, several slugs _,;eresplined out

i from the front of process tubes on crossheader _'To. 7 and

inspected, lt ,_as discovered that these slu_s were only slightly

scratched and were allo,_ed to remain in the ._rocess tubes. The

near chargin_:_machine was adjusted and operated satisfactorily

during the remainder of the charging operation. During the

i outage the front and rear Van Stone flanges of approximately

sixty process tubes were examined. I,Todeep corrosion pits were
noted°

I In addition, a i._5" diameter _luminum tube enclosing aluminum-

. jacketed quartz capsules cuntaining graphite specimens and
various gases was installed in process tube 0776 in order to
obtain additional in-pile data on gas-graphite reactions _.T.-

_')_ _Oh-E) The exoeriment_! tube set un satisfactorily leakl "I 9 1 ) 0 +

tested and +ut into oper._tion.

Durin_ the discharge outage an attempt to check the operational
_ characteristics of the hot water recirculation sy,_tem ,_.t H pile

-i w_s delayed aoproxL_ately four hours when an _mmarked blank in
the return line adjacent to the bottom of the near front riser_

could not be immedi'_tely located. However, a satisfactory test

was conducted from 5:00 P.M. to 3:30 P.M. on May 12. However,

water hammer encountered in shutting down the steam injector

resulted in a steam l_k at the injector flange, which was

believed at first to be a gasket leako However, it was subse-

quently discovered that the steam injector was actualiy cracked.
At the conclusion of the shutdown, the 15 unbondecl _-inch

enriched uranium AI alloy slugs exposed in orocess tube 0,67[_

! since November 21, 19_I, were discharged (_.T.-!Oi-_O2-A). A

_- reactivity decrease of 7-$ _ OUI_ S W_' S noted, comparing favorably

]i @ with the _-9 inhour increase observed "';henthe enriched c°lumnwas charged.

,
.+ ,, .f'",_ #,

I
_1 .... 11 ,,irlqlpiIiir ...... II, l,,rlil II ' Ilril IlIl 111 III, ' '1111 I1,"11'111 I1' I I1' lP' .... Pl ' _11 'Iii IIIIPIIpII"11
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i

H pile ",,_asshut do_,m at 5:23 _°:,I.on May !6 because of the loss
of oressure on the ?-13 circulntion system resultinl_ from a

recircul:,tion pump failure. Ooerations. ",Tereres,treed_t <._6 _,!','i.
_.fter reacq_ng a oo'¢er level ol aooroxtm_tely tO0 _Fi a loss of

reactivity (a?proxim%tel] r 75 inhours) caused 1-[oi!e to he shut

iown at 8"53 '.i,[.on M_y 16. Because of low ,'_r_?,hitetempera-

tures, a uater le_!,'.,vRs suspected in the ne%r top oortion oi' the

.oils. _'_._._rear oigtails on the near side of rows I throu;_h 30

were su_eyed :vithout a positive rupture indication. The thimble
of the P-13 _'ecircul'aticn equioment :._%ss%tisfactorily oressure
_'___._ twiceo The metal columns in aooroximately._ 30 orocsss.

tubes located in rows 22 tbrou_h,_.31 and columns 57 thro_._h 60

e ",,_eresatlsf,_ctorily bzckseated. Ali process tubes in roI_s 39

do,_n thro_igh 32 were. individually subjected to a hydrostatic
oressure test from the near extremity of the pile to _nd

i
i inoludin_ vertical cohnnn 7!.
|

lt '_as discovered that orocess tube 3261 was leaking and could

not be backseatedo The rear Lnmbarrel was removed and the pro-

cess tube was pushed out con+aining the entire metal disch%rge.

_ A new flexible rear gunbarrel was installe,d with difficulty and

a ne:; process tube was recharged ,,;lthmetal. ,Examination of the
column _ndicated that 3261 contained a ruptured slug in +.,he

vicinity of a large hole in the process tube. After repl._cing

the cr_cked steam injector with a duplicate mode], from DR pile,
the hot water recirculation system was started at 5:12 A.M. on

' May 17 and successfully employed for the first time to uniformly
heat up the wet graphite in any pile. Tolerable radioactivity

readings were exnerienced in the valve oit and on the front face

of the pile. After removing a total of $_ gallons, H pile oper-
ations were res,_ed at 9:O8 A.M. on May l_. However, after

attainin_ 200 [,_4it was necessary to shut H pile down _gain at
11:30 P.M. on May 19 because of insufficient reactivity due to

wet graphite resulting from the rupture of tube 3261. During
the shutdown a rear pigtail survey indicated an additional

ruotured slug in orocess tube 2759, which was easily discLarged

with the charging machine. The hot water recirculation equip-

ment was utilized again starting at 5:h5 P.M. on May 20 and the

pile was started to power at 7:58 P.M. on _a,V 21;after removing
238 gallons of water°

At l:15 A.M. on May 23, H pile was sc_rammed due to a low

pressure trip on Panellit gauge 3_68. Operations were resumed
at 1=27 A.M.

.... -i

|
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After reading hOG _5_IH pile was scrammed again _t h:hm ?.M.

because of a low pressure trip on ?unc!lit zau_._eh676. The pile
'_s unable to recover because of insufficient reactivity° The

hot w_.ter recirculation syste._ w_s used again !_oginnin_ at 7:3_

..M. _nd continuin_ only until g'lO, ,...._:/ _n_ :':_,',.,,2h, in ord=_..to
_llow the reactor to cool off slowly. Drrin_ this ,_u-'_,]e,tile

water __n,.,_ect_on_ equioment, installed in .orocess ::,',_.nnel._?._ in

conjunction ",_rithg_s moisture deterrminztions conducted ,;lth the

O.2. dew point recorder (P.T.-Iq_-SQ9-_)......was dis_ _....._s....H aud re-
,qe., _.,.r:_wn _tcharged with reg_tlar metal. :Ill control rods _ wi +'-_

2:2_ ?.1,I.on !"i_,__ 2h but no indication of re_cti_<tv _¢a3
obtained. T_,_ _;_%snec=scar:r. to discharge the.no_._son in _rncess,

tubes 3390, 2q75, and I[_80 before continued ooer_tions could be
res'tamedat 8:5h 9.}_,.-onMay °_h. The moisture removal, r_te %t

the COo driers Eradually decroesed duri'ng the rem.=inder of the

month .?rom a maximum of II_ gals./day on _,aT/27 to !O _als./day
_a_ from theon M_y .31, bringing the total, water collected to ' _

0
_261 le_k to 9,,6 gallons.

RUP..TUF.mSLUO S

-@

i Twelve instances of inpile uranium slug failures (including two

ruptured slugs in the same process tube, 3OqS-B) occurred during

May, bringing the total number to date to 182. The attached

table presents all data available at mo_ths end reg_rding these

twelve ruptured slugs. It _;as possible to successfully dis-

ii charge seven of these ruptured slugs with the charging m_chine

and resume operations within the scram recovc_r oeriod. Nine

Group Eight slugs were included in the May slug failures,

bringing the total number to date to h6.

_ '-_"_ _ ......, t'.._;u _._o DEVZLOPMSNTS
m

" The hot water recirculation system employed at H pil_ during May

consists of a 12-inch line which returns 2000 gpm of effluent

_- water from the tnp of the rear riser to a p_mp and steam

-- inj.ctor (r_ted _t SO,OGO pounds per hour) in the valve pit and'
then to the top of the near front riser. Durin_ the operation

of the recirculation system, approximately 30_OO0 pounds per

__ hour of 22_ psi steam were injected into the system in order to
control the oile heating This reduced steam _n_ection resulted

,, in considerable vibration of the system and. caused two pressure
m

M. gau_es to snag off during operation. EV _dJust__ng the steam

& injection so that the water temoer_ture 4o:,n_streamof the

i injector was _5°C, it :_s possible to uniformly heat up the pile
mM

I
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in _pproximately three hours, At eq1,.ilibrium operaticn, the
ma_ximum outlet w_ter temcer-_ture ._nd the _aohite temperature

._ere stabilized ht aporo×i,'m_tel.v3_°_ and"70oS resnectivc!y.

While initi_l!y ut!.liz[n_ the _,Tstem t,.lrin'_ the _.!'%, 17 out_..._e, "_
cooler _rior to tn._ ,-1,,_,_rs was inadva-tent!y o__+-_a .;_.1 3_

°_ ro!Ion::. of ',¢_te_ were condensed out f!cod-:.r,.: the driers.

it was possible to remove _ppr'.:,xim.%tel,7 3 to ._ ti,ues as much
moisture from the pile '_t,mosuhere wi..th the hot ,,_ater recircu-

" l._tior: syste,_ as was possible to remove 'luri:_r_ pile oper_.tton_ ' • ,,as flew of
a ,._.:_b the oresent _. dri _...... system ,,;s'n,:_ _ mP,:,:_m _,
° hOOD crmo The dew no.int of the recirculated ;_a.terwas only _._

fe_.zde]rees below +he outlet dew uoLnt, f,,_'tnerzn_-.catzn_,the

inadequacy of t"e dr_er capacity° it ._ppc,_.rsthat a condenser
located ,orior to the driers could be ._,dvanta_._,,sq:_=__.,_._ used, to

e_"'in_ _h_ final ._oisture

remove _ross a_nounts of moisture, .- Th
removal to the driers during 0ile oper._ti_n. .e hot water

recirc,_lation equipment h_d never been tested or used !_:-iorto

this month because ma,_or water ie_ks in the past h_ve occ_rred
_.!,_ levels ._ndthe extern_l :._l-_t consider,._bly lower _.....no:._er

i _ _'_ n _ A1 nrocess tubes w_s not understood lt has

v_nic e,o.r_,__o. .o- . "-" ,._ "_" i'_'" hot waterbeen reccmmended that the desicn of t_ e....st

reci._culation system be improved and inccrporated in C ?ile.

lt is possible to immediately raise the nower level of H oile to

bOO _HV upon s ,_tu_. _nd then gradually increase to equilibritun.
_n_s can be accomolished because H til _ h:_s _ r,cr_,,_n.... n-

trol rods involving approximately 630 inhours° D, D, DR, and F

I oiles have only nine horizont_l control .o_s kabout 35'0inhours)

i and it i_ necessary during sts.rtup tc reduce the level from 3_0

! ,,..,l to l_O i'[4 durin_ the transient period, With oresent oner-

. ating levels., B, D, D_, _nd F oiles need _pproximately l_O
inhours addition_.! control. Installation of equipment for

du...n_ pile o•i charging and discharging poison columns _ ,- par_tion
= _ ._ May
i simil'_r to th_satisf-_ctorily te,_tlng _t B ._..1-, during can= _n_s would effect _';_"_-,_ toorovide this required control. _"'_ _- .... -'"

four oeroent production _ncre_se by the following means:

I. Reducticn of minimum do,.m time.

2. Extension of scr_m recover-/ period..

3. Poison oat'bern _djustment during operation.

-mm
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.
• .

k. Elimination of poison push outages.

_. H_.ghlevel startup limited on_y by temperature
considerations • .. ,

.,fforts _re now in nro:_ress to install oo_=cn _idition equipment• _ _

on. _ppr_._imate!y si:< process tubes "<teacI_ of B, _, _,'_,and F

piles•

Fou_-inch experimental g].zssfilters run in oara!!e! with the
- . _ _aa_ highe _ filter

gr_v!ty feed filters at _ _rea "ni!care _' _ -

capacities (esti;,_atedat 6 gpm/sqo ft.) are obtainable w__th the
silica water treatment by emcloying filters con-

a!mm-acti'rated _ .
slstin_ essentially of all Auth.._filt. Consequently, one pro-
cess filter at F pile Es being converted to an essent_al!y ali
kuthrafilt f_iter (only 9" of sand) for experimental test__ng

| Duroc se S • '

i d from F pile last

silica

water

i! amounts of alum and ac i • • - , ,._ . . ......... te_
_ttreatmenthas remained,essentially constants,_nereas T,ne -,_u

of ferric sulfate at the other oiles has increased by a factor
of four, On t_hisbasis, alum proce=s water treatment should .
result in a lower annual operating expense desoite the fact that

.itis more costly than ferric sulfateo " ':.:::

P=ODUCTICN TESTS . "

_. .

, , .

• : . .0": _.:

.,I,U:,_j,L.,.'_._;',"..." ......... ,. .......... ..,.-.

..... _::..;.'..,,_',.-'," ',j'!.: ' '- • ......., _,,:-,,,_.
..;,_, :._.,, ,. .,.. _ . ..: ...;{ ',L ,'",,..'-,._'F,';.,_'_ '_... _r_
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505-E - Irradiation of Ol_ss Balls (Ball 3X System)

During the Naz 16 discharge outage at O_ pile, 'the gTaphite bo_t

containing six 3/_" diameter aluminum coated balls intende_ for

use in the Ball 3X Safety System _vere discharged from process
ch.%nne] 2_77 after an irradiation oeriod of one month. _"" "- . _._ 3._,_C.-

nation of the ?.l._szballs indicated that _t least two of the six

balls had completely melted.

-._OT-&- ,.GeneralElectric Dew Point Recorder

During the HaZ 23 outage at H _io ....e, the water in,jection equip-

ment installed in process channel 2376 _as discharged° Tests

run earlier in the month, in which the gas flow was increased

from 700 cfm to hOOO cfm while injecting water at a r_te of 15

_. _allons per day, indicated that it was possible to detect the

ream' face plenum chamber which first experienced a moisture
increase as well as to determine the vertical moisture vari-

i ation in that prticular plenum chamber. Consequently, it appears

that the G.Z. automatic Dew Point recorder is capable of

detecting moisture at an individual rear face sample point (lOper plenum chamber).

I-_._ - Poison ColLunn Control During Operation

During the May 27 discharge outage at B pile, a facility for

charging and discharging a _x_ison column during pile operation

was installed on process tube 1277 and its operational feasi-

bility was satisfactorily demonstrated. The equipment consists

of special front and re_z• nozzles containing ball valves, a

hydraulic charging tube capable of operating at high inlet

_ pressures, and a remote rees_nsof hydraulically controlling the

-g rear nozzle valve. Upon startup on May 28, but before the pile
oower was cut b_ck to 150 _'_,Vduring turn-around, forty-five 6-

i inch lead-ca&,nium poison slugs (approximately ten inhours) werecharged into tube 1277. It required I_ minutes to charge the

o_ poison column. Following_ turn-around the lead-cadmium poison
olu_s_, were reolaced with perforated aluminum dummies in approxi-

mately thirty minutes _ithout incident. During the charge of
" the ooison column during operation, the cooling water flow was "
| - maintained at gpm in to obtain7 order adequate cooling, but not

wash the slu_s out the rear nozzle° ..

9ECLgS
' • z. .

Distribution: Cy. -A _'"_'__Lal __u_(_ _
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O REACTOR OUTAGE- !,!_\Y,_12_2_

D DR F ' l{ Total

.Metal Discharge 21o2 29.0 13.O 7_9_ 32.7

Zeac _or Maintenance " 20.h 5.0 25._ 5h.2

Soecial r_,l'_._ la_'ons.z _.7 al._ 3.3 I'oS
=

?.u_tured Slug Removal 51.9 !.3 0.5 129.9 17h.6i '?anellit Failure n.3 0.7 7.2 !.2

i inadvertant BecI_nan Operation 0.I 0.I

! .•_-13 ")""_ o.,5

i Total Hours 7g.2 _0.7 22.3 1.2 !7].0 _2_.h

i •
!
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. I¸, RUPTURED LITHIUY_ALUL,_NUM (P-lO)

' " 1 , u l,

, i - ,,,a ::.... -

............. ' 1 I

_ _ o Assigned

Date _ _ _ Operat ing ,

• i) 'Canned- _ '_ _ - bR, " ! Production: , _ , Clrcmnstances
• _ 2) Charged _ '_ _ ") O ) _ Q}

o _ 3) Ruptured _ ] _ Loss_ 4 _, o _ , 1_ Shutdown and Re,---__ _ , .... , ,n i, t ;i
i, i,

'_ ...... ._65 4.5 5 ' .02_ High exit water
I' 4265-D I) 4-3-51 79 - Discharged with ¢

2) 4-18-51 machine - Re_umec
3) 5-1-52 within scram rec¢

.--.

------ :__ --

1'2 3088-E-I I) 6-8-51 ;7 308 _.9 ) ) .O 2 High exit water_ludes Discharged with ,
2) 7-11-51 ( _B-B-,,2) machine - Resume_
3) _-3-52 within scram rec,

J

" 1i 3088-B- I) 6-8-51 97 30[ 5.9 0 ! .O 2 High exit water
,(second 2) (Izcludes l_ischarged with

¢ in tube 3) 5-3-52 30[8-B-I) muchine - I_estume_within scrsumrec_

_-- i i,

i) 8-1-51 ?66 36 7.1 30 ;0 _ 6 lit ) .8_7 I{i[,_exit waterFlushed out 21
2) 9-12-51 slu_s - l,_xi,mm
3) 5-4-52 " 2000 Ibs. requix

out remainder oi
without oil lub,

• __

_,u,
-- o

I" 2062-B i) 11-16-51 IC _ 5.9 74 50 6 18 1(157 1.9Ch Abnormal increa_J"" llt pressure led
2) 1-6-52 covery during 2]i

i 3) 5-4-52 Flushed out 48 ,

,| ,_ slugs to 2061 -
i . I I rear gunbarrel -
" _ remaining slugs
a ,,, _th 6000 Ibs.



,iJ ,,

DECLASSIFILi/,-.,,=,
;A__ION OF RUPTURED LITHIUM-ALUL2NU_ (P-lO) SLUGS I,_Y,1952

........... *.................. • 1

o Assigned a
v Operating , c_ ,_

_o_ Production _ ___
Loss Circumstances of _

_ '(_) (Days) Shutdown and Rembval Observations of Slug _ ' __ J ........... • _ :J,,,, , . , _, -..._ : ........ _ :, : . ,................

b 13 .02_ High exit water activity End cap failure - End ca7 F_G
separated from slug. 4-3-51Discharged with charging I

machine - Resumed operat._lons Truck 6
within scram recovery period. &

........... ,,. , , | . , , , , ,., ....... , ,.,,. ,,.

.052 High exit water activity - End cap failure - Crack _IA
) (I2!cludes Discharged _.r_thcharging running around 1/2 circun- 6-8-51

3(3g-B-2) machine - Resumed operatJcns ference at cap base. Truck 1
within scram recovery pe_led. &

,, Group 8

.... ......... .........................

29 .O_2 High exit water activity - Can sidewall failures -
(I_cludes l_scharged with charglng Hole in can sidewall neax 6-8-51
30_8-B-I) m_chine - P_esumedoperat_cns slug bottom. Truck I

within scram recovery pe:'iod. &
qroup 8

:_ ii i i,, , ii i i ni iiiii
_: :: • • , ii i ii ii i i li

0 I3 -'6 h:0 .8=7 lli[;hexit water activity - Uranium split failure - C_p XRG
Flushed out 21 do_,mstreall end of slug broken into 8-1-51
slu_s - l,_ximumforce of five fragments. Truck 7

2000 Ibs. required to pu:_h &
out rer_.inder of charge Group 8
uithout oil lubrication.

18 111[,7 1.9('4 Abnormal increase in Pan.:l- Uranium split failure - C_ Z-127-B
lit pressure led to dis- split longitudinally on ll-16-
covery during 2470 outa - both sides. Truck 5

Flushed out 48 _-'_'__,_ '_ _V_.U_ &

I slugs to 2061 - Removed @ Group 8

rear gunbarrel - Tube an.
remaining slugs pushed

__ th 6000 Ibs,



i]ECi
TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUN SLUGS

]
_LJ ,, ,,,l,, " ........... I ..............

_ _ _ _ _ o Assigned
Date ._ _ _ _ _ z _ _oo.--_ o_ _ _ o

_ i_ _ _ ._ _o__ Operating
i_ Canned o_ _ _ _ Production_ o _ Loss Circumstance

._ 2) Charged _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_4-4 O o o O _ O _
_ 3) Ruotured _ _ _ ,_ . ° _ _. m _ "__ (_'_) (Days] Shutdown and H

176 3278-B I) 9-15-51 216 361 6.3 480 535 1410 2.563 High exit water
2) 10-10-51 Discharged witho__
3) 5-13-52 culty with charg_

- Unable to reeo%

_| of electrical dil
" with di_charge e_

following dischm
suspected metal ,
3178.

-- --] .... - i : ": - - ..... : .........

177 3261-H i) 9-1-51 234 312 542 565 h286 7.586 Loss of pile rea.
2) 9-25-51 Rear o_unbarrelr:
3) 5-16-52 Process tube and

| metal charge pus_
Large hole in pr,

I at location of _.
slug.

]78 2461-B I) 9-22-51 199 309 6.5 441 550 40 .O73 High exit water
2) ii-2-51 Discharged with ,

; 3) 5_19-52 machine - Resume_
within scram rec_

• , • ,, , ,, , ,,,,,,, ,.

2) 9-25-51 sur_ey during ou
3) 5-19-52 " remove water frol

• (3261) - Dischar
difficulty with
machine,

l l l " " ITI ' ' l P ,' l "' " '1 1 '_lI I Ill̀ ' I 'I' lq rll,ll ,IIl, lll,, .... II l li' Ill II llrll' , ' PI Ill_ 111 In IRI "I' ' IIl I, lllHll'lll''lllr



l

TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS
...................... . ............................

_ o Assigned _4-_ 11:1o o

_ _ _ Operating

._ _ _ _ _ Production o o_ u Loss Circumstances of .o
o _ o .... _,_

,,,,__, -I _ ,('bi_%D]-(D_Ys_ Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slug

1410 2.563 High exit water activity - End cap failure. ZR-97
Discharged without diffi- 9-15-51
culty with charging machine Truck i
-Unable to recover because &
of electrical difficulties

with discharge elevato_ Group 8
following discharge of
suspected metal column in
3178.

............... :_ :: i ii 111 1, 1, i _ _ ---_

h286 7.586 Loss of pile reactivity - Can sidewall failure. U-131-G
Rear omanbarrelremoved - 9-1-51
Process tube and entire Truck 3
metal charge:pushed out-
Large hole in process tube &
at location of ruptured
slug. Group 8

_ ,,, , ,, ,,= , , , , , _ ,,_ ...... : .........

40 .073 High exit water activity - End cap failure. Z-IOO-B
Discharged with charging 9-22-51
machine - Resumed operations Truck 8
within scram recovery period. &

Group 8

' ' ' '" ........ ' ................. , _ ,J,, , | , , , m

18 .O32 Discovered by rear pigtail End cap failure. _G
survey during outage to 8-25-51
remove water from graphite Truck 1
(3261) - Discharged without &
difficulty with charging Group 8
machine.

A A :

..... ,, r,, .... , ........_,..... ,,, ' 'I.... _' ,,' ,l'r r,'IIr,'r,, '_ ,_,_'r,,'"°''I ' ,,,l_iIIJJiiI



TABULATION OF RU'PTUREDURANIUM SLUGS i
i

Ju_ .......

co
.r _ _ _ E-4 ._ L_

0_ e o _,-_ _, > _ _ o Assigned

oDate a _'_ _ _ q ._°=_ o_ _'_ Operating

Canned _ ' o .-_ "_ _ _ Productionm _ Loss Circumstances
_ Charged m_ _ -I o o o o -J o • ........... ,

2 ...... _, . 3_ Ruptvlred _ e_ _ o z _ _ _ -] _ (.}_1_)! .{Days_. Shutdown and R_

IBO 0564-F i) 4-14-51 382 278 5.5 4Bl 510 26 .051 l_gh exit water a,
2) 5-8-51 Discharged with c}
3) 5-24-52 machine -,Resumed

within scram 9eco_-

181 2881-D I) 10-11-51 182 360 4.5 445 540 37 .O68 High exit water a,
2) 11-29-51 Discharged with e
3) 5-29-52 machine - Resumed

within scram reco

........... , eli i inllii • -- - : - i m _ , ii rll_i

1821 4185-D i) 4-3-51 408 280 5.6 604 540 29 .O52 High exit water a<
2) 4-18-51 Discharged with c,
3) 5-30-52 machine - Resumed

within scram recc

..........

.-

'1
=2
i

• @ @II •

_ _ . .........

III ,I, III r ,,



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS
l

,,, , , _ !

, _ ce

_o_ oo Assigned _ _o=
o Operating o

o

._ o _ _ Production "om ._ Loss Circumstances of _
o _ • 'Shutdown and Remov_l Observatio_Isof Slug

' .0_i I_gh exit water activity - End cap off - Side of can _G
Discharged with charging torn open at cap endj 4-14-51
machine -Resumed o extending 3/4" along sldeo Truck iO
_M.thinscram recovery &

37 .068 High exit water activity - Fredcap failurc. _-lgO-O
Discharged with charging 10-11-51
machine - Resumed operation_ ,Truck 8&

within scram recovery Group 8

29 High exit water activity - End cap failure.. MRHh-3-5
Discharged with charging Truck 9
machine - Resumed o &
witbin scram recovery •

iammm

.,,i,/_'L,''i/,,i_')I_ ,_;_
,l' ' 1iii ii, Ii.... tit"ii 'l' III" plr l I'l I I II _rl I III IIll r_IIII_ ;lr "lllllll_llll IlllIr 'lrlll IIllllIIJ IlIII II



PILE OPERATI_

General
q

The maximum operating level attained in any one day during the
month of June 1952 byeach of the piles, and the corresponding

equivalent percentage of the power level index, are as follows:
I

| B D DR H F

| 579 56o 569 525
Percent 274 290 280 285 263

D pile attained an individual new maximum operating level during
June and established an individual production record for the month.
Jane I marked the establishment of a new :_ximum of 2738 MWD for
simultaneous five-pile total production. Despite the occurrence

la of ten ruptured slugs and process tube water leakage difficultiesat both F and H piles, a total production of 70,772 MWD (116.4

i_ percent of forecast)was achieved in June. This represents a new. per diem maximum production of 2,359 MWD per day.

I A uniform maximum outlet water temperature 'limitof 90° C for all
a process tubes was approved by the Reactor Process Co_littee on
_ June 27 and should become effective at ali piles early in July.
q

|
i Curved ,banana" type tip-offs, requiring no lubricating oil hose
| drains, have_ been ad0pte_ at all piles during discharge.
i

i
i,

_m

I

,®

i ,13u
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File_ July 3, 1952

@
Initial charges of eight-inch slugs were made into the lower two-
thirds of B, D, and F piles dtu_ng June. At months end a total of
2055 process tubes had been charged with eight-inch slugs at all
five piles. This represents 66 percent of the I00,000 eight-lnch
slugs scheduled to be charged under PT-IO5-313-2M. _8% of the
metal in H pile and 29% of the _etal in DR Pile now consists of
eight-inch slugs.

Work continued at all piles on the installation of a front face
crossheader pressure monitoring system, for use in accurataly
determining operating "boiling disease" limits.

B Pile

During the month of June B pile was shut down for the following two
ruptured slugs:

Tube No. Shu.tdown Started to Power

! 1392 3,8 io,38P.N.., une June2V

After flushing out 24 downstresm slugs with 400 psi water pressure,

I the metal column in tube 1393 could not be pushed or backseated with

a maximum force of 7000 pounds, lt was necessary to derib the aft
section of the process tube before the charge could be loosened with
a force of 4000 pounds. The process tube was replaced and charged

i with eight-lnch slugs. During the outage, several process tube

orifices and the corresponding Panellit gs_ges were changed. While
charging 127 process tubes located in the lower two-thirds of the
pile with eight-inch slugs, considerable difficulty was experienced
with the new charging machine head employed with eight-lnch slugs,
and continued adjustment was necessary to complete the discharge.

During the metal discharge, the metal column in process tube 4378
could not be routinely discharged. A high rear pigtail reading
indicated the possibility of a ruptured as well as a stuck slug.
This was subse_lently confirmed. While attempting to backseat the
charge with a maximum force of 8000 pounds, the rear Van Stone flange
was sheared off and the process tube was stretched almost two inches.
Forty downstream slugs were flushed out and twenty-two upstream slugs
were transferred to tube 4379 by means of the twin transfer cask.
Process tube 4378 was then pushed out with the ruptured slug iu it.

A new process tube was installed and recharged with metal.

•
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Upon stsa_p on June 27, the facility for charging and discharging
a poison column during pile operation was utilized to charge h5
six-inch lead-cadmium poison slugs into process tube 1277 before
turn-around. Following turn-around, the lead-cadmium poison slugs

were replaced with aluminum dummies. Following the subsequent
poison push outage on june 28, process tube 1277 was again charged
and discharged with poison slugs during pile operation without
incident.

During the June 24 outage the raw water export line adjacent to the
151 substation, which had ruptured during hydrostatic testing of the
C pile tie-in, was repaired and returned to service@

D Pile

A new maximum power level of 585 MW was malutained for 7 1/2 hours
en June 16, with a new maximum daily production of 579 MWD also
established on June 16. The significant power level increase at

D pile during June resulted from process tube orifice changes and
poison pattern adjustments accomplished during the June IO discharge

outage. A new maximam monthly production of 15,614 MWD was established
at D pile in June.

i Only one ruptured slug csased the shutdown of D pile during June, as
follows:

No. S utdom Statedt0f,,er

3292 10:55 A.M., June 4 11:21 A.M., June 4

lt was possible to immediately discharge the ruptured slug iu process
. tube 3292 with the charging machine and resume operations within the

scram recovery period°

During the scheduled discharge initiated on June 9, 139 process _bes
located below row 32 were charged with eight-lnch slugs. Approximately

25 process tube orifices mad the corresponding pauellit gauges were
also changed. Prior to the discharge outage the No. 5 horizontal
control rod, which had been binding in the pile during May, was pulled
out of the unit and dismantled. In doing so the rod tip was broken
into two sections about four feet in front of the rod rack. The thimble,
containing the broken rod tip section, was removed from the pile durimg
the discharge outage and buried T Ifter considerable difficulty was

experienced in removing sections of graphite track and cast iron thermal
shieldingo _e graphite channel was beveled and vacuumed, and a new
thimble was installed mad pressure tested satisfactorily. A new rod

tip section was installed mad the No. 5 horizontal control rod was

• returned to servicee _

m



During the outage, it waz discovered that the No. 2 horizontal
control rod had a water leak at the point where the ro_ tip and rod
rack are Joined together. Investigations revealed that the water

couplings between the rod tip and the rod rack were rubbing badly
due to improper positioning. The misalignment was corrected and
the No. 2 HCR water leak repaired.

Following startup on June LI, the Panellit pressure on process tube
3681 increased abnormally. A check for a possible ruotured slug
during the subsequent poison push outage was negative. During the
last half of the month, the outlet water temperature of process tube
4_86 was unexplainably i0o C higher than the exit temperature of
surrounding tubes, while the Panellit pressure remained normal.
Bec_se of the existing corrosion limit (85° C), process tube L_86

_ proved to be a severe limitation on power level at D pile during= the latter part of June.
|

DR Pil__.__e

With the exception of the scheduled metal discharge on June 16, DRpile operated the entire month without incident at an equilibrium

level of approximately 555 MW. During the shntdown outage, the No. 31

I vertical safety rod was r_oved from the pile and a steel w_re was

installed in the No. 31 VSR thimble for obtaining neutron flux distortion

data in the vicinity of various types of poison tubes (bismuth, lithium,
thorium). The No. 31 VSR was tied out of service and adequate shielding
was installed iu the thimble o_ening. In addition, four process tubes

ii (0882, 0884, 1086, 3289)were charged with Sylvania powdared metallurgy

slugs under PT-IO5-313-_M. ..........

An extensive check for increased COo gas loss at DR pile during June
I failed to locate the origin of the _eakage. However, on June 29 it
|

was deter_ulnedthat the CO2 was probably escaping from the rear faceof the pile.
|
am

= The extension to the common D-DR effluent water crib was completed
ch_mg June, providing improved drainage of conta_dmated effluent water-_

I
LI
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F Pile

The following two ruptured slugs caused the shutdown of F pile
during Jume-

Tube N o. Sh_td___ Started tO.__'_owe_!

2584 11:50 A.M., June 17 12:33 P.M., June 17
0967 h:32 P.M., June 17 _:55 P.M., June 17

lt was possible to immediately discharge both process tubes (258_,
0967) with the charging machine and restuaeoperations within the
scram recovery period.

On. June 4 four-hundred cubic feet of helium were introduced into the

002 pile atmosphere in a second unsuccessful attempt (first on May 27)
to locate the excessive CO2 leakage at F pile by means of helium leak
detection equipment.

On June 3 an indication of moisture in the pile gas was noted on the

.... _-^-_ °41_c=_eI columns connected to the rear plenum chambers.

But the temperatur_traverse data, pile reactivlr,y, ant _aneAA_

pressures all remain normal. On June _, however, the outlet dew
point began to increase, a gradual loss of reactivity was experienced,

i and an appreciable increase in water collection was noted. Consequent-ly, the pile was shut down at 11:50 A.M. on June _ to investigate

i additional process tube water leakage. Ali process tubes in rows

I thru 35 plus a few in row 36 were individually subjected to a
350 psi hydrostatic pressure test (1445 total). One leaking process
tabe (3573) was discovered and discharged without difficulty.
Sectional pressure testing of process tube 3573 indicated that the

I tube was leaking at a point approximately IO feet from the rear nezzlm.

The process tube also proved to be stuck in the graphite channel.
The tube was set up as an air tube with grooved steel dummies and

4 cadmium-paraffin front face shielding.
I_

In addition, 72 process tubes (24 centered around process tube 1588,
24 centered around 2991, 12 centered around 0565, and 12 centered

" around 0574) were checked for freedom of movement in the graphite.

i_ Ali process tubes checked proved to be stuck in the graphite except
3193. The charges in 79 process tubes adjacent to the air tube

_ section in the lower far corner of F pile were backseated. Ali metal

" ])ECL  SIFED|
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columns backseated satisfactorily except 0888 and 0989. By

splining, it was determined that the charges in both these t_bes
were sticking at a point I0' 4" from the rear nozzle, or 31' 9"
from the front Van Stone flange, lt was necessary to utilize
m_dmmm forces of 20,000 pounds in alternate pushing and backseating

attempts before the charges in 0888 and 0989 could be discharged.
After installing grooved steel dummies and front face shielding on
these t_bes, the pile was started to power at I:I0 A._4.on June 7.

The water collection rate at the CO2 driers gradually decreased
from a m_ of 23 gallons/day on June 8 to a normal _ _allons/day
rate on June 19. A total of 150 gallons of water was extracted from

F pile following the leakage of process t_be 3573.

F pile was shut down at 8:05 P.M. on June 9 to dischsrge the metal
columns in process tubes 4172 and 3876 because of abnormally high
exit water temperatures on these tubes. Defective thermocouples
were apparently the catuseof the excessive outlet temperatures.
The pile was started to power again at 8:35 P.M.

An increase in the water collection rate to 18 gallons/day on June 22
resulted in F pile being shut down at 8:05 P.M. to investigate

! @ another process tub_water leak. An initial moisture indication wasnoticed on the silicgel columns connected to the rear plenum chambers,
but temperature traverse and Psnellit pressure data remained normal

I and no reactivity loss or drip leg accumulation was experienced. A
i total of 344 process tubes located in rows i through 9 plus the far

half of rc_s I0 through 12 were individually subjected to a hydrostatic

pressure test. Process tube 0887 was found to be leaking. Sectional
pressure testing of process tube 0887 indicated that it was leaking
between I0 and Ii feet from the rear nozzle. The tube was discharged,

grooved steel dummies were inserted, and the tube was blanked off with
front face shielding.

A total of 152 process tubes (25 centered around process tube 3573,21 centered around 3287, and 32 centered around 1957, 18 centered
mm around 0757, and 56 centered around 1689) were checked for freedom
I of movement in the graphite. Approximately 60 process tube which

had formerly been loose in the graphite channels were found to be

stuck. The metal columns in a total of 141 process tubes located inI rows 4, 5, 6 and adjacent to the air tube section in the lower far

i corner were backseated. Ali charges backseated successfUlly except
. that in t_be 0485, which required a maximmm force of 3000 pounds to

i discharge before _stablishing it as an air tube.
I
l

ii"
¢
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The June metal discharge and a Rala shipment were conducted
during the outage. A total of 245 process tubes below row 32
were charged with eight-inch slugs. During the normal metal
discharge a total of four process tubes (1089, ll9h, 0586, and 3552)
could net be discharged routinely with the charging machine. Forces
of I000 t@ hO00 pounds were req_ed to discharge the metal columns
in these tubes. Ali four tubes were established as air tubes.
Examination of the metal column from fringe tube 3552 revealed a

warped "banana" type slug.

During the outage air channels 2058, 2358, 2777, and 2682 were
broached, new process tubes were installedl and the tubes were
charged with metal. The thermocouple stringer located in process
tube 2167 was discharged.,the graphite channel was broached, and
a new tube was installed ar_ charged with metal.

i o

An attempt to remove an abandoned KAPL creep experimental setup
from air tube 1077 proved unsuccessful. After disassembling the
front and rear nozzles, the charge could not be moved from the rear.
lt was necessary to drill and tap three front grooved steel dummies
in order to remove them. In attempting to pull out the next two
steel dum_ies with a hook, several feet of radioactive thermocouple

cable came out. The cable was cut off and placed in a lead cave.
In doing so, the control room, monitor room, office, corridors, and
work area became contaminated, necessitating extensive building
decontamination measures. When no additional front steel dummies
could be removed from _be 1077, the blank flange and paraffin
shielding were replaced en the front face.

The No. 8 horizontal control rodi which had been binding during
the early part of June_ was removed from the reactor and disconnected.
The thimble was pressure tested and discovered to be leaking. The

tip section of the No. 8 HCR was removed and buried. A blank flangeand steel shielding were placed over the thimble opening® A new
thimble will be installed in the pile and the No. 8 horizontal

a
control rod will be repaired and returned to service at the next

i available shutdown.

By pumping a red acetone-soluble dye into process _ibe 3573

i (discovered leaking on june 6) it was possible to locate and mark
the leak while the process tube remained in the pile. The process

_be was then pushed out and the 8' section of tube with the external
leak indication was transported to III-B for detailed examinatian.

i The graphite channel was broached and vacuumed and a new process
| tube was installed and charged with metal,

 iI. ,!..
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@
During the extended outage several fringe tube orifices and the
corresponding Pamellit gauges were changed. In an attempt to
reduce the CO2 gas leakage from the rear face, cemented keys were
installed on the dummy rear gunbarrels _ the lower far corner®
Two process tubes (2676_ 3871) were discharged to obtain corrosion
data with alum-activated silica water treatment without dichromate

(P.T.-IO5-503-E) •

Following start_p at 9:00 Ai4° on June 26, the moisture collection

rate at the CO2 driers averaged about,eight gallons/day for the
remainder of the month.

H Pile

The water collection rate at the COo driers decreased from 17
gallons/day on June I to a normal 4_gallon/day rate on June 5,
bringing the total amount of water collected from the 3261 process
tube leak (May 17) to 1031 gallons.

The following five ruptured slugs occurred at H pile during the
month of June:

T_be Started to PowerNo. Downtimeii .........

1778 5:31 P.M., June 6 6:I0 P.M., JUne 6

2758t
2683 10:12 P.M., June 6 6:19 P_M., June 8
3063
1170 9:40 P.M., June IO 12_53 A.M., June 12

lt was possible to discharge the metal columns in process tubes 1778
and 2583 with the charging machine and resume operations within the
scram recovery period on June 6° Examination of the slugs revealed
one ruptured slug from process tube 1778.

Following the 1778 outage, water leak indications were noticed during
start_p and an abnormally high Panellit pressure was observed on
process tube 2683. The graphite temperatures on the far side of the
pile decreased and a gradual reactivity loss w_ experienced prior
to shutdown at 10:12 P.M. on June 6 bec_se of high exit water activity.

-,.?0'2
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After flushing out 29 downstrea_ slugs, the metal column in
process tube 2758 could not be loosened with farces of 2000
poundso .The process tube containing the remaining upstream
slugs was pushed out of the pile. The process t_e, which had
been pressure tested satis_ _ctorily, was replaced and recharged
with metal. After flush/m_ outnine downstre_ eight-inch slugs,

it was possible to discharge the remainder of the metal c luzn
| in process tube 2683 with a maximu_ force of 2000 pounds. _#nen

subjected to a hydrostatic pressure test the tube was found to

! be leaking. A new process tube was installed and recharged with

i metal. The ruptured slug in tube 2683 was the initial eight-inch

slug (group 9) failure.

During the 2758-2683 outage the June metal discharge, including

| 185 tubes of eight-inch slugs, was accomplished. The metal columu
: in process tube 3063 could not be discharged normally. After the

| process tube was satisfactorily pressure tested, the tube containing
J the entire metal column was pushed out of the pile. A new process
| tube was installed and charged with _tal.

= High exit activity indications resulted in the shutdown of H pile
I on June lO. The metal column in process tube I170, located by a

@ high rear pigtail activity, could not be pushed with the chargingmachine. The process tube was k_irostatically pressure tested

i|I and was found to be leaking. The metal column cc_Id not be loosened

with forces of 3000 pounds. After flushing out nine downstream
eight-inch slugs and removing the rear gunbarrel, the process tube
containing the remainder of the metal column was pushed out of the
pile. The rear gunbarrel was replaced and a new process tube was
installed and recharged with metal. During the outage the eight-inch
(group 9) slugs in ten process tubes were discharged for inspection
(1175, 1176, 1178, I179_ 1278, 1279, 1281, 1072, 0972, 0973).

Eighteen slugs out of the 320 slugs dlscharged and inspected were
sent to Ill-B, along with process tube 1170 and the ruptured eight-

j inch slug, for detailed examimat&on. No unusual surface defects
were noted during the preliminary inspection.i

"I Following Startup on June 12, the water collection rate at the CO2
driers gradually decreased from a maximmmof 75 gallons/day on June 13

i to a normal rate on June 27. A total of 864 gallons of water were
extracted from the t_o process leaks (2683, 1170) csmsed by Group 9

eight-inch slug ruptures®

@
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At months end pile power level was limited at H pile to

approximately 530 MW because of a hot region surrounding
permanent graphite mining channel 2577.

Ten instances of in-pile uranium slug failures occurred during
June, bringing the total number to date to 192. The attached
table presents all data available at months end regarding these
ten ruptured slugs, lt was possible to successfully discharge

a four of these ruptured slugs with the charging machine and resume
operations within the scram recovery period. Four Group 8 slugs

| were included in the June slug failures, bringing the total
number to date to fifty. In addition, two Group 9 slugs (eight-

inch slugs with thicker _n wall) also failed@ In each case the
ruptured Grcap 9 slug resulted in a process tube leak.

g
m PROCESS DEVELOPMENTS

i In an effort to detect moisture _ the CO_ atmosphere at F pile, a
glass tube containing Desigel (silica gel-containing cobaltous chloride)
has been connected to each one of the ten rear face plenum chambers.

When moisture is picked up by the silica gel the cobaltous chloridecauses a change in color from blue to red. Each t_be has a nichrome
wire coil surrounding it for regenerating the Desigelo In each of
two instances of process leakage at F pile during the month (June 4
and June 22) the silica gel columns connected to the rear plenum
chambers gave sn initial indicati_ of moisture in the pile gasm

i_ approximately 24 hours before stayother indications. However, it was
not possible te determine the exact location of the moisture.
Ninety Desigel columns are new being fabricated for installation
cn each of the rear plenum chamber sample lines, lt is axpected
that the installation will be completed during July. lt is hoped
that it will be possible to secure sn early indication and sn
accurate location of moisture in F pile gas with this setup.

During June eriegravity feed filter at F area was converted from a
bed of 20 inches of amthrafilt and IO inches of sand to a bed consisting
of 27 inches of authrafilt and 3 _nches of sand. The anthrafilt
filter was put into service on June 16 in order to obtain performance
data under conditions of high level water t_rbidity, lt was possible
to obtain a filter capacity ef 5.2 g_/sq, ft. with t_e experimental
filter. This filter capacity represents a two-fold inc_reasein the

original 3000 gpm design capacity.

., ._,,_,_,:.-,,,__'_
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Installation of the In-pile water quality facility at D pile is
essentially complete. A production test is being submitted for
the substitution of aluminum salfate for ferric sulfate as the
coagulating agent in the process water treatment at D pile. In
this way in-pile _H #restscan be initlated with alum (no activated
silica) treated water. The in-pile facility',consisting of five
experimental tubes and one control tube, is exoected to be put into
service during June concurrent with the use of alum at D pile.

The installation of the Flaxowritsr automatic tube outlet water

temperature recording facility was completed at B pile during
June. It is possible with the automatic recorder to scan the
outlet water temperatures of the complete pile from left to right
and from top to bottom and prepare a typewritten temperature map
in au average of 15 minutes, depending on the pile flattening.
This represents a considerable improvement over the present manual
_m_erature map preparation requiring two to three hours. The
Flexowriter facility types all normal outlet tempera b_res in black
ink and all abnormal temperatures in red ink. Consequenhly, it

will be possible d_rlng pile startup or during process tube leakage
investigations to obtain a temperature traverse of the entire pile
in 15 minutes with abnormal areas outlined in red.

@ During the June 22-26 outage at F pile, a red tetra-bromo dye
dissolved in acetone was pumped into process tube 3573 (discovered

leaking on June 6) in an effort to Ioaate and identify the leakage
point while the complete process tube remained in the pile. The
procedure proved successful and it was possible to supply the _ile
_chuology _z_up with au eight-foot section of process tube 3573
with an external red area marking the leakage point. This should

i permit a better examination and evaluation of process tabe leakage,

Ina_mm_ch as it has not been possible to conclusively locate previous

process tube leaks when examined.

]
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I_MR Poison Coluren Control Dur_ O_eration

The facility for charging and discharging a poison column during

pile operation which is installed on process tube 1277 was
successfully operated twice at B pile during June. Following
startup on June 27, 15 six-inch led-cadmlum were charged into
process tube 1277 before turn-around and displaced _ith aluminum
dummies following tara-around. Following the subsequent poison

push outage on June 28, process tube 1277 was again charged and
° discharged with poison _lugs during pile operation without

incident. Less than 30 minutes were required for chef,ing or

| discharging the poison column. The third charge of poison slugs
occurred at a higher power level (_O0 MW) than the previous two

i charging operations.

@ 50B-E - ,A_um-Activa_te.d S,i,,lica_wa'_r Treatment
During the June 22-26 outage at F pile the weighed slugs in process
_abes 2676 and 3871 located in the .2h0 orifice zone were discharged
at an approximate concentration of 175 MWD/T. The slugs were air-
weighed and preldmiuary results indicate that the corrosion rata
of slugs exposed to process water treated with alum-activ_ed silica
without sodium dichromate is approximately equal to that experienced
with ferric sulfate without dichromate water. This is a higher
corrosion rate than was anticipated and _ corresponds to approx-
imately half the corrosion rate experienced with ferric sulfate with
dichromate process water. Howevmr, it is believed that the corrosion
rata is high becm_se of the low concentration of the metal columns
discharged, lt is expected that the corrosion rate will be lower
with the metal columns discharged from the other four corrosion

j t_bes (087_, 1162, 2369, 2377) after longer exposures.

During the June 16 discharge outage at DR pile, _8 slugs fabricated
i at Sylvania from powdered,urani= by hot pres_si_ techn.tc_es__ers ^.

charged into four process t_bes (0882, O_Shp..1090,ana 9_[, __v_

i to evaluate any detrimental effects of irranlaT_on on sAngs pr_p_,_u
| by powder metallurgy.

i Enclosure- I. Comparative Reactor Performance

i 2. Reactor Outages

3. Tabulation of Ruptured_Slu_s,_ _ ,

.......................................... r, ,,,,,,_.......,,.............,',',,,,=,!,,,,",,,....r',',..............,, '.........llr_l,,, =I,,_F_,,m,H,',q,"r'll_1111"''m=q'rll'r_'llI'rllN_r,lll=l'lli11'Irtt'l'=",=,"_""I,II"r',lllIFl_'l='"_"'



.%ma.T.q_OUT____,._._!E,_19_!
B D F DR H Total

_eta! Discharge 15._ 17,O 22.0 17.9 19,1 91.O

_eactor Maintenance 17.5 <_.5 [L.5 2q.7

Production Tests 21 o 21.2

S_ecLal Irradiations 2.0 g.O 16.5 h.O 9.7.5

RtlpturedSlug Removal _5.7 O.h 0.9 _3.0 ii0.0

Process Tube Water Leakage 75.h 75.h

Stuck Charge Removal 10.4 10.4

Investigation of High O.5 0.5
Temperature Tubes .......

Total Ho_rs 72.7 39.9 153.5 26.5 72.1 36[_.7





185 2758-}{ I) 8-25-53 -_55 311 6.7 ;03 _70 34 38 431 .76 High exit water a
2) 9-6-51 Flushed out 29 dol
3) 6-6-52 slugs. Metal col_,

not be loosened %
of 2000'!hs. Tube
maining charge pu

IB6 2683-H i) 1-25-52 112 376 13.3 266 570 23 57 659 1.16 High exit water
2) 2-17-52 Klushed out,9 dow
3) 6-6-52 slugs. Remaining

_ushed with force
lbs, Process tube
rupture.

, I ......

187 3063-H I_ 8-2,<-51 " 256 1337 5.6 576 570 177 .31 %!ouldnot discharl
2) 9-95-51 during 2758-2683 ,
3) 6-8-52 - Process tube & e_

column pushed outi



TABUI_TION OF RUPTURED URANIUN SLUGS" June, 1952

"o i Assigned o

I' _ _ , Operating _
' _ _ , Production" ¢_4

'_ Circumstances of '_

_ _ Shutdown and Removal ........ Observations of Slug

71 .13 High exit water activity- End cap failure MRG
Discharged _ith charging h-3-51
machine. Resumed operation Truck i
within scram recovery &

41 .072 High exit water activity. Ursnium'split failure MRG
Elscharged _th charging 12-29-50
machine. Resumed operation Truck i
wihhin scram recovel7 pe &

34 38 431 .76 High exit water activity. Uranium split failure 8-25-51
Flushed out 29 downstream Truck 10
slugs. Metal column could &
not be loosened _Ith forces
of 2000'ibs. Tube and re- Group 8
maining charge pushed out.

23 57 659 1.16 exit water activity. Can sidewall fail_re--l" _-660
Flushed out 9 downstream diameter hole in can side- 1-25-52

slugs, Remaining charge wall I" below cap end Truck ii
pushed with forces of 2000 located on rib mark.
lbs. Process tube leak at Group 9

rupture.

177 .31 ,uld not di._chargeno_m_ally Uranium split failure. G
during 2758--2683outage. 8-25-51
Process tube & entire metal T_ack 9

column pushed out. &

Oroup 8
pe,...... ' ,Fql.r ,,,, ',p_l,.... lp II_,'r_lqll,, '"ill,lr"IHP'"'I_I[', ,',1,IpY"rl,r,,"'"_"e'_'II1' I1'11'""



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS

e_ e_ [_ Assigned i

Date ._ ' I_ _ ,_.. °
Canned " _' _ _, Production_ __" _" ' _ _ _ Loss Circumstances

o _ Charged _ _ 1 _. , - _ o _ _ Shutdown and Re

188 117041 I) 99 379 _.] :30 _70 23 56 379 2.42 High exit water a,
12)3-3-52 . 9 downstream slug,
_3) 6-10-52 out. Rear gunbsr_

, Process tube and'
of charge pushed _
t_be leak at rupt,

.

i 189 2584-F I) 6-1-51 3_i 322 4. 683 525 61 .12 High exit water a
2) 7-12-51 DisCharged with _
3) 6-17-52 machine. Resumed

within scram reco

| 190 0967-F i) 8-22-51 275 322 5. 516 525 h9 .O9 }Ii@ exit water a
| 2) 9-18-51 ' Discharged with c_

i 3) 6-17-52 . Resumed

_thin scrmn rece

191 1392-B I) 2-6-51 200 273 5, 291 540 hO 63 9_5 1.75 High exit water a_
2) 12_7-51 Flushed out 2h do
3) 6-2h-52 slugs.Could not i

charge _ith maxim
7000 lbs. Aft sec
process tube derf
maining slugs dis_
1._thforce of 400(

,
192 4378-B I) 3-14-51 h50 259 = 6_I 15hO 23 32 1119 2.07 Could not be rout

2) 4-3-51 . charged during 13!
3) 6-26-52 Metal column coul,

of 8,000 Ibs. Flu'

= _ downstream slugs.
' -- or _i 22 upstream slugs

twin transfer casi
_ " pushed out w']th r

,,
_ ,_1 I i, r i ,,1 , II ,, I, _,l r ' 4 , [ i r, rl , ,i i,



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS I
, , t ,.,_....... , , ,i ,,,,,, ,, ,, ,, ..... ,,Li _ ........... --_, -_::::, - -::...-.-..---,., - --- , - _ J,,,,, ..... ,,r.,l

._ o Assigned _ eo_O IO ,:_ Operating _ •m

+__ ll'kl' Production o4_ )

:-_(Dav-s] Observations oi"Slug ........._ io _ I, I_ Loss Cilmumstances ofm _ . _ _ _ Shutdown and Removal I ............... _..... ......................
7---1

23 56 _379] H_gh exit water activity. ' C,;_nsidewall failure. Hole
9 downstream slu_s flushed I in can sidewall similar

l out. Rear gunbarrel removed| to 2683. .
' Process tube and remainder'

"1.. tube°fchargeleakatPUshedrupture°Ut',Proce s Group 9
I

i '. 61 .12 High exit water activity. End cap failure. Hole in MEH
. DisCharged with chargin_ center of' end cap. 6-1-51

i machine. Resumed operations Truck 8within scram recovery peri_ &

....... Group 8

I _9 .O9 Hill exit water activity. Uranium split failure B-I2h-T
Discharged _'fihcharging 8-22-51
machine. Resumed operation_ Truck 9

, _, within scrmn recovery peric< &

Group 8
.......

hO 63 9_5 1.75 High exit water activity. Can sidewall failure MRG
Flushed out 24 downstream 2-6-51
slugs.Could not loosen Truck iO

: charge with maximum force oJ &,
7000 Ibs, Aft section of
process tube deribbed, Re-
maining slugs discharged

" _&th force of bOO0 ibs.
i

23 32 1119 2.07 Could not be routine]_ydis- Uranium split failure MRH| "

charged d'_'ing13P2 outage. 3-14-51
Metal column could not be Truck h
loosened _"Ithmaximum force & /'
of 8,000 ibs. Flushed out hC , j,'

• downstream slugs. Transferre_ ]-_

! @ I _ 22 upstream slugs to /43,79 ,.,1_
twin transfer cask. Process _s
pushed out _d%,tl_m_ _-I_ '_1,,~
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Oenera_

The maxinmm ooerating level attained in any One day during the

month of July_ 1952 by each of the piles, and the corresponding

i equivalent percentage of the power level index, are as follows:

i MWD 575 558

I @ Percent 279 299 288 27h 279

D pile attained an individual new maximum operating level during

July and DR pile established a new individual production record
for the month. July 28 marked the establishment of a new maximum

of 27h6 MWD for simultaneous five-pile total production. Despite

the occurrence of 13 ruptured slugs and process tube water leakage

difficulties at F pile, a new maximum total production of 73,337

(IO8o8g of forecast) was achieved in July. This represents a new

per diem maximum production of 2366 MWD per day.

A _miform maximum outlet water temperature l_mit of 900 C for all

process tubes became eflective at all.piles on July ii.

At month's end a total of 2738 process' tubes had been charged with

eight-lnch slugs at all five piles. This represents 57% of the

190,OOO eight-inch slugs scheduled to be charged under PT-IOS-313-2M.

15.8%,15._g,29.2%,20°5%and 59.3,_of the charges in B, D, FA_ F
and H piles, respectively, now consist of eight inch slugs.

The July monthly production at _ pile was increased 5% (7h2 _dD) in
order to correct for erroneous cooling water flow r_tes. This

resulted from a series of four tests recently completed at H area

in which the 105 Bailey flow meters were checked against the rate

of drop of filtered water level in the 190 storage tanks. These
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drop tests indicated that_ after investigating and accounting for
all intermediate water leakage and usage, 5_ more cooling water

was actually flowing through H pile than indicated by the 105 flow
meters. Effective August i the flow meters at H pile will be

corrected accord_ugly to provide accurate power level measurements.

lt is planned to perform 190 drop tests at the other piles in the
near future to check the possibility of similar errors.

B Pile
z

During t_,_ month of July B pile was shut down for the following %

ruptured slug indications:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power
1793 6:20 P.M., July 2 6:51 P.M., July 2

1292 " 3:30 P.M., July 6 h:O5 P.M., July 6

1791 10:lD P.M., July 20 lO:hS P.M., July 20

| 0858 3_38 AoM., July 21 h:13 A.M., July 21

Cros sheaders

8_, 12__ !:h8 P.M., July 22 2:17 P.M., July 22

It was possible to immediately discharge process tabes 1793, 1292, 1791,

I @ and 0858 with the charging machine and resume operations within the scram
recovery period° A rear face pigtail survey of crossheaders 8_ & 12_2_on

July 22 resulted in no positive indication of a ruptured slug and oper-
ations were resumed without discharging any process tubes.

During the scheduled outage initiated on July 23 for the July discharge,
all far side crossheader screens were replaced and several process tube

orifices and corresponding Panellit gauges were changed. While charging

process tube 2867 it was discovered that the near charging machine was
damaging the slugs. It was found by splining that the slugs charged
into tubes 2867 and 2868 had been badly scarred, and these tubes were

discharged and recharged° A check of the slugs previously charged with

the machine into tubes 2958, 295h and 2951 revealed that these slugs
were only slightly damsged and were not discharged. At the conclusion

_ of the July discharge the cold metal inventory was one slug high, indi-

cating that one process tube had apparently been charged one slug short.

Several hours were spent attempting to locate the short metal column by
spllning newly charged tubes from both the front and the rear. However,

the pile was started to power at h:37 A. M. on July 25 when the discrepancy
could not be resolved. Approximately 60 newly charged process tubes=

which had not been checked were tagged for investigation at the nextavail_ble oppo rtunity°
l

s$,:

!•
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After reaching a power level of 300 MW, B pile was scr_ned at

5:04 A. M. on July 25 because of low pressure Panelllt scram on
row 26. When nothing abnormal could be detected, the pile was

started to power at 5.'ll A. M. After reaching a power level of

66 MW, B pile was scramed again at 5:2h A.M. when the oressure
on tube 2666 decreased abnormally and the outlet temperature

increased to 92° C. It was discovered that the P-lO charge in

tube 2666 had been replaced with a regular metal column but that

the smaller .140" orifice had not been enlarged accordingly.

Process tube 1579 similarly had a small orifice. Consequently

the orifices in process tubes 1579 and 2666 were chan_ed from
.lhO" to .240" and operations were resumed at 6"35 A.M. An

abnormally high Panellit pressure on process tube 1579 necessi-

tated the replacement of the front nozzle and orifice assembly

during the subsequent poison push outage.

E pile was scramed at 12:47 P. M. on July 26 due to the failure of

the wire connection to the Mercold _on Panellit gauge 1055. The

gauge was replaced and recovery was effected in 12 minutes.

D Pile

A new maximum power level of 600 MW was achieved at D pile on

July 23, with a new maximum daily production of
598MWDestablished

on July 2ho The significant power level increase at D pile during

July resulted primarily from the adoption of the 90° C maximum
outlet water temperature limit.

Three ruptured slugs caused the shutdown of D pile during July, as
follows:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power

3971 1:13 A.M., July 5 1:50 A.M., July 5

0482 12.'56 P.M., July 16 12:20 9oM., July 18

3769 9:48 P.M., July 28 10:18 P.M., July 28

It was possible to immediately discharge the ruptured slug in process
tubes 3971 and 3769 with the charging machine and resume operations

within the scram recovery period. However, after reaching a power

level of 365 MW following the 3971 startup, it was necessary to shut

D pile down again at 2:43 A. M. because of insufficient reactivity
to recovero
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During the subsequent outage the metal discharge for July was
accomplished, h check of the cone screen and the _rmocouple
in process tube 4486 (abnormally high outlet water temperature
during the latter part of June) revealed nothing irregular. The
tube was discharged and recharged and the temperature returned
to normal upon startup. During the outage approximately 15
process tube orifices and the corresponding Fanellit gauges were
changed. Special pigtails were installed on process tubes 2170
and 3472, which will be utilized for securing in-pile water
quality pH data under PT-105-5og-E. Process tubes 21,70and 3472
were charged with solid aluminum dummies, to check the ooeration
of the experiraental setup for a period of one month before weighed
slugs are charged.

Following startup the Panellit pressure on water quality experimental
tube 3472 gradually increased to the extent that a purge of this tube
for 25 minutes durin_ operation was necessary on July ll to return
the system to normal. On July ll process tube 2170 was switched to
process water due to pump difficulties in the flow laboratory.

After flushing out 25 downstream slugs with 400 psi water pressure,the metal column in tube 0482 could not be loosened with a force of

! @ 6OOO pounds. Preparatory to transferring the upstream shgs_ consid-
erable difficulty was experienced in removing front steel dummies
used in pushing attempts. Visual inspection of the inner surface of
the process tube revealed a builduo of corrosion products approximately
1/16 to 1/8 inch in thickness along the section of tube located in the

front gun barrel. This restricted passage of the dummies to the point
that they would not remain on the spline. The corrosion products were
buffed off with a stiff wire brush and the steel dummies were easily
removed. 38 upstream slugs were then transferred to process tube 0483

, by means of the twin transfer cask. After forces of 600_ pounds would
not move the process tube, the rear gun barrel was removed and the tube
containing the ruptured slug was pushed out. A dwnmy gun barrel was
installed in the rear and grooved steel dummies, a blank flange, and
neutron shielding were installed in the front. During the 0482 outage
approximately 25 additional process tube orifices and the corresponding
Panellit gauges were changed and a supplementary metal discharge was
conducted. Also, the meta] column in process tube 0576 was discharged
because of a high rear pigtail reading but no definite slug rupture

a was located°
I

| Pressure buildup on water quality tube 2170 necessitated purging this
process tube during operation following startup on July 18. On July
20 half of the 183 Filter Plant began to use alum instead of ferric

"iii sulfate as a coagulatlng agent. On July 24 the other half of the

183 Filter Plant was also converted to alum. This was done under
PT-IO5-508-E in order to supply alum-treated process water for the

O .
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in-pile pH tests to be conducted under PT-IO5-509-E. On July 25
the flow laboratory water supply to 3h72 failed, requiring the
tube to be supp1,_dwith process water.

During startup following the 3769 rupture the magnetic clutches on
vertical safety rods number lO and number 18 would not hold the
rods out of the pile. These 2 VSR were tied out of service and
the pile resumed operations with 3 vertical safety rods out of
service (#20 VSR, which is experimentally equipped with a C-type
sohincter gas seal, is also currently tied out of D Pile).

DR Pile+ _

With the exception of a Panellit scram on July 25 DR pile operated
the entire month of July without incident at an average power level
of 560 MW. A new maximum monthly production of 17,358 _B_Dwas
achieved at DR pile in'July.

The Panellit scram occurred at 10:37 A. M. on July 25 when the
Panellit pressure on tube 4253 exceeded the low pressure trip
while the pile was being purged during operation at 350 MW. Oper-
ations were resumed in ll minutes.

@ During the metal discharg_ on June 16 a temporary poison column

i was inadvertently left in process tube 1087. This has resulted

in a slight flux distortion and power level reduction at DR pile
during the past 6 weeks. It is planned to correct this situation
during the metal discharge outage scheduled early in Aug_tst.

H Pile +

The following three ruptured slugs caused the shutdown of H pile
during July:

- Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power-

|

| 3189 1:34 A.M., July 5 3:55 P.M., July 6_=

.. 2677 4:51 P.M.p July 7 6:36 P.M., July 7
4_60 7:40 P.M., July 18 8:10 P.M., July 18

sl

I lt was possible to discharge the metal column in process tubes 2677dm

_ and 4h60 and resume operations within the scram recovery period. The
, metal column in 2677 could not be discharged with the charging machine.
" However, it was possible to discharge the metal column with a maximum
m force of 2500 pounds in sufficient time to recover after an outage of
| one hour and forty-five minutes The metal column from 2677 had beeni

| charged under PT-IO5-503-A (continuously rolled uranium).
!

i i A rear pigtail survey on July 18 indicated that both process tubes 4360

V
and 4460 were reading high. Consequently both tubes were discharged

= but it was possible to locate a ruptured slug in the metal charge of

I +
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An indication of excessive effluent water activity at 12:20 4. M.
on July 5 was followed immediately by such water leak indications
as loss of reactivity, increase in gas pressure, and moisture in
rear plenum chamber gas samples. However, it was not possible to
locate the source of water leakage with a temperature traverse or
Panellit pressure survey before the pile was shutdown at 1:34 _. M.
A rear pigtail survey indicated that process tube 3189 contained a
ruptured slug and hydrostatic pressure testing of the tube indicated
that it was also leaking. After flushin_ out 19 downstream slugs
the process tube and remaining charge could not be pushed with
forces of 8000 pounds. It was necessary to remove the rear _un
barrel before the tube, containing the upstream slugs, could be
pushed out and replaced.

Durin_ the 3189 outage the metal discharge for July was accomplished,
including 31 process tubes charged with 8-inch slugs under PT-IO5-313-
9M, (simulated Fernald uranium). A charge of 32 8-inch slugs was

i dlschar_ed from process tube 0961 and after installin_ special front
and rear face connections, tube 0961 was charged with solid aluminum
dummies for the purpose of checking out the operation of the experi-

i mental cooling water recirculation setup (PT-IOS=506,E). Sufficient

maintenance was also done on the P-13 equipment so that it could

operate on recirculation following startup. +

During the 3189 shutdown an attempt was made to charge approximately

i 30 tubes with only one rear face entry by reducing the cooling water

flow to only 2000 gpm instead of the usual 20 inches of water. The
test proved unsuccessful because the excessive water pressure washed
out the downstream aluminum dummies. Also, installation of effluent water

i sample lines from rear crossheaders 21 and 23 was completed for
ruptured slug detection experimentation.

The water collection rate at the W2 driers decreased from a maximum

of 72 gallons/day on July ? to a normal 4 gallon/day rate on July 14,
bringing the total amount of water collected from the 3189 processtube leak to 185 gallons.

H pile was shut do_ at h:13 P. M. on July 6 due to failure of the
P-13 water supply uaused by a loss of pressure while attempting to
switch recirculation pumps. Operations were resumed at 5:00 P. M.

' with the P-13 setup still on recirculation.

It was necessary to shut H pile down again at lO:h5 A. M. on JLtly8
to permit the P-13 equipment to be switched from recirculating to
process water because of oll pump difficulties. During the outage
process tube 1583, containing PT-IO5-503-A metal, was discharged
because of an abnormally high exit water temperature. The metal

columns from 1583 and 2677 (rupture)_ both containing metal charged

under PT-IO5-503-A, were set aside for further inspection. Operations

ii were resumed at ii:55 A. Mo ,_ " E_ __



Due to pump difficulties process tube 0961 was taken off of recir-
culation and placed on urocess water on July 9. A uranyl nitrate
solution was injected into process tube 2369 on July I0, 14, and 21
in order to obtain additional data on ruptured slug detection util-
izing delayed neutron, gamma ray spectrometer, and C-pile beta
monitor systems.

The final shipment of J slu_s from H pile to Arco for U-23_ separation
was accomplished on July 7.

A scheduled outage was initiated at H pile at 11:59 P. M. on Ju].y
14 so that temporary repairs could be made to the East retention basin
to orevent water leakage into the West retention basi_u in order that

permanent repairs could be accomolished in the West retention basin
during pile operation. After isolating the East retention basin
approximately 8 holes (some as deeo as 6 feet) located in the sloping
walls of the southeast'corner of the East basin first bay were grouted
with a total of 56 cubic yards of concrete. In addition, the center

line expansion Joints extending from the East wall to the center
oartition and from the inlet end to the first bay wall were cleaned
out and replaced emoloying high temperature asphalt filler. During
the outage, graphite mining samples were obtained from process channel

2677 and both the P-13 equipment and the 0961 recirculation loop werereturned to recirculating service. A high rear pigtail reading resulted
in tube ]_88 being discharged as a ruptured suspect. However_ examin-
ation of the metal column revealed no ruptured slug.

On July 18 it was necessary to switch the 0961 recirculating ]oop to
process water because of abnormal pressure buildup. On July 21 it
was necessary to shut H pile dawn at 7:10 P. M. so that the P-13 equip-
ment could be switched once again to process water because of a surge
tank leak in the recirculating system. Operations were resumed at
7:42 P. M. On July 23 a high pressure Panellit trip on recirculation
experimental tube 0961 resulted in the shutdown of H pile at 5:29 P.M.
The high pressure resulted from plugging of the line between the rear
nozzle and the -12 level. H pile was started to power at 5:45 P. M.

At months end an effort was being made to repair the West retention basin

at H pile during pile operation. Several holes located on the sloping
sides of the separating wall and the inlet end of the first bay were
being grouted with concrete. It appears that the first bay of the West
side of the retention basin is not as severely _udermlnded with voids
as was the East side of the basin.

In order to compensate for the discrepancy recently discovered in the
105 Bailey flowmeters by means of 190 drop tests, a straight 5% (7h2 _D)
was added to the July monthly production at H pile. Effective August 1

i the cooling water flow through H pile will be corrected to obtain actual

@ power level and production data.__mE.. _ ,.

1.22
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F Pile
.i,m,.m.e,.J_J

The following three ruptured slu_s caused the shutdown ofF pile
during July:

Tube No. Shutdown Started jto Power

0560 5:33 A.M., July 3 5:55 A.M., July 3
3773 3:07 A.M., July 29 3:3_ A.M., July 29
3684 2:53 A.M., July 31 3:1_ A.M., July 31

lt was possible to immediately discharge all three process tubes (0560,
3773 and 3684) with the charging machine and resume operations within
the scram recovery period.

The F pile was shutdown at 9:2h P. M. on July 7 because of _ increase
in water collection rate accompanied by a change in color in the silica
gel columns connected to the rear plenum chambers. _ total of 337
process tubes (far half of row Ol through 07, all of rows 08 through
13) were individually subjected to a hydrostatic pressure test before
process tube 0867 was disco_red to be leaking about 12 feet from the
rear Van Stone flange. In addition, the metal charges in 71 process
tubes adjacent to the lower far air tube section (rows Ol through 12,

O cohnmn 78 through 96) were backseated successfully with the exception
of the columns in 0586 and 0787. The charge in 0787 was loosened
with a maximum force of 3500 pounds. After discharging, process tube
0787, was established as an air tube. It was discovered that the
column in 0586 could not be initially backseated because it was completely
full of 8-inch perforated aluminum dun,des. Process tube 0586 was dis-
charged with the charging machine and also established as an air tube.

During the outage the metal discharge for July was accomplished. In
addition the leaking thimble for the number 8 horizontal control rod
was removed from the pile and buried. A new thimble was installed,
the graphite track was replaced, the step plug was inserte_, and the
number 8 HCR was reassembled. After satisfactorily pressure testing

the new thimble, the #8 HCR was returned to service.

Acetone soluble red dye was utilized to dye stain leakers 0867 and 0486
(air tube for several months). It was not possible to move process
tube 04.86with a maximum force of 12,O00 pounds. A process tube splitter
was attached to the rear of the tube and pulled toward the front splitting
the rear 14 feet of the tube. The front gun barrel was removed and the
process tube was pulled out the front of the pile. Yt was possible to
push out process tube 0867 without difficulty. The rear Van Stone
flange and dye-marked sections of process tubes 0867 and _486 were
saved for further detailed examination. Adequate shielding was
installed o__channels 0486 and 0867, which were set up as air tubes.

•
&,U
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The F pile was sh_,tdownagain at 1:]8 P. M. on July _i to investigate
a sudden increase in water collection rate. A total of lh85 process
tubes were individually subjected to a pressure test (rows O1 through
36) before it was discovered that process tube 3670 was leaking at
aporoxlmately 9 feet 3 inches fFom the rear Van Stone flange. The
point of tube leakage was marked by using the red dye method and the
tube was pushed out of the rear with a force of only 1,700 pounds. The
red dye marked section of process tube and the front and rear Van Stone
flange sections were saved for further inspection. The channel was
broached and a new process tube was installed and recharged.

' In order to install inpile thermocouple calibration of equipment
PT-IO%-S10-A, it was necessary to probe tubes 0890, O891, 0892, 0990,
and 0789 with a solid 8-inch aluminum dummy before a free channel was
obtained. The probe ht_ngup at approximately 30 feet from the front of
all tubes except O789, in which the thermocouple setup was installed.
During the outage special thermocouples were charged into the thermal
shielding cooling tubes located adjacent to process tube rows 25 and

i 26 on the far side (PT-IOS-_IS-A)o In an effort to determine the
location of the e_cessive gas leakage at F pile a survey of the inner

rod room was conducted. It appeared that the gas leakage was origin-ating from the number 7 horizontal control rod. During the outage
several rear face thermocouples were replaced. Following the subse-
quent poison push F pile was shutdown from 6:hb P. M. to 7:3_ A. M.
on July lh because of an undetermined Panelllt scr_n.

On July 18 an increase in moisture collection and outlet dew point
was experienced at F pile. However, no water accumulated in the
drip legs and temperature traverse data remained normal. It was
necessary to shut F pile down at 1:57 A. M. on July 19 to investigate
a sudden increase in water collection rate. All process tubes in the
entire pile were individually subjected to a 350 psl hydrostatic

| pressure test. It was found that process tubes ]3%75,3668, and 3883
i were leaking. Sectionalized pressure testing of these three process
l tubes indicated that lh7_ was leaking at a point aporoximately 17 feetj

| from the rear Van Stone flange, 3668 at a point approximately 12 feet
from the rear Van Stone flange, and 3883 approximately 8 feet from the
rear Van Stone flange. The metal columns in leaking tubes lh75, 3668,

J and 38_3 were discharged and the identity of the metal in each tube was
maintained for further examination of the slugs. The metal charges in
a total of 8h process tubes located in the lower far corner of F pile
were successfully backseated.

The point of leaking of the 3 leakers was dye stained and process tubes
3883 and 3668 were discharged _l 3 foot sections without difficulty.

lt was necessary to remove the rear gun barrel and exert forces of3,500 pounds before process tube lh7_ could be pushed out of the rear.
Channels 3883 and 3668 were broached and new process tubes were
installed and recharged with regtularmetal. Channel 1_7_ was estab-
lished as an air tube with a gun barrel plug in the rear end neutron

shielding on the front. __
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During the outage gas leak investigations in the inner rod room
indicated that the number 7 horizontal control rod was definitely

the source of the CO2 gas leakag_o However, the thimble could not
be pressure tested b%cause the rod was too radioactive to remove
from °thepile. Consequently, the number 7 rod was kept in the "out"
position during the latter part of the month so that it would be
sufficiently cool radioactively to be pulled from the pile during
the first available outage in August to permit pressure testin_ of
the #7 HUR thimbl_.

An examination of the slugs discharged from process tubes 3773 and
368h (July ruptures) revealed that several slugs in each charge were
extremely severely pitted over the entire slug surface. Several
pitted slugs from each tube were saved for detailed inspection.

By months end a total of 8h3 gallons of water had been collected at
the CO2 driers from leaking process tubes 0867, 3670, 1475, 3668,
and 3883. The water collection rate, which reached a maximum of
81 gallons/day on July 15, gradually decreased to a lO gallons/dayq

rate on July 31.
|

I O sLuGsThirteen instances of inpile uranium slug failures occurred during

July, bringing the total number to date to 205. The attached table
presents all data available at months end regarding these 13 ruptured
slugs. It was possible to successfully discharge lO of these ruptured
slugs with the charging machine and resume operations within the scram
recovery period° Eight group 8 slugs were included in the July slug
failures, bringing the total number to date to 58. No group 9 slug
failures (8-inch slugs) occurred during July.

"_ PROCESS_DEVELOPMENTSA three dimensional survey of two Brookhaven concrete shield mock-ups
i conducted in 189-D to detect voids with different types of pours has
m been completed. Measurements were made by positioning a radium source

and a G-M detector in adjacent process tube sleeves. Results have in-

dicated that the standard density variation is not large for the
various types of aggregates poured by both the conventional and Prepakt

i methods. The deviation in density for the Brookhaven concrete averaged
about 5%o

-_ A proposal to add the head from the 183 pumps to that of the 190 pumps

i by by-passing the 190 storage tanks has been shown to be both physically

possible and economically attractive. At present the discharge from the
183 lO,OOO gpm pumps is reduced from 75 psi to 20 psi before going
to the 190 storagm tanks. If the 190 tanks were by-passed and the 70 psi

water was pumped directly to the 190 turbine driven pumps/an annual

I savings of approximately $120_OOOO_I steam consumption would result.

............
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At present the limitin_ factor in the water plant capacity at R pile
is the capacity of the filter plsmt with ferric sulphate as a coagu-
lant° If alum is substituted as a coagulating agent, as is expected
in the near future, the filter plant will no longer be the limiting
factor. By running the turbine driven primary pumps at full throttle,
the 190 pumps are capable of supplying 65,000 gpm of filtered water
to the pile, with a resultant i_crease in steam consumption. The
limiting factor at the H pile water capacity u_ing alum-treated water
would be the 183 pumps, which were designed for a maximum flow of
55,000 gpm. Recent tests have shown that they can supply as much as
59,000 gpm. Consequently, with alum treated water almost 60,000 gpm
flow would be available at H pile without f_rther pump additions irl
the event that additional water were needed for pile enrichment°

To date the following seven leaking process tubes at F pile have been
dye marked and the leaking sections have been saved for further
examination:

3573 3668
0867 3883

• 1475
3670

i 0 A detailed inspection at IO8-B of the leaking sections of process tubes3573, 3670, 3668, 3883, and 1475 has revealed a complete lack of external

I corrosion in the vicinity of the leaks. However, in each of these tubes

internal pits or ca_rities,of sufficient depth to penetrate the process
tube, have been observed approximately I0 to 12 feet from the rear
Van Stone flange, lt is believed that this internal cavitational

i attack is due to a local reduction in the cooling water annulus. This
causes a high velocity, low pressure region, in which the alternate
formation and collapse of vapor bubbles results in a series of cavities
in the process tube. This reduction in cooling water annulus might

_ possibly be caused by cocked slugs, process tube distortion due to
graphite exp_ision, or badly blistered slugs, lt has been calculated
that a reduction in the cooling water annulus to IO mils which is
sufficient to cause this phenomenon, can be obtained by cocking the

i
,l slugs only .8 of a degree. This cavitation phenomenon has occurred

Fi in all tubes examined at the downstream section of the metal column,
where the cooling water temperature is a :maxlmnm.

i

| This same phenomen has also been observed in two process tubes used in
tests in the I05-D flow laboratoiv. In both cases, the water temper-.

_ ature was 950 C and the process tubes developed leaks in a period of

| approximately 12 days. In one tube, raw water was used_ and _m the
other, ferric sulfate treated process water was employed. Attempts

i-
ii ,
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' are now being made to duplicate this phenomenon in trleI05-D flow
laboratory. In addition, several slugs located near the leak in

' process tube 3668-F have been observed to be badly pitted on one
side. Likewise slugs from the downstream end of process tubes
3773 and 3684 (July ruptures at F pile) have been extremely severely
pitted over the entire slug surface. This seems to indicate that
some of the slugs in the downstream region (same vicinity as process
tube leaks) are also un_lergoingsome form of cavitational attack.
Tests in the iO8-D building have indicated that under normal charging
procedures and pressure (30 psi) no slug cocking has been observed by
x-ray studies. However, it has been shown that slug cocld.ngis possible
with the standard pile charging procedure if the maximum pressure of the
charging machines (90 psi) is approached.

In order to minimize the possibility of slug cocking, no metal columns
in the piles will be backseated in the future with forces exceding
600 poundse Also, all slugs will be charged into the piles with the
end caps facing the same direction. It is planned to further invest-
igate this cavitation problem by examining slugs and process tubes
removed from both F and other piles, as soon as facilities at 108-B
will permit o

PRODUCTION TESTS
__ , ,, , , ,,,,t ....

506-E - Recirculation of Cooling Water
,,,,,o,,,,___ .-:_ ,,, . '.... ,, ,,,, ,,, , : " "

In order to determine the feasibility of recirculating pile cooling
water, an experimental recirculation loop employing steam condensate
was installed in process tube 0961 during the July 5 outage at H pile.
Process tube O961 was initially charged with solid aluminum dummies
for the purpose of checking the operation of the equipment for approx-
imately one month. The recirculation equipment consists of two parts,
a water plant and a recirculation loop. The water plant (located in
the outer rod room) consists of a steam condenser cooled by filtered
water and six storage tanks. The recirculation loop (located on the
-12 level) consists of 2 retention tanks (each providing 40 minutes
hold up time), 2 heat exchangers used for cool_ng_ a high pressure
operating pump (26 gpm at 400 psi), and a low capacity shutdown pump

. (4 gpm at IOO psi). lt is the purpose of the tests 'I:,oobtain data
on corrosion rates, film formation rates, effluent activity, and
water damage due to radiation. At the conclusion of the operational

i shakedown period, tube O961 will be charged with weighed and numbered==

uranium slugs, which will be exposed for a sufficient period to obtain

I satisfactory data.

'i
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I

5_O8,_E,_AlumCqa.gu!at ed Wa%er at .D,_P_i_!e

On July 20 half of the 183-D filter plant began to employ alum
instead of ferric sulphate as a coagulating agent in the procem_
water treatment. On July 24 'theother half of the 183-D filter'

plant was converted to alum. Thi'swas done in order to supply
D pile with alum-treated process water for inpile corrosion tests.
at low pH under PT-IOS-509-E.

5ogre- EffectofLowpH,Alum ,, lleOpe=at.ion

i During the JUly'5 ot_tageat D pile an inpile experimental setup to. evaluate the effect of low pH, alum-treated process water on pile
" operation was installed. The test will 'useexisting equipment in
| the 105-O flow laboratory to fuz_Ish low pH, alum-treated water to

5 process tubes to obtain corrosion, film formation, and effluent act-
i_Ity data. Because of insufficient excess activity at D pile only

! 2 of the 5 process tubes (2170 and 3472) were charged with solid
II aluminum dummies for the purpose of checking the operati.onof the

i equipment. During an August shutdown these two tubes will be re-
charged with weighed metal slugs and process tubes 2171, 2570, and
3571 will be charged with aluminum dummies for a similar one month

shakedown period, at which time they will be recharged with weighed
metal slugs. A sixth tube (2070) will be supplied with process water
through the regular front face crossheader and will be used as a
control tube. it is planned to obtain data at pHs of 7.0, 7.3 and

7.65. The tubes will be discharged at concentrations of 200, &CO
and 600 MWD/To

il _IO',A"E_fec_t 'gr!rradiati_°_ °n Therm°c°u_!e-_s
In order to determine the effect of pile irradiation on the calibration
of thermocouples, an aluminum-clad steel the_uoccuple slug was installed

in graphite channel 0789 during the July Ii outage at F pile. Two sizes
of iron..constantau and chromel-alumel thermocouples are enclosed in the
steel slug, which is filled with lead. An electric heater is mounted
on the steel container to melt the lead in order to check the voltage
of the thermocouples versus the melting point of lead. lt is planned
to check the voltage of each thermocouple every 15 days for a period

of one year, at which time a calibrated thermocouple will be inserted
into the thermocouple slug to check the calibration of the irradiated
thezmocouples at temperatures up to 5000 Co

"'""....•'_,"_, _,l ,t _q_'
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51_,:A-_Shield Temperabur.esWithout Cooling W_ter

During the July II outage at F pile special thermocouples were
installed in the far side thermal shield cooling tubes adjacent

to process tube rows 25 and 26, These thermocouples are located
next to three existing thermocouples in the biological shield.
The flexible connectors on the front of the thermal shield cooling
tubes adjacent to process rows 22 tlu*ough26 were removed and
replaced wS,thvalved connectors containing a_ orlfice for meas-
urln_ the cooling water flow. It is the purpose of the test to
determine the temperatures which result in the various Shield
components when cooling water is shut off from selected adjacent
and alternate thermal shield cooling tubes during pile operation.
To date, the flow has been shut off from one thermal shield cooling
tube only. lt was observed that the thermal shield temperature
increased to a maximu_ of 116° C and the biological shield temper-
ature incraased to a maximum of 79° C in the non-cooled section.

i O 3Enclosures:

i. Comparative Reactor Performance

2. Reactor Outages
3. Tabulation of Ruptured Slugs
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B O DR F H Total

Schedule_.._Jd

Metal D+isc,har_e" ]oo,) ].)_.7 !5 .6 <._ v_.1

_++,'+i,__+. , +ti::n T._+sts L,. . +.=+ ,? _++:

Eoecia[ Prmd_tzt,4,on 3.9 O..<r <.<

Unschedul _d

Ruptured 3!I_ Removal 2 ] 63.q 1.... o

Process Tube Water Leak _6.? q6o?

Stuck Charge Eemova! ?.k ?oh
l

Panellit Failure 0.2 0.2

i @ Ruoture Suspect 0.5 0.5

Improoer Orlficlng io3 1.3

Improoer Panellit Gau_e 0.2 0.2

v-J3 ......  0__5 lo

Total Hours 53.3 8207 0.2 195o6 69.6 391.7

&

m

i

[]
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TABULATION OF RUPTU,_D URANIU_ SLUGS
, ,. J

!

.r4
Assigned

Date _o
Canned _ _ _o OperatingProduction

•H o _ Circumstance
o _ 2) Charged _ _ Losso = Shutdown and R

9-12-51 Discharged with c
machiue-Resumed e

3) 7-2-52 within scram rece

194 0560-F I) 4-16-51 .13 High exit water e
2) 5-8-51 Discharged _,-ItnC

machine-Resumed o
3) 7-3-52 within scram reco

195 3971-D I) 12-5-51 2.33 High exit water _:
2) 1-25-52 Discharged with c
3) 7-5-52 machine--Unable t_

in scran recovery

- 196 3189-,_I i) 45 1.83 High exit water
2) ii-20-5] Flushed out 19 dc
3) 7-5-52 slugs--Couldn't p

tube wit_ 8000# i
Remow=d rear gunI;
Pushed out tube _
mainin_7charge i_

mm

, @ @
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TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIU_ SLUGS - July, 1952

i 4-)

_o o Assigned , _
.__ co _ Operating _ _c_

_ • Production *o
._o _, _ Loss Circumstances of _ _°
o _ • Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slug

,

74 I .15 High exit water acti_ity- End cap failure MRH
Discharged with charging i 1-31-51
machine.Rosumed operations I Tr.uck8
within scram recovery &

_

68 .13 High exit water activity- End cap failuTe _G
Discharged _hh charging 4-16-51
machine-Resumsd operations 1_uck 4
within scram recovery &

1318 2.33 High exit water activity- End cap fail_rc _,,£HH
Discharged with charging 12-5-51
,nacbine--Unableto receiver Truck 6Z

in scrmn recovery period. &
Group 8

45 5h 959 1.83 High exit water activity- Can sidewall f_Llure
Flushed out 19 downstream
slugs--Couldn°t push out

i tube _it_ 8000# force--
'. Remowd rear gunbarrel--
i Pushed out tube witl re-
i Group 8' mainin$ charge in it.

,,ii,i rllr_1111, , 1 , ,,,.... ,_,,,i_,, iii_II '' ii_



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS J

"___o_ OperatingASSignedDate . _ o
_ Production

Canned ,_ o _ Circumstanceo m _ Loss

) cha__ _- o o_z. £'_ ' '" ' _ ' ' -

197 1292-B l) 2-8-52 126 255 179 505 86 .17 High exit waterDischarged _,'ith,
2) 3-2-52 machine--Resumed
3) 7-6-52 within scram rec_

....
....... _.

i h27 8.9 436 525 7_ .14 High exit water
198 2677-_I i) 1-12-52 165

2) I-2_-52 Forces of 2500 i_
3) 7-7-52 to removed charg

operations withi,
- recovery period.

,, --

....... 39 1
199 O482-D I) 4-5-51 420 258 5.4 576 595 60 1682 2.83 High exit water

2) 5-23-51 ; Flushed out 25 d_
3) 7-16-52 - slugs--Tr_nsferrstream slugs to

twin transfer c_
rear _mbarrel--
tube containing

...... [...... _._ slug,

200 446@-H I) 3-7-51 .13 High exit waterDischarged with
2) h-h-51
3) 7-1°,-52 machine--Resumed+ within scram re_

@. @
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TABULATION OF RUPTURED URZ41UN SLUGS - July, 1952

o Assigned o_ _-_ o O_

•_ _ _o _ Operating _
_ ' Production w

,__°_ _ Loss Circumstances of _ _

om _ _ [_'_i_DDa Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slug _
i
|

861 .17 High exit water activity- End cap failure MRB
Discharged _,'ithcharging 2-8-52
maahine--Resumsd operations . Truck i
%_t_n scram recovery &

, Group 8
.......

75 .lh High exit water activity- Uranium split failure ZRG
Forces of 2500 ibs. 1-12-52
to removed charge--Resumed Truck 3
operations within scram &
recovery period. (P.T.-105-503 A

Group 8
.....

39 60 1682 2.83 High exit water activity-- Uranium split failure t_
Flushed out 25 downstream h-5-51
slugs--Transferred 38 up- Tmlck 1
stream slugs to 0483 _.rith &
twin transfer cask--Removed
rear gunbarrel--Pushed out
tube containing ruptured
slug.

65 .13 HiDh exit water activity- Uranium split failure Z_!
Discharged with charging 3-7-51
machine--Resumed operations Truck 5
within scram recover?/perioc &



I

TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIU_

Q)

_ _ E-' .H • • _'--_

• _ _'.. _ _ _ _ o Assigned
Date ._ _ o_-_ _ _ o .J Operating

_ _ _ Production
_ _ o ' _ '_ ° _ Circumstance

_ 2) Charged _ _ _z _ "oo_ _o__ Oo_ Loss
_, _ 3)_Ruptured _.- _..... ,u_ o ......._ _, _ _ ,.___ __ , Shut, down and ]_

201 1791-B i) h-6-51 226 276 4.8 410 510 .18 High exit water s
2) 12-7-<1 Discharged with
3) 7-20-52 machine--Resumed

within scram recc

2oZ 0858-B I_ 4-28-51 432 2h3 6.O 621 510 .18 High exit water
2) 5-16-_I Discharged with c
3) 7-21-52 machine--Resumed

_rithinscram rec¢

• 203 3769-D l) 3-15-52 High exit water a,

| 2) 5-6-52 Discharged with cl
3) 7-28-52 machine--_esumed

| within scram recc

I 3773-F l) lO-l-_l .2h High exit,rater a204
2) 12-<-51 • Discharged _ith cl
3) 7-29-52 m'achine--Resumed

within scram reco

2) I-I'_-52 D:;schar_edwith c
3) 7-31-52 mac_ ine--ncsumed

wit_'.inscram recc

i

|
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TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIU_ 2

4_

- C-_

_ Assigned o
o _

o _o Operating

Production ._
'_o_ __' Loss Circumstances of

_0 _ Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slu_ _

90 .18 High exit water activity- End cap failure--31ug MRG
Discharged with charging s_,wfacebadly blistered _-6-_1
machine--Resumed operations Truck Ii
within scram recovery &

90 .18 High exit water activity- Uranium split fa£]._re-- MRG
Discharged _,'ithcharging Slug surface badly _ _-2B-51
achlne--Resm_ed operations Truck

_rlbhin scram recovery period &
Group 8

High exit water activity- End cap failure MRG
Discharged with charging 3-I_-52
achine-.-Resumedoperations TFack h
wit._in scram recovery peri _ &

Group 8

133 .2h High exit rater activity- End cap fs.lure-..Slug MRG
Disc_'.ar_edv_th charging surface severely p,itted 10-1-51
m'achlne--Resumedoperations Truck 2
_:ithLnscram recovery p_riod &

Group 8

79 .i_ Hi_flexit v,ater activity. End cap failure MRH
D:ischari._ed_'ithcharging 12-%-51

c_lne--acs]med ope_'stions Truci"3
wit_in scram recovery period &

! Group 8

@
,, ,, ,, ,,, ...... _, ,,
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The _,l_xi_um ooeratinc; level, aD.,s.Lr!ed :l':rLn.'." f,i_e _orlth _;'

"O rfq _r (3 h ,._r %}-ra r:"]c_S_ ...... _.uP.as*,,_ i 7,.. .._ 'tt2 ....... _'_,J _..be -,,_,pO_3r"_,,.q!4_._',"
e_ui.v_lent oe,cc._nta. ,''- ,)f Lh,, oower 'i,?.veL Lnd._x,
.].<)--,d._) h'_ i

[I,[:,,S 5 6 _ 5 2 r] [ ! 3 _ _ lO 6 2 0

Percent 2_3 290 2o2 27_ 31'3

I

2, PR, and H '_i!es, attained indivkdual ne:,r ,_'-u<ir,um ooeratini;

i levels during &u_m_%,. and H oile esta'::!ished .a new indiv%dual

oroduction record for the month. &',_ist I marked the estab!_:_h-

ment of a new maximum of 2qq_ iT,'rDfor simultaneo,:s f-L're-pile

total oroduction, and a new m_imum of 2q20 X%I for simultaneous

i five-nile combined oower level. Tot,al oroduction for AU'.[U-_'t

W / r i i

00) .... _ - • ......:,Yamon'l_r 3_2 '_',©/°_._ ''_oi" r'orec_st) ",_,s -es',tltedfrom
m th_ occurrence of' 13 r,<otured s!u"r..,n kne of wh.i_h renuire"]

i minimum "lo,_ntLrne outa_Tes, _nd ,<rater le.ak ,J4.ffLculties a.'t _.,
i _,ndF piles.
i

_,,eoract%ce of '44n''_bin;]efrl....nt or_cess ',;a_erat __,Ok was
terminated on ,\,a_ust25 at all pil:_s u'oon the recomt_endaticn

-_ of Dhe Oadio!o_ical Sciences f_eot. !n additl,on_ the oneratinq

i immersion dose-ratc, limi_ of i0 .,_reo/hrwas relaxed"+_ I_ mreo/hr.Gamma radiation will be monitored continuousl,y :and soot beta

measurements :,rkllbe made to insure accurate total dose-rates

and proper be'ta/qamma ratios.

i ''_ 5_ _ of the 200,000 ,_ "
.L,,month ls end _'_ _" slu_.,_sschedvled to be -__

char'._edunder o_,.__0__313_2M._had been char_'ed,tnto the _ oiles.,

i / 26_, 22Z, _g, 2.q_ and 66g oi." the char_es in B, r,,_, DR, F, _nd

I
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B Pile

A new maximum power level of 565 k",q_nd a new msxlmum daily

production of 565 :,[:6Dwere established at B oile on August I.

Dming the month of ,\u:zust_ pile w_s shutdown i'orthe follo',_Imf"
two ruptured slugs:

T',IbeMo. Shutdown Startad to Powu_._

027h 2_h2 ?. M., 8/2 6:1_ P. !4.,_/3

i 376)_ 19:O6 ?. M., $/h ll:17 A. M., 8/6
" It was possible to immediately discharge suspect metal columns in
Ai

m orocess tubes O27h, O37h, and 0375 with the charging machine on

" August 2o Operations were resumed at 3_22 P. M. but it was necessary
to shut the ;piledown again at 3:h5 '2.Mo due to insufficient reac-

q @

| tivitv for continued operations Examination of the three metal
columns revealed a ruptured slu_ from orocess tube O27h only. During

i the outage replacement of all front crossheader screens _¢ascompleted.. After flushing out 30 downstream slu_s from orocess tubs 376h,

alternate front and rear forces of 7000 oounds would not move the
, remainder of the charge. After transferring 32 upstream slugs to

orocess tube 3765 with the twin transfer cask, the tube broke into
two sections while unsuccessfully attempting,to push the tube out
with forces of 15,OOO oounds. The rear gun barrel was removed and
the rear 21 foot section of process tube containing the ruoture and
one other sluE was pushed from the pile. The channel was then
buttoned up front and rear and established as an air tube.

On August 13 the moisture collection rate at the CO2 driers increased
to 38 gal/day and rh.ereto $6 gal/day on Au_ust lh. Consequently B
oile was shutdown at _:00 A. M. on August 15 to investigate the source
of the water leak_e. Prior to shutdown_ the Flexo,_riterautomatic
tube outlet water temoerature recording facility was employed to
advantage in locating the wet zones of the pile. A total of 6_9

process tubes were individually subjected to a hydrostatic oressure
test before tube 2660 was discovered to be leaking. Sectionalized

pressure testing of tube 2660 indicated that it was leaking somewhere
in the last _ feet. In addition, it was discovered that process tubes

3293_ 22_2, and O_69 were all leaking at the rear Van Stone flange.
The two rear ] foot sections of process tube 2660 and the rear Van
Stone flange sections of tubes 2252, 3293 and O569 were saved for
examination. After discharging process tubes 3293, 2252, O_69, and

266 , new process tubes were installed and recharged with metal.

136
. . ~. .... ,,.
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Following the &u_Ist i_-16 outage the water collection rats at

the CO 2 driers Incroassd to a maxim_t_ of 62 gal/day on ?,_,_st 19
and then gradually decreased to a normal rate b,v 0_u_st 31, A

total of 375 gallons were collected from the leak in process tube
2_6Oo

The B nile :,/asshutdo_,m from ]._23 ?. ,_!.to l:h2 F. M. on ,_umlst

22 (b_e to ,-_nelectrical oo,,lerfailure aa_Ised by C oils tie-.In
work _t 151-B. Install_tion of'new rel'/ys required some rewirln_

. of the existln_ 230 kv relays. 5_ilo doing this the cower supply

failed momentarily because one relay was not set oroper!y,

On Au_ust 28 a scheduled outaqe was initiated to conduct the :\u_st
metal discharge •

D Pile

Two Fuotured sluI_s caused the shutdo,_n_of D pile durin'_ _uhmst as

follows :

Tube No. Shutdo'_n% Started to Power

oh6o 7:o5 A.M.,8/13 "12-[_5?.M.,S/lh8/18 9.27A.M.,8/19l_6B I"_ .̂M.,

On Au_ust 5 an abnormal increase in water collection r._te at the

CO 2 driers indicated a possible process tube leak. No indications
= were obtained from temperatures traverses, reactivity chanzes, or

graphite temperature data. Ho;_ever, a continued increase in the
exit dew-_olnt and condensate collection resulted in the shutdown

of D pile at 12:OO noon on August 7. Starting from the top of the

pile 600 orocess tubes were hydrostatically tested before discove_.ng

that process tube 3175 was leaking at a point aoproximately _' h"
from the rear Van Stone flange. _ red dye was oumned throu;{h the

tube to mark the leakage nolnt and the tube was then removed and

replaced. Severe internal cavitational attack was noted around theprocess tube ribs at the ooint of leakai_e.

Durin_ the outage, the Au_._,stmetal discharge was conducted. In

• addition, process tube 2170 was replaced and the tube was charged
•_ith weighed slu_s and replaced in the Panellit scram circuit. A

borescooe of process tube of 3h72 indicated considerable buildup

° of corrosion oroducts in the tube° However, borescopinz of tube

3h73 also indicated corrosion products to a lesser extent. '['he

i tube was char_ed with weighed s].ugs and reolaced in the Panellit

scram circuit. Soecial front anti rear nozzles were installed on

]! process tubes 2171, 2570, and 3571. The tubes were charged with

@I
• .
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numbered solid aluminum dummies _nd r_moved _'romthe ?_nell_t

scram circuit. These % orocess fmbes !2170_ 3h72, 21?l, 2_70,
3.@71)are tubes be!n!_utilized under Pr-I05-%09-_ to obtain
inoile water quality data witlllow pM, alum treated water°

After remlmln_ ooerations ._t3:96 P. M, on ,.u._st 19 the water
collection tale decre_ser]from _ lm[h:<Imliv,l of 3._ !]al,/_%:',r 'DT_'_I _ _: _ "_ S ' _
Ii to a nor,la] r'_._,eon .\u_st 21. A total nf lq3 q_llons were
_]xtracted from D pile following the wager 1,aakLm process tube
3175o

After flushin;_out the slu_s downstream _f the ruot,uro in process
tube Oh60, the oharqe was lbackseated with a force ,Ii' .]._,O0lbl.
The metal column was then dischar;_ed'_,th_ ch,_r_tngmachine and
the tithewas hushed from the oile and.renl_ced "• . ,.,ur_n._the outaqe

_,_. the du Pont uranium fission chamber instalied in .r_cess _._e ],972

(PT-Ing-_28-PR) was removed and the tube was recharged :,rithre_.d.ar
| metal, The d_mmy gunbarre],in tube OLd2 was removed _.nda n:._:¢r,_ar
| gunb._.rrelwas installed along with a new orocess tube. Several

orifice and Panel:Lit_auge changes were also made durin_ the outage.After flushing out the downstream slu_s from orocess tube i_6_, the
, dh remaining metal colu_m could not be backseated with a f:rce of 6000
i lbs. hl upstream sluT,s were then transferred to tube 1569 __th the

twin transfer cask. It was necessa_£ to remove the rear gunbarrel
before the nrocess tube and ruptured slu< could be pushed from the

' pile with a force of 7500 its. A new rear _nbarrel and process
tube were installed and the tube was char _ed with solid aluminum
dummies. Examination of the'm_oture indicated that it was one of

' four 7" graphite receptacle pieces aharEed on July 16, 1952 under
PT-105-269 o

On August 2h an increase in the moisture collection rate at the
COo driers to 27 gal/day indicated another process tube leak.

Hoi_ever,no indications were obtained from reactivity, grauhibe,
or temnerature traverse data. D oile,was shutdo_m at h:25 A. M.

a ' _' locate leakage Startini]from the top| on August 2_ to the water .
of the oile _ total. lh].horocess tubes were hydrostatically" of

e| pressure tested befor it was discovered that tube ].692was leaking.
lt '-'_as possible to remove the tube with forces of bOO0 Ibs.

" ._ectlonsof the process tube were saved for further examination.

_ Followin_ startuo at 9:10 A. M. on August 26 the moisture collection

a rs increased to a maximum of 33 gal/day onrate at the CO,)drieAugust 28 and _hen _.raduallydecreased to a no_al rate by _ugust 3]..
; 12._gallonsA total of •were collected from the leak in princess

i tube 1692.
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A new m+u<imum power level of _35 _+,'/and ._ ne;¢ mmc+L:,.um+Jail+/.
oroducti.onof 5_,3s"'rD were established at, DR nile on .41t_'_t ,+q• '+ ' + +' ,i j +.+._+II

',r++i_ the exa+mtlun ,'s,.'° two Pan+t1''....... _ scr._nsand a _ch:_du!,_d n_t,_!.
dlscharl_ on b.t'-t_ _, DR pile %p_r_itedthe _ _4r_, . R_,++ ;Z3 P,t',G "+"

A'l"t_t '.¢itho,,tt Ins _+'-'_ '-_t '-m _ve._'"ti_e'tower level "_" _'_ ....;' '+' _ "_ +"a+l _ - + .,,i

22 _"+_+....... '.,._.s _h,t++4o;.m .from IO:l[i_ '.+. to Ii]:2 '7 _ ", ,+r: '...... t'.+t 5• ,, , +;.+ +++

i an+] +,,.',_in 'dr+rh _=_6 ._., PI, to _:5_ _., ',+, on .4tl.-,mt 75 beaau._e of.

a, faulty :'el:_+7on P_ne].lltro,.tr,umbev 22,

Bf,.,,+_ng ++llekugv,_t_ _'+_, " o',-_ CA'st:<. _s..,hart:,e..... _ge, fo!.'i_ were rerr,,::ved
from VgR nw_ber 31 ._nd the ,,,_r'D_.aal s,._fet:," r:d was r_,-_sser,_.l'.!ed

i su_"reycf the rear faaa revealed that 19 rear
bel,Icws were leaking CO_ gas. These b_l!sws '+ererenaired _nd

•j fo!iowln+ startuo,the e_cessive +_o+gas l+ak+_e at 3.Rpile

i decreased considerably, During th_ o,.tta4e,several process
tube orifices and the correopondinM P_ne!llt E._uzes<¢ere-also

changed.

F PIl__.__8

The follcwin_ 8 r totured slugs caused the si_utdownof F pile
dur 'm.E August:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Po,cef

_o68 2:37 _. ?t., 0/6 )._:o_ P. :,I., +_/9
J581 I:00 ?. M., 8/12 1:2'7P. M., +/12
0872 8:&6 A. M., 0113 7:20 .k.t.l.,511.6
,3&67 8:5"3A. M., ,_/l.a+ l."3&P. N., 8119

& 3781 8:22 P. M., _/2k 12:L3 A., _I., ;9/29
i 1967 0:02 P. >I.,0179 0:2_ ?. ',_.., _/2oz _79 5:5o ._. _t., <+/..m 6:_ ?. '..t.,

35.82 7:ho p. M., S/31 7:._BP. t4.,._131
i

" lt was possible to discharge the metal columns in process tubes 35._].,
i 1967, 3879, and 35_2 with the char_.n_ machine and resume onerations
- within the scram recovery,period°

i _" :,' ."_. :i :{_ .i_,,._

,, .,+, _.. ! ,., ,;_) _ ,,_._,'.,_!, 'de.+ q ,. ' ';" iT,l,i,' '" '
'+'_'"*"'.+'.,+'" ,+:+,::'[ '+i.i"tI'i+ ,_,'_,_'ti;_+

. ._.+._!_.,I .._<,kj . .

il#_ i,_:':L ,, ....,,,:,._.,___s 139
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'F pile was shutdo_m at 2t37 P. M.'on Au_.ist6 to Investlg_te
abnormal increase in r,o_stuz'ecol].r_ctionr'ite, A roar pig

taLl survey h_dicated that orooess tube I.LOt_w,,_[_readln_ excess-
ively high because of a ruptl_ed slu_]. After flushin_ out 5
do_,mstre._mslugs t}_emetal column could tact be bacl,:s_atedor
frontseated wl.tha maxi:numforce o f _,']OOll"s. The pmc_.]ssiu.be
was _]res_3uretested and waz found to be leakln_. Considerable

dlffLcult:rwas _!ncounter,-_dwhile _ransferrini',_R uostream s[l,u;r_
to orocgss tube [_O_7witi:the t,¢[n%_ansf'ercask. £t was necessary
to cle._moirtcorrosiou products found in the front of the nrocess
tube _nd to fabricate _ special th±n slug so],inebe'forethe trans-

fer operation could be completed, k semele of the e_rrosion ,_:'a-
ducts was retained for analysis, Aft,ct removing the rear l]_mb,_rrel
it was nessible to push the prooess tu},_containln_ the r,_nt_n'ed
s],u:_from ti_epile with _ force of hOOO Its. ,\nexamination re-
vealed a hole in the p_'ooesstube in the l.o_ationof the ruptured
slu_. A new rear gun.barrelwas installed, but a new process tube

. lodged in the graphite channel after 35 feet had been inserL,ed.
Consequently the channel was blanked off as an air tube.

i Duri/_g the outage of hO68 a backseatln_ proRram
An the lower far

corner of F pile _revealedthat 2 process tubes (O6_6 and. O9_) of
61 tubes checked could not be backseated with a 600 lb. force.It '_asnecessary to utilize 2500 ibs. force in discharging process
tube 0988 and 5900 its. in dlschar_ing tube 0686. These two tubes
were established as air tubes. In addition, the number 7 HCR
thimble was satisfactorily pressure tested during the outage.
However, it was discovered that the first section of the rod tip
was damaged. Consequently, a new rod tip was installed and the
number 7 horizontal control rod was returned to service. Process
tubes 3373 and 36_h (July ruptures) were removed _rithmaximum
forces of 5000 ibs. The dummy rear gtmbarrel plug from orccess
tube lh75 was removed and a new rear gunbarrel was installed.
Three new'process tubes were installed in these channels and

- charged with regular metal.

,?' , '" 05 M. Au st 9 t':'emoisture collection
_ollo,¢in_ staz _,upat h: , on _.lf
rate at F pile increased to a maximum o 1.1,3gel/day on aug_st i].and then decreased to a normal collection rate by August 20, brin<-

ing the total water collection from the leak in orocess tube hO68-F

| to 171 gallons.

" F pile was shutdown from 12:50 P. M. to 1:26 P. M. on Au_Ist ii to

i 2h71 33_6 because of abnormally highdischarge _Srocesstubes and

@
140
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(]xitwaker temoeratures which were seriously llmltln_ pile
power level. It was subsequently discovered that the excessive
temperatures resulted from defective thermocouples_ E×amlnatizn
of the met_l colunms from these tubes revealed several severely
pltted slugs.

:_fterfll_shin1_out 21 downstream c'iecesfrom :_rocesst']be'_'7_:_
m_(i:,_lumforce of _000 Its. would not ],zn_enthe ch,:)rce.A high
ac'tt,rl,ty reading in the disch-_r,earea :Lndic-%t_dthat & total of
B slui._shad been flushed onto the catwalk. These were rr._motely
hushed into the storage basin chutes with a lon_ pole. A con-
tinued high acf,i_r[tyreading on the rear face indlcatod that a
slug had b_come cocked in the temoor_iryflushing nozzle. After
considerable difficulty the slug was removed from the nozzle with
spline and vacuum equioment from the "f17ts eye" viewer. After
pushing the process tribe5 inches out of the pile with a force of

5000 ibs., it was oossible to remove 2 more slugs. After decon-
| taminating the rear face and deribblng the aft section of the pro-

cess tube, it was oossible to discharge the remainder of the metal

col_mm with a force of 3000 Its. k new process tube was installed
and charged with metal.

i @ During the 0872 outai.,_ethe metal discharge for AuRust _,_asconducted! and a pressure test of the number h 'IICR thimble indicated that i't

I was leakingo The thimble was blanked off and adequate shielding

was installed. Process tubes 3769 and 376._were borescoped and
recharged with metal o

i After shutting do_n the pile because of high exit water activity' and an abnormal Panellit pressure _nd temoerature on process tube
3h67, it was oossible to flush out only one downstream slug. T,,_en
the charge could not be loosened with a force of 5090 lbs., 62
upstream slugs were transferred with the twin transfer cask. The
tube could ,not be pushed out with a maximmm force of 23,000 lbs.
After removing the rear gtmbarrel it was possible to push out the
process tube containing the mlptured slug with a maximum force of
,_,_OOIts. The tube was blanHed off as an air tube.

It was oossible to discharge the metal column in orocess tube 37_i
with the charging machine. However, subsequent high activity
_:eadin_sin the rear face area indicated that 3 slugs had lodged
on the 0 foot level catwalk. The slugs were flushed off the catwalk
without difficulty but ooerations co,tldnot be resumed within the
scram recover_jperiod° [h_rlngthe outage the cha_es in 66 process
tubes in the lower far corner of F pile were backseated. The
charge in tube O]B._proved to be stuck and required a force of
2500 lbs. 'todischarge the metal coltu_. In addition the charges

in tubes O2BO, 1190, and 1391 were somewhat relucts_utto backsea't-

,'_ ,'_,'_"____'_
_,P,,. _,,:
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ing and were also discharged. These h tubes were established
as air tubes. New process tubes were installed in channels 3_73

and O_67 and the tubes were charred with reg,q,mr metal. An attempt

to broach channel _336 and _nstall a new orocess tube proved ,_n-
successful.

, During the month Lt "^,asceces_:_r_,-_t F oi!e d_uring the various
outz:_es to reol%ce a tot_l of 17 exih water temoerature thermc-

ce_oleso Eight of the_'o. indicated nc _'_i'_._......., and nine indicated.
hz readin_ hitcher than th_ s_jrrounding orocoss _u,cs. _"_ _s"'t "_

in considerable difficult:/ in maintaininK outlet w'_te- temperatures

below the 9qc limit ,.,,_thcutpower level reductions.

_i,_le

A new _aximum oo;_er level of 620 _._.'.;was attained at H pile on

AuTo.st 20 with a ne,_ m_ximum daily production of 62'9 "_'_ established

' on %u_ast 21o The significant oo',_erlevel increase at H oi!e 4uring

' '_' _ st .;_azu resulted from aooroximately 25 _,_.4gained due to adjustment

of the Bailey flowmeters and from increased boiling limits resulting

from no solid downstream dummies aft of the _" slug metal columns.

_99 _,_D was achieved at HA new maximum monthly production of 16,_

pile in August.
During the scheduled outage initiated on ._ugust 13 to conduct the

&ugust metal discharge, stop-gap repairs to the ist, 5th, and 6th

basis of the west retention basin were comoleted. A total of approx-
' • the voidsimately IO cubic yards of concrete were used lcr g_outln_

located. Durin_ the ou'ta!_ethe P-13 equipment was returned to
recirculation status. A special popoff valve was installed on the

outlet of recircul'_tion tube O961 (PT-IO5-506-E) and the exoeri-

mental loop was returned to recirc_lation set-/ice° Three snecial

neoorene oigtails were installed on the rear face of H pile for .'

the functional testing of neoorene pigtails for C pile under

PT-IO_-519-A. During start_p the H pile was shutdown from 1:39
to 2:20 ._..M. on August lh due to a P-13 instrument relay contact
failure.

Only one ruptured slug caused the shutdown of H pile durin_ ._lugust.

Tube No° Shutdown Started to Power

ho55 3:35Po 29 M., o
• ,.U"The metal col'm_n in tube hOSg :_as removed ,,rith a maximt_m force of '" _,

2500 lbso After replacin:_, the process tube, the metal discharge .... _-

scheduled for September was conducted. _ ,_,,_

.j__ ", -

, '"c,iU -

........... ,_._
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RUPTURED SLUOS

_elve instances of inpile uranium slu_ failures occurred during

ku_ust, bringing the total number to date to 217o The attached

table presents all data available at monthVs end regarding these

12 ruptured slugs. It was possible to successfully discharge only
4 of these ruptur:_d.-. ._lu_s with the charging machine and resume

oper_tions within the scram recovery period. Nine group 8 slugs

were included in the Aug_ust slug failures, bringing the total

number to date to 67. In addition, a failure of a soecial uranium
slug housing a graphite sample (PT-IO5-269) occurred at D pile

during Au_ st.

PROCESS DEVELOP,_,IENTS

The simulation of a ruptured slug by in,jecting a uranyl nitrate

solution into orocess tube 2369 was conducted at H pile on August I

and 5° Both the delayed neutron and gamma ray spectrometer systems
demonstrated good stability. Althou_h the data from these tests

and 4 injections conducted d_in_ July have not been completely

analyzed, it is apparent that the extrapolation of instrument

performance from these tests to an actual slug rupture is difficult

because of an uncertain uranium exposure time which results from
holdup in the tube. This condition makes theoretically calculated

extrapolation factors unreliable. Attention is being given to the

possibility of simulating a rupture more closely by releasing

controlled quantities of highly exposed uranium to the effluent
stream°

During the month additional evidence of cavitational attack was

discovered on both process tubes and slugs at D and F piles. At

D pile, cavitational attack was evident around the ribs of leaking

tube 3175. In fact, one rib was completely chewed away at the

point, of leakage° In addition, the end of the slug located at

the leak had been attacked. At F pile, advanced stages of pitting

were found on the _Aptured slugs located in process tubes 4068,

3581, 3781, alonz with as many as 5 other downstream slugs in the

same tubes. Internal pitting was viewed about 9 feet from the rear

Van Stone flange of tube 3878 while borescoping the tube. Two

pitted slugs from tube 2471 and 3 pitted slu_s from 3386 were found

when these tubes were discharged on August ii because of abnormally ..
_" _-.'_ ',, high exit water temperatures. Fifteen slugs in tube 0988, which •

, ,. _ ""_ ._ ',,.'

.....'....' _ ' ' was discovered to be stuck d_r,ing the backseating pro_am conduct'ed .......:!,:-,,,,
on August 8, were also found to be pitted. In addition to these _ 'V ::,,/-

' tubes and slugs at D and F piles, several perforated aluminum .... -.:,,_-.._,, .',
• ,,* _.,..... ,, .,_

• " dum_es discharged from DR pile during the ,_u_ust 5 discharge :. r",:':",:" _ _ " '__'_."J'_':'
.. ..,._,,.,..,',.*_,.., _-_. ,, ..,

.... -. , .. outage "exhibited cavitational pitting around the edge of 'the per-........ ._...v:,_,'..,_.:,_,''"_...._ i_
%2& "._L_I/_ ":":" " "_,,rJ. I:,,.A,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_5',.,,-_ ',,,,,'_.._,,._ ",,,,..*,..,,*_ _,.... .,._.. • , .

.... , '_, _ , , ,, ,_._ .,,,, , . , .. ,, .,..'." '., , .-

• ,.,,,' .._:_.,,,._. , ., i-, ..' .:... .'..i: ...... • .- .......

' ..: ,:: ..... ±48
, ,.. ,,m'_ J .._,.. , .1.

'..... " " "' ' " '"' _"':' "' "' "If _:' i,' "1 --'- ' .... " " ' : "*' . .

• . _ ' . . ., . ,-- .... '"'"",, ,, ""'C ',__ " " ' ": $ ,,' 7,,-,<_ '_ '", .... ', ' ''_: 'k!' _-
-- " ' _ "''' ' .... ' ::- :, :,,. ". "_" "_' "::" """ ;"i ; '"',;

-- ' "' '° _ ' * " l • ,, , "_ . , . . . . ,, .,l .., , /. , . . . ;" _ ".. , ' , , '- '-- . .....' ..'.', ,-,._ '.",.,. ." ",_'./.'."! _,, . ?.,i "
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mech,_nical-type att,_ck due to cavitation, al_-treated process
water is being employed at ali 3 piles. Consequently, ther_ may

be cone correlat!gn between this cavitational attack and the lack
• '44of fiLm builduo ,_th al,tun-treatedwater. An attemot to duclicate

' the cavit_tional attack of orocess tubes in the 195D laboratory

obtained during July is new unde'r way. 95° C. al"_-,-trea_ed._a_er
is being c_cuiated _-......_-_. _......_. a ]lass crocess tube over a sir,u!_ted

colum_ of s!u_s. To da_e ......+_""]_,_t _on of the ___,."_'"_ on the end

o£ the slu_s is bein_ obse_/ed, h_atnc turbulence cr boilin_ is
visible in that vic'znz'_'._y

509-E - Effect of Low eH .%l_tmWater on ?ile Oaeration

During the August 7-!0 outaKe at D pile, process tubes 2_170 and

3h72 were charged _-ith regular weighed slu_s and returned to the

Panel!it scram circuit. Special front and rear nozzles were installed

on the 3 remaining tubes (2171, 3571, and 2570) and these tubes were

char ged ,_rithnumbered solid aluminum dummies and removed from the
Panellit scram circuit. During the next scheduled outage at D bile,
these last 3 orocess tubes will be charged with regular metal slugs

to obtain data on the effect of low pH, al_n-treated process water.

A s_xth tube (2070) is be4_ng supplied with process water through

the re_lar front-face crossheader and will be used as a control
tube.

,

i
Enclosure: !. Comoarative Reactor Performance

i 2. _eactor Outages ....
,,

" 3. Tabulation of Ruotured Slu_s
.L"

_li . .:,.,.;,....; ,. ,..'..y.,.
PAULOVIC_/ '" ......."!" " ":' '""" slc "" "" '" " ' "; ": "
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_"_:ess Tube ":_te _ " <3.a _'_._ I_1-_.2
Leak

_ 5t;1C]" C_n-ce Peru ...._] _'........ _ ............ .3 Y:o _

Power Failure 0°3 0.3

_,_-.,r_ P T Slug 31 _ 31°5

Pane!!il.Failur_ Oo2 0o3

_'_'_sc.ar_!_e"£otTubes 0.6 9.<

' P-!3 Instrument 9.7 0o7
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.,.m._a_, ..,.ALInitial Startuo ..... 9-26-ak !2-17-hk 1]-3-50 2-25-h_ iO-P.O-hgl

Des[_n Power Level (?.._q) 2._O 25:3 2_0 2_O hCO
- - : , ...... --, L : , " J '" " , ,

,_ . . ,...... , , , ,, ,

,,l_x:m_mPower Level

Attained to Data ()9[) ..... _65 600 ._. 5q._, <.75 62'3 2,9L,5
Maximum Power L6"¢el ..............

.,u..n:_?:onth PS'lD) _" "o. j "_£_.
, , ,. , ,, -- ,, ,, :-- ,,, - ,, , ,,., - .- _ : , ,,,,, , , ,,L,,

'"°'°'° I I• , . . . -, _.... .d , /..-...................

]@_ • . - • _* Q'-- , -._--
• ...... , ....

" _""_ .......... *< O i w !

i...'_...... , ......... - ton',_,:m [ ,_ .... l 2 _ ,=,,_ _ 4 ,:o,n-#_ ,_.- ....: - .., _.._ ,. ::_. ",,_:. -........... - -; "--_-±'_L-.--- - ,,

•_m. D_._har._ _l'.:r,,_n-'..u:n o_ ?_,_ _, =_-.2 _7_ ,_r_!.._ ,' 'I,._ _ o._,, . ....... - _ . .,;,___ ,, . _ , , .__.,t: _.:±,.._. _ . :._.__ _

• t'_"_',, In React.c-.,, ,. . 61_4_,'.I "_ _'_ _0,':'_:_., ,6h "_o_ _,'3 _ 36_,;06,.'.,._ - ............. "-.. '..,,..., .,, ,, _ -....: _. ,: ":.,,":_

":',,_ In _.e:ctor ]asin _, z,_e
,, ............ _ ..... ,,_-_<2_ ,<-_

Tons o " ":_ '_'_.... _ 36.2_ _ _' _o.............._._ __.2]: 37 .gh ii.'_i _,',.... 1 "-,?.i?
ii . i , i _ T' , I i||i i i, . , i_ L i i i -- _ "

Tons ce Vetal r:ischar:ed 3_.2_ °h 75 37 51 15.5k ol -:o 13q.%

-:-':_ ..tr .... "7< ." ............... - - ,, , , _'*

Tons of !Xetal in Re_.ctor Basin 273.51
,, ,, , , , ........ _ .... , ..........................

_, I,,,.23_ns oi" :fetal In 103 Storage q'_
_ve6_Je Eischarge
_ ."'" .- ion [_,_.,,_,IT) 6,3h .,. 610 _6, ._73 595..,.nc...f_at ,, <'o6 ,"n

,, ,,,. , , ,, , . . , ,,, ,. . , . ,|, _ , ::= . ___ ,. ..,

Schedu! ed Shutd o,,ms I 0 I O I
:f:{z;bo'nD4-...o-:':"d e .................

_oncentr_t,_, (_)3 o_q.3 08.0 _6.& 95 3 92 2......."-.".;t....,! .... "" 4' o

:-Ii chest Craphite i , .... ;, ..... i...... ,"
.... rature _ecsrded (o_) 36h _'_ I'?O.............. ,, 7 316 396 -

: _ : - _ , ,. , - __

2utlet. ,water

_:._,_,.,_tu_......... (o_)L_ _._,_ . _",_-• 2 "_.0_ 7h•5! _9"._'_ _ , , , ,, ,. , ,, , , ,, , . . , • ,. . ,, ., .. ,., ......

inlet Water

Tem_cefal:rare(°C)h _ !_.9 19.3! 19.1 20.1 18.9
• ,, ,, ,

Process ;,laterFlow (gpm) 4 3_,37_ 39 "<_ k2,1}-O 37_583 h5,726__ ,..... _ ,, _ i<,_ _ , ,

-"- '........... ,ii ....Max'Lm'u.mEf:t'!uent

Water :c'tivitv (mre_/ r) "&,,_..... , "_ . __ __ _ -,........ ' ' ' .'m.,-,r,,,,,.,, • , l, *--_- ....- r -l) .<vera_e O'perating Level = .........d,..ed .:._ ;) .,onbhs F_nd"D,_ta
Hours Coerated

2) Time Ooer_ted Efficiency : flours Ocer_ted i_.)Iverage of Last Five Days
_t,a! dours In "_"+_._ :,,...... of Equilibrium Oneratian

I11,,," Iq,r "'111' IIII , ,,, ,_1,',fl ..... _I' rlll,I III "'



' TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS -/

,.. , .......

a)

.,-j r.4 ,.-i

o Assigned

_ o _ =o_'-_ Operating

i_rmed _ _ __-- _ ._* Production
_ CD_ td]......, 0 , • .-'4 _ h..,

_ 2) Charged _ = _= Co o o_ _o== Loss Circumstance
_ (_D)-(Davs) Shutdown and R!.... - , . _ J,,

High exit water a_
206 0275-B l) 1-31-51 529 133 562 565 Discharged with ci

2) 2-20-51 988 Io75 machine along %_itl
3) 8-2-52 tubes 0374 & 0375

to re_va,rwithin

. recovery period._H
_
l

i j,,,j .................... ..

207 3764-B I) 12-31-51 39 347 7.5 81 565 34 49 High exit water a
2) 6-26-5"2 1449 2.56 Flushed out 30 dc

" 3) 8-4-52 slugs-transferred
slu_s to 3765 wit
transfer cask 't
in two sections-r

gunbarrel-pushed

,,t tube section cont

i ,_ _L . _ -- _ _--' ..... . . " --' ,, ,

203 h065-F I) 12-13-51 201 345 3°0 368 550 59 77 High e}_t water
2) 1-18-52 " 2715 h.93 flushed out..5do_
3) _,-6-_2 slurs-transferre_

• slugs to 406,8wi[
fer cask-removed

! b_rrel-nushed out
rupture in it-orc
leak at loc_tion

_ _-- . ..... _ _ _ . _ .. . __ __ __

209 35°_I-F I!)!2-6-51 207 392 h.9 43_ !_].gh e>,'itw;_*er_"
2) i-I_-_2 ]7 .03 DischarFed with c

• machine-resumer c
3) 5-].2-52 . l_ithin scram recc

I

i 210 0469-D I) 2-8-51 45 1.75 High exit water ;=- Flushed out slug_

" 3-7-51 ,ofrupture-backs_| ' _ 8-13-52 _ ,with3500 lbs.-c__
d , charged _#_thcha,,

' Tube pushed out _,-,_
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TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS - August, 19_2

I.-. ,,,
_ _ ,o Assigned _ _O

_ Zo :_ Operating _Production o
•H _

_ Loss Circumstances of o
_ S_iutdown_nd Removal Observations of Slug

High exit water activity - Uranium Split failure _.H
Discharged with charging 1-31-51

988 1.75 machine along _th suspect Truck 9
tubes 037h & 037_ - unable
to rec_varwithin scram

recovery periodo

3}4 h9 High exit water activity - Uranium solit f allure H
hb9 i 2o_6 Flushed out 30 downstream " 12-31-_i

slugs-transferred 32 upstrea G Truck 9
slu_,sto 3765 with twin &

transfer'cask -tube broke Group 8
in two sections-removed rear
gunbarrel-pushed out aft
tube section containinc rupt_re.

,, ,_ , ,

59 77 High e_t water activity- Uranium split failure ZRB
!7lh h.93 flushed out]5 downstream 12-31-51

slu:-s-traDsferred58 uostrea
slu_s to 4068 with twin tran - Truck lO

fer cask-remove_ rear cun-
barrel-Gushed eut tube with Group 8
rupture in it-orocess tube
leak at location of n_otureo

iHi_h exit wa*er a" ' ' _ailure _r_:,_t• ... _t!vlty- End ca_ _ .......
17 .03 Discharged with charzin_ 12-5-51machine-resumer ooerations

' Truck h
within scram reco_cry period &

Orou[_8

High exit water activity- Uranium snlit failure MRG
IO h% _9 892 1,,75 Flushed out slugs downstream ' 2-8-gI4

of rupture-backseated charge Truck 9

@ _ith 3500 Ibs.-coh_m dis-,Dcharged _&th charging machi_
Tube pushed out _. r_n]_



" DECLASSIFIED.' d
TABULATION OF RUPTURED _RANIUM SLUGS-

,, . ....__ ......

_ _ _ _ _o Assigned
_ _ _ Operating

"_ _, °_ n.'_ _ _, Production_ o_ _._ o '_ _ m _ o Loss Circumstance_ 2) Charged _ _ _ o_ 5 o o _ --
-- Z .... _ _]_Ruptured . c_ a__ ..oo...........o. a_s,:..:,__ 3 _ -{}_[_](Da-ys_ Shutdown and R
211 O872-F I) 9-10-51 292 389 8.4 563 29 46 High exit water a,

2) 10-26-51 1987 3.61 Flushed out 21 do:
, 3) 8-13-52 slugs-8 slugs flu.cat_alk-deribbed

of tube-removed r

i _ charge with 3000

---- i i i . , ! - L ,, _ I _. .....

i 212 3h67-F [) lO-lO-51 257 390 2.O 508 63 86 High exit water a,

_-)12-4-51 1043 1.89 abnormal Panellit

3) 8-18-52 ----,._Jtt_m_"flushed o_' - couldn't
. charl_ewith 5000

• .transferred 62 up,| :slugs - removed r:

i barrel-oushed out. rupture with 8500

I -- '........ "_--- '"" ' " 'I " =....... "_ I ....

,i 213 3781-F I) !O-Ii-51 263 374 2.4 508 530 Hi_ exit water a,
|

I 2) 12-h-51 1248 2.37 Disch_ed with c

3) 8-24-52 machine- 3 slugs
. cabwa].k- unable

in scram recovery

!| -'...... _ .........I 21h hO55-H I) 3-23-51 513 226 547 620 !lighexit water a
2) h-h-51 821 1.33 Discharged metal

!_ 3) _,-29-52 ' with force of 25

._._.=..__. ::_' __________ __ ,. ..

' @ @ ' t
..................... li .... ' ............ lilt' II I', pln i, ii ,111 i,,_ , ", ,rllI,,,ir,, ii I , i, i[ll,, I1_111,frill,,II, II "r":l_rt



,CLASSIFIEB, ' '
TABULATION OF RUPTURED _RANIUM SLUGS- August, 1952

J

___ ii_ | ILL_I___ • _ , i, i ..... ], , _.

,P_

o Assigned _

_o__'_ _o_ Operating o_ _,

o = o Loss Circumstances of ,o
,_,,_ ,,,__' _'_av--_' Sh,utdownand Removal....... Observations of Slug _ ,, ,,,,,, _ ........ _ _=

29 46 High exit water activity- Wedge-shaPed uranium 159-U
1987 3.61 Flushed out 21 downstream sp].It 9-10-51

slugs-_ slugs flushed onto Truck 8
catwalk-deribbed aft section
of tube-removed remainder of &
charge _ith 3000 Ibs. Group 8

_ -. _ ' _,J _. ,, ____ _-_ ---,.... , L , , ,,,,=, t ,, - ,,,,L _- ,=,

63 86 High exit water activity, Uranium split failure (PT-10_-269)
1043 lo89 aonormal Panellit pressure 189-H

_:temp.-flushed out 1 down- lO-lO-51
stream - couldn't loosen ,charge with 5000 lbs. force Truck ll

. transferred 62 upstream &
slugs - removed rear gtm- Group 8barrel-Gushed out tube
rupture_with 8500 lbSo force

..................... , ,,,

High exit water activity- End Cap failure 158-H
2°37 Discharged with charging lO-11-S1

machine- 3 slugs lodged on Truck 3
catwalk - unable to start up &
in scram recovery period Grou_ 8

!!ighexit water activity - End cap failure ZRH
I_33 scharged metal column 3-23-51

with force of 2500 Ibs. Truck 9



' I]ELASSI,FIED
TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS'

___,i

r_ _ _ _'o '_:_ '_ _ '_o_ Production, m e _ _ _ _ Loss Circumstanc_
_ 2 Charged _ _ _ o o o _ o _ ,-_

z _., 13_ .Ruptured _ ,...._, _ , ,,_,...._ o, _ _ ,-_,,__, (_LWD]-_(Davs]' Shutdown and

215 1967-F I) 12-13-51 224 367 [_3 456 525 High exi_mter a_
2) 1-18-52 18 .O3 discharged with
3) 8-29-52 machine - restmzel

within scram rec_

216 3,_79-F l) 12-5-,._1 225 JSl 5°7 bJJ 525
2) 1-18-52 18 .03 " "
j) _-jo-52

•,_ _ ,Iiiii i__j i lJl i ,_iii Jl i , - _ii__

217 3582-F I) 12-6-51 226 363 4.01 463 525
2) 1-18-52 13 .03 " "
J) _-jI-52
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TABULATION OF RUPTUREDUR_IUM SLUGS'

o _ _ _
o Assigned o

_'_:_ _ Operating _' •
,__ _ ,_ Production o

_ ,_ (_L_ss Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slug

High exi_Tater activity-, Cap failure O
18 .03 discharged with charging 12-13-51

machine - resumed operation Truck 7
&witkin scram reoovery perio .

Orou[_ 8

' End Cap f&ilure ZRB
18 03 " " " _ '° 12-._-51

Truck 8
&

End Gap Failure ZRH
13 .03 " "_ " 12-6-51

Truck h
&

Group 8
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PILE nPERATTO_T .... .(._..c,_t,,,_,j,_ ._2..

C_neral

The maximum operating Yevel attained during the month of September,
19._2by each of the piles, and the corresponding equivalent percent-
age of the power level index, are as follows:

B D DR F H

MWD 5?0 580 555 61sPercent 285 293 290 278 309

B pile attained an individual new maximum operating level during
September. A new maximum of 2883 MWD for slmultmmous flve-pile
total production was established on September 29, and a new mE,i-
mum of 2890 MW for simultaneous five-pile combined power level was
achieved on September 28. Despite the occurrence of ].2ruptured
slugs during a 30-day month, a new maxima total production of
73,680 MWD was attained in Seotember. This represents 126.2% of
forecast because B pile was originally scheduled to be shut do'_D
during September for the installation of the Ball Third Safety
System.

Because of difficulties in procuring new perforated alumimm duchies,
: a concentrated effort was expended at all oiles during September to
I decontaminate for reuse as much of the inventory of irradiated per-

forated A1 dummies as possible with chromic and oxalic acids plus
trisodlum nhosphate.,I

A, new maximum power level of 575 MW was established at B pile on
September 8 and a new maximum daily _roduction of 570 _D was
achieved on September l@

i50

1,,,,_,,,,_ ..... ,' , ....,, .... _1........ " _l!l'"' 111"11,'ll""lm'"l,lll_ .....I,I,HN.....lilt'!'"II1"N'"I,".... '_""'IIIIII'"H"""............ III ....Illll_'"'"_ll_'"l'l'_''I_...... "" "' '_'""_'"" '"1111"'_ '"
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During the month oi'September_ B pile was shut down for the
following two ruptured slugs:I

Tube No, Shutdown Started to Power
•.4_ _.o_._._.I _, _...._.'.,..._..--............__,_

" 0480 9;30'A.M., 9/9 6_33 P.M., 9/13
| o574 101148A.M., 9/15 2_30 P.M., 9/15
i

i lt was possible to immediately discharge process tube 0480 with thel

i' charging machine on September 9. Operations were resumed at lO:CO
I A, M, but it was necessary to shut the pile down again at 10.30 A M,

i after level of 2_0 MW due t_ insufficient reactivity
reaching a power

for continued operations. While conducting the September metal dis-!

| charge durln.; the subsequent outage, a stuck metal column was dis-
covered in process tube 0962 which required 3000 pounds force to

discharge. The front section of process tube 37bh (tube broken while
| removing AuEust rupture) was removed with the use of the process tube
II splitter. After broaching fihegraphite channel, a new process tube

i was installed, satisfactorily pressure tested, and charged with metal.A force of 3000 pounds was required to push process tube 2986 so that
a new process tube could be installed and charged with metal.

Following startup, it was necessary to shut B pile do_ from 9_.45A. M.
to 11:22 A. M. on September ll in order to charge additional temporary
poison columns into six process tubes (0873, 1165, ll_2, 3678, 3766,
3973) in order to allow increased power level, operation. ;'_ile

discharging these temporary poison columns du_ing an outage lasting

iI from ll_-_OP. M., September II to 2,22 A. M., September 12, the metal

columns in process tubes 0987 and 2966 were discharged because of
suspected ruptured slugs. However, examination of both metal columns
revealed no ruptured slugs.

°I| After flushing out thirty downstream slugs from process tube 0574, a
|- force of 3600 pounds was required to loosen the charge. The process
! tube was replaced and charged with metal. During the O_'74outage a
i supplementary September metal discharge was conducted and process tube
_| 0962 was pushed with a maximum force of 5_00 pounds. A new process
| tube was installed and charged with metal. In addition, the differ-
"i ential thermohms for both the outlet water temperature and the pile
. power level systems were replaced because of erratic operation prior
• to the shutdown.
|
i

. However, on September 29 the thermohm power level indicator went out
! of service again, requiring that the pile be operated with calculated
l power level measurements. At month's end the installation of the|

i front face crossheader Panellit pressure monitoring system was com-_ plete except for calibrating the Panellit gauges, connecting the system

i qP into the annunciator panel, and remedying a few leaks in the system.

1
-! _ '

,r...... 11'_ 'Ill 'IIr I',I, 11"'Irl ,lq, I01 11 ,l,lll
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Files -3- October 3, 1952

D Pile

Only one ruptured slug caused the shutdown of D pile during
September, as followsl

_Tub__eNo_ Shutdo___ S..,tarted to Power

O365 2_12 A.M., 9/8 3:59 P.M., 9/10

After flushin_ out 17 downstream slugs the metal charge in tube
0365 could not be loosened with a maximum foroe of 6000 pounds.
Forty-five upstream slugs were transferred to process tube 035h

| with the twin transfer cask and the tube containing the two re-
| mainlng slugs was pushed with a max£_um force of ii,OOO pounds.

A new process tube was installed and rechar_ed with metal. Ex_n-
" ination of the metal column from tube O355 (excluding the ruptured

i slug) did not reveal any .e_Idenceof cavitational pittin_.
| _ring the 0365 outage the metal discharge for September was

accomplished. In addition, the solid alwminum dummies in process
i tubes 2171, 2570, and 3571 were replaced with h-inch weighed slugs

and these tubes were returned to the Panellit scram system (PT-IOS-

509-E). Before charging with weighed slu_s, process tube 2570 wasreplaced and process tube 2171 was borescoped. In addition, three
dupont uranium fission chambers were charged into process tube 1354
to determine the effect of radiation on their capacity to H_nitor
neutron flux distribution (PT-IOS-528-SR). However, two of the
three chambers became defective shortly after startup, Just as the
first set of three fission chambers had done previously in process
tube 1972.

D pile was shut down from 6:13 P. M. to 6"31 Po M. on September 21
because of a faulty Panellit gauge in row 12.

Beginning on September 8, considerable binding was experienced with
the #7 horizontal control rod. Consequently, on September 29 the

sit #7 HCR was pulled from the pile and preparations were in progressE
,|_ at monthls end to replace the rod tip section and thimble during

the next scheduled outage early in October.

m
m DR Pile
dH

One ruptured slug (the first since April 23) caused the shutdown of
: DR pile during September.

ii Tube No. Shutdown Started to

Power

257h 4:_2 A.M., 9/6 4:10 A.M., 9/8@
1.52

......... ,,_,,,, _, ......;r.............,, ,i',r",I,"" ,I,.... ii,lllnll_. .r,............_T l.p.p....,Ir,,.,..lllIii1,'_i_. ",'li,libel,qllmP'.',,_1,,,i,,i....II"lM'_rlllll' ""'"_lll_"' ,r,.i.rl,,,.,._r.!ipl.l,r..._l,lllIlIl'rl',ll,ill,,,,,'",' 'll'I'"_11_"
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After flu_hing out 23 downstream slugs it was possible to discharge

the metal column in process tube 2575 with a rear,mum force of 3000

pounas. A new process tube was installed and recharged with metal.

_Iring the 2574 outage the September metal discharge was conducted.

In addition, process tube 3178 was pushed from the pile with a m._xi-
mum force of 8000 pounds and a new _uos was installed and charged

with metal. Sections of both process tubes 2574 and 3178 were saved

for further examination. During the shutdown two tubes of metal

from PT-IOS-313-6M (Aloha calmed slugs from rods salt bath beta heat

treated at Lackawanna) were discharged at a concentration of 1CO MWD/T.

In addition, five thorium slu_s were charged into process tube 2773

i under PT-IO5-516-A.
m

|I DR pile Was shut down from 3:52 A. M. to h:05 A. M. on Seotember 16
4j because of a low pressure trip on Panellit gauge 1551. The pile was

shut down from 5:12 A. M. to 5:33 A. M. on September 22 because the

Bourdon tube in Panellit gauge 2888 ruptured. DR pile was shut down
| for a third Panellit scram from 1:5_ A. M. to 2'03 A. M. on September=

24 because of ruptured capillary tube.
F Pile

0 The following five _ptured slugs caused the shutdown of F pi].e

il during September:

Tabe No. Shutdown Started to Power

2365 1:53 A.M., 9/4 6:11 A.M., 9/5

ii 0567 l:Oh A.M., 9/12 11:O4 P.M., 9/13

0868 8:15 A.M., 9/16 1:57 P.M., 9/17

3966 6:20 P.M., 9/19 6:47 P.M., 9/19

2181 5:O4 A.M., 9/20 5:37 A:M., 9/20

i

_m lt was possible to discharEe the metal columns in process tubes
3966 and 2181 with the charging machine and resume operations within

._ the scram recovery period.

_| After flushing out 23 downstream slugs, the metal column in process

tube 2365 could not be moved with a maxinnnn force of 5000 pounds.
Following the transfer of 39 upstream slugs to process tube 23_5 by

means of the twin transfer cask, the metal charge was loosened with
a _sximum force of 6000 pounds. The process tube itself was pushed

__ from the pile with a force of 5000 pounds and a new tube was installed

| and charged with metal. During the 2365 outage the #_ horizontal
| control rod thimble was removed from the pile. After two feet of

_i graphite channel had been chipped sa_dvacuumed, an atbempt to install
m _ a new thimble proved unsuccessful when the thimble was damaged during

W insertion. Consequently, a step plug, blank flange, and shielding

N
....... _,IIM,"I,,I.... ,,, ,,_ ,,,,_1,,,,,,,' .............. _' _'11..... Umlr'_"_'.... '1_.... _,,,,',,_r.....'I'...... ,,','1'".....P'PI_'_'11_q''"1,",r'_''"_........'_'q_'ll]ll_.......r,__ ',_l'll]lo,'_,,,,I'!
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were installed in the thimble entry. In addition, the metal

columns in a total of h5 process tubes located in the lower far

corner of F pile were successfully backseated using a maximum

force of 600 pounds during the outage.

It was possible to dischar<e the" metal column in O567 with a charg-

ing machine and resume operations at 1:35 A. M. on September 12.

• However, after reaching a power level of 319 _ it was necessary

i to shut the pile do'_n again at 3:10 A. [,[. because of insufficient
I
, reactivity for continued operation.

i

During the subsequent out_ge, a new #h HCR thimble was installedand the horizontal control rod was reassembled and returned to

l service. _._ile conductlng the Seotember metal discharF,e, consid-

ql erable difficulty was experienced with both charging machines and

repeated adjustments w4re required to prevent scratching of the

slu_s. On several occasions it was necessary to spline out charged

J_ slugs to check whether they had been damaged durin_ charging. Ap-
proximately 8 faulty thermocouples were repaired and a new rear gun-

| barrel and process tube were installed in 3h67 during the shutdown.

l Also, process tube 3582 was pushed with a maximum force of 3000

pounds and a new tube was installed.
During the poison push outage following the O557 shutdown, process

tube 3378 was discharged because of a suspected ruptured slug.

Examination of the metal column revealed no ruptured slug, but five

downstream slugs exhibited considerable cavitational attack.

At bOO psi water pressure it was possible to flush out only the

downstream dummies in process tube 0868. The metal column could

not be backseated with a maximum force of 5000 pounds. While trans-

ferring 61 upstream slugs to process tube 0869, considerable splining

difficulty was encountered. When a maximum force of II,000 pounds

would not push the process tube containing the 3 remaining slugs, it
| was necessary to remove the rear gunbarrel before the tube could be

| pushed from the pile. Considerable rear face air borne conta_ination
[]
_| resulted during the operation.

|
a The metal columns in both process tubes 2180 and 2265 were discharged

i with the charging machine on September 20 because of high rear pil-l

" tail readings However, only one ruptured slug from process tube 2181
| was discovered in the two metal columns along with a total of seven
4

slightly pitted slugs from both tubeso
I

-I
l

i

i1" .154
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H Pile

Three ruptured slugs caused the shut down of H pile durin_ September,
as follows:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power

3h60 1:20 P.M., 9/13 2:O1 P.M., 9/13

2984 3:2b P.M._ 9/17 1:25 PoM., 9/19

3577 h:02 A.M., 9/27 I%:38 A.M._ 9/27

It was possible to discharge the metal column in 3h60 with the

' charging machine and resume operations within the scram recovery

period.
I

After flushing out 16 downstream slu_s, the metal column in 298h
could not be moved ,_ith a force of 3000 pounds. After pushing

the process tube and the remaining slugs lh feet with a maximum

force of 6000 pounds, the process tube stuck. It was necessary
to remove the rear gunbarrel before the tube could be completely

removed from the pile. A new gunbarrel and process tube were in-

stalled and charged with metal. The rupture in tube 2985 was an8-inch slug (third 8-inch rupture). Examination of the process
tube revealed a small hole in the tube between the ribs at the

location of the 8-inch ruptured slug.

During the outage an experimental neoprene pigtail was removed

from the rear of process tube 0980 (PT-IOS-519-A)o In addition,

graphite ssmples (PT-IO5-5Oh-E) were discharged from process tube
0776 and an attempt was made to charge a second set of graphite

samples into the inner A1 tube. However, inspection of the inner

l A1 tube revealed it to be rupt',_ed. Consequently, the non-irrad-. iated samples were discharged and the inner A1 tube was removed

from the process tube. After satisfactorily pressure testing

process tube 0776, the tube was charged with solid aluminum dummies.a
During the 298h outage the September metal discharge was conducted
and the installation of the front crossheader Panellit pressure

monitoring system was completed. In addition, a total of 38 process
tubes in the central zone of H pile were charged,with h-inch slugs

i under the following metal fabrication production tests:

PT-IO5-313 ,Ty_e of Slugs Tube_____s

_M Alpha-canned, uranium metal 4

powder metallurgy

i 5M Triple-dipped, rods finished IOby _!d dr_wing
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PT-I05-313 Type of Slugs Tubes
I

6M Alpha-canned,rods salt bath 12
beta heat treated at
Lackawanna

d

9M Triple-dipped, Fernald 12
evaluation metal

],

During the 298h outage, a high rear pigtail reading resulted in the

a discharge of the metal column in process tube 4376. No ruptured

i slug was located in the charge, but a pressure test of the
process

tube revealed it to be leaking. The process tube was established
| as an air tube.

The recirculation cool_ng water loop in process tube O961 was
i m_itched to regular process water on September i because of a

bearing failure on the high pressure pump. However, the system

was returned to recirculation status on September 9 and operated

satisfactorily during the remainder of the month. Also, on Sept-
ember 5 another injection of uranyl nitrate was made into process

i @ tube 2369 for simulated ruptured slug detection tests.

On September 2h it was necessary to reduce the power level at H pile
because the exit water temperature of process tube 3577 was approx-
imately 6 to 12° C higher than the temperature of adjacent tubes.
The Panellit pressure remained normal and an instrument check re-

ii vealed no faulty components in the temporary monitoring system. On

September 27 H pile was scrammed at h:02 Ao M. because of a faculty
Panellit gauge on row No. 2. The metal column in process tube 3577
was discharged and recharged with solid aluminum dummies. Inspection

_H of the 32 8-inch slugs from 3577 revealed a small hole in the can

I sidewall of one slug. This represents the fourth 8-inch slug rupture
! under the present program of PT-IOS-JI3-2M.
!

H pile was scrammed at 6:15 P. M. on September ii because of a faulty
Panellit gauge on row No. 3 which could not be located before recovery
at 6:31 P. M. H pile was shut down again from l:hh A. M. to 2:00 A. M.

i on September 12 because of faulty Panellit gauge 0372. A second Pan-
m ellit scram from 5:13 A. M. to 5:2b A. M. on September 12 resulted in

the location of a bad terminal on Panellit gauge 0368 and a short in
Panel]it gauge 0353o

i

:m FRODUCTIGN TESTS!

J 509-E - Effect of Low pH Alum Water on Pile Operation
_i .....

in process tubes 2171, 2570, and 3571 were reolaced with r_m_1_ ll-.t,-,r.h
weighed slugs and the process tubes were returned to the Panellit scram
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system. Prior to charging, process tube 2570 was replaced with a
new tube and process tube 2171 was borescoped. In addition, a
column of weighed 4-inch slugs was charged into regular process
tube 2070, which will be used as a control tube. With all five
process tubes (2170, 3472, 2171,.3571, and 2570) charged with
weighed slugs, the inpils experimental tests to evaluate the effect
of low pH, alum-treated process water on pile operation were init-
iated° Corrosion, film formation, and effluent activity data will
be obtained at pHs of 7.0, 7._, and 7.65.

50h-E - Study of Gas - Graphite Reactions

During the September 18 outage at H pile, the quartz capsules contain-

ing graphite specimens which had been exposed to CO and CO2 gases at
water temperatures were.discharged from the inner aluminum tube.
After charging new graphite samples it was discovered that the inner
aluminum tube was ruptured. Consequently, the non-irradiated samples
were discharged and the inner aluminum tube was removed. After pres-
suz_ testing, process tube 0776 was charged with solid aluminum
dummies. The study of inpile gas-graphite reactions will continue
after replacement of the inner aluminum tube.

@ 516-A - Effects of Irradiation on Thorium Slugs

The charging of five thorium slugs into process tube 2773 during
the September 7 outage at DR pile completed the charging of _5
rolled and h5 extruded 6 1/2-inch _mbonded thorium slugs into the
piles. It is the purpose of these tests to evaluate the effects
of increased exposures (up to 1000 MWD/AT), as well as the irrad-
iation effects on extruded thorium slugs_ The first columns of
thorium slugs irradiated to high concentrations will be discharged
during October.

PROCESS DEVELOPMENT
-- L- , , , ,,, .

An informal request for $19,0OO has been submitted to the A & B
Com_Litteefor the installation of equipment for the charging and
discharging of poison columns during pile operation on 18 process
tubes at B pile. The operational feasibility of this facility was
recently demonstrated at B pile with equipment installed on process
tube 1277. Upon approval it is estimated that between 3 to h months
will be required for material procurement and installation.

In conj_mction with a study to evaluate the production gains possible
through the relaxation of the present 600 MWD/T _ %% concentration in
order to vary discharges and dampen reactivity c_cles, it has been

@• III:P.|A  m :mr,

]! ",', .15,;,
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D
shown that the average discharge concentration has a nmch more pro-
nounced effect on the isotopic ratio of plutonium 2hO to plutonium

?39 _!_anthe range of discharge concentrations employed to obtain

a _p/_cific average concentration.
I/

it _Jhas ;been suggested that it might be extremely attractive to utilize
the excess filter capacity at th_ present piles (employing aluminum
sulfate) to provide part of the filter plant capacity required fo_ the
K piles. If new lines connecting the KE-_, D-DR, and B-C areas were
constructed and tied into the present export water system, it would be

possible to transport over 200_000 gpm excess filtered water to K
areas as follows:

F 27,000 gpm
}I _O,000 gpm
D-UR 60,000 gpm
B-C "86,000 gpm

213,000 gpm

By doing this it would be necessary to const_ct only one filter
plant at K area, with a substantial decrease in capital costs.

I _ During September the delayed neutron monitoring equipment was modifiedqp so that it monitored a samole of water from the near downcomer, repre-
senting half of H pile effluent water. When two ruptured slugs (3h60
and 298h) occurred at H pile during the month, the ratio of signal to
background of the delayed neutron monitoring equipment was 2 to 3 times
as great as that with the beta monitoring equipment. This was obtained
in spite of the fact that the water s_mple from the offending cross-
header had been diluted by a factor of 23 before reaching the delayed
neutron monitor. At month's end duPont scientilation counter and

filter equipment was being connected to effluent sample lines at H
pile for testing with future injections of uranyl nitrate (PT-105-523-A).

Additional evidence of cavitational pitting attack on slugs discharged

from F pile was obtained during September. Ruptured slugs 0868 and
m 2151 exhibited cavitational pitting, and slugs from the downstream end

o plus transfer tube 2356,
of ruptured columns 2365, 0868, and _181,
showed varying degrees of cavitational pitting. In an effort to evaluate

__ the causes and conditions necessa._yfor cavitational attack an extensive
program has been formulated, a large portion of which is already under-
way. The program consists of the following:

-=

I I - Investigations of the effect of ferric sulphate versusalum sulphate and sodium dichromate versus no dichromate
water treatment in the 50-tube mockup. Tests will also
investigate the effect of temperature, velocity, static

pressure, film formation, and mechanical obstructions.
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@
2 - Visual studies of the cavitational phenomenon in a

glass process tube mockup.

3 - Induction heater tests to determine the effect of hot
slug surfaces with various mechanical obstructions°

5 - Submerged Jet impingemeffttests and rotating disc
tests to investigate the influence of water treatment,
temperature, velocity, types of metal and film formation.
Included will be high frequency interupted _et tests
which will provide a mechanical analogue of cavitation
in which b_bble collapse will be simulated by imoact
forces.

5 -Two dimensional nozzle studies of high temperature
ca_%tation includin_ pressure, temperature, and
velocity variations o

6 - Slug cocking tests incorporating the effect of process
tube bowing, weld overhangs, and blistered slugs.

7 - Investigation of the effect of alum,ferric sulphate,
sodium dichromate, and purging on the growth of front

process tube barnacles or corrosion products. This
will include the examination of a substantial number

of pile process tubes to determine the status of
front tube corrosion and the examination of a repre-
sentative series of process tubes before and after

pile purges.

8 - Examination of ali leaking process tubes and pitted
slugs to determine the type and frequency of cavit-
ational attack, and the examination of ordinary
process tubes and slugs for comparison.

9 - The determination of the effect of alum, ferric
sulphate, dichromate and purging through full scale
pile process water tests. It is planned to leave
H and B piles on ferric sulphate treatment without

dichromate and with purging. C and DR piles will
utilize alum and sodium dichromate treatment plus
purging. F will continue with alum treatment with-
out dichromate but purging will be initiated. D

i pile will continue with alum treatment and no purg-lng, but the addition of sodium dichromate will be
| initiated. In this way it is planned to evaluate

i the optimum water treatment from the standpoint ofcavitational attack for K pile water plant designs.
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DECLA$SJFfEDRUPTURED SLUGS

Twelve instances of inpile uranium slug failures occurred during
September, bringing the total ntumberto date to 229. The attached
table presents all data available at month's end regarding these
12 ruotured slugs. It was possible to successfully discharge only
h of these ruptured slugs with the charging machine and resume
operations within the scram recovery period. Seven group 8 slugs
were included in the September slug failures, bringing the total
number to date to 7ho In addition, the third and fourth group 9
slug failures (8-inch slugs) occurred during September at H pile.

Enclosure: 1. Comparative Reactor Performance
2. Reactor Outages
3. Tabulation of Ruptured Slu_s

PAULOVICH/slc
DISTRIBUTION:

Cy I - addressee
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B D DR F H TOTAL

Scheduled

Metal Discharge 5.3 30.3 _ 30.9 21.9 i.i 89.5

Maintenance h.5 30.8 7.0 h2.3

Production Tasts [_.O 15.O 1.5 0.5 h.5 25.5

Special Production 0°6 3.0 2.0 9.9 I_.5

Unscheduled

Ruptured Slug Removal g5.1 19.h IO.5 52.6 2k.5 162.I

Panellit 0.3 0.9 I.I 2.3
.....=....

Total Hours 65.0 65.0 51.3 107.8 Is8.1 337.2

@
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TABULATION OF RUPTUREDURANIUM SLUGS-I

......... ,,i , ,

m • _ _ _ Assigned

r_t_ .fi_,__ _ .__ o" op_tlng
o 2 m o o e ,_ o _ Prodaction

. a I Charged _ _ _ _ _ _ a ' Loss Circumstanc,o _ _ _ o o o o _ _ _ . i_(_tlWO].-i(_]ays)}Shutdown and

218 2365-F I)i0-IO-51 274 365 7.9 557 535 40 61 1076 2.O1 Hi_ exit water s
2) 12-%-51 Flushed out 23 da
3)9"h-52 slugs--Transferrz

stream slugs. PusII

remaining charge
force of 6000 ibs

..... __ ,,,, ,,., .. = 1_ i , -__ _-_ ,.,, , ,,--- _ " -_ .... :---

i 219 2574-DR 1)11-5-51 257 394 8.0 596 580 _I 60 324 .56 High exit water
| 2)12-24-51 Flushed out 23 d_

| 3)9-6"52 slugs--Loosened
. charge with ferc:

III )3-28-51 Flushed out 17 d(
3)9-8-52 slugs--Transferr_

. stream slugs to
'tube& remaining
_ith maximum for,
Lbs.

221 0480-B 1)1-31-51 363 252 4.8 503 565 1097 1.94 [_ighexit water
2)9-12-51 Discharged with c

'I 3 )9"9-52 machine--Unable
_ithin scram rec,

......... -

|
! .

"I ' ' )
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TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS . September, 1952 +

. _,_.. . ¢_

m o Assigned __o
om ;_ Operating _

" • Production o
'_._'_ _,E_ Loss Ci_st_naesc_ '_ '_o_ , _
m_+_: ._{_ (_,fl_D_!+][-0_:iS_ Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slug..... +_ ,,.. :_ w,mmlNN..._._._, -:-: , _:: , i",: _ - " __ - ' _:-_'+:++ _ - : _:=:.,4J.. _ -_ t_ _ .... ,.': .... . ....... _" : +-- _ -"_

hO 61 10761 2.01 High exit water activity-- Oan sidewall failure. MRB
Flushed out 23 downstream 10-10-51
slu_s--Transferred 39 up- Truck

' stream slugs. Pushed out , &
remaining charge with maxlmu_ Group 8
,forceof 6000 ibs.

+ hl 60 32_1 .56 High exit water activlty_-+ Oan sidewall failure 196-U
I Flushed out 23 downstream 11-5-51

+ slugs--Loosened remaining Truck 5 +I

: charge with force of 3000 ib_ &
Group 8

: 47 548 .94 High exit water activity--
= Flushed out 17 downstream

:i slugs--Transferred _5 up-
'I stream slugs to 036h--Pushed

I

tube & remaining 2 slugs out
with maximum force of Ii,000

: ibs.

1097 1.94 _izh exit water activity-- End cap failure MP_
Discharged with charging 1-31-51
machine--Unable to recover Truck 3

_ithin scram recovery period, &

I
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TABULATION OF RUP'_RED U_ANIUM SII]GS ...........
h O

•_ _O _0o _ g [_:_ Operating g
b h _- - Production . o h

,_ l,_,-, Circurnstantes of ,a ,,_
o _ / S 0'm t_ .,__- Shutdown and Removal Obe rvations of Slug

54 .IO ttigh exit water activity-- E_d cap failure MHH
Discharged with charging I_-7-51
ma_line--Un,ble to recover Truck I0

within scr_n r,_oovery period &
, Group 8

245 .40 High exit _ater activity-- Oan sidewall failure ZEG
Discharged with charging i_-6-51
machlne--Rasumed operations Truck 8

' within scram r_covery period &
Group 8

34 51 1271 2.2h High exit wst_r a_tlvi'Qy_- Uranium split failure MRG
Flushed out 30 downstream 3-26-51
slu_s--Loo_ened remaining _"_uckII
charge with 3600 Ibs force. &

64 2456 h.56 High exit water activity.- Can sidewall failure MRG
Necessary to transfer 61 up- 12-7-51
stream slugs to 0869--T_be & Truck i],
remaining 3 slugs pushed out &
iwlth maxim_zmforce of ii,OO0 Group 8
Ibs.--Rsm, gUnbarrel removed

16 673 l.ll High exit water activity-- Can sidewall fail_re-- MRB
Flushed out 16 downstream 8" Hole about i" diameter in _-7-52

: slugs--Force of 6000 Ibs can. Truck 2
moved tube l_'--Removed rear &
gunbarrel.-Pushed out tube & Group 9

_ remaining charge--Small hole,
! in process tube between ribsl

i at rupture location.
• _ _ , _ _I r _-----_-.... ...........

.......... ,......... ,........... lr ' 11 l'r...._ _l,,_I " ' Ill.....r,l,,,..... mm , ,ql , lr,lUll,'U11"_r'UI.......... )11'_,I[,'lllr....,'111._. ',ro,r/i,I",,i,_,,Ii,,'iI)_I_I(_IUI,II,,l,r,' II"l_llp,I?,ml llllilIl'IF-



TABULATION OF RUPTUREDURANIUM SLUGS

, ,,,, ....

• o '_ _ _ So_ _° Assigned

Date c _M i_'_ _ _ _ "_°_._°_ _o Operating
ev _m _ _ _ _ _ Productiono l_ Canned _ _ _ _ _ _ Loss_o_- o ' ° "_ _ _ _ Ci_mumstanc,

_ 2) Charged _ _ _ o o o o _ o
___ ...... _ _ 3] Ruotured _ _ _ o ....z a. ,__, -__ I(_'_D)(D_ys_ Shutdown.and ]

227 3966-F I) 10-11-51 289 370 505 540 54 .I0 High exit water
2) 12-5-51 Discharged with ¢
3) 9-19-52 machine--Resumsd

within scram rec,

,, , . , , , , , ,,,,,, ............ , , ,,

228 2181-F i) 12-13-51 246 375 506 540 54 .IO iHighexit water
2) 1-18-52 Discharged with
3) 9-20-52 machine--Resumed

within scram rec,

...............
...... __ ,,, , _,_ | ,_ ,,,,. ..,, _ ,

229 3577-H l) 4-15-52 137 376 610 _5 .1% Abn_lly high
2) 5-13-52 temperature. Disi
3) 9-27-52 charging machine

operations withi:
• recovery period.

......... , ---- ,,,

P

B

\, • •
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TABULATION O_ RUPTURED URANIUM SLUGS ' _'_
_ '_ _L._4N_=. °

,, ___ __

_ o Assigned ' _

oc _ o Operating _ =
o

_ " Production _
_o_ Loss Ci_mumstances of

_-_ Shutdown and Removal Observations of Slug _.,, ,

, ,,--_-m-......m=....._ - _ _-

_ .I0 High exit water activity-- End cap _lure. MRS

Discharged _ith charging 10-11-51
machine--Resumed operations Truck 3
within scram recovery period &

, Group 8

_ .I0 High exit water activity-- End cap failure MRH
Discharged with charging 12-13-51
machine--Resumed operations Truck
within scram recovery period &

--- ---_. Group 8

95 .15 Abnormally high exit water Can sidewall failure MRG
temperature. Discharged with _-15-52charging machine--Resumed
operations within scram Truck 2
recovery period. ' &

Group 9
,,L • __
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i

SUBJEC-_: IO0 AR&_S MONTHLY REPORT - OCTOBER 1952 N__

Sy:_O L: O P:KivP

PILE O PEF_%TION

General

The maximum operatin_ level attained during the month of October,
1952 bF each of the piles, and the correspondin_ equivalent percent-

a_e of the power level index, are as follows:

B D DR F H

MWD 600 575 585 558 630
Percent 300 288 293 279 315

B and H piles established individual new maximum operating levels
during October. October 28 marked the occurrence of a new maximum

of 2904 _D for simultaneous five-pile total production, and a new

m_imum of 2910 _W for simults.neous five-pile combined power l_vel.

With the occurrence of only ii ruotured slugs, only h of which
required minimum downtime outages, total oroduction for October

was 77,587 _#D (llh.3 percent of forecasti. This reoresents a new

per diem maximum oroduction of 2,503 _D per'day.

_t months end the follow,ing percentage of metal in each of the piles
_- consisted of 8" slugs (PT-IOS-313-2m):

B D DR F H

Percent 36o_ 42o0 69o9 33.h 65.h

During October hB outlet water temperature thermocouples failed,

primarily at F and H piles. Approximate ly ,33 hours of outage time
was required to repair or replace these defective thermocouples.

..... . ...... .

_
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B Pile

A new maximum power level of 600 _ was established at B pile on

October 27 and a new maximum daily production of 600 Mg_D was achieved

on October 28° The si_=nificant increase in power level resulted from

poison adjustments and orifice chan_es accomplished durin_ the October

lh outage, plus changes in ooerating control rod configurations. The

600 MW maximum power level was limited by boiling disease limitations.

During the month of October B pile was shut down for the folLo,_ing h

ruptured slugs:

Tube No° Shutdown . Started to Power
....._.

0680 - 10:59 A. M., 10/2 11:24 A. M., 10/2

3054 3:IO Po M., 10/6 3:34 P. M., 10/6

3892 8:05 P. Mo, 10/13 5:52 P. M., 10/15

o862 2:51 A.M., 10/29 7:OOA. M., 10/30

lt was possible to discharge the metal columns in process tubes 0680

and 3054 with the charging machine and resume operations within thescram recovery period.

The metal column in process tube 3892 could not be moved with a force

of 2500 pounds. After flushing out 46 downstream slugs, it was not
possible to loosen the remainder of the charge with a maximum force

of 8000 pounds. After trsnsferring 2 upstream slugs to process tube

3891 with the twin transfer cask, difficulty was encountered with

the third slug, which lodged in the cask° When a spline was inserted

in an attempt to free the third slug and push it back into the process

tube, the slug stuck at the front gunbarrel flange. With difficulty,

the spline was removed and the third piece was pushed back into the

process t_be. By exerting a force of 6000 pounds, it was possible

to push the process tube 55 inches out the rear of the pile. After

cutting off the protruding section of tube and removing the rear

gunbarrel, the remaining portion of the process tube containing the

rest of the slugs was pushed out with a maximum force of 2000 pounds°

= The rear gunbarrel was reinstalled, but it proved impossible to
install a new process tube because of a bent front gunbarrel. Conse-

quently, the tube was established as an air tube with steel dummies

and neutron shielding on the front face.

| During the 3892 outage the metal discharge for October was accomplished.

In addition, the #9 horizontal control rod was removed from the pile

and a hydrostatic pressure test confirmed a leak in the #9 HCR thimble.

i A blank flange and neutron shielding were installed over the #9 HCR

{ _."'<1'Li ,.'j'_.'., _ : ,_ ',:ll,i

i 167
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opening in order to permit subsequent replacement of the thimblee
One radioactively "hot" P-lO poison slug_scheduled to be charged
into process tube 3476 was discovered to be ruptured and was
replaced with a 5-inch perforated dummy in the poison column.
The ruptured P-lC slug was removed for burial. During the discharge
shutdown, ten experimental front face caps with short (1-Lnch)

,, inserts were installed under PT-MR'I05-4.

The metal column in 0862 could not be loosened with a force of 2500

pounds° After flushing out 5 downstream slugs, the remainin_ metal
column could not be moved with a maximum force of 8000 pounds. It
was necessa_r to remove the rear gunbarrel before the process tube
and remaining slugs could be pushed out with a force of 7500 pounds.
A new rear gunbarrel and process tube were installed and charged
with regular metal. During the 0862 outage, 35 additional special
front face caps ,_ithshort inserts were installed during the supple-
mentary October discharge conducted.

Following startup, it was necessary to shut B pile down from 9:15 A. M.
to 12:30 P. M. on October 30 to charge temporary poison in order to
allow increased power level operation with #9 HCR rod out of service.

This was followed by a shutdown from 1:25 P. M. to 2:10 P. M. on
October 30 to install a larger orifice on tube 1382, which was limit-
ing power level° The temporary poison columns were discharged during
an outage lasting+from 4:47 A. M. to 6-22 A. M. on October 31.

On October 8, one percent of helium (approximately 200 cubic feet)
was added to the COp atmosphere at B mile in an attempt to locate
CO2 leakage by mean§ of helium leak detection equipment. Similar
additions of helium were made on October 13 and October 23. No
leaks were discovered originating from the top of the pile or from
the horizontal control rod thimbles. However, while checking several
rows of process tubes, it was discovered that the front face bellows
on tubes 0270, 0460, 0469, 4190 and 4682 were leaking by various
degreeso

On October 22 high I05-B background readings were traced to effluent
vapors originating from the surge breaker outside the building, indi-
cating that it had been broken during the recent construction work
on the I05-B and I05-C effluent connection. Stop gap repairs to the
Junction box were madeo

@
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D Pile

Two ruotured slug indications caused the shutdomn of D pile
durinE October as follows:

Tube _Io. Shutflown Started to Po_er
.

2054. 2:28 ?. M., 1,0/16 2:5h P..',! , 10/16
Crossheader 7:h6 P. M., 1,0/19 8:20 P. M., 19/l_
42i/2

It was possible to discharge the metal col_um in process tube 208h
with the charging machine and resume operations within she scram
recover-Iperiod. It was not possible to definitely locate a suspect
rupture on October 19.by a pigtail sur-_eyof rear crossheader J_21/2.

During the scheduled outage initiated on October 1 for the discharge
of metal, the thimble for the #7 horizontal control rod was pressure
tested satisfactorily° After replacing considerable graphite track,
a new control rod tip section was installed and the #9 HCR was re-
assembled and returned to normal service. During the discharge out-

age special tubing was connected from the rear nozzles of process
tubes Ohgl, 169h, 237h, 2_87 and 2792 to an existing spare line in
the sample room in order to determine the effect of power level on
the radioactivity of effluent alum treated cooling water. Also, a
soecial thermocouple assembly was installed in process tube 1383 to
obtain data or central slug temperatures, uranium thermal conduct-

ivity, and rates of slug temperature rises after coolin_ water
shut-off (PT-10%-Sll-P)•

On October 20 a water leak was discovered in the inner rod room,

apparently coming from the #h horizontal control rod. The #h HCR
was temporarily removed from service and satisfactorily pressu_m
tested. On October 21 a hydrostatio pressure test of the #7 hori-
zontal control rod revealed that it wa,'_the source of the water
leak. Consequently, the #7 horizontal control rod was removed from
service and pulled into the outer rod room. Examination revealed
a leak located at the welded junction between the rod rack and the
rod tip section. The leak apparently resulted from a very poor
Heliarc weld. The too and bottom plates were remowd and the leak-

ing tubing was rewelded along with the welds on the other two tubes.
After satisfactorily pressure testing the control rod_ the #9 HCR
was placed back in the inner rod room pending investigation during
the next available shutdown of bind__ngdifficulties.

• DECLAS, IFIE9
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On October 28 a leak was noted on process tube 3961 where the
front pigtail connection was welded to the crossheader. D oile
was shut down at 6:05 P. M. on October 29 for a supplementa_j
metal discharge, originally scheduled for early in November.
The #7 HCR was returned to sezvice and the lea'_[front pigtail
on tube 3961 was replaced. _n unsuccessful attemot was made to
install special front pigtails on tubes 1382 and i38h under
PT-lO%-hll-P. _xcavation around the leaking joint in the effluent
line nearest the retention basin revealed that the joint had
slipped out of line. To repair the leak concrete was ooured

around the lower two thirds of the line, the upper section was
grouted, and the excavation was backfilled to the top of the
effluent line.

Following startup, it was necessary to shut D pile down from
10:36 A. M. to 12:52 P. M. on October 31 to charge temporar.j
poison in order to allow increased power level operation. This
was followed by a Panellit scram lasting from 2:h8 P. M. to
3:12 P. M. on October 31. D pile was shut do,_nagain from 11:37
P. M. on October 31 to 2:18 A. M. on November 1 to discharge the
temoorary poison columns.

DR Pile

With the exception of the October metal discharge outage initiated
on October 15, DR pile operated the entire month of October without
incident, at an average power level of 566 MW.

During the October 16 discharge outage, the special column of
slugs in process tube 3577 (Project Bluenose, PT-IOS-507-A) was
discharged because of failure of the Potter flow meter. The
special front _,d rear face nozzles and equipment were removed
from tube 3577 and installed on tube 367h. A new metal column
of 6& &-inch slugs was charged into process tube 3674 for an
exposure of 600 F_D/T. Removal of the orifice and cone screen

of process tube 3577 revealed that the cone screen was partially
plugged with small particles of metal. During the shutdown two
tubes (3275 and 3583) of h-inch slu_s fabricated from rods salt
bath beta heat treated at Lackawanna (PT-IO5-313-6M) were dis-
charged. Also, one tube (3289) of h-inch slugs fabricated by
uranium metal powdered metallurgy (PT-IO5-313-hM) was discharged.

" In addition, 5 thorium slugs plus 28 regular 8-inch slugs were
, discharged from tube 3483 as part of the orogram to evaluate the
! effect of irradiation on thorium slugs (PT-IO5-516-A)4

I

' During the discharge outage the rear gunbarrel of 3188 was removed

and a new rear gunbarrel was installed. After thebroaching graphite
channel and reaming the front gunbarrel, a new process tube was

!
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installed, pressure tested, a_nd charged with 8-inch slugs.

While discharging ANL-172 from process tube 1167, it was noted

that the tube was excessively corroded and contained a hea-_y
deposit of hard film. The special nozzles were removed from

process tube 1167 and the tube. was charged with solid aluminum

dummies. Before startup,.process tubes 1167, 2574_ 3179 and

3188 were all hydrostatically tested satisfactorily.

The following6 ruptured slug indications caused the shutdown of
F pile during OctoBer:

Tube No. Shutdow._n Started to Power
o

0866 1:44 e. M., 10/4 2:10 P. M., 10/4

1779 7:16 _. M., 10/6 9"LO A. M., 10/B

3971 11:12 A. M., 10/15 5:2B P. M., 10/16

1479 4:45 P. M., 10/19 5:12 P. M., 10/19
Crossheader 6:53 P. M., 10/21 7"29 P. M , 10/21l/2 " •

3965 7:18 A. M., 10130 7:57 A. M., 10/30

It was possible to discharge the metal columns in process tubes

0866, 1479 and 3965 with _he charging machine and resume operations

within the scram recovel_j period. No suspect rear pigtail could be
located on real" crossheader 24 1/2 on October 21.

It was possib].e to loosen and discharge the metal column in process
tube 1779 with a maximum force of only 2000 pounds. Because of

indications of water leakage in the upper sections of the pile prior

to the 1779 shutdown, it was decided to hydrostatically pressure

test portions of the pile. After indi,ridually pressure testing a

total of 812 process tubes (rows 30 up thru h6, rows I up _hrough 5)

it was discovered that process tube 0585 was leaking. After discharg-
ing 0585 with the charging machine, the tube was dye stained in order

to locate the leakage point. A tube cutter was pushed lh feet in

from the front face with a maximum force of 12,O00 pounds before

the cutter failed. After running another cutter in 4 feet from the

rear face with a force of 3,000 pounds, tube removal attempts were
abandoned and tube 0585 was established as an air tube. The front

14 foot and rear 4 foot split sections of the process tube were
removed and saved for detailed examination.

DILring the 1779 outage the metal columns in a total of 60 process!

i tubes located in the lower far corner of F pile were successfully

i @ backseated with a maximum force of 600 pounds wlth the exception
I

' " ...." .
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of tube 0383. A force of 1OO0 po_mds was required to backseat
the charge in 0383. Consequently, the metal column was discharged
and the tube was established as an air tube. During the shutdown
process tube 106_ was satisfactorily pressure tested and charged
with metal. Six thermocouple_ were _nstalled and _ new thermo-
couole leads were run from the control room to the rear face. Tn
addition, a suspected restriction in the 107-190_ effluent line
(large volumes of water were noted escaping from the man hole near
the outlet end of the 107 retention basin on October 5) was invest-
i_ated during the shutdown° Several miscellaneous objects (saw
horse, basin olanks, pieces of plywood) were removed from the 107
manifold and the situation was remedied.

On October'lO the exit water tezpe_ature of process tube 4L80 was
observed to be considerably higher than that of surrounding tubes,
while the Panellit pressure remained normal. Consequently, F pile
was shut down from 2:10 P. M. to 3:01 P. M. on October l0 to dis-
charge tube _80 and recharge it with solid aluminum dummies. It
was discovered that a defective thermocouple was the cause of the
abnormall_ high effluent water temperature.

On October iO the installation of 90 silica gel moisture indicators
connected to the rear'face plenum chamber samole lines was completed
and put into service. During the remainder of the month the moisture
indicators operated satisfactorily.

After flushing out h downstream slugs the metal column in process
tube 3971 could be neither pushed or backseated with a maximum
force of _OOO pounds_ Fifty-nine upstream slugs were then trans-
ferred to tube 3970 with the twin transfer cask. It was possible
to loosen and discharge the ruptured slug with a force of 12,OOO
pounds. After remo_rlngthe rear gunbarrel the process tube was
pushed out with a force of 5000 pounds and the channel was estab-
lished as an air tube. Portions of the process tube were saved
for examination. During the 3971 outage an inspection of the front
section of several process tubes revealed extremely ba<._arnacle
growth in most of the tubes. In addition, process tube 0383 was
split from rear to front with the tube splitter employing forces
less than 5000 potmds. The front 6-foot section of the process
tube was removed from the pile, cut off, and saved for examination.
Tube 0383 was then returned to its status as an air tube_

On October 23 a water leak w-asobserved at the front of process tube
3360 due to a split nut on the nozzle end of the front pigtail. F
pile was shut dow_ from 10:O8 A. M. to 10:3_ A. M. on October 23 to
replace the cracked pigtail connector on tube 3360. T_lesolit pig-

tail aonnector was sent to the 300 Area for metallographic exantlnation.



H Pile

A new maximum power level of 6]0 MW was first attained on

October 27, with a new maximum daily production of 630 _JD
achieved on October 28. A new maxim_nn monthly production of
17,776 _¢D was achieved at ;{oile in October.

Only one ruptured slug caused the shutdown of H oile during
October as follows:

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power

hLY4 8:37 P. M., 10/15 9:32 P. M., 10/15

lt was possible to discharge the metal column in 4h7_ with the

Charging machine anc_ resume operations within the scram recovery
period.

During the shutdown initiated on October 19 to accomplish the
October metal discharge, the recirculation system installed in

tube 0961 was tested because of pressure variations exoerienced

during operation. When the orifice and cone screen were removedit was found that the cone screen was full of small concrete part-
icles necessitating the replacement of the cone screen. Because

of these difficulties the reolacement of tube O961 and the charg-

ing of uranilun slugs into the cooling water recirculation setup

was cancelled in order to obtain another month' s shakedown operation.

During the outage an experimental neoprene pigtail was removed from

the rear of process tube 377h and a new neoprene pigtail was installed.

A_proximately 20 defective thermocouples were replaced. An inspection
_ of the horizontal control rods indicated that corrosion oroducts had

| built up under the #I and the #3 HCRs indicating possible tip section
leakage. It is planned to check this further during the next avail-

. able shutdown. Process tube 4376 was replaced %_ith a new tube and
, sections of the old tube were saved for examination.

During the discharge outage a water sampling line was connected from

the far rear zJ.ser to the fax. sample room in order to perform oper-

ational tests on slug rupture detection instrumentation developed
_ by dupont (PT-195-523-A) Also, one set of irradiated aluminum

= corrosion samples were discharged from the Z test hole and replaced
-= with a new set of samples in order to evaluate the effect of neutron

flux on aluminum corrosion under PT-IOS-510-E.

|

|
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On October 22 lag_±ng on P-l] pipes, which _had become oil soaked

from a leaking P-13 primp, i_ited and resulted in an oil fire.

The fire was aui=kly extinguished by portable CO2 fire extin-
guishers. The operating temperature of the P-13 facility w_s
reduced below the o_'l flash _o'int to 3OO° F, in order to minimize

further possibility of fire imtil ali the oil. had vaporized.

D_Irin_ October work continued on cutting allaLectrical cables

and connections _ the tool dolly ard installing disconnect

junctions in ali lines so that the tool dolly at H oile can he

disconnected and removed without delay or difficulty for use
at C pile.

On October 8 a leak test of the East retention basin indicated

that it was still lo_ing effluent water at a rate of approximately
3,OOO gpm.

C Pile

The acceptance of C pile by the Reactor section of Manufacturing

was originally sched_led for October lO. However, considerabledifficulty was experienced with the ball 3X valve's located beneath

the reactor. During acceptance •tests it was discovered that wOen
the ball valves were partially opened a few of the balls would

prevent further opening or closing of the valves. Hence, Lt was
necessary to remove all the ball 3X valves for modification° This

consisted of installing a skirt to prevent the balls from getting

between the ball and the valve housing° Follow,ing that, additional

difficulty was encountered in makin_ the modified ball valves gas

tight. Also, considerable difficulty was encountered in making
the balls roll down the slightly inclined chute to the bucket ele-

vator for return to the top of the reactor. All of the ball 3X

valves had been modified, reinstalled, and tested satisfactorily,
and _0 out of 8% acceptance tests had been comoleted by month's end.

On November _, at the completion of all acceotance tests, the C
reactor was accepted and chari_ng of metal for dry critical determ-
inations was begun.

RUPq_JR_D SLUGS

Eleven instances of inpile uranium slug failures occurred during
October, bringing the total number to date to 2hO. The attached

table presents all data available at month's end regarding these

ll ruptured slugs. It was possible to successfully discharge
_" seven of these ruptured slugs with the chargin_ machine and resume

_ @ operations within the scram recovery pez_od. Seven group 8 slugs| were included in the October slu_ failures, bringing the total
q number to date to 81.
m

I 1'7,]
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An ex_uninationof accumulated ruptured slug data has indicated
that h ruptured slugs occurred on each of 6 individual cross-
headers at DR pile during the November, 1951 - Fsbrua_/, 1952
!oeriod. This is much above the statistical distribution of
ruptures obtained in the other .piles. lt might possibly be an
indication that, in the effort to quickly discharge a raptured
slug within the scraTnrecoveD r period, the reduction_%n cooling
water flow has resulted in boiling in other tubes on the same
crossheader. This could conceivably have resulted in subsequent
ruptured slu_s on the same crossheader. As a matter of fact on
several occasions, such as during:the removal of the ruoture in
3q92-B on October lh, steam has been observed spurting{out the
rear of a orocess tube containina a ruot_red slug with reduced
cooling water flow.

An inspection of slugs discharged from F pile has continued to
reveal that a majority of the downstream slugs exhibits vat-/ing
degrees of cavitational pit%ing. During October the ruotured
slugs in tubes 3971 and ih79 were severely pitted, and several
downstream slugs in tubes 0866, O585, 1779, 3971 and ih79 also

showed evidence of cavitational pitting. In one _stance, aslug from rupture tube lh79 was so badly oitted that spots of
the AiSi layer were visible on the can sidewall.

PROCESS DEVELG _ENTS

On October lO the installation ol the silica gel moisture indi-
cation system was completed at F pile and put into service. The
installation consists of 90 _las_;tubes containing Desigel (silica
gel containing cobaltous chloride) each of which is connected to
one of the gas sample lines originating in the rear face plenum
chamber. When moisture is picked up by the silica gel the cobal-
rous chloride causes a change in color from blue to red. Each
tube has a nichrome wire coil surrounding it for regenerating the
silica gel. It is hoped that the installation of this 90 tube
indicator will permit both an early indication and an accurate
location of moisture in the F pile gas atmosphere.

It is planned to hydrostatically pressure test the front face
risers at the various piles to a maximum of 750 psi dur_g the
scheduled ball 3X outages. This is being scheduled to determine
if the present risers will withstand a working pressure of 500
psi, so that in the event it is decided in the future to increase
the working pressure above the present bOO osi the exact pressure
limitations of the existing risers will be known. Plastic jackets

and associated strain gauges will be located at critical spots onthe risers, so that as the riser pressure is increased an indication
of stresses developed will be known at all times dur"_ngthe test to

prevent actual rupture..._w----_.... o....... _--.,
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During October an inspection of the front sections of several

process tubes at B, D and F oiles was conducted in an effort
to evaluate front tube corrosion and barnacle growth. Prelim-

inary checks indicate that the front tube barnacle growth is
considerably more advanced at F pile, where cavitational pitting

of slu<s has been experienced, than at B or D piles.

Examination of several thorium slugs discharged from D pile during

the October 2 discharge outa_e at an exposure concentration of

800 ]@@D/T has shown that there is evidence of burned soots at

various ooints or_ the unbonded cans. This represents the initial

results from thorium slu_s irradiated to high concentrations under

PT-IOS-516-A.

Single colttmns contai_ning materials having low neutron capture
cross section tend to increase the local thermal neutron flux.

As a result higher rates of power generation occur in the immediate

adjacent regular metal columns. In the past, equilibrium power
levels have been seriously limited by tubes surrounding a column

: of B material, solid aluminum, air, or graphite strin[_ers. Conse-

quently, it has been decided to substitute solid aluminum dummies

for a portion of the upstream uranium charge in
all tubes immedi-

ately adjacent to such columns.

A study has been initiated to see whether the current limit on

power level increase duzl ng a hot startup (25 MW per minute) can
be relaxed from a technical and safety viewpoint. The present

limit has resulted in production losses through failure to recover
from sccams which could have been avoided with a faster rate of

power level increase. . _ ,
Two hlnldred 2S aluminum process tubes are curlently being anodized

at room temoeratures by the Columbia Electric Company at Spokane.
150 of these tubes will be used for tube reolacement in the lower

far corner of F pile during the ball 3X outage scheduled t_ commence
on November 17.

As a temporary measure to conserve perforated alun_inum dtummies and

at the same time consume obsolete solid aluminum dummies, the down-

stream dummy charge for C reactor will consist of nine 8-inch per-
forated dummies and five 8-inch solid aluminum dummies. Although

this change in the dummy column will lower vapor binding limits

approximately 5_, no immediate effect on power level will result

since vaoor binding considerations will not be limiting at C pile
for some time.

®
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The Flexowriter automatic tube outlet water temperature recording
facility at B pile has proven definitely superior to the IBM

installations at DR and H piles in rapidly furnishing recorded
temperature information. The ?lexowriter can produce a temoer-

ature map in an average of 15 _inutes depending on pile flatten-
ing and should aid in the early location of process tube "_a_er

le_ks. Consequently, a pro._ect proposal is in oreoarat[on for

the installation of a Flexowriter setuo at D, DR, F and H piles.

PRODUCTION TESTS

_-)_ - Lxoerimental Caos with _lort Inserts

During the October lh outaae at B pile experimental front face

caps with short (1-inch) inserts were installed on lO process

tubes. On October 29 thirty-five additional caps with short

inserts were installed on the following tubes: 2378 thru 23$0,

2h75 thru 2h_O, 2275 thou 22_0, 2375 thru 2377, 2575 thru 2579,
2675 thru 2650, and 2775 th_l 2730. It is the purpose of this

test to determine how 1-inch of aluminum Compares with the normal

12 inches of alumS.uum inserted in a front face cap as shielding

gamma activity, difficulty has been exDer-
against Considerable

ienced at B pile during discharges because of excessive corrosion
product buildup in the normal 12-inch front face inserts. This

has resulted in several hours delay in the completion of a normal

discharze. Consequently, if the 1-inch inserts being tested

provide sufficient front face shielding this charging difficulty
can be remedied. Preliminary results from the h5 special inserts
charged during October indicate that the 1-inch aluminum inserts

are only about half as effective as the normal 12-inch aluminum

inserts but still result in workable time limits. However, with
the loss of cooling water in a process tube the 1-inch insert

will definitely be inadequate shielding.

511-E - Effluent Activity of Alum Treated Water

During the October 2 discharge at D oile special tubing was
installed :¢nich connected the Tear nozzles of one orocess tube

in each orifice zone (Oh91, 169_, 237h, 2587, 2792) to an exist-
ing spare effluent sample l__ne. It is the objective of this

installation to determine experimentally the effect of pile mower
level on the radioactivity of effluent cooling water treated" with

alum and activated silica. It is believed that phosphorus, the
rare earths, and fission products are primarily responsible for
the activities dangerous as river contaminants. The difference

between alum-silica water and ferrifloc water in the concentrations

@
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of the elements responsible for these activites is not
accurately known. Zt is planned to take periodic effluent

water samples and conduct direct radiochemical analyses in

' the 200 _'lestArea. lt is booed that an accurate relationshio

between effluent activity and pile power level can be established.

_23-+_ - dupont Ruotured _!u_ Detectors

Burin_ the October 20 discharge outa_e at H pile an effluent

;+ater,samplin_ line was installed connecting the far riser to

the far sample room. It is the ouroose of this installation toorov_de _f_l :._e_.+. .... .,._,., . - .
'_, -+ [ ,--...+ +_ue. samples _'or the ooerationa @ +i " + 0 f
, ' • _'JLL _umentation der ! a "_,nstrumentation desi_n_.d _,_ _-_ o_ : e..ope_ .by dupont The
, -_......... _u_ _sslon oroduct _a_.a activity
In the effluent water consists of 2 scintilation counters mounted

in series on an efflfient samole l__neo One detector views a filter

desire'ned to absorb fission oroducts, whereas the second detector

operates without a filter as a power level reference. The instru-
mentation designed to detect and analyze beta activity consists

of an ion chamber and circuity desi_ned to determine the effective

• decay rate of the beta activity. Performance data from these tests

will be applicable to the Hanford slug ruoture detection problem.

On October 3 an injection of uranyl nitrate into grocess tube 2369
was made to test the sensitivity of the dupont gamma monitor.

Inasmuch as the uranyl nitrate is solution, the filter failed to
pick up any of the gamma activity.

z
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hll-P - Uranium Slu_,Temperatures

During the October 2 discharge outage at O pile a special thermo-
couole slug assembly was char_ed into orocess tube 13_3 in order
to obtain data on slug central temperatures, uranitumthermal
conductivity, &hd slug temperature rises after shutoff of the
cooling water flow. The special thermocouple slu_ has a central

' chromel-alumel thermocouole and 2 outer thermocouples. Soecial
equipment was installed on the tube to measure both inlet"and
outlet water pressures and temperatures.

q

Enclosure: I. Comparative Reactor Performance
2. Reactor Outages
3. Tabulation of Ruptured Slugs

PAULOVICH/sIc
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BB __D D_.._R _ _ TOTAL

Scheduled "

Metal Discharze 13.0 45.1. 26.6 21.3 1,06.0

_!'d. n t c.;na,nc e 6.3 13.9 I0.6 i!. I hl .0

.-"r,_:'i ',,,','_,!.,_,:, % sts 3.[: 22.6 h °,_ 0.5 4 o? 36.0

_oecial _rodllction 1.2 1.2

TTn:_c',h_ _,u..ed

Ruotured 31_tg Removal 60.h 0.4 57.2 0.9 118o9

_-rc,ca_s ?ube ':ater Leak 2[:°0 24o0

Stuck Charr e Removal h.5 4.5

l_uos'.tr ed _i_tail 0.5 0.5

Susoected Ruotured Slug 0°6 0.6 1.2

Dischar;-e of Hot Tube 0°8 0.8

Panellit Scram Ooh 0.4

Total !-[curs 83.1 82.1 43.2 88.1 38.0 334.5



_'_"'J'_'"_-_- ................... TABUIATION OF RUPTURED URANKI_ASLUGS

_ _ ,_. _ o Assigned

o-_ _ _ _ _ _'-" Operating
....... _ _ Productioni Canned a _._ __,. o _ o .a o _ _ Circumstance,

u Loss •Charged _ _ _ o _ o o = , _' ' "" a_jd]k
...

230 06_O-B I) 4-6-51 300 323 6.3 543 560 116 .2_I High exit w_ter ac'
2) 12-7-51 Discharged with c_
3) 10-2-52 m_chine-Res_med op

within the scram rl

i • period.

231 0866-F I) i0-6-_I 304 380 5.0 552 555 181 .32 High exit water a_

! 2) 12-5-51 Discharged with cl

3) iO-_-52 machlne-Resumed o
. within scram reco_

I 2) 12-5-51 _etal column loose

3) 10-6-52 _x. force of 2000

........

2. 3054-B i) 2-1-51 390 196 3.7 539 560 46 .08 Righ exit water ac
2) 9-12-51 )ischarged with _h

i )) 10-6-52 mchine - Resumed

_ithin scram reco_

4

234 3892-B I) 2-1-51 18 lo62 exit water ac

I 2) 9-12-51 'luahed out 46 do%
3) 10-13-52 s_transferred

s %_ 3891 with
cask-remo
I-pushed

emaining slug ou_
m ' ' . force of 6,_

', , @ @
,, ,r , ,r..... ,' "



TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIb_JSLUGS O6'TOBm, 1,952 - 17 -

_ o Assigned ' _"_ Operating _ om

o _ _ _ Production o o
o _ Loss Circumstances of -o ,_

,. . , _, ,-z

MRG

]16 .21 High exit water activity ,. End cap failure ]+-6+51
Discharged with charging 'ITuck4
mac_zLue-Resumedoperations &
within the scram recovery Group 7

•period.

• ........... _ ,.... ,, ............. ,

181 .32 High exit water activity- _ End cap failure MRG
Discharged with charging IO_6-51
machine-Resumed operations Truck 7

. within scram recovery period. Gro&u_8

905 '1.62. _igh exit water activity- Uranium split failure MRH
_etal 10-16-51I column loosened with

nax. force of 2000 lbs. Truck I

&

Group 8

I I.... -- ....

i 46 .08 _igh exit water activity- End p failure MRG

oa
Discharged with Gharglng 2-1-51

! !machine- Resumed operations T_ck 2

i_ithin scram recovery period. Group 7

2b18 __o6 igh exit water activity- Ura_itun split failure M_H

_lushed out 46 downstream [ 2-I-51_lugs transferred 2 upstream I Truck 2

_lugs to 3891 with twin I &_ransfer cask removed rear I Group 7
_unbarrel-pushed tube and
_emaining slug out with /

e



TABULATION OF RUPTURED UR_JIUM SLUGS
i ............

C

f_ _ 4-_,('-4 .r-I • • ,-'-,

Date ._ _o-_ _ _L_p" _4 oC _ _o_.
e 1_ Canned "_"_'_ _ L_

u',...,,u • _ ._ • _ _ _ Production *_g _ 21 Charged _ _ ,4=' o.... o o _om= o Loss , _,Circumstance

235 3971-F I) 12-5-51 271 378 4.1 513 550 60 79 987 1.80 Highexitwateraol
2) 1-18-52 _lushed out 4 drown
3) 10-15o52 alugs - transferre

_e_ SlU_S tO 391

,.., _ransfer cask-remD
_mbarrel-l_e sene_
slu_ with mx. for_
lbs. - pushed tube

• ' _,OOG lb. farce

236 4474-H 1) 2-21-52 223 231 3.6 359 615 201 .33 _igh exit water a_

_I 3-_,2' Disc.arged w_U_'_:I0-15-52 machine- resumed
within scram rec_

.... ,...... , _ ,..... ..... _,

237 20_4-D I) 3-28-52 163 392 6.0 424 5_0 52 • .09 HiF_ exit water
;2) 5-6-52 Discharge_withc
3) 10-16-52 . machine- resumed

within scram recc

238 1479-F i) 12-8-51 275 389 5.2 567 550 39 .07 [ighexit water a_
2) 1-18-52 Discharged with
3) 10-19-52 machine- resumec

within scram rec¢

239 OB62-B I) _-6-51 59 High exit water
2) 12-7-51 flushed out 5 do_
3) 10-29-52 -couldn't loosen

force of 8,000 I_

,,,, .... ,, , ,, ,, ,r, 'F'
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TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIUN SLUGS
J
.

o Assigned _ _o
o Operating , _c_ om

._ _ _ Production o_,' Loss Cir_umst_mce_ of .o
..... S;-,utoc,,__nd Removal Obs_rvaticns of Slug __ _ (_>_) !_ay_,)i.......' ,',," , ......................

60 79 987 1.80 High exit water activlty - Can sidswall failure MRG
lushed out 4 downstream 12-5-51

slugs- transferred 59 up- Truck 5
stream slugs to 3970 with twin &
transfer cask-removed rear Qroup 8
_,unbarrel-l_ sened rUl_Ure
slug with mx. force of 12,00C
Li_. - pushed tube out with

, ;,000 lb. faroe

2GI .33 _igh exit water activity- End cap failure MRG
Discharged with charging 2-21-52
machine - resumed operations Truck i
within scram recovery pcriodl. &

Group B

52 . .09 HiF_hexit water activity - 'Endcap failure ZP41
Discharged with charging 3-28-52

machine - resumed operationsI Truck 9
within scram recovery period. &

Group 8

39 .07 ligh exit water activity- End cap failure ZRH
Discharged with charging 12-8-51
machine - resumed operations Truck 5
within scraznrecovery period &

' Group 8
-- ................. _ ....

59 JHigh exit water activity '- _Ludcap failure MR
[flushed out 5 downstream slu _ _-6-51
l-couldn't loosen charge with Truck h

_force of 8,000 Ibs. - remove_ &
_rear gun.b%_rel=pushedou_ tu_e Group7

@ ____w_t_ max. force o:_ '
' 7,500 Ibs.
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; Odce _Memoran GOVERNMENT

TO : Files, Ooeratlons Division (T'ff_U) DaT_: D_eember h, 1959
a i,, "

C. L. Robinson ani__.D@aald ,3.5t_u-ges .i_/

FROM : K. F. P._ulov!ch

SUBJECT: 130 ,hREAS ._IC:HT!ILYREPORT - HOCgMBER 1952

SYT,__<'L: C_?:KF?

PILE '_ _"_ :_'pT,,,,

General

The maximum ooer_tin_,.level attained d,_rin.,:tile month _f' qovember

19_ __for each of the piles, ,_nd the corresoonding equivalent r_er-
centa_e of the power level index, _re as follows.

B ,._ D DR = 51

_.r'/D 590 600 570 605 550 630

Percentage 295 1 300 2"q5 303 275 315

| C, DR, and H piles established individu_<l new maz_imum ooerating1

levels durLn_ November, and D pile established a new indtvidual

prod_iction record for the month. November 30 marked the occ,r-

fence of a new maximum of 2,960 _.",w]3for simultaneous 5-oile total

production, and a new maximum of 2r970 MW for simultaneous _-oile

combined Dower level. Total oroduction for November was 73,312
_u7) (llh.h percent of forecast) with C mile ope '_-_' - and F oile.-a __._l"_j

down for installa_lon of the ball JX system. This total oroduc-

tion includes hl _dD attributable to enr_ched U-P-35 burnout at
4

C and H p_l_s.

Only six ruotured slugs occurred during :Jovember, five of whLch
req:_ired minimum downtime outages.

At month's end the foilowin_ oercentage of met:_l in each of the

, piles consisted of eight-inch slugs (PT-IOS-313-2M):

B C D DR F H

Percent 41o9 43.3 42.2 76°9 34.6 70.7_

G

i During November a total of 880 six-lnch 4 i/_ nercent U-235 alum-

i @
i
i
!
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B Pile_

During the month of _.]ovember, B pile was shut do_l for the
following three ruptured slugs:

Tube Non Shutdown Started to Power

03_7 2:53 A. M., 11/3 h:_l _. _!.,Ii/4

0373 9:26 A. M., ii/I0 8:32 P. !,I.Ii/Ii

hb88 I0:ii A. M., 11/20 2:2h P. M., 1.1/12

After flushing out 26 do_nstream slugs in process tube 03_7, an

attempt to oush the remaining met_l collunn with a m_dmum force

of 5,000 pounds failed. The tube containing the remainin_ charffe
was oushed out the rear and a new tube was installed and charged

with eight-inch slugs. During the outaqe, the #9 horizontal control

rod tip was removed. In removinv_ the thimble, the thimble cap was
broken off and remained in the control rod channel at the cast iron

blocks. The broken niece of thimble was pushed back into the nile

because it was too hot radioactively to handle. After chipping the

graphite and installing the step plu<, an attempt to install a new
thimble failed when the thimble bound in the step plug. The new

shielding was installed at the step plug, and
thimble was removed,
the installation of the #9 horizontal control rod thimble was post-

ooned until the next available outage.

During the O3S7 shutdown, the C - B safety circuit tie-in was

completed. Also, an inner tube to be used to irradiate_ graphite

samples under PT-1OS-hOI-P was installed in process tube 3h61.
Tests with reduced water flows were conducted in order to determine

shielding effectiveness of the short front face cap inserts under
shutdown conditions (PT-_-IOS-h).

B reactor was shut down on November I0 because of an increase in

Panellit pressure and outlet water temoerature on process tube 0373.

After flushing out four do'_nstream slugs, the process tube and remain-

ing charge was pushed from the unit and a new orocess tube was
installed and charged with metal. Graphite samples were charged

into the dry inner tube located in process tube lh61 (PT-1OS-hOI-P).
During the 0373 outage, the broken end of the #9 horizontal control

rod thimble was pushed to the rear of the channel. After removin_
two inches from the end of the new thimble for clearance purposes,

the new thimble was installed° The horizontal control rod was

reassembled and pressure tested, but the rod was not returned to

service because the rod tip was found to be binding at 160 inches.

..... ,, i, lr
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The November metal discharge was conducted during the shutdown and
a new rear gunbarrel and process tube were installed in air tube
3892. An inspection of the front section of several process tubes
on crossheader 34 i/2 revealed that barnacle growth at B pile was
as bad and extensive as that at F pile, despite the difference in
water treatment.

On November 15 one unirradiated slug was discovered under the front
face elevator indicating t_t one process tube had been charged
short during 0373 outage.

After flushing out only the downstream dummies in process tube _L88,
the rear gunbarrel was removed and the process tube containing the
entire metal column was pushed with a maximum force of 7,500 pounds.
The rear gunbarrel was replaced and a new process tube was installed.
Binding of #9 horizontal control rod was found to be due to misalign-
ment of roller guides and a slight warp in the rod. After aligning
the guides no binding was evidenced and the #9 horizontal control rod
was returned to service. An investigation located the process tube
w2zLch had been charged one piece sho_ during the 0373 outage. The

one slug was added to the metal column correcting the cold metal° inventory. The BPA electrical po_er was cut off from 10:20 A. M.
to ll:15 A. M. on November 21 to conduct power failure acceptance
tests at C pile. The test was continued until 1:40 P. M. in order

J to obtain steam consumption data for B and C areas. Operations were
resumed at B pile at 2:24 P. M.

C PILE

. C pile was turned over to Operations at iC:OO A. M. on November h
and initial char=olngfor dry critical determinations began at 12:O5

" P.M. Dry critical determinations were made with ali control rods
removed from the pile, a pile a_mosphere of air, a rear dumpy pattern
consisting of h solid and i0 perforated 8-inch aluminum d_mmies, and
no cooling water admitted to the process tubes. The neutron flux
monitoring during the criticality tests was accomplished by means

,, of four BFB proportional counter chambers located in C test hole and
process tu_es 2073, 2375 and 2192, and four ion chambers located in B and
D test holes and process tubes 2161 and 2188 and connected to the
Beckmans. An apparent dry critical loading was reached at 9:00 A. M.

.z on November 5 with a central cylindrical loading of 312 tubes. How-
ever, it was discovered that the BF_ chamber located in C test hole
had been inadvertently positioned a_ the center of the pile iustead
of near the reflector_ thereby affecting the critical size. When

_ the BF chamber was withdrawn to its correct position, the 312 tube

J __ Ioadin3 became super _rltical and it was necessary to shut the pile
_ ' down with VSR #38. Twenty tubes around the fringe of the dry critical

loading were discharged and _echarg_- t_o _t a time. Actual dry

-4
,,
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critical loading occurred at 2:38 P. M. on November 5 with 305
tubes c_rged. A few tubes were then charged beyond dry critical
in order to run a radial flux traverse t.hroughC test hole and a
longitudinal flux traverse through process tube 2174 after gold
foils had been irradiated to calibrate instrumentation.

Cooling water (crossheader pressure of 75 - 90 psi) was then admitted
to those process tubes charged in the dry critical loading. In order
to determine wet critical with a dry reflector, water was admitted
to additional tubes only as they were charged during the wet critical
loading. Process tubes 2075 and 2174 were each charged with 44 enriched
C slugs. A wet critical loading was reached at 8:00 P. M. on November
7 with 534 process tubes loaded with normal metal ind 2 tubes charged
with C metal. The enriched metal was discharged from tube 217h
and a second wet critical loading was reached at 3:30 A. M. on
November 8 with 576 tubes charged with normal uranium and one tube
charged with C slugs. The enriched metal was discharged from 2075
and a third wet critical loading without enrichment was reached
at 4:48P. M. on November 8 with 619 process tubes charged with

normal uranium. A few additional tubes were charged to make theloading slightly super critical and radial and longitudinal flux
traverses were run through C test hole and process tube 217h,respsct-
ively. Loading of process tubes continued until a 25 second period
was obtained with 670 wet tubes charged.

At this point a series of danger coefficient measurements were made
in order to determine the effect on reactivity of various tube con-

_ figurations. Danger coefficient measurements were taken with process
tube 217h charged with the following:

1. 64 standard 4-inch slugs in wet tube.
2. 50 5-inch hollow receptacle slugs (standard O. D.).
3. Empty dry tube.
4. Solid A1 dummies in dry tube.
5. 64 h-inch hollow slugs, core and annulus dry.
6. 64 4-inch hollow slugs, wet core, dry annsulu.
7. 64 h-inch hollow slugs, wet core, wet annulus.
8. 43 6-inch bismuth slugs in wet tube.
9. Partial column of 6 _horium slugs centered with A1 dummies.
lC. 35 solid 8-inch A1 dummies in wet tube.

ll. Water in empty process tube.

In addition, reactivity measurements were obtained with the graphite
stringer used for flux traverses inserted in C test hole and with a

long thimble installed in B test aole.

U,ll,, ....,. , 0Oi

|
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At the completion of these reactivity measurements the tube_
charged beyond wet critical were discharged again and CO2 was
admitted to the pile atmosphere. Difficulty was experienced

initially with the CO2 purging because of a restricting PRV in
the system. However,-after installing a temporary bypass a CO2
purity of 90% was reached at ll:O0 A. M. on November ii, resulting
in an 180 inhour gain in reactivity.

In addition to monitoring the reactivity transient during the CO2
purge, additional danger coefficient measurements were obtained w_th

a CO2 atmosphere and the following configurations in tube 2187:

l) Regular metal in wet tube.
2) 43 6-inch bismuth slugs in wet tube.
3) Partial column of 6 thorium slugs centered with

15 A1 dummies I_Iwet tube.

h) h3 thorium slugs in wet tube.
5) 6h lithium-Al slugs in wet tube.
6) 43 poison (lead-cadmium) slugs in wet tube.
7) Cluster of 4 wet tubes (2086, 2087, 2188, 2187)

with 43 6-inch bismuth slugs each.8) 43 6-inch bismuth slugs in 2187 only.
9 ) 35 8-inch solid A1 dummies.

Measurements were also taken with a horizontal control rod of

special rod tip design inserted into HCR channel #5 with the follow-
ing cooling water configurations:

i) Completely dz_f.

2) Core wet, annulus dry.
3) Core dry, annulus wet.
4) Completely wet.

At this point cooling water was supplied to all the proce_ tubes
and the balance of the reactor was charged with metal° The header

pressure was then raised to an operating level of hlO psi, in order
• to conduct full scale reactor tests to determine the effectiveness
, of the horizontal rods, vertical rods, "andthe ball 3X system.
I
i

On November 15 fifteen process tubes of temporary poison and lh

process tubes of enriched C metal (5 kg, 20 slugs/tube) were charged,
i as follows :
|

q
!

@
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Poison 0 Metal_iii.

3889 3366 3869 0766 0773 0780
3879 3374 3382 1060 1086 1459
2774 2785 1189 1489 3359 3389
2174 2185 1566 37_ 3786 _066
1583 0970 0976 4073 4080

0

The 0 reactor was started to power at 1:45 P. M. on November 18

and operation was maintained at 5 M_ until 4:31 P. M., at which
time C reactor was scrammed for the recallbration of Panellit

gauges, adjustment of instruments, and work on the HCR and _SR
rods and miscellaneous equipment. Operations were resumed at
11:15 P. M. and after maintaining a power level of i0 MN for several
hours to check instrument calibrations and sensitivity_ the power
level was increased to i00 MW at 10:30 A. M. on November 19. A
radiation survey of the building indicated that additional shield-

ing was needed on the E, H and K test holes before power level
could be raised. C pile was shut down from 3:50 P. M. to h:02 P. M.
and again from 4:45 P. M. to 5:00 P. Mo on November 20 because of
Panellit system difficulties. After fabricating and installing

additional paraffin shielding over test holes E, H and K. the
power level was raised to 250 MN at 2:00 P. M. on November 20.
Operation at 250 MW revealed that neutron beams were originating
from the T seams of the far side shielding on the X-I and X-2
levels.

i

i C pile was shut down from 12:44 A. M. to 12:59 A. M. and again from2:37 A. M. to 2:45 A. M. on November 21 because of Panellit dlffi-
culties. The pile was scrammed again at 8:22 A. M. on a simulated

i powor failure test which constituted part of the pumping plantacceptance tests. After pushing 8 tubes of temporary poison, oper-
; atimn was resumed at 4:15 P. M. At 5:05 A. M. on November 22 the

' power level was increased in 20 MW increments with a 15 minute wait
, between each increment until 400 MN was reached at 7:25 A.M. How-
|

! ever, it was necessary to shut C pile down from 3:15 P. M. to 4:18
| P.M. due to low CO2 gas purity resulting when pressure was reduced

on the B pile gas system. C pile was shut down from 9:00 A. M. to
!

9:27 A. M. on November 23 because of low voltage on the BP_ system.
The relay which caused the scram was discovered to be over sensitive

' and scheduled for replacement.

|
!

|
!
!
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Power siLrgesozlginating in the BPA system caused 0 pile to shut
down from 2:56 P. M. to 3:17 P. M. on November 26 and again from
2:18 A. M. to 2:27 A. M. on November 27. After operating 0 pile
at 500 _d from 9:05 A. M. on November 24, in order to obtain
equilibrium temperature traverse data for evaluating the effect of
the initial 5 kg enrichment, the power level was increased to 600 FW
on November 28. This represents the ma_xlmumpower level achieved
at C pile during November, with a maximum daily production of 600 _
established on November 29. C pile was shut down at 6:00 A. M. on
December I in order +o charge the remaining 5 kg of enrichment into

14 process tubes. During the shutdown additional shielding fabri-
cated in the F area maintenance shops was installed on the T seams
of X-l and X-2 levels. A check of the inner rod room and the ball

3X valves in an effort to locate CO_ leakage revealed no sizeable
leaks. Operations were resumed at _:45 P. M. on December i with a
power level of 625 attained by 10:OO P. M.

It is planned to increase the power level at O pile at a rate of
30 MW every 3 days until an arbitary limit is reached which is based
on a maximum 4-inch and 8-inch slug can-end (.175") temperature

calculated to prevent localized boiling between slugs, lt isestimated that this will occur at a maximum tube power generation

of 600 kw/tube or a pile power level of 800 MW.

D PILE
el L -

With the exception of two short-duration scrams, D pile operated
the entire month of November without incident at an average power
level of 558 MN. A new maximum monthly production of 16,655 MND

' was achieved at D pile in November.

D pile was shut down from 3:47 A. M. to 4:12 A. M. on _ovamber 23
because of a loose connection on Panellit gauge 1278. Difficulty
was encountered in inserting the #4 horizonta_control rod during the
scram. An investigation revealed that the #4 horizontal control rod
would not move in either direction with the shim pumps alone. Con-

sequently, the #4 horizontal control rod was withdrawn from the unit
on November 2_ and preparations were started for repair of the control
rod durir.gthe next available shutdown.

D pile was shut,down from 2:59 P. M. to 3:15 P. M. on November 26 d_e
to a power surge originating in the BPE system.
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On November 20 four experimental water quality process tubes
(2170, 2171, 2_70, 3472) were purged at full pile power level in
order to reduce the increased Panellit pressure on t_ese tubes
(_-105-509-E).

DR PILE

A .new maximum power level of 605 _M was established at DR pile
on November 8, and a new maxlm%undaily production of 605 M_D was
achieved on November 9.

One ruptured slug caused the shutdown of DR pile during Novemberas follows :

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power
fl

0768 8:Jj4 A. a., ll/l_ 3:18 A. M,, ll/15

After flushing out 23 downstream slugs in process tube 0768, the
tube and the remaining slugs were pushed out of the pile. A new

tube was installed, pressure tested, and charged with eight-inch
slugs. Inasmuch as the ruptured slug in 0768 was both pitted and
blistered, sections of the process tube were saved for detailed
ex'_mination.

On November ii a shutdown was initiated at DR pile to conduct the
metal discharge for November. An inner tube was installed in pro-
cess tube 2488 with special front and rear connections as part of
the one-tube ink facility system and associated equipment was
installed in the inner and outer rod rooms (PT-lO5-529-A). However,
when the installation of the system was completed operational tests

• indicated that water could not be circulated through the system
because of a restriction in the outlet drain line. Efforts are in

• progress to permit revision of the outlet piping system during the
I next shutdown. .
o

|

During the discharge outage an attempt to r_nove process tube 3278e
proved unsuccessful. The 20 foot section of tube lodged in the
process channel could not be removed because the tube section was

• badly battered on the upstl.eamend. Consequently, the tube was
reestablished as an air channel with steel dummies, blank flange

! and neutron shielding on the front. In addition, the front section
• of process tubes 2451, 2457, 2462, 2489, i167 was inspected for

front tube corrosion.

g _.'l,_,_l_l;_',t. ,,. " "'
m I_' ._ _I_'_,', ","',Jl
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During November a power level reduction of lO _4 resulted whon the
discharge prsssuro from the 190 pressure pumps was reduced from I_35
pslg to _25 pslg to comply with the established mazLmum discharge
pressure•

F PILE

F pile was shut down with only one ruptured slug during November,
as follows :

Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power
1 II i _ ,,.I___JL_.._ I ,In

i172 6:36 P. M., 11/6 7_ii P. M., i1/6

lt was possible to discharge the metal coltm_ in process tube i172
with the charging machine and resume operations within the scram
recovery period. During the discharging operation, several down-
stream dummies were ejected by steam after the rear cap had been
removed from the process tube. The ruptured slug in tube 1172 was
not pitted, but several other downstream slugs in the process tube

O were badly pitted.
lt was necessary to shut F pile down from 9:45 A. M. to 10:07 A. M.
on November 4 to charge 15 cadmium-lead poison slugs into tube 3h8_
in order to alleviate a hot spot seriously restricting power level.

F pile was shut down at 5:15 A. M. on November 16 to initiate a
scheduled thirty-day outage for the installationof tha ball 3X

system. While conducting the November metal discharge on November
16, the metal colt_m in three process tubes (058h, O685, and O786)
could not be discharged with a maximum force of 2,500 pounds. After
oiling, maximum forces of 2,009_.3,5OO and 6,0OO pounds ware reqt_ired
to discharge the metal columns_es 0786, 0685 and 058_, respectively.
Several columns of excess temporary poison were charged into F pile
for the duration of the extended outage.

An abnormal rats of water collection in both the front and rear drip

legs on November 17 indicated a process tube water leak. After
hydrostatically pressure testing a total of 219 process tubes and
systematically isolating individual crossheaders from the water
system_ it was discovered that tube 3189 was lea_ung because the
rear Van Stone flange had broMen away from the remainder of the
tube. lt was possible to discharge tube 3189 with the charging
machlne_ but efforts to push the tube resulted in the tube parting
into two sections when a force of 5,000 pounds was applied. Inas-

@
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much as the pile 'wouldnot be in operation for several wee_cg,'the
hot water recirculation system was started at 9z30 P. M. on Novem-
ber 19 in an attempt to remove the moisture from the graphite dur-
ing the shutdown. 65_C - 70°C hot water was recirculated through
F pile until the exit gas dew point readings indicated that the
majority of the moisture had been removed from the pile. After
removing a total of 118 gallons of water the hot water recirculation
_jstem _rasshut down at 11:50 P. M. on November 21. Process tube
1993, which was previously suspected of leaking was pressure tested
on November 21 and also found to be leaking. Tube 1993 was dis-

charged and remov_ _[t_ut difficulty.

At month's end a total of 82 process tubes in the lower far corner
of F pile had been removed out of the 150 tubes scheduled for
removal, lt was possible to remove a maximum of ii tubes/shift
by splitting the tubes from rear to front with tube splitting
equipment, pushing the process tubes out the rear of the pile_
and cutting them into short 2 - 3' sections for examination and/or
burial° A total of 66 new _modized 2S AI process tubes had been
installed at month's end in the lower far corner, after broaching

and cleanin_gthe tube channels and reaming the front and rear gun-

barrels.

After draining and flushing, the liquid borax 3X tanks were discon-
nected and removed from the top of F pile. The vertical safety rod

guide cables and wenches wmre then disconnected. After removing
the VSR limit switches and bumper assemblies, the vertical safety
rods were removed in order to modify the tip and upper se0tions for
use with the ball 3X system. Gonsiderable difficulty was encountered
in the removal of the vertical safety rod thimbles with the special
thimble chute erected to carry the thimbles from the top of the unit

directly into an outside burial pit. Some of the rollers would not
tu_, causing the paper wrapped t_mble sections to stick while slid-
ing down the chute. The thimble sections were finally disposed of
down the chute by attaching them to a dolly. Wkile removing those
vertical safety rods upon which additional graphite thermocouples
had been installed, some of the thermocouple wire remained in the
VSR channels. The wi_e was tamped into the bottom of the thimble

holes prior to inserting the lower "flower pot_" connections. The
slot_ in the graphite and masonite Mere then reamed for installation
of the new TSR step plugs. At month's end work was in progress in
filling cracks and seams greater than _4." in the TSR channels and
cleaning the channels prior to installation of the ball 3X equipment.

The old downcomar was isolated from the water system after the water
flow had been reduced to a 2,000 gallon per minute shutdown flow.

The old downcomer was removed and buried and at month's end 3 ofthe 6 sections of the new downcomer had been completely installed

Fpil. 091

i ':' °
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Exploratory holes drilled in the East retention basin after
extensive cleaning measures indicated that there were few voids
requiring grouting. At month's end, work was in progress in
installing a new expansion joint at the foot of the sloping
sides and replacing all existihg expansion joints. Following
this, a w_terproofing compound containing iron fillings will
be applied to the gunite sloping sides. The West basin is being
cleaned in order to be ready for similar repairs at the conclusion
of the East basin work early in December. During the retention
basin repairs, the 2,000 gallon per nuinut_shutdown flow through
F pile is being pumped directly to the emergency earth crib.

Because of the difficulty in obtaining waterproof connectors from
the vendor, work on replacing process tube thermocouples at F pile
has temporarily been _ostponed. lt is hoped that the connectors
will arrive sufficiently early in December to per:_itthe installation
of the replacement thermocouples during the ball 3X outage at F pile.

During theball 3X outage, the #6 HCR was withdra_ £rom F pile
because of excessive binding and the control rod tip section was
removed. Upon pressure testing, the _6 HCR thimble was found to

be leaking and the thimble was
removed a_ buried.i

H PILE

A new maximum power level of 640 MW was established on November 30.
This power level increase resulted from the charging of i0 kg of
enriched uranium in the fringe zone of H on November 25_ coupled

| with the establishment of a temporary maximum graphite temperature
limit of 430°C until the helium system is ready for use. At that

time the 430°C graphite temperatur_ limit will be reduced to 410°Cagain and a Small percentage of helium will be introduced into the

? CO2 pile atmosphere.

q Only one ruptured slug caused the shutdown of H pile during November,
as follows :_H

i
Tube No. Shutdown Started to Power
_ _ i ii|ii i.... -- -

0571 9:52 A. M., ll/15 9:32 A. M., ll/17

" After discharglng the metal column in process tube O571 with a

| maximum force of 2,500 pounds the tube was recharged with 8-inch

; .
i

!
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0
slugs. However, the greenmetal was discharged agad_ and the
process tube was removed when the rear pigtail reading failed
to decrease below 6 R. A new process tube was installed and
recharged with 8-inch slugs.

During the O571 outage, the alumin_u dummies in cooling water
recirculation tube 0961 (PT-IO5-506-E) were discharged and the

special fittings disconnected. The tube was pushed four feet
out the rear of the pile with forces up to 6,000 pounds and then
stuck. The protruding h-foot section was cut off at the rear
and the remainder of the tube was removed by splitting it longi-

tudinally. Sections of process tube O961 were saved for further
examination. Steel dummies, blank flange and neutron shielding
were installed, and tube O961 was temporarily established as an
air channel. In addition, the solid aluminum dummies in process
tube 0776 were discharged and a new inner tube charged with

graphite samples was installed in tube 0776 (PT-1OS-50_-E).
During the outage the November metal discharge was conducted.

H pile was shut down from 9:08 P. M. to 9:18 P, M. on November 9
because of a faulty Panellit relay on Row No. 2. D_tringthe
scram the A horizontal control rod would not go all the way into

the pile. Also, a check of abnormally large CO2 losses on Novem-ber iO (3,000 cubic feet per shift) revealed that the leakage was
apparently originating from a hole in the A horizontal control rod
thimble. Consequently, during the 0571 outage the A thimble was
pressure tested and found to be leaking badly. The rod tip was
also discovered to be out of alignment. A gas seal and paraffin-
lead shielding were temporaril_ installed over the thimble opening.

H pile was shut down at 12 midnight on November 24 in order to
charge the first group of ezzrichedslugs (lO kg) for fringe zone
enrichment. Twenty process tubes were charged with C metal and

approxlmatel_ 1OO orifice and panelllt gauge changes were made to
accommodate the enriched fringe loading. During the scheduled

outage a new process tube was installed in channel 0961 and the
recirculating system was returned to operation with a charge of
32 8-inch slugs. An attm_pt to remove the 0 hole thimble proved
unsuccessful because of the buildup of corrosion products between

the step plug and the thimble. The gas seal and shielding ware
replaced and the thimble removal was postponed. In addition, it
was discovered that two tool dolly cables had been damaged by .......

" movmment of the discharge elevator, making the tool dolly inoperable.

= Following startup, it w_s necessary to shut down H pile from 12:04

_ P.M. to iz08 P. M. on November 26 in order to repair the near high "",,':" '"rF'
' "'tank check valve which failed to close after functional testlng ' __,',.':'"

'" during the scheduled s_tdowa. ., ;,.i_...._:_.,,-,

' iii III llll_ _1_ ' , • '

--! ' II , t,tl_, if ,, li illr ' [_' I'' ''llqr""' 'lr 'II ''Irq " 1_ III ,I[_l ,II ' r ' ,l_,'r[11" " "' _ IP Ir%llr-
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At month's end installation of the B pile Flsxowriter automatic
tube outlet temperature recording facility in the monitoring
system at H pile was in progress in oilierto permit rapid temp-
erature traverse maps to be used with the experimental fringe
zone enrichment program.

SLULL___ __ii___ i ii

Six incidents of inpile uranium slug failures occurred during
November bringing the total number to date to 246. The attached
table presents all the data available at month's end regarding
these six ruptured slugs, lt was possible to successfully dis-
charge only one of these ruptured slugs with the charging m_chlne
and resume operations within the scram recovery period. Three
Group 8 slugs were included in the November slug failures, bring-
ing the total number to date to 84._ In addition, the fifth Group 9
slug failure (8-1richslug) occurred during November in H pile.

PROCESS DE_VEIJOPME_TS
__,.___JJIII J jj iiii L ___

lt was first thought that the front tube barnacle gro_h at F
pile might be caused by the lime which was added for pH adjust-

meritafter filtration. However, laboratory experiments de not
bear out this theory. A check on barnacle growth in the front
of process tubes at B pile where the lime is added with the
ferric sulphate prior to filtration, .hasrevealed that at is as
serious as that observed in F pile. Laboratory experiments have
indicated that barnacle growth is negligible with 2 ppm of sodium
dichromate added to the water continuously. Intermittent/additions
of sodium dichromate, however, do not reduce the barnacle growth.
In addition, impurities lodged on the internal surface of the process
tube_ such as bits of graphite, ac_s nuclei and result in excessive
and rapid barnacle growth. A production test is being formulatc_i
in an attempt to investigate the possibility of rmnoving the exist-
ing front 'tube barnacles by means of chromic or oxalic acid in-
Jections into one pile crossheader.

The danger coefficient measurem_ts taken at C pile using 5-i_ch
hollow receptacle slugs with the standard 1.35 inch uranium O. D.
and a 5/8 inch Io D. showed a 5 inhour per column loss in a small
wet pile, indicatlng a loss of the order of 4% A_K in a fully loaded
pile. Especiall_ fabricate_ hollow slugs with a 1.39" O. D. in '
order to half the outer anuulus flow and with a 9/16 inch I.D. ' '
annulus showed a loss of approximately i inhour per column in the

small wet pile_ or of the order of 1% _K in the large pile. This ,,,
' indicates that the reactivity limitations imposed by hollow slugs .m,
•:, can be compensated for by enrichment should their mechanical prop- •

erties be demonstrated to be superior. , ,
4

.... '
_

,_,

•
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, i

The C pile horizontal control rod design consists of canned walls
containing cadmium which are centered in a circular thimble
through which cooling water flows. The outer water annulus was
originally 1/8" but due to concern regarding the shadowing effect
resulting f_om neutron back scattering the annulus was reduced to
1/16" in the present C pile rods. Consequently, a special tip

-h "_ _he 1 8" ann us ecessary fittings tosection wnlch _ _ / ul and n
obtain various wet and dry annulus configurations was fabricated
for tests during 0 pile startup. The special tip was placed in
the #5 HCR channel and both wet and dry annulus configurations
were checked. The total effect of the outer 1/8" annulus appeared
to decrease the strength of the control rod by only 3%.

Eleven central vertical safety rods, ii horizontal control rods
and 9 VSR channels filled with boron steel balls were each suIfi
clent to hold the wet fully loaded C pile sub critical.

PRODUCTION TESTS-- n

MR-4- Ex_erlmenta! CapsWith Short Inserts

During the 0387 outage at B pile, tests were conducted to determine

the shielding effectiveness of the front face caps with short
inserts with reduced cooling water flow. A 30 minute test was
run on rows 9 and iO and a one hour test was run on row 25 in
which the rear caps were removed from tubes with short inserts
and the cooling water flow was reduced to 20 inches of water.
However, the upstream section of the process tube remained full
of cooling water under these condltinns and the shielding effect-.
iveness of the short inserts proved adequate. With loss of cool-

in_ water in the front of a process tube, the short inserts would
definitely be inadequate shielding.

_Og-E , Effect of _W pH A1um Water °n Pile Opera_ion

Purging of the 5 experimental tubes (2170, 3h72, 2171, 3571 and
2570) at full pile power level has been authorized at D pile
because a more rapid film buildup has been experienced with these
tubes than _£th regular process tubes. The purging will be done
whenever the film _ttildup in these tubes increases to the extent

° that the Panellit pressure approaches the upper trip limit. On,
November 20 a purge o_hese tubes at full pile power level was

," condmcted and the Panellit pressures were reduced 5 to 15 psi. '

I_ the power level were reduced to the established limit of 350
" before the purging of these tubes, considerable production losse_

_ould result. _, '

a
| , ,•, .... ' ,.' 001. ..

1 1 ".. ' ' '_'_ "._ _ _ _',':,,.._ _':r_,,5 q.__" "
.............. _._ :].'. ',l .....• .._.._,_.._._. _.._..L_.._.'._. ,', ............................
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A one tube ink control facility was installed at DR pile during
the November 12 discharge outage. The supplementary control
facility consists of makeup equipment, recycle eqt_pment, gas
separating equipment, and the'control elament. The control
elame_t consists of two concentric tubes with one end of the
larger tube sealed off. The potassium tetraborate solution flows
through the inner tube to the sealed end and returns through the
annulus formed by the two tubes. The entire element is inserted
in process tube 2488 and cooled by the normal flow of process
water. The solution enters and leaves through a special nozzle
installed on the rear face. The process solution will be contln-
uousl_ recycled at 2 gpm through the control element by means of
recycle equipment located in the inner rod room. Makeup equipment
located in the outer'rod room will be used to change the concen-
tration of the solution by pumping either filtered water or 10%

potassium tetraborate solution to the recycle system. The gas
separator will provide a liberating surface for the entrained
gases which are formed during irradiation, lt is mounted on the
rear face directly above the control tube. The gases will be

bled to the building discharge ventilating duct for dilution.
After the ink facility system was completely installed it was
found that water could not be recirculated because of a restriction
in the outlet drain line. It is planned to correct this situation
so that inpile recirculation of water can be initiated at the next
shutdown at DR for checking the operational and mechanical aspects
of the system before adding potassium tetraborate solution. The

purpose of the test is to obtain data on the following:

i - Gas generation rates, gas composition and their
effect on recirculation.

2 - Radioactivity buildup in ;;'_econtrol system!
recycling equipmontj 'anddrainage affluent.

3 - Corrosion of the 2S aluminum control element,.

4 - Total control _trength of the test facility and
its effect on pile reactivity and temperature /
dlstribution. ..... :L*;/

dD

: _28-A- Alteration of Two C Pile HCR ,,_,_., .-. _ . . - _ .. _ li i IJ i ,_ _t ........ _ . '_ • .J

| At present the excess reactivity maintained during pile equili_rlum ;

operation for scram recovery is tmual_ held in two long and two ._"+ "+, <_' ', , _/i °,

99 i:,:

, ,
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O
short control rods for optimum control of the rtemperature
distribution. Because the horizontal rods enter the near side

of the pile the far side has a tendency to become more limiting
unless counteracted by the flattening pattern. Consequently,
the two rods most co_nonly used for long rods (#5 and #ii) were
modified at O pile so as to contain no cadmium poison cans in
the near half of the control rod. A check will be made to see

If the equilibrium horizontal t_mperature distribution can be
balanced with the horizontal control rods alone with this system.

Enclosure: i. Comparative Reactor Performance
2. Reactor Outages
3. Tabulation of Ruptured Slugs

PAULOVIC_slc

O DISTRIBUTION :

Oy 1 - addressee
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" 11-18-52 COMPAP_%TiVEREACTOR __'_n',___ _=__ ,,_ NOVEl, 1952

I
¢

REACTOR B C D 'DR F H TOTAL

Design Power Level (M_)" ' 250 65'0 I 250 250 ! 250 ' bOO
Days Since

M_ximtumPower Level ] I .... _i ..... ' _ ...... 'I

Attained to Date (:,_4) 600 600 ', 600 L 605 I, 575 ; 640 i 3620
M&ximum Power Level I , '

During Month (_49D) 590 600 ,.. 570 ;.I • 6o5 ' 550 ! 630
Average Op_rat i__g , 1 -------

Level (_.,._,,f)_ 496 bOO , 558! 559 I. 519 I 597 536
Total Reactor _ .... ,. i .....
Outage Hours 95.9 17.3 ! 2.9 : 64.4 I 355.8 ' 79.5 615.8

Time Operated ' i j tEffici_:.,._,y (g)2 86.7 9h.2 ! 99.6 91.1 50.6 i 89.0 1 8h.2
MWDFroduced- ! ....... ; L ,

Plutonium 12,902 , 4,664 !16,665 15,259 i.7,881 _15,900 ! 73,271"
M',¢DDischarged - '_ I ! .......
Plutonium 9,743 : 0 :i O 21,066 16,512. 1 23,h57 i 60,778

Reactor 68,589 .4,66h i 81,008 71,798 I 76,O26i 67,568 I 369,653
F_3 In . i

Reactor Basin ' 1 ! ! J 19h,%O6
Tons Of , i ..... i " '
Metal Char_ed 17.02 251.55 0 1 3h.ohl .25 _ 37.39 340.25_-_
Tons Of .....

' i 39.81 1Ok.52Metal Discharged 16.9h .13 0 i 34.19 13.45,

Tons Of Metal _!"" 'In Reactor 1 ! 1, .7h
Tons Of Metal i 7--- _ -

In Reactor Basin : I 327.78
Tons Of _Ietal ........ , i
In iO3 Stora_,e i. i ' 121.Oh
Average Discharge
Concentration (_'[.DD/T) 575 0 ! O j 616 484 589 582
Scheduled 1 _---_- '

o o I o ', I ] i,
Carbcn Dioxide i :_ 98"O i ...._-" iR-eactor-_ 8.Concentration (%)3 ' 98.0 95°0 i 2..0 I _ow_ 9 0 ,
Highest Graphite Temo- , . i, ._._- : ,.........

erature Recorded (OC]. ,, 392 ;l 302 1, 410 i 338 li 4OO j 410 ,"
Outlet :Vater ' 6'8.6I 43 2
Temperature (°C)4 " I 66.1t 60.9 i 69.1 62.1!

' Iinlet Water , i ] I
10.3 i 9.1 , 10.9 I 10.9 t 13.7 I 11.1 I -Temuerature

Process Water _ i i i "
Flow (gOre)4 138,110 165,175 _38,920 !h2,716 137,535 I 46,056 1
Maximum Effluent Water _ '....

' t i n.o
* MWDaccrued to -'"_11' - ' " ' Inor'- incl&e' '•production, does 41 M_/D:ait--_ut_' to _-23_--burnout.

|; ,_ -- Does not include _80 Aec--_s of C mltal.--- i - ' f " " ' !it n 12oi

i - i) kv_rag_ Operating Level : Ff'.,_iDFroduced x 24 3) Months End DataHours Operated

I 2) Time Operated Efficiency - Hours Operated h) Average of Last Five Days
Total Hours In Month_i_"_:

.IH'I ..... I I' rt' _1' _1_' ...... ii1,''..,_"" iIIlll_ll_" Ilt"ffl _ I'_ _'l,_'lllllIl"ll'll!l .... ,,llnl', I_ _1"111'I',,i, ',1 I1_" ' , ' iiiii, i, , i .... _ '1"111'I_ qI'l ' It ' f!l'l'"_lRl'l fl "11111111,
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B C D DR F H TOTAL

Scheduled

Metal Discharge 0 0 2.3 23.7 0 lh.4 hO._

Maintenance 17.6 7.6 1.5 26.7

Production Tests 1.3 Ii.5 38.i 50.9

Special Production 1.5 O.2 1.7

Flattening Adjustment 0.h O.h

Ball 3X Installation 35h.8 35h.8

Unscheduled

Ruptured Slug Removal 77.0 20.1 0.6 2h.O 121.7

Panellit Scram 0.9 O.h 0.2 1.5

Power Surge 0.8 0.2 1.0

Maintenance I_.6 lol 15.7

CO2 Purge i.O i.O

Tot___al Hours 95.9 17.3 2.9 6h.h 355.8 79.5 615.8

=i
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.. TABULATION OF RUPTURED URANIU_ SLUGS !
..... J

-'--'_-- - r-4

o

a, _ _ ._.'-,.. a, _. _ ._ r_ Assigned

Date c ] _'_ _= +.__ o _ _ _v Operating_._ q,,,_ _, _ _J _ ProductionCanned ._ 2 o_ o'-- ,_ _ _ •
._ .-, _"_= _ _ o _, Loss Circumstanc

g _ 2) Charged _ ._ _ o _ _ o = o _ i,V,_]_: _;

241 O387-B I) 2-27-51 593 171 3.6 512540 38 58 1371 2.55 High exit water
2) 3,21-51 increase in Pane:
3) 11-3-52 - Flushed out 26

slugs- couldn't
column with 5000
Pushed out tube

ing charge toge_
..... : ,, ,. ,,

242 I172-F I) 10-22-51 337 402 7.8 699 500 13 .O3 High exit water
2) 12-5-51 Discharged with
3) 11-6-52 zachine - resume_

' _ithi_ scram rec,

---m_----..-.. --- - . _ .
,, . ....... , , , , , , , .........

243 0373-B i) 2-1-51 425 116 0.9 588 570 60 53 1272 2.25 Increase in Pane:
2) 9-12-51 and exit water t

3) 11-10-52 I, _lushed out 4 do'

_lugs - coul(_'t
- _etal column - p

_ube and remaini

_ogether
• ....... • ..... I ....

244 0768-DR Ii)23))&-25-5211_14_522"27-52203 322 6.5 487370 41 55 264 --- .71 _ighFlushedslugsexit.out_:shedwater23

and remaininr,c

245 0571-H i) 4-5-52 1.2 _igh exit water :
2) 5-12-52 IForce of 2500 i;

3_ II-15-52 /'t,o discharge me



13 .03 High exit watBr activity - End cap failure MRB
Discharged with charging 10-22-51
machine - resumed operations Truck 7
_ithin scram recovery period_ &

_ Group 8

60 53 1272 2.25 Increase in Panellit pressure Uranium split failure MRH
toldexit water temperature - 2-1-51
_lushed out 4 downstream Truck 2
slugs - couldn't loosen &
netal column - pushed out Group 7
Lube and remaining charge
_ogether

41 .71 _igh exit water activity - Slug separated into ZRG
Flushed out 23 downstream several pieces. 2-27-52
slugs - pushed out tube Truck i0
and remaininv charge & 8roup 8

1.2 ilgh exit water activity- Can sidewall failure. D51H
Force of 2500 Ibs. required 4-5-52
to discharge metal column. Truc_ 2 &

Group 9

• •
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TABUI_TION OF RUPTURE[)URANI19_SLUGS"

¢4 "' "

, o I Assigned ' c_ o

_ o_ :'J Operating _I • Production u_
_ Loss Circumstances of -o

_- _ _.. S};ut.oc;':nand .....c\,al Observations of Slug

9 I_ 923 1.6 Panellit pressure Compound oap failur_ FAG
alarm- Flushed out down- 2-18-52
stream du_ies but no Truck 5

slugs -removed rear gun- &
barrel - pushed out tube Group 8
and entire metal column
_ith maximum force of
7500 ibs.
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TO : Files, Operations Division (TH!RU) DAVE: January 2, 1953

C. L i Roblnsan-and Dqnald G. SturgesFROM : E. F Paulovich •' .

a

SUBJECT: i00 ,%RZ%S M0_FgHLY REPORT - DECKER 1952 rh,,u,_um_ W

-TR,'BOL : OP : '-_"p ' "D _"'"_]_ '

PI_ OPERATION

General

The ms-ximum operating level attained during the month of I)ecember
1952 for -ach of the piles, and the corrsspondin,q equivalent
p_rcentage of the power level index, are as follows:

B C D DR F H

5Z'_D 590 734 590 _g_oo 419 672
Percentage 295 3_7 295 300 210 336

C and H piles established individual new maximum operating levels
during December, and B, C and H oiles established new individual

production records for the month] December 31 marked the occurrence

of a new maximum of 352_ M_D for simultaneous g-pile total wroduction,
and a n_ maximum of 3580 M_._for simultaneous 6-oile combined power
level. With the occurrence of only 3 ruptur-d siugs_ a new maximum

total production of 87,040 MWD (111.9% of forecast) was attained in

December, with F pile down almost the entire month for the installation
of the ball 3X system. This total wroduction includes 359 _4WD

attributable to" enriched U-235 burnout at C and H piles. A new oer

diem maximum plutonium production of 2796 _D/day wes establishedduring December.

At"month's end the following percentage of metal in each of the oiles
consisted of eight-inch slugs (PT-IOS-313-lM):

B C D .I1R F H

Percent 42 43 49 83 46 73
j,

On December 3 the 3-second time-delay relay in the .manelllt system
at C and H piles was reduced to I second because of operation of '_[%_3

these reactors above a power level of 650 MW. The
...... 3=%econd _+ime-

..--

,__ II - '
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d,lay relay had been established to prevent the slug jackets from

melting with a stoppage of cooling water flow in the process tube
in which heat is being generated at a maximum rate at a pile power
level of 600 MW, On December 23 th_ l-second Panellit time-delay

relay was reduced to zero at C and H piles in the interest of

increasing the, degree of protect,ion afforded by the Panellit

system. 0n December 26 th_ B-second tim._-dela7 relay at B, D, DR

and F nil_s was also eliminated from the P_nelllt system. Th_

time delay is only normally z_ro inasmuch as there is inherent
in the instrumentation a fraction of a second lag, As a result

of removing the time delay feature in the Pane Llit system, nine
Panellit scrams were exnerienced at B, C and H piles in December

due to fluctuating Psn_llit pressures,

1

After seven 8-inch slugs were ejected from process tube 248t_ at

B pile as a result of steam generation caused by insufficient

cooling water immediately after shutdown, it was decided on
December 26 not to attempt to remove any more ruptured slugs

in time to resume operations within the scram recovery period.
In the future a minimum down time will be taken to remove all

ruptured slugs, and cooling water will not be reduced on the

suspected tube until it h,,,_ssufficient time to cool adequately.

With the r_,duced frequency of ruptures experienced
during the

]mst two months, this precautionary measure should not result

in appreciable production losses.

Investigations are being initiated to determine exactly when and

to what extent the cooling water can be reduced on a process tube,

and to study methods of remotely removing the rear cap of a process

tube while maintaining an increased cooling water flow.

During the latter part of December, the bulk storage of liquid
| carbon dioxide under high pressure was begun at all pile areas to

replace the gaseous CO2 cylinder storage systom. By the end of
December the installation of earthquake detection equipment was

• completed at F pile, essentially completed at H pil_, and in

4 progress at B, D and DR piles.

| B PILE
I

A new maximum monthly production of 19,718 MWD was achieved at

B pil'e in December.

, ,During the month of December, B pile was shut down for the follo_,ng

two ruptured slugs.

| Tube No. Shutdc;wu Started to Power .

i @ 12/8 11:23 P M 12/3

0272 10:93 P. M., 12/22 6:9.5 P: ML' 12/2kI 41.9o 9.00A. '

all

" 'IIIIHI "II q! * r I,' I_ "',II, I ' ' I"' r'l'_l"_ ,......... '"' ",',,, ' ,,'If ' rll11Tif_P1r llr" i'lli' ' I, " rl, .... IIII ' III ,'_r .... ""]'_111"'l'l'm"q,'I1' _,,',,la'
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lt was possible to immediately dlscharge process tube 0272 with the

charging machine and resume operations within the scram recovery

, peri cd.

B pil_ was shut down from ll:02 A. M. to 11:07 A. M, on December i0
due to the malfunction of the f3 Beckman circuit when the f3 Bcc?stun

was r,moved from bypass fo.I/.owinginstrument standardization. B 'pile
was shut down from 10:_2 P. M. to lO:hT P, M, on December 17 becaus_

of a faulty J,ump_r corun,_ction while repairing a Panelllt _au[_ on
row

B pil_ was shut down from 1:24 A. M. to 1:29 A. M. on Decembe_ 19
because of a po_er st_'ge on the _I Beckman. A survey of rho entire
Panellit board revealed that on_ tube (_190) was experiencing an

unusual pressure increas,. Continuous monitoring of the Panellit

pressure and outlet te.mperature of tube _190 dur_.ng the subsequent
few days indicated that the pressure of 4190 was gradually increasing

without an increase in temperature. B pile was finally shut down at

9:00 A. M. on December 22 because of the rapid increase in Panellit

pressure on tube 4190. lt was decided to discharge tube 2484 along
with tube 4190 in order to charge temporary poison in an effort to

change the flattening pattern. Following the withdrawl of personnel

from the rear face and prior to attempting the discharge of tube
4190, the Brown temperature monitor indicated an increase In exit

temperature on tube 2484, which had been valved down to a cooling
water flow of 70 inches along with 'tube 4190, The valve on cross-

header on 23 1/2 was cracked open gradually but the resulting steam

formation ejected a total of seven 8-inch slugs from the rear of
tube 2484. Four of the slugs lodged on 'the i0' catwalk, one dropped

into the discharge chutes, one landed on thefar side discharge

elevator apron, and one was subsequently discovered lodged in a

r_ar pigtail.
=

A wooden plow fastened to a wooden hinged extension handle was

f_bricated and the 4 slugs were remotely pushed from the lC' catwalk.

A shovel and 39' of guide pipe sections were fabricated and the slug
on the fax' side elevator apron was pushed into the discharge chutes

by remotely guiding the pipe and shovel with a rope from the 30' far
lead room. Considerable difficulty was experienced in locating the

last missing slug. Radiation surveys made with a probe hung from

the 30' lead ro_n by means of a cable and with a probe attached to

the discharge elevator indicated that the approximate location of

the missing slug was below roW lC. The slug was finally observed

lodged between the rear pigtails of tubes 0381_ and 0383 by scanning

with the fly's eye pemiscope. The slug was removed by means of a

long pole with a hook on the end remotely maneuvered from the lC'
catwalk.

-d
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After flushing out twenty 4-1nch dawnstresm slugs from process tube
4190, it was impossible to move the remainder of the metal column

with a maximum force of 8000 pounds. The process tube containing

the remaining k4 slugs was pushed from the pile and a new process
tube was installed.

At month's end extensive preparations wer_ in progres_ at B nile

for the installation of th_ ball 3X s2'stem during th_ outage
_ch_duled to begin on January 5. Th_ South 107 r_tention basin

had been pumped, dry and cleaned to permit retention basin r,_airs

during the ball 3X outaze. The pump s_tmp installation in th_
South basin was comoleted on December 12.

O PILE

A new maximum power level of 740 MW was established at C_pil_ on

December 9 and a n_; mau_Imlumdaily production of 734 W_'D was achieved

on December 26. A new maximum monthly production of 19,686 _44D was

achieved at C pile in December.

During a scheduled outage initiated on December i the remaining _.;kg

of enrichment were charged into 14 process tubes. During the shut-

down, add_tlonal shielding which was fabricated in the F area mainte-
nance shops was installed on the T seams of X-l and X-2 levels. A
check of the inner rod room and the ball 3X valves in an effort to

locate C02 lealcage revealed no sizeable leaks.

C pile was shut down from ]2-:50 P. M. to 1:03 P. M. on December 3

because of a low pressure trip on Panellit gauge 0374. 'ghen the

Panellit pressure continued 'to drop, the pile was shut down from
2:33 P. M. to 2:57 P. M. in order to install a ne_ .240 orifice.

Following startup, however, the Panellit pressure continued to be
abnormally low.

C pile was shut down at lO:14 A. M. on December 15 due to the

malfunction of a relay in the 15]. substation. The power failure

was corrected immediately but the 51[balls dropped into the i_6
VSR channel when the _26 VSR did not drop completely into the unit

" within the 4.5 second time-delay relay period. C pile con.ld not

resume operations within the scram recovery period because of

considerable difficulties encountered in removing the 3X balls from

the #2.6 VSR channel and returning them to the hopper. During the

outage the drop time for the #26 VSR was checked 3 times and found

to average 3.5 seconds. The tlme-delay relay in the Panellit

system, which had been reduced from 3 seconds to 1 second on

December lC because of pile operation above 650 MW, was checked

and the tlm_ delay period was found to be 0.6 seconds. In addition,

a series of flow and press_re tests were conducted on the process
water system at 300, 400, _00 psi and full flow pressures, lt was

DEC
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the purpose of these tests to obtain actual flow-presst_re operating

data. 0potation of elg_t 190 pumps at full flow resulted in a

_mxirman pressure of I_90 psi, and operation of'nine 190 pumps a£

fu].l flow resulting in a maximum pressure of 537 pal.

A total of 9-7 front face ca'ps and process tubes on row _5 were

inspected for corrosion. No f...ontb_be corrosion was _v'[dent

and rh- ribs appear-d in excell_nt condition. _To corrosion b',!ld_,_
was noted on the front face shielding inserts. In addition, lt was

discovered that 3 small pieces of metal wer_ restrictln_ the outlet
from the front crossheader to th_ pigtail on tube 037[_. After r_moval

of the r,strlctlng pieces, th_ Panellit pressure on tube 0374 r_turn_d
to normal. After buffing and lubricating z_26 VSR, C pil_ r_sumed

operations at 4:35 A. M. on December 16.

C pile was shut down from _:51 A, M. to 6:00 A. M. on December 17 due

to an unexplained po_;er surge which tripped the ,_2 Beckman circuit.

The red, fated voltage increased to 60.34 cps, followed by a momentary
return to normal, and then dropped to 59.64 cps.

During the early part of December the power level at C pile was

increased at a rate of 30 MW everJ 3 days. It was planned toincrease the power level until a maximum tube po_er generation of

approximately 600 k_ per tube, established in order to prevent
localized boiling between slugs, was reached. However, on December

19 it was arbitrarily decided to limit the power level at C pile to

maximum tube power generation of 525 kw per tube until initial

discharges have been made at C pile and sufficient irradiated slugs

inspected to warrant another 75 i_ per tube increase.

C pile was shut down from 3:47 A. M. to 9:35 P. M. on December 20

| when a bushing on the 13.8 kv ground transformer at the ].51 substation
. shorted out. A critical Y power condition existed from 3:54 A. M. to

7:29 P. M. During the outage all ball 3X valves were exercised and

, lubricated and several process babes were leak tested in an attempt

to locate possible water leakage indicated earlier in the month, lt
was subsequently discovered that the water leak indications were due

-: to air leakage into the sampling lines through the quick disconnects.
|

C pile was shut down from 3:33 A. M. to _:41 A. M. on December 21

: when an adjacent gauge was shorted out while Panellit gauge 0382

was being repaired. During the scram the #2.4VSR failed to go into

• the _mit more than 2 feet when the gas seal boot seized the rod.

; Consequently, the ,_ balls dropped into the ,#24 VSR channel when
,' activated by the slack cable trip. The 3X balls were retrieved

,' without difficulty

,@|
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On December 23 the one-_econd tlme-delay relay in the Pan_ll[t

system was reduced to nominally zero in order to increase the

protection afforded by the Panellit system. A chet_k revealed
that the actual time lag in the Pan_lllt scram circuity was

approximately 1/12 of a second.

C pil. was shut d(nrn from l:4q _ M "to _:53 P M on December 73

due to a p_._r surE_ originating in the BPA system. The _X ball_
again dropped from the '/,_4ho_prir. One ho_ was r_quir-d to 1_T',ri-v.-
all. th_ balls from th_.VSR channel. On Decemb-r 24 it was d_cld_d

to bypass the faultj relay' contacts on the _24 and #26 vertical

safety rods so that the 3X balls would not drop under norn_al scram

conditions. Only _,xtremely low water pressure and the earthquak-
detector will rel_ase the bal.is from these two hoppers until the

difficulty is remed:L_d. This leaves 37 hopper_ for use in the ball

33[ system at 0 pil_ at present, which is approximately 3 times the
number of channels required to =mintain the pile subcritical whil_
wet.

D PILE

One m_ptured slug caused the shut down of D pile during 'December

as follows:
Tube No Shutdown Started to P(_er

3156 11:36 P. M., 12/12 ].2:08A. M., 12/1B

It was possible to immediately discharge th, ruptured slug from

process tube 3].56 with the charging machine and resume operations
within the scrawl recovery period.

During the outage initiated on D,cember 3 to conduct the December

metal discharge, speola], valved rear pigtails were installed on

process tubes 1382, 1383, and 1384, in c_der to check sl_g temper-
ature rises following the stoppage of cooling water flow subsequent

to pile shutdown (PT-105-411-P). After considerable difficulty the

tip section of the #4 ECR was removed and a new rod tip was installed.

After repairing a water leak at the Junction of the control rod and

rod rack, and satisfactorily pressure testing the thimble, the _4 ECR

was returned to operation with no subsequent binding exq)erienced.

In addition, the #6 HCR was removed from the pile and a presstLre test
of the control rod indicated a small water leak at the tip end of the

rod. Pressure test of the thimble indicated that the thimble w_s

leaking also. Both the thimble and graphite track shewed considerable
evidence of corrosion product buildup. Approximately 17 feet of

graphite track were removed before the hole was blanked off and shielded

:|
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with lead, masonlt_, and par_ffln, lt is planned to r-_1.ace the
:i%6HCA_ thlmbl_ d_u_ing th,_ next available outage.

Process tub_s 2161 and _._i_2were r_moved and after broachln_ the

channels, graphite th_nnocouple stringer.s w_re installed under

PT-IOS-51S-A. In addition, a s!miL_r graphite thermocouple 3tring-_r
was installed in C t_st hole fo9 correlating yraohlt_ t_m_ratllr,s

meas_._d wlth both Cr-AI and F_-Co th-rmocouDles alon_ all thr,-e

axis of the r-actor.

I_rlzg rh- latter p_rt of the month rh- rod tip section o__ the !_6
HCR was disconn,cted from th_ rod rack and r_mov_d. On Docemb_r i_

new delta t_mperature limits for the Inpile water quality process

tubes (PT- 5 v -, ,i05-.09-..) wer_ L_ade effective. BLndlm_ was exDerlenc-d
with both the -_'7HC._ and #9 HCR during the month.

nR PI'UZ

With the exception of the scheduled metal discharge outage initiated

on December 7, DR pile operated the entire month of December without

incident, at an ave'rage power level of 572 MW.

During the discharge outage process tubes 2663 and 2687 wer_ r_ovedfrom the pile employing maximum forces of 3500 pounds. New process

tubes wer_ installed, pressure tested, and charged with metal. An

attempt to remove the process tube in 3276 proved unsuccessful because

the tube was badly battered. Tube 3276 was reestablished as am air
tube.

_ile installing a new drain line for the ink facility _ystem

(PT-105-529-A) a minor explosion occurred at 10:30 A. M. on Decem-
ber 8 while drilling a 1/4" hole into the rear face gas separator.

Apparently the explosion was due to a small amount of hydrogen

remaining in the tank, which ignited becaus_ of a drilling snark.
The 6-inch X 6-foot separator tank was not ruptured but the ends

were bulged slightly. The new drain line installation w_,s completed
_u_d leak tested satisfactorily, and the ink facility system was

placed into operation recirculatlng filtered water. The ink facilit7
operated satisfactorily for the entire month of December and _t "is

planned to begin the recirculation of the potassium tetraborate
solution early in January.

F FILE

_, At the beginning of December thr_e of 'the six section of the nm_
downcomer had been installed at F pile, approximately _O_ of the

repairs to the East retention basin had been completed, a total of

82 process tubes had b,en removed from the lower far corner, and

work was in progress locating and filling cracks greater than i/4
inch in the VSR channels. _.,_._'_°
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The last section of the new downcomer was installed on December 3.

After completing the ti_-in of the downcomer inl,-t line, the wat-r

system was returned to normal on December 22 and full flow was
established at on the new downc_mer in order to conduct acceptance

tests. On December 93 the water pressure was incr_as-d from 75 ns[

to 400 psi in 3 minutes and th_n decreased from 400 psi to 75 9sl

in 3 minutes wlth no significant -ff-cts observed in th_ new down-
comer, lt 'was possible to raise or iclwer th_ orocess water pr-s:_,ire

as fast as oossible without wat',r backun in tl_ downcomer.

By December 13 a total of 150 process tubes in the lower far corner

of F plle had bmen reolaced. This included all thos_ ort_inall7

scheduled except tkree (098,3, 0887, and 0591), from which batter,d

segments of process tub_s could not be r_moved. Subsequently, on
December 22 it was oossible to r-mnr- the tube s_ction In cha_m_l

0988 with considerabl._ difficulty and a new process tube was InstallJd.

Tubes 0857 and 0891 were blanked off and establlsh_d as air tribes.
All new tubes installed in the lower far corn-r were successf_lly

subjected to a hydrostatic pressur_ test prior to starbuo.

During the early part of December considerable difficulty was

experienced with the filling of seams in the Vo'_ channels wlth agraphite-sodlum silicate compound. Reborescoping of the V_R channels

aft,r filling of the seams indicated that th_ filling compound had

worked its way out of the seams in some channels, desoite th_ fact
that the filled seams had 'been heated to 200°F with the heaters

lowered into the channels. Consequently, it was deC_ded on Decemberl3
to continue with the ball 3X installation without refilling approximately

13 known cracks. Bushings were placed in the thermal shield and V_R

step plug holes, Doweled holes were drilled and utilized for locat-

ing and installing the new VSR step plugs and ball 3X hoppers. The

ball recovery system, consisting of an air pump, shielded hooper,

cyclone filter, and associated cooling water piping, air lines, and

electrical system, was installed on top of the pile. The VSR sphincter

seal water and gas piping was connected, and the VSR bumper ass_mblles,
limit switches and associated electrical system were installed. By

December 18 all of the vertical safety rods and guide cables w_r_

installed and the acceptance t_st program, conslsting of the test

" operation of hopper gates, vertical safety rods, ball 3X time-delay

relays, and 3X ball recovery system, was begun. By December 25 all

acceptance tests had been successfully conducted and the installation
• of the ball BX system 'w_s complete with the exception of locating and

| reducing CO 2 gas leakage.
i

The retention basin r_pairs were completed by December 17 and

| accepted on December 22 Subsequent flc_ tests indlc_ted that the

: __ leakage In the r_paired'We_t basin was negligible.

I ' 212
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0n December 15 a metal discharge was conducted. Seven process tubes

(1073, 1266, 1284, 2662, 3466, 3484, and 3773)were removed and

graphite thermocouple stringers were installed in the process tube
channels to replace the VgR thlmbl_ graphite thermocouples which

were removed during the ball BX installation. C02 gas pressur_ was
established on the pile on December 19 and an $-hour leak test

conducted on December 20 at a p_essure of 2 1/2 inches indicated

that the gas l_akag_ was between 600 and 700 cubic feet p-r hour.

Each ball 3X hopper was leak tested and all front and rear f_c_

bellows wer_ checked. After repalrin_ all detectable leaks, two

additional 8-hour gas leakag-, tests conducted on D_c_mber 21 indicated

a gas leakage of _pproximat_ly 400 cubic feet Der hot_. On D_cemb_r 21

th_ &ms pr_ssur- was removed from the Dil- in order to permit th_ with-

drawal of the vertical safety rods in order to make the VgR tips gas

tight.

Gas pressure was restored to the pile on December 25, after r_lacing

a leaking sphincter seal on _19 VgR. A complete check of the front

and rear faces of th_ pile, of the inner rod room, of the X l_vels,

of th- top of the pile, and of the I15 building gas system and

valving, indicated no unusual large sources of gas leakage. A gas
loss test conducted at 2 1/2 inches on December 25 indicated a loss

of approximately 350 cubic feet per hour. On December 26 the fir_ltest of dropping and retrieving balls in one VSR channel (#36) was
conducted. It was discovered that the vacuum hose lacked a few

inches of reaching the bottom of the channel. Consequently, it was

necessary to remov_ approximately 15 balls from the bottom of the

channel with a magnatic fixture. A borescoplng of all seams in

VgR #36 indicated that no balls were lodged in the cracks.

Because of difficulty in obtaining waterproof connects from the

vendor, the replacement of the rear face process tube thermocouples
(other than 120 associated with t_ new process tubes installed in

the lower far corner) was not accomplished at F pile during the

3X outage. However, all front face crossheater screens were replaced

and the earthquake detector system was installed during the extended

shutdown. In addition, the #6 HCR thimble was replaced and the
horizontal control rod was returned to service.

On December 27 the excess temporary poison was discharged with a

C02 g_s leakage of approximatel_v 200 cubic feet per hour, F pile

resumed operations at 5:10 P. M. on December 27. The pile was shut
down from 5:14 to 5:40 P_ M. because of an improper trip setting

on the #4 Beckman during startup. F pile was shut down again at
6:17 P. M. because of low Panellit pressure on gauge 0380. When

withdrawing the vertical safety rods after this scram, the #28 VSR
stuck in a position apl:roximately 3 feet out of the reactor. The

,li _ ,I,I afll ,_ , iii ,, , lira[ .... r't]q_r "rlanl'lll _elll{gi ...... " al" ' '_,lll PHq_II' II'_i' II II IIl'P i ,I,,, ' "_'i,"",, ,,. " 'rlIT"?lS_l_iil_,Ii I,'
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from the pile. Upon removal it was noted that scoring marks

approximately i/8 inch wide existed on the rod starting about 3
feet from the bumper ring for a total length of about 6 feet.

Consequently, the #28 VSR was tied out of service. A series of

drop tests was conducted on the remaining vertical safety rods.
All vertical safety rods were satisfactorily run in and out of

the pile under power 5 times and scrammed 3 times. After investi-

gating and repairing faulty electrical circuity betu_een the Panellit

and safety systems, F pile was started to power at 6:25 A. M. on
December 28.

The pile was shut down from ll:13 A. M. to 8:38 P. M. on December 28
to conduct additional VSR tests. All vertical safety rods were

again z_An in and out under power 5 times and scrammed 3 times. The

rods were pulled out of the unit and individually inspected closely.

It was found that each_ rod was scored and scratched badly almost the

entire length of the rod from 8 feet below the bumper ring to that

part of the rod at the top of the hopper. The scratches were approx-

imately 1/64 inch deep, and caused by misalignment of the step plugs.

During this outage, fo1_ process tubes of temporary poison were

discharged and work on the Psnelllt system was conducted.

F pile was shut down again at 5:40 A. M. on December 29 to charge
temporary poison columns and to locate excessive gas leakage. A

high reading on top of the unit indicated that the #37 VSR sphincter

seal might be leaking. The _37 VSR seal was removed and found in

exc,_llent condition. However, it was observed that the step plug
was badly scored on both sides. A new seal was installed and the _37

TSR was returned to service. Two process tub_s (0984, 3884) were

charged with temporary poison and F pile was started to power' at
4:29 P. M. on December 29. A C02 leakage test conducted shortly

after startup indicated the consumption rate was approxlmmtely 150

cubic feet per hour.

F pile was shut down from 2:54 A. M. to 7:04 A. M. on December 30

to discharge the poison columns in process tubes 0984 and 3884.

During the outage a check of the top of the pile indicated gas
leakage between the #14 and #20 VS2.

H PILE

A new maximum power level of 675 MW was established at H pile on .

December 8, and a new maximum daily production of 672 MWD was
achieved on December 9. A new maximum monthly production of

17,895 MWD was achieved at H pile in December.

=mi
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H pile was shut down from 6:43 A. M. to 7:03 A. M. on December 13
because of a faulty Panellit gauge (0383). On December 21 a scheduled

outage was initiated to conduct the metal discharge for December and
to charge 15 additional tubes with enriched C slugs, making a total
of 35 tubes charged to date. During this outage the C test hole thimble
was removed from the pile with c_nsiderable difficulty and after probing,

vacuuming and traversing the test hole channel, a graphite thermocouple
stringer was installed in order to monitor the temperature of the
reflector and shielding during the fringe enrichment program. Process
tubes 0562 and 0579 were removed from the pile in order to obtain

graphite mining samples under PT-IO5-512-E.

The time-delay relay in the Panellit system, which had been reduced
from 3 secor_is to I second on December 3, was again reduced to zero

during the discharge outage. An inspection of the upstream portion
of 28 process tubes indicated that the tubes were in relatively good
condition with small amounts of corrosion present. During the outage

approximately 250 process _b_ orifices were enlarged and the corres-
ponding Panellit gauges were changed and recalibrated in order to
accomodate the additional i0 kg of enrichment charged. The tip sections
of "A" HCR was removed and buried during the shutdown_ but the replace-

ment of the leaking thimble was postponed to the next available shutdown.
Operations were resumed at IO'0_ P. E. on December 23. The pile was
scrammed from 11:16 P. M. to 11:30 P. M. on December 23 due to a faulty

Panellit gauge (1652).

H pile was shut down from 3:12 A. Mo to 3s51 A. E. _d from 11:21 P. M.
to 11:31 P. M. on December 25 and again from 10:26 A. M. to 10:45 A. M.
on December 27 because of widely fluctuating pressures on Panellit

gauges 4256_ 3096, and 4563, respectively. These Panellit scrams were
a direct result of eliminating the time delay feature from the Panellit

system in order to increase the protectio_ afforded by the system.

During December the three-stage compressor and several leaking valves in
the helium system were repaired and a carload of helium was unloaded_ so
that at month's end helium could be added to the 002 atmosphere manually.

. lt is planned to manually adjust the helium added to the pile atmosphere
until sufficient operating data _aa been obtained in order to utilize
automatic proportioning equipment in the gas system.

On December 17 the installation of the Flexowriter automatic tube outlet

temperature recording facility in the monitoring system at H pile was
completed to permit rapid temperature traverse maps with the experimental

: fringe zone enrichment.
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Only 3 instances of inpile uranium slug failures occurred during
December, bringing the total number to date to 249. The attached
table presents all the data available at monthts end regarding
these 3 ruptured slugs, lt was possible to successfully discharge
2 of these ruptured slugs with the charging machine and resume

operations within the scram recovery period. Ali 3 December slug
failures were group 8 slugs, bringing the total n_,ber to date to 87.

' PRODUCTION TESTS

14-A- Thermocouples In Process Channels

During the December 3 discharge outage process tubes 2161 and 2182
were removed from D pile and graphite thermocouple stringers were
installed in the broached process channels. It is planned to obtain
the following data with this installation:

a - Temperature limits for permanent channel thermocouples.

b - Effect of thermocouple _-Aresize and composition ontemperature readlngs.

c -Relative front to rear graphite temperature and
lattice conductanc• distribution.

d - Correlation of lattice continuance data with
HCR co_figuration.

• - Intersecting graphite temperature distributions
along 3 piles axes (process tube, C test hole_
and FSR thimble thermocouples).

Each tube contains both chromel-alumel and iron-constantan thermocouples
in both 26 and 30 wire gage sizes.

Preliminary results indicate that wire gage size has negligible effect
on the thermocouple temperature readings. However, the iron-constantan
thermocouples read as much as 10% higher than si_nilarlylocated chromel-
alumel thermocouples. This phenomenon has also been in evidence at C

pile where both types of graphite monitoring thermocouples were installed.
The graphite temparatures indicated by the channel stringers are 50n_
higher than adjacent C test hole and VSR thermocouple readings, lt is

a
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planned to utilize data from this installation for correlating
graphite temperatures indicated by permanent channel thermocouples
with the present burnout temperature limit of _lO°C.

_29rA -!nk Facility

During the discharge outage conducted at DR pile on December 7, a new
drain Line was installed on the ink facility system previously inser_ed
in process tube 21_88. A minor explosion occurredwhile drilling a hole
into the rear face gas separator, but the separator tank was not
ruptured and it was possibl_ to complete the installation of the drain
lineo The explosion occurred when a small amount of oxygen remained
in the tank and ignited because of a drilling spark. The ink facility
was placed into operation with the inpile recirculation of filtered
water for checking the operational and mechanical aspects of the
system. The ink facility operated satisfactorily for the remainder
of December and it is planned to begin the recirc%tlation of the potassium
tetraborate solution early in January.

gl_6-E- Corrosion Product Removal From Process Tubesrl i i i_,1 i • _ _ III III Jl i i i i] i

On December 23 during the extended ball 3X outage at F pile, process

tubes 0572_ 0573, 0574, and 0575 were cooling
isolated from the water

system and an attempt was made to flush the tubes with a 5% chromic
acid solution in order to remove the barnacles located in the front
sections of F pile process tubes. This first attempt was unsuccessful
because of corrosion attack on the mil_ steel mixing tank while heating
the acid solution. However, on December 2h these four tubes were
successfully purged with a 5% chromic acid solution for 30 minutes
at a flow rate of 2 gpm. The acid solutimn was at a temperature of
6D°C and a pH of 0.3. The barnacle growth in the front of the process
tubes was visually _spected before and after the acid flush. Removal
of the barnacles appeared to be very successful on the second attempt
except for a narrow ribbon on the top of two process tubes, indicating
that these two tubes were probably not flowing full of acid solution.
The metal columns on these four process tubes were then discharged "and
inspected and appeared to be in no worse condition than other slugs
discharged from F pile.

Enclosure: I. Comparative _actor Performance
2. Reactor Outages
3. Tabulation of R_ptured Slugs

PAULOVICH/slc

0 'DISTRIBUTION :
_ ,Oy i - addressee
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ii-__-_2 COMPARatIVE REACTCR PEP_,3RI'.[_C.", DECE_'"ER, 1952

_Z_CTOR S Z _ ta F H TOT._L

• lZ-17-_IlO-3-_d't2-ff5-[i5_.lo-2o-L9Initill Startun 19'2_6'[_h-!Ii-I._-52f ' '_"
_'..si_nPower'Level (I_,V) ' 250 , 650 I 250 ' ' 250 2<0 ' h00

Days Sir,cs i ' tSt_rtu_ 3019 44 [ 2937 320 2@67 I 11'39
_aXimum Power Level _- ....-" - - '' , ' ...... --i .... ' ..... ! ......... :

_CO 605 575 ' 675 ' ,, ._ . 600 740 ' _
_txxned t_ ])ate (_,_g) , i 379=

i ., ,. , ,, k. , . , , , ,,_ ,

Ha_ximum Power Level 590 734 i ' 6"2
During. Honth (kV'_D) . 590 I 600 419 I I

Average Oo_ratL,ng _._ I I . . ,
Level ('."'I)_ 553 6co 561 , 572 . 342 o2k _,_o

T.'._tal R_actor .]2 k }.4.° 0., ,_.-, ....._
Cu+.a ..'e Hours - " ., , ,

Time Dgerate,i 91.-'_ ! 92 91 r.9 ; 92 _ "" !LEli,.,_ien.7 (..-.._)2 91.5 92.._ . .....

_._...DFreauced .... _!6
P!utcnimm 15,71'3 19,o8o 15,9;32 i16,47L'_ I 922 I17,.-...z_ ,_i_.!.l.

X'.,T,'Discharged - 1,070 3'5 14,_43 21233"I ':vPlutonimm . 116,425 !19,_i, iTl_,llg

i.,_ID i_ . r....... ,.... _4< _co 21;3'•" . ,..,2,2_7 166,053 , , ....._ ,Reg.ntor "33_2_7 24.,312 o IbO 523 6- i_,-,-,

_.'._,_R,In ; _ i !1oO _
Reactor Basin ' ' :

Tons Of ' l
' i._9 .93 23.27 I 35.931 49.37 29.97 141.36"*

Metal Ch_r_ed

Tons Of 2 13 1 78 24.20 ' 35.531 26.07 i 33.15:122..%
Metal Dis_,har_ed " " _..... '__.... ! i

Tons Of Metal i i ! Ilk63.24
In Reactor . _ __

Tons Of :fetal t t ' i ' . 320.58
In Reactor Basin ' ] '

Tons Of I_:etal. I ', , ' 90. 19
In iO3 St, ora_e , , '

Average Discharge
Concentration (I,_.FD/T) 502 21 i 609 I 626 !. 630 i 592 603

Scheduled .... I.............. i
Shutdowns 0 1 I I. , 1 I O 1 i

.... k

Carbcn Dioxide : I .6 i 90 I
Concentration (%)3 94.0 94.0 ! 97.2 , 97 I .5 96.2
Highest Gr.aohite Temn- : _ .... '

erature Recorded (cci 405 360 I 395 ! 337 i 354 i 438

Outlet later . .-- 5o
Temoerature (°C)_ 63.7 4'8.7 ] 65 4 I 6%2 i 1 ".9. ,. . i I

Inlet Water ]' 8.2 i I 8.iTemner-ature _*C )1_ .. 7.4 i, 6.3 i 8.2 "- I' ..... t , ,,

Process Water " t

Maximum Effluent Water ! : ' ' .... -

:,cti,#_ty (mrep/hr) _4.3 I 8._ ! 1_.9 i 11.5 13.o i 1_.o t

:,_ ac_rueato Pu_roa_ct,_on,aoesaot tnc[_ae 359_'_ _tt '_t_tea _,o,U-235_urnout

,Ooe__ot _n_Z_a_73O_Z_@o_ C
I

_ t l ) !
l) Average Operating Level -- _,_,._ Produced x ?h 3) ,bnths End Data

=| 2) Time Onerated. Efficiency-Hours Onerated. i) ofAVerage,,quzl!br_um_. of. Last.Oper,_/_nFiVe''.D._ys,

] Total Hours In Month

_s_._,_-_ _ r &_,;._:_,_,,.r,,._,':,.:.,
" _, ,_,{,i_1, '_, ,. _,'

-_Ii_ _ "'" ''_ '' ,,



_,.LJ_ ._"...,L_

.3 r] D DR F H mr,_ ^'r

S ".T.,-_:'v ,T _;',

Ae ,=.,.i"'s,:_iar:z -. , 2,"> 29,5 26.9 "!9.5 20.9

12 2 _ " 0 : 5 30. i

" s 2 0 1 7 2'.;,I '_. ,Pro,.i.ucl;ion .e "s ' ' '

.,,=...' r "1 r_- .),i ,,: _','1.0_. 2.0 0,2 '2.2

3ali 37 ins-alla.tion 673.1. ,;i"2.l

UNSC"m-" _ --

""..p tL'o:'ed Sld.;Z 2 ", _: O.5 26,0
Rem,oval

panellit -_crams 0.i I._._ i 6 3.5

O Dec'.:r.:lan Scrams O. 1
O. i

Electrical Power 0.i 3,. _ 37 Q
.T-I
_:ail:_re

irradiated Metal 33.6 33.6
In DLsch_rge Area

TOm _L HOURS 62.4 54.3 60.3 52.6 678. I 55.4 96 3.1
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248 3156-D i) 2-16-52 269 269 502 580 Iii .19 High exit water
2) 3-18-52 Discharged with
3) 12-12-52 machine. Resumed

within scram rea

249 4190-B I) 12-17-51 54 203 3.6 80 560 18 18 786 i._O Abnormal inereas
2) 10-29-52 " pressure. Flushe
3) 12-22-52 downstream slugs:

loosen remainder
column with maxl
of 8000 Ibs. Fu,

process tub_ and
_ slugs.
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C
C_

TABULATION OF RUPTURED UR,ANIU}_ SLUGS _"

i _- - l,, , : ..... : .................

cJ

o Assignod " _ ¢J

_ _ ;_' Operating" Production _ o{D

¢-_-_ _ e_ S:,utdc;':r._nd P.c!r,cv_Ji O!)_o_.0\:,',_tlonsof Slug _--. :

106 .18 High exit water activity. Compound cap failure ZNH

Discharged with charging 2-7-52

machine. Resumed operations Truck 3

within scram recovery period &
Group8

111 .19 High exit water activity. End cap failure ZRS

Discharged with chargi_ 2-16-52

machine. Resumed operations Truck 2

within scram recovery period &

Group 8

]8 18 786 1.20 Abnormal increase in Panellit Compound cap failure MRG

',' pressure. Flushed out 20 12.17-51

downstream slugs. Oouldn't TIuxck 1
loosen remainder of metal &

column with maximum force Group 8
of 8000 Ibs. Pushed out

p_cess tub_ and remaining

I_ slugs.
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